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The problems associated with transonic flows in turbomachin-
ery  have been discussed with varying intensity for many years.
Recently, the interest in this subject  has greatly increased because
of the growing need to improve engine performance characteristics
while minimizing the development r isks . Engine efficiency, noise
generation and aeroelastic s tability are additional aspects which
have acquired new and obvious importance in recent years because
- I of the worsening energy situation, the increasingly strict  noise reg-
ulations , and the occurrence of new flutter problems in high-speed
fans and compressors. Progress on these problems clearly de-
pends on a detailed understanding and accurate prediction of the
complex transonic flows which of necessi ty are encounte red in
mode rn high-performance engines. Therefore , it appeared that a
workshop specializing in the problems found in internal transonic
flow s would be helpful not only in informing the various workers  in
- - this field about the latest work being done , but also in providing a
number of opinions on the subject of what important work remains
to be done.
This workshop complemented the IUTAM Symposium Trans -
sonicum which was run so ably by Professor  Oswatitsch in 1975 in
Gottingen. The Symposium Transsonicum provided a grand, large
scale review of work comple ted in the general field of transonic
flows. Here , in a more modest ef for t , only those problems pecu-
liar to turbomachines were considered in a workshop atmosphere
designed to encourage everyone to discus s ideas and work not corn-
pleted , but in progress .  This desire also led to the format used
for the meeting, in which lead-off speakers set the stage for each
session, followed by several speakers who discussed work in pro-
gress .
The purpose of the workshop, then , was f i rs t  to assess the
current advances in transonic flow analyses and expe riments , and
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their applicability in predicting the flow in tran sonic turbomachines,
and second, to as certain what work should be done in the future
- - to improve these techniques. To this end , we tried to form a mix
of exte rnal and inte rnal aerodynamicists, analytical and computa-
tional experts , and experimentalists and theoreticians. The at-
tendance list shows attendees from as far as Europe and from as
near  as the Naval Postgraduate School.
After much discussion, it was decided , finally, not to include
a special session on unsteady flows. This is because any serious
discussion of this subject area should include the interaction of the
flow field and the s t ruc tures, i . e . ,  aeroelastic effects , and it ap-
peared that this kind of discussion would be too broad for jus t  one
session. Indeed, this subject could be and often is the subject of
a whole workshop. Therefore , we decided to limit unsteady flow
considerations to the assessment of the effects of unsteady flow on
performance.
The first two sessions were concerned with analysis. In the
first, the formulation of transonic flow problems to various orders
of approximation was considered, including governing equations -:
and boundary conditions, the validity of the steady flow assumption,
the validity of simplified flow models including two-dimensional
formulations and linearized governing equations, and the use of
asymptotic methods . In the second, computational methods of
solution were discussed. Here , the problems considered included
comparison of various methods of computation, the special problems
which exist in turbomachine calculations as opposed to s ingle air-
foil studies , increasing the efficiency of given methods of computa-
tion , and the inclusion d shock fitt ing methods.
j  The third session on viscous effects in transonic flows inclu-
ded studies of shock wave-boundary laye r interactions , the general
inclusion of boundary layer effects , and separation . The solutions
presented emp loyed both numerical and anal ytical methods .
The fourth session was on experiment and covered reviews of
data and experimental techniques presently available and unde r ac-
• • tive development at the present  time. Some promising new expe r-
imental methods were discussed , with emphasis being given to the
use of the laser as a diagnostic tool.
• The fifth and final session consisted of a general discussion in
which each of the session chairmen presen ted  a brief review of
‘ his session.
~
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The format  of these proceedings follows , with a few minor
F exceptions , that of the meeting. At the sponsors ’ request, a brief
F statement of conclusions was formulated.
The workshop was held unde r the sponsorship of the SQUID
Project (Office of Naval Research) ,  Naval Air Systems Command,
• and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. It took place at
the Naval Postgraduate School , Monterey, California, February
11-12 , 1976. The workshop was recorded , the discussions were
transcr ibed and edited , and the discussions and the papers submit-
ted by the speakers now appear in the form of these proceedings.
Special mention should be made of the support and encourage-
ment given b y Mr.  J. Patton , Power Branch 0. N. R . ,  Dr.  H. 3.
Mueller , NAV AIR , and Lt. Col. R. C. Smith , A. F. O. S. R. Their
- 
. inte rest  in this pro jec t  is evident in the welcoming remarks made
by each at the meeting and reproduced here (pp. xv - xix) ;  without
their  continuing s upport , this workshop would not have been possi-
ble. Special thanks are  also due to Dr. S. N. B. Murthy, SQUID
Project  director , who contr ibuted his support and ideas concerning
both the organizat ion of the workshop and these proceedings.
Admiral Linder and the s t a f f  of the Department of Aeronautics
at the Naval Postgraduate School are  to be congratulated for having
handled 67 visitors with gracious efficiency ; Mr.  John C. King and
his staff  performed very  well indeed , the difficult  task of recording
the workshop.  The t ranscr iption of the tapes and the retyping of
all the papers , was done at the Department of Aerospace Engineer-
ing, The Univers i ty  of Michigan. Our grati tude goes to Miss
Sharon Bauerle who performed the Herculean task of transcribing
the tapes and retyping the papers , and to Mrs .  Margare t  Fillion ,
who aided both in the meticulous work of making corrections , and
in the ori ginal organizatiozm l work  for the workshop. Finally, we
gra teful ly acknowledge the work done by Professor M. Sichel and
Professor  A. F. Messite r , both of The University of Michigan , in
editing the discussions and r~roofreading the manuscripts.
T.C. Adamson , Jr. and M.F. Platzer
Editors and Workshop Co-Chai rmen
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THIRTY YEARS OF RESEARCH
There has been a resurgence of interest  in recent years in
basic problems relating to air-breathing engines due to increas-
ing demands for higher performance, for smaller and lighter-
wei ght powe r plants , and for operation over wide r ranges of op-
erating conditions. This in teres t  is exemplified in the current
need to develop deepe r fundamental understanding of the physical
phenomena involved in all aspects of engine desi gn and develop-
ment.
To sat isf y this need , the Power Program of the Office of
Naval Research , through Project  SQUID , initiated a series of
wo r kshops to consider selected topics from the s tandpoint of (1)
a critical evaluation of cur ren t  efforts , (2) determining the extent
of agreement in explainin g various phenomena associated with the
s-abject, and (3) discus s ion of possible new approaches to solution
of problem a reas .  These workshops have been held:
Research in Gas Dynamics of Jet Engines , ONR/Chicago ,
Decembe r 4-5 , 1969, Project  SQUID Report
Fluid Dynamics of Unsteady 3-D Separated Flows , Georgia
Tech. , June 10-11 , 197 1, AD736248
Laser  Doppler Velocimetry Flow Measurements, Purdue
4 Univers i ty ,  March 9-10 , 1972 , AD 753243
- 
i 
. Aeroelasticity in Turbomachines, Detroit Diesel Allison,
June 1-2 , 1972 , AD749680
Laser  Raman Diagnostics , G.E.  Research & Development
Cente r , May 10-11 , 1973 , GE-2-PU , Project  SQUID Re-
port
Laser  Doppler Velocimetry Flow Measurements, II, Pur-
due Universi ty,  March 1974 , PU-R1-75 , Project SQUID
Report
. Turbulent  Mixing : Non-Reactive and Reactive Flows , Pur-
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. Unsteady Flow in Jet Engines, United Aircraft Research
Laborato r y-, (UARL ) now (UTRC), Jul y 11-12 , 1974 , UARL-
3-PU , Project SQUID Report
Measurement Techniques in Combustors , Purdue Universi-
• tv, May 22-23 , 1975 , ADA 020386 , Project SQUID Report
PU-R1-76
- Transonic Flows in Turbomachines, Naval Postgraduate
School , February 11-13 , 1976 (this volume)
Turbulence in Internal Flows , Air lie House , June 1976
The pr imary objective of the workshop on Transonic Flows in
Turbomachines was to establish the cu r ren t  status of design pro-
cedures in transonic turbomachinery, to determine the extent of
agreement in explaining some of the phenomenology associated
with transonic blading and nozzles , and to dete rmine the direc-
tions in which fu r the r research may be expected to yield impor-
tant and useful results . A secondary goal was to bring theoreti-
cians and practical design groups togethe r from industry ,  uni-
versi t ies and government, in an effor t  to utilize their combined
talents . There is a close relation of t ransonic flow problems in
turbomachines with the discipline s covered in othe r SQUID work-
shops , such as measurement techniques and aerod ynarnic-struc-
tural  integrat ion (blade f lu t ter) ,  etc.
At the time of this workshop, the Office of Naval Research
was actively planning its thirtieth anniversary for 1976. The year
1976 also marks  the thirtieth anniversary of Project SQUID. This
volume is part of a set of scientific publications released by ONR
in recognition of , and on the occasion of , its thi r t ie th  anniversary.
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WELCOMING REMARKS
James R. Patton, Jr.
Director , Power Program (Acting )
Office of Naval Research
We appreciate the very cordial welcome of this works hop
group to the Naval Postgraduate School by Admiral Linder.
The Postgraduate School is certainly an appropriate place to
hold a workshop on the subject of “Transonic Flows in Turboma-
chinery; ” there is not only pertinent research by capable inves-
- 
- tigators underway here , but in addition, the fine facilities and
beautiful environment should be conducive to accomplishing our
purpose.
On behalf of the Office of Naval Research, it ’s a great pleas-
ure to welcome you here today and especially to see the large
number of people who have turned out for this workshop. We are
particularly happy to join with the U.S. Air Force Office of Sci-
entific Research and the Naval Air Sys tems Command in sponsor-
1;  ing the workshop. The year 1976 happens to be the 30th anniver-
sary  of the Office of Naval Research. In recognition of this anni-
versary ,  unde r Project SQUID , we have planned this workshop
plus anothe r to be held in June on the subject of ‘Turbulence in
Internal Flows . “ These two workshops are part of a series of
workshops we have held starting in 1969, all on basic subjects
relating to air breathing engines for a i rc raf t  and missile appli-
I
It is not necessary to explain to this group the impo r tance of
the subject of this workshop. Suffice it to say that, from our
s tandpoint in the Department of Defense, operational requirements
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have been dictating the need for greater performance in the appli-
-
~~ cations of air breathing and turbine type powerplants . This us u-
ally requires utilizing higher temperatures and more work per
• unit of blade surface must be extracted in the engine. One of the
results is to utilize the kind of flows that will be talked about to-
day at this workshop. From the research standpoint , we con-
sider that developing a detailed accurate understanding of the in-
- 
- 
ternal flows and interactions within modern jet engines is a vital
and integral part of an air breathing propulsion system develop-
inent program just as much as is the development of the compo-
4 nent parts of the engine. To this end, through workshops such
- ~- as this , we seek to pinpoint specific areas of concern, learn
about the current  state of knowledge, take an unbiased look at the
- problem areas , and hopefully, develop realistic approaches to
understanding and solving the problems. Our current research
program, and I’m sure this holds for the other services as well,
- has been strongly influenced by holding workshops such as this.
On behalf of the sponsors I wish to thank the two organizers ,
Dr. Tom Adamson, of the University of Michigan ,and Dr. Max
Platzer , of the Naval Postgraduate School , for a r ranging and
planning the workshop. We look forward to the deliberations of
— this outstanding group of participants and wish to thank you all
for contributing your knowledge and time, essential to the success
4 of the workshop.
-5,
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Naval Air Systems Command
Gentlemen, the Naval Air Systems Command has the respon-
sibility for Naval Aviation Technology and Sys tems. Consequently,
the Command has considerable interest  in sponsoring symposia
in aerod ynamics - not only in order to provide a forum for techni-
cal interchange but primarily as a basis for developing the Com-
mand’s research programs. There is no doubt that the Navy needs
a strong research program in this fields In the future we will see
the development of a new, in many regards unconventional, Navy.
Yet , in many instances, basic knowledge and fundamental technol-
ogy is not yet available to the ~xtent that would guarantee the time-
ly and cost-efficient design of those advanced propulsion systems
- 
- and platforms the Navy will want to have. Such workshops are
therefore a significant f i rs t  step in the homework we have to do
H in order to ultimately achieve our ambitious goals.
As a co-sponsor of this workshop it is my pleasant du ty to
-- ( thank Dr. Platzer and Dr. Adamson for assuming the chairman -
ship. I would als o like to than k Admiral Linde r on behalf of the
Naval Air Sys tems Command for hosting this event. And , last
but no t leas t , I welcome all of you who are here to share with us
their expertise and experience. I sincerely wish you a very suc-
cessful , rewarding and enjoyable meeting .
Than k you~
- I
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WELCOMIN G REMARKS
Robert C. Smith , Lt. Col. , USAF
Program Manager
Directora te of Aerospace Sciences
Air Force Office of Scientific Research
I think all of you are familiar with what AFOSR’s job is - we
are the basic research managers for the Air Force. We are spend-
ing approximately $400,000 this year on basic research proglams
concerned with the fluid mechanics of turbomachinery. I am the
program manager for this area. Hopefully, depending on what
happens to the FY77-78 budgets , there will be additional funds
for this area.
— Rather than belabor more on this , I would like to use my time
to ask you to do AFOSR a favor. As you probabl y are aU aware ,
Tony Fern died in Decembe r unexpectedly. The management of
AFOSR has decided to se t up an R&D award which this year will
honor Tony Fern . It will include a lecture series similar to the
von Karman lecture series established by the AIAA. The favor
I need from you is this : do you have any suggestion as to who
should be conside red for this award and/o r a lecture topic that
might be appropriate. If you have any suggestions you may eithe r
give them to me during the meeting or else forward them to my
office in care of Milt Rogers. Milt is handling the details . Our
address is AFOSR/NA, Building 410 , Bolling AFB, DC 20332.
Any suggestions you have would be sincerely appreciated.
Now back to this meeting. I hope to learn a great deal here.
The research area to be discussed , Transonic Flow in Compres-
sors , is one in which we must develop new predictive methods so
we can design bette r engines. This requires an increase in ou r
understanding of what is happening in the flow field. I think that
‘-- 5 -
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- the representatives from the commercial companies here will
agree that we still don ’t understand everything that is going on
.5 _
i ins ide the turbojet. I hope this meeting will clarify some of the
I unknowns .
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS FOR SESSION ON BASIC FORMULA-




In the past several years. significant advances have been
made in developing methods for solving problems in fluid dynamics.
Equally significant advances have been made in extending these
techniques to applications in turbomachinery. Many good two -
dimensional solutions now exist for blade-to-blade and hub-shroud
flows through turbomachinery blade rows. More recently, three-
dimensional , transonic, viscous , and uns tead y ef f ects have begun
• to be incorporated , bringing with them subsequent increases in
computer run time. Several years ago, full three-dimensional,
• numerical , inviscid fl ow solutions were generated fo r the fi r st
- I. time in transonic blade rows. Most recently, viscous three-
dimensional solutions have been attempted.
In this Session, and again in Sessions II and III , we will dis-
cuss some of the formulations of equations and boundary conditions
for transonic turbomachinery problems , as well as solution algo-
rithrn s for these formulations. An orderly presentation and resul-
tan t clear understanding of this material will be facilitated by re-
ferring to the outline on Figure 1. As the figure indicates , no sin-
gle pr oblem is being consider ed, but a tr emendous varie ty of prob-
lem s depending upon a series of key choices made by the engineer.
First, the exact problem to be solved must be chosen. Several
decisi ons must be made at this point concerning type of turboma-
chine , number of blade rows , blade row geometry parameters ,
spatial dimensions in the solution, veloci ty level, and viscosity
and time effects . Second , af ter a well-defined problem is
-~~:~~~~~Th ~ ~~
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established, the appropriate governing flow equations and boundary
conditions for that problem must be determined. Often the den y-
ation of bounda ry condition equations and of equations governing
treatment of shock discontinuities is more diffi cult than the den y-
ation of basic equations for the through-flow. Third , several very
important decisions must be made concerning the algorithm for
-
- solution of the equations. If the algorithm must be numeric, fine
details of the numerics will determine the eventual stability and
-: accu racy of the solution, as well as the proper modelling of t rue
physics in key regions such as upstream and downstream bound a-
-~ 
~- ries , blade row edges , and shock discontinuities . Finally, the
• 
- 
solution procedure on a computer must be established in such a
way that compute r storage and especially run time are kept to
- 
- reasonable limits.
Anyone who has worked through the above process for a real-
istic turbomachinery problem is aware of two very important facts.
First, depending upon whether or not the true physics of the prob-
lem are modelled correctly in equations , and upon how these equa-
tions are subsequently solved, it is possible to generate impressive
looking results which are utter nonsense. The utmost care must
be exercised in the fo rmulation and solution of any problem to en-
su re that the engineer receives a true solution to the p roblem at
hand.
Secondly, there are some substantial tradeoffs to be consid-
ered in making many of the decisions inherent in Fig. 1. In many
of these decisions , simplifications to the modelling and analysis of
the problem generally lead to decreased computation time and
- - S storage, but at the same time to decreased accuracy and loss of
true physics . As always, it requires engineering artistry to be
able to simplif y a probl em to where it is practical for design, yet
• maintain enough of the problem so that answers are meaningful .
As Fig. 1 indicates , many approaches can be taken to the gen-
eral problem of transonic flow in turbomachinery. Care must be
exercised in developing and applying any solution so that the two
extremes of inaccurate results and overkill of the problem are
avoided. These considerations should be kept in mind in evalua-
ting the presentations which follow.
~ 
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H1. DEFINITION OF EXACT PROBLEM FOR SOLUTION
Geometry - Compressor or turbine , axial or centrifugal ;
Single blade row , camber , twist , lean, thickness
Full stage, or multistage
Dimension - 2-D or 3-D




, Transonic (mixed flow), choked flow
Supersonic
- I Time - Steady
Unsteady
2. APPROPRIATE FORM OF FLOW EQUATIONS
3. ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE SOLUTION
Analytic
Numeric - First, second , third order
Stabili ty and accuracy
4. BOUNDARY CONDITION TECHNIQUE
Proper physics
Solution algorithm - First , second, thir d order
Stability and accuracy




1 6. COMPUTER STORAGE AND TIME
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BASIC FORMULATION FOR TRANSONIC FLOW PROBLEMS IN




fir Luft und Raumfahrt, G~ttingen, Germany, and
Technical University of Vienna , Vienna, Aus tria
ABSTRACT
The basic equations for transonic flow in stators and rotors
are derived. Herewith vortex free flow conditions in the entrance
is assumed. The specific properties of steady transonic flow in
turbomachines are considered. The characteristic parameters
and similarities are discussed. Special attention is given to the
two dimensional approximation. The mutual influence of stators
and rotors is considered.
The diffe rent sources of loss: shock waves, boundary layers
and separations are compared. The displacement by bou ndary




In this lecture I would like to treat some particular properties
of the steady transonic flow in turbomachines. I assume that the
flow far upstream is vortex-free with respect to the inertial sys-
tern and steady wi th reference to the rotor-fixed system . This
means that the particles have constant entropy and the entropy
changes from particle to particle only smoothly.
-4-5








To begin with I as sume cylindrical coordinates - x, r , ~3 (Fig . 1)
with U W1 W2 as velocity components in the x, r, 13 - directions.Then one has the following relations
u~~~ h = — d ~x ’ 1 ~r ’ 2 r ’73
( 1)
where 4 is the velocity potential , t the time and h the specific
enthalpy.
Changing now to the rotor-fixed system with w as angular
velocity of the roto r and primed quantities referring to the new
system (Fig. 2) one obtains the following relations
r ’ = r ;  /3’ = 13 -~~t; t ’ = t ;
W~1 = W1; W~ = W 2 - ~r (2)
For the derivatives one finds






From the fact that the velocity potential must be steady in the
- 
- 
rotor-fixed system it follows
V
i-i
Figure 1. Cylindrical Coordinates in a Plane x - ~ Const. of the
Inertial  System
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Figure 2. Relation to the Rotor-Fixed System
0 = - [h+f(u









J = Const. (4)
¶ which is the energy equation in the rotor-fixed system.
For the remainder of the paper rotor-fixed coordinates are
used and therefore, for simplicity, the primes are dropped. One
finally obtains the energy equation in the following form
h + f (W~ - .2 r2 ) = Cons t; W2 = u2 + W~ + W~ u2 + V2 +
(5)
where W is the magnitude of the velocity vector and v, w are the
veloci ty components in the cartesian y, z di rections (Fig. 1).
Then the following relations exist for the cylind rical system
U = 4 ,  W 1 = ‘~r 
= - ~4~ - w r  (6)
and for the car tesian system
u~~~t~ v = 4 + c ~z; w = 4 ~~~_ c ~ y (7)
-- - .~~~~~~~~ - .~~~~~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ~~~~~•~~~~~~~~• - _ - ~~~~~•
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Figure  3. Natu r al Coordinate  System
A coordinate system which is most suitable to describe the
flow through blade cascades of axial machines is now introduced
where x ’ and y’ are the directions parallel and perpendicular to
the local flow (Fig . 3). r is the hub r adius , s the cascade pitch ,
0 is the angle between the roto r axis and the x ’-axis and z ’ z -r 0.Then the following relations between this new system and the rotor-
fixed car tesian coordinate system hold
x cos 0 + y Sin 9
• y ’ = - x sin ~ + y cos (8)
z’ = z - r
0
U ’ = u cos 9+ v sifl 9
v ’ = - u sin ~ + v cos (9)
W I = W
Using Eqs. (7), (8), (9) and after partial differentiat ion, Eqs. (10)
are obtained
= W + ... = 4~~, + w(r + z ’) sin 9
v ’ = 
~~~~
, + ~ (r + z ’) cos (10) - 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _  -5— — ——  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -— -S~~~~~~~~
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ,.-.






w = W I = - = 4 ,  - w (x’ sin ~ + y ’ cos
Note that the u ’ velocity component is approximately the magnitude
of the velocity.
Because of the independence of the continuity equa tion from
the spe cial coordinate system used it immediately follows tha t
a pu’ 
+ 
8p v ’  8pw’ —
ay’ +
and because of the orientation of the x ’ , y ’ , z ’ -.system , Eq. ( 11)  is
obtained after retaining f i rs t  order small disturbance quantities
only
~~~ - ~~~~~~— + -~~~~~- + -h-. + = ( 1 1 )
~ 8x ’ 8x ’ 8y ’ 8z ’
With 8/8x ’ being the derivative in the flow direction , in which











where here s is the specific entropy , p the density, p the pressure
and a the velocity of sound .
The energy equation (5) assumes the following form
-; ¶ h + -} U ’2 - -~~ (~)2 [(x ’ sin O + y ’ cos ö )
2 + (r + ~~ 1 )~~] = Const.
and hence for the density derivative one has
2a ~~~ 
8h’ , 8u ’ 2 • - - • -
~~ ax ’ 
-
~
—r = - u + w (x sin 9 + y ’ cos 0)  sin 0
Together with Eq. ( 11)  finally the basic gasdynami c equa tion in
small disturbance form is obtained
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (12)
• a2 8x 8y BZ a2
Defining a * as the critical velocity of sound on r = r 0 for a
perfect  gas of constant specific heats the following form of the
— 5- -- - .~ -~~~- — 5- - -_ _. _&. s . 5 ~~~~~1__-5 . _-._.. .~~S~&.t .sSS .__£~~~~~~~~~~ s J ~~ _______
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- - energy equation results
2 a
2 ~ , 2 




— (— - 1) + (— - 1) = (— - 1) ( 13)
~~ a ’~~ a
*Z a*
- and for small di sturbances one gets the special form
2 2  2 2c~~~r ~~~r‘•i ~~~~~~~ (-i- - 1) + ( a— - 1) = ° (~L~ - 1) = ° -~~ — (14)y - I  * * *2 r *2 ra a a 0 a o
where both equations contain the characteristic pa rameter  ~~r / a *.
LATERAL INFLUENCE
Transonic flow is characterized by nearly constant mass flow
density which therefore causes very strong lateral influences.
This effect is shown very clearly in older experiments by S. Ac-
— keret and N.  Rott [ i ] ,  Fig. 4 , who measured and computed the
r~~~~~~~~~~
TJT 1 . 0  1
-- 
I
W/a* — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ j
0.8 —~~
1.5






Figure 4 . Mach Number and Drag Coefficient CDS for Choked
Flow through an Unstaggerec?Cascade as a Function of Area Con-
traction Ratio (f - f )/ f  according to [i]




flow between two profiles. The gap-to-chord ratio in these exper-
iments was f / 1 =2/3 , 1, 4/3 , 2 and 4, respectively. In all cases
accelerated flow was studied. The choking Ma ch number in the
entrance M5~ and the maximum drag coefficient CDS was calcula-
ted with simple one-dimensional theory. The right- hand side of
- 
- Fig. 4 shows the choking Mach number and the drag coefficient as
a function of the contraction ratio. This example illustrates a
- 
- - wide applicability of the one-dimensional flow approximation.
In many important cases the cross-flow terms with v ’ and w ’
in Eq. (12) dominate in comparison with the axial term of the gas-
dynamic equation. This represents a situation similar to R . T.
Jones ’ low aspect ratio wing theory [2]. The gasdynamic equation
then degenerates to Eq. (15) where 4’ is the velocity potential in
- 
- Eq. (10).
~y’y’ ÷ ~~~~~~‘~~~~‘ + ~~~~~~~ y ’ cos 9 sin 0 = 0 
(15)
The boundary condition can be given, e. g .,  on the suction and p
pressure side of neighboring blades as well as on the hub and
casing wall
y ’ = 0 and y ’ = s cos 0:  v ’ = 4 , + w(r + z ’) cos Uy ° (1 6)
z ’ = 0 and z ’ = b: w ’ = ~~~~ - ~y’ cos 0
where b is the blade span, Fig. 5.
It should be noted that this boundary value problem leaves an
add itive function of x undetermined resulting in a flow problem
similar to the flow past low aspect ratio wings of a given thickness
distribution at zero angle of attack treated by K. Oswatitsch [3].
In the present case this function can be found from continuity con-
siderations because the total mass flow in each cross-section has
to be constant. If only force and moment calculations are of inter-
est thi s function makes no contribution to the pressure difference
between pressure and suction side of the blade. This may be the
reason for the applicability of linearized theory to the calculation
of momentum in transonic flow , see e. g . ,  McCune [41. If, on the
~
• other hand, choking and similar effects are to be considered the
additive function of x plays an important role. These latter con-
sidera tions are all restricted to the flow between the blades , i. e. ,
the passage flow which can be regarded to be bounded by the
- 
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Figure 5. Simplified Boundary Condition in the Cross-Section
x = Const.
potential lines extending from the blade leading and trailing edge
to the neighboring blade , Fig. 6. For the passage flow good
-5 -
Figure  6. Boundaries of the Passage Flow Region ( ) in the
Potential - Streamline Net
-,  
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Figure 7. Comparison of Approximation [5] (ooooo) with Exact
Theory [61 ( — —  —. —) at M 0. 24.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Sonic; Incompressible.
approximation theories can be developed, as e. g .,  Oswatitsch and
Rybming [5] , Fig . 7. There is very good agreement between the
approximation and the exact theory by Uchida [6] in the blade pas -
sage. In the entrance region and in the present example most
noticeably in the exit region the results are unsatisfactory.  This
is mainly due to the significant lateral influence in transonic flow
mentioned earlier. Therefore , the que stion arises whether theo-
ries and experiments which do not take into account the mutual
blade row interference are meaningful.
- • Transition from subsonic to supersonic flow , in gene r al , takes
place in the blade passage, Fig. 8 [71, and can generally be com-
puted much more easily than for the single airfoil in unbounded
flow. It is essential to note , however , that the supersonic exit
flow is quite different in characte r from the subsonic case due to
the supersonic wave structure.
SIMILARITY LAWS
The similar ity laws valid for sin gle profiles and wings are
-5 ..__5_ ~~~~~~~ - -5 -  — — - -~~~~~~ ----~~~~- ~~~~~ -~~~ -- —
~- ‘~T~TT~
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Figure  8. Acceleration to Supersonic Flow in a Cascade
equall y applicable to transonic cascades and three-dimensional
flows in turbomachines. Disregarding rotational effects the fol-
lowing reduced quantities should be introduced. Defining T as the
flow deflection angle and 
~ 
as the ratio of specifi c heats the follow-
ing reduced variables have to be used , Fig. 9.
— 
~
- ~l/ 3 , 
-
y = [ (y +l )T J y
=
( U - 1)( ~ + l ) ’”~ T -2/ 3 = (17 )
v ’ -1 -
W
I -l  -
= W
a
Only flows with the same reduced variables can be compared. For
the stagger angle A the following relation holds
tg A - ~~~~~~ (~~~~) 1/2 (~~~ - ~) l/2 [(~~~1) T J h / 3~~~~2 (18)
a
showing that the blade staggering has to change with the Mach line
a






Figure 9. Small Flow Turning in Transonic Cascade
inclination and blade spacing has to vary according to Eqs. (17) .
TWO-DIMENSIONAL AND QUASI-TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW
It can easily be shown that two-dimensional flow can also be
transformed into certain three-dim ensional flows. A simple ex-
ample shall be given here. If we assume the boundary condition
on the hub and on the casing to be given by
z ’ = 0: w ’ = 0; z ’ = b: w ’ = w (19)
where w is constant, then the following relation for
W
satisfies the boundary condition. The gasd ynamic equation for
small disturbances and the irrotationality condition are now given
by
( l _ M 2 ) + } ~~- 5 +~~2 = 0 ;  ~ 3Lj~ -~~~~- = 0  (20)
Introducing now the tr ansformation , Eq. (21 )
-L   
_
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reduces the inhomogeneous system Eqs. (20) to the well known
two-dimensional  Eqs. (22)  for  u ’ and ~
1 ~~~~ au ’ a~~ (5~ 3U av(~~ —~vL ) , , —~~~~1 , , — , —ax ay a y ax
I
- I It should be noted that there  are more general t ransformat ions
which will be repor ted  at the fo r thcoming GAMM-meeting by H.
Sobiecz ky [8]. Also , it is important  to realize that useful  approx-
imation theor ies  can be developed for  high aspect ratio blades
whose shape changes onl y smoothly from hub to tip. This is sim-
ilar to Prandtl ’s l i f t ing  line theory and Keune ’s approximation for
thick hig h - a s p e c t - r a t i o  wings [9].
SOME REMARKS ON LOSSES
It appears that the shock losses are sometimes overestimated.
In this regard it is important  to keep in mind that a shock with a
pressure ratio of ~ /p = 2 has onl y a stagnation pres su re  loss of
about 3~~ . In con t r a s t  to this , d i f fus ion  and mixing losses can be
much m o r e  important. Since the isentropic flow density is nearly
constant an area increase of the available flow duct must be corn-
pensated mainl y by s tagnat ion p r e s s u r e  decrease.
Also , secondary flows in cascades have to be considered. The
disp lacement  th i~-k n e s s  on the suction side of the blades can be a
multiple of the t w , -dizr i -~:nsiona 1 disp lacement thickness .  More
fundamenta l  inves t iga t ions  a re  needed on this problem.
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‘ DISCUSSION OF THE OSWATITSCH PAPER
MC CUNE: You were using a slide to indicate three-dimensional
eff ects wer e very impor tant in the transoflic regime? They were
very successful in predicting the drag in this particular case up to
I - a certain critical Mach number?
OSWATITSCH: Yes. It is so. I think it can be that the internal
flow gives the dominating term for the forces. And then one has
not to trouble too much perhaps with the external flow if one only
is interested in the forces. This internal flow, even if it is three-
dimensional, may be calculated quite simply.
SICHEL : You had one picture where you showed a sonic line that
-.
~~~~~~~~~
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was going across  the cascade blade passage - I think you had those
fair l y curved blades with your characteristics drawn on them . In
the development of the transonic flow , wouldn ’t you expect at f ir s t
that the sonic line ~o u1d bend around and form sort  of a bow on one
- I s u r f a c e ?  I wonder if you could talk about that.
OSWATITSCH : I haven ’t talked about that because I think it ’s very
disagreeable! The change from the local supersonic region to the
sonic l ine which goes from one side to the other side is , I think -
I am not su re  at the moment, but I think - that it is a real uns teady
change. You can only get it by unstead y s olutions in between. Un-
stead y solutions in internal  flow are also quite problematical. We
have done research  - with Dr. Kiuwick who is now in Blacksburg  -
we have done the chang e you have mentioned in the very simple
case of a one-dimensional  Laval nozzle and then he has studied the
change f rom the symmetrical to the non sy-mmetri cal  - f rom the
— accelerated solution to the other one. This is already qui te  a lit t le
paper , and the chang e from one to the other solution takes a loga-
rithmically inf ini te  time so it is an asymp totic solution , which is
a very good asymptot ic  solution , but in any case it shows that even
with very  simple examples you have trouble. So the change you
mentioned should be considered - but people like Landahl should do
it. The main wave is an upstream going wave , and this upstream
going wave is very  disagreeable at the sonic line because it is turn-
ing around absolutel y. In the subsonic flow , it goes ahead and in
the supersonic  flow , it does not go ahead; there fore , small distur-
bance wave theory doesn ’t fit , but it may be that there are  som e
better ways  to find. I haven ’t seen them found yet.
-
-5-.- 
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL INVISCID FLOW THROUGH A HIGHLY-
LOADED TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR ROTOR
J. E. McCune
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA
ABSTRACT
A newly-developed approach to the theoretical description of
three-dimensional inviscid flow in axial compressor rotors or
fans is applied to the case of transonic operation at pressure ratios
of practical interest. Results are compared with recently ac-
quired data for a transonic ducted fan operating in the M. I. T.
Blowdown Facility. In the theory, nonlinear inviscid effects are
retained to any desi red accu r acy in the pitch-wise averaged flow
(axisymmetric through flow), while blade-to-blade variations are
computed by linearizing around this mean flow. In thi s latter step,
no quasi-two-dimensional (cascade) assumption is necessary.
The comparison between experiment and theory is sufficiently en-
couraging to suggest that the improved theory, appropriately re-
fined , may become of practical use in compressor design. Fur-
ther , the results have interesting implications in the stud y of com-
pressor  noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Earlier theoretical attempts [1-8] to describe three-dimen-
sional inviscid flow in axial compressor rotors or fans were car-
ried out within the realm of strictly linear theory, analogous to - - 
-
classical thin airfoil theory. While these original theories strong ly
suggest the presence of several interesting three-dimensional ef-
fects , with possible important implications both for rotor design
1k _ _
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L i , 6, 8] and compressor acoustics [9, 101, this could not be yen-
fied in practical applications until now, because of the limitations
inherent to the basic linearization procedure. Even improved,
higher-order perturbation theories [ii], so long as they are based
on an expansion around the undisturbed inlet flow , do not seem to
offer immediate application to practical engine design or perfor-
rnance studies.
A recent fundamental advance in the analytic theory, however ,
now enables one to consider three-dimensional effects in blade
row s which induce flow turning angles and/or pressure ratios of
trul y practical interest.  This new theory, str ict ly speaking , is
still “linearized , “ but it is now l inearized about the circumferen-
tial mean flow (axisymmetric through-f low),  and nonlinear term s
are kept in the latter to any desired accuracy.  This allows the
treatment  of a rb i t r a ry  mean turning and back p re s su res , and , of
course , also includes the satisfaction of the (nonlinear , mean -
flow ) requi rement  of radial equilibrium in the ~nnular  case . This
‘!hybrid ” or “quasi-linear ” theory is outlined in som e detail , for
the incompressible case , in Refs . [12] and [13]. In the f i r s t  of
these the new approach is introduced , with the help of Beltrami-
flow concepts , in a three-dimensional rectilinear geometry with
the blades represented by a cascade of ducted lifting lines. In the
second , the corresponding theory is developed in the annular case.
A f i r s t  approach to the compressible (hig her Mach number)  prob-
lem is  presented in Ref.  [ 141 for rectilinear geometry.
• In the present paper our purpose is to apply this hybrid theory
to a hig hly-loaded ducted fan in transonic operation, and to corn -
pare the results with recent data acquired in the M. I. T. transonic
rotor blow-down facility [15 , 16].
This paper is constructed as follows. In the next section (II )
the well known basic equations are summarized and then special -
ized to the case of Beltrami flow (isentropic , inviscid , uniform
rothalpy, isolated blade row). The corresponding mean-flow equa-
tions are discussed in the light of Beltrarn i flow concepts and cer-
I 
tam points of special use to us in the present application are noted
H and compared with classical results [17 , 18]. Because of our in-
tention to pe r tu rb  around the mean flow , it is of practical impor-
tance to describe the properties of the latter as eff icient ly as pos-
W sible ; we at tempt  to do so in this section.
In Section III the perturbat ion equations are derived , ernpha-
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These equations are a generalization , to the compr essible, annu-
lar case , of those obtained earlier in Refs . [12- 14]. The basic
small pa rameter which aUows such an expansion about the mean
flow actually turns out to be 2w/ B  (B=number of blades in a given
row ) or , rou ghly, the inverse of the solidity. This is , of course,
a measure of the blade “discreteness, “ and the reader may well
note that the smallness of this parameter is really only mar ginal
for  a fan (B typically about 20). However , one of the important
three-dimensional effects of blade discreteness, as we shall see ,
is that of the vorticity trailing behind the loaded blades [12]. This
becomes weak , and eventually vanishes, for rotor designs approach-
ing “constant work. “ Such designs are typical for many fans. We
take advantage of this fact in the present study. Nevertheless ,
as we shall discover , the theory works remarkably well (perhap s
better than could be expected, a priori) even when applied to a
fan which actually departs substantially from constant work [19].
Section IV is devoted to a brief discussion of practical methods
of treating both the mean flow and blade-to-blade variations corn-
putationally in the transonic r egime; typical results are shown for
design parameters of interest in this range. In Section V direct
application of the theory [19] to the experiment mentioned above
[15 , 16] is shown and discussed. Here , for purposes of obtaining
results relatively quickly we resort  to the familiar technique of
applying a basically incompressible (low Mach number)  theory to
the experimental situation by simply adjusting the channel height
(hub-ti p ratio) to obtain the proper (average) axial velocity ratio.
More detailed comparison with the full transonic theory is still in
progress .
Section VI of this paper provides a summary and some con-
clusions , as well as a few suggestions for extensions to more
general situations. Some interesting implications regarding corn -
pressor noise spectra are also discussed.
H. BASIC EQUATIONS AND BELTRAMI FLOW
Consider the flow in an annulus , using the right-handed cylin-
drical coordinates (r , 9, x) in a duct-fixed system. Let the abso-
lute velocity, V = V(x , t) = (u , v, w)  U~ + v~ 0 
+ w~~ , represen t
the fluid flow measured in this system. Using the concept dis-
cussed by Marble [17] of describing the presence of the blade row : - -
(or rows) by a distributed body force F (force per unit mass ,
reall y an acceleration),  acting on the fluid , the momentum equations
-—--5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
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can be wri t ten in Lamb’s form
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = - V H + T V s + F  (2 .1)
where Q s curl  V, H = h + ( 1/2)q
2 is the l~~tal specific enthalpy in
duct-fixed (absolute) coordinates , q2 u + V2 + w2 , s is the
specific fluid entropy, T the fluid temperature, and F = F(r , 0 , x, t).
Actually, of course, F could if we chose contain specific viscous
st resses  other than those occurring solely due to contact with the
blading, so (2. 1) is actually general enough to include the Navier-
Stokes equations with proper interpretation of F. In our present
work , however , we shall treat F to be zero away from the blading,
so we will here be neglecting, fo r example, pos sible importa nt
viscous interactions -in the wakes. Treatment of this latter prob-
lem is especially interesting in rotating machinery, but is beyond
the scope of this article. In writing (2. 1) we have of course used
the standard thermodynamic equation
Tds = dh~~~L dp.
Analogous use of a volumetric specifi c power input to the fluid ,
due (at least)  to the blading, leads to the familiar energy equation
2 2
Dt p at — ( .
where D/Dt is the usual convective derivative in absolute coordi-
nates. As with Fin  (2 . 1), P in ( 2 . 2 )  could 1 if we choose , include
viscous dissipation , net heat t ransfer  in the wakes and at the blad-
ing, etc. ,  as well as any actual power input associated with an
ordered movement o f F  through the fluid. From (2. 1) and (2. 2)
T~~~~~ = P - F • V  (2 .3)
which simply states that the rate of specifi c entropy increase of a
fluid particle moving through the machine is proportional to the dif-
ference between the actual net power input and the rate of work
done by the body forces F (in particular, by the blading). To illu-
strate, suppose F is due only to a single isolated blade row, ro-
tating at the speed w (clockwise looking from the inlet, 1. e. =
.ü~~ ), so that F 0 outside the blade row and otherwise F =
F(r’~6-~ t,x). Suppose also thatP=~~rF 0 so that there is no net 
-5, -5-- - -5 - - 
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cooling at the blades, etc. Then , in that case,
T = - F . (2. 4)
where W I - ~ r~~9 
is the “relative velocity ” - - the velocity field
viewed by an observer riding on the (isolated) rotor. Note that ,
as Marble [17] pointed out , F .  W = 0 if F represents entirely the
- 
- reaction on the fluid of ideal pressure forces on the blades. In-
deed , this picture then assigns the cause of entropy increase sole-
ly to the drag on the blades.
A. Isolated Rotors
We now specialize to the case of an isolated rotor , i. e. ,  to
situations for which rotor-stator or interstage interaction is neg-
ligible. All quantities are then steady in the system fixed in the
rotor (the relative system), each quantity g = g(r , 0-t.~t , x), and
a a
— (2.5)
Then, correspondingl y, neglecting blade cooling, viscous dissipa-
tion and heat transfer in wakes, as well as viscous stresses in the
wakes, etc., P = ~ rF 9 and (2.3) or (2.4) becomes
TW. Vs -F~~ W (2.4a)
while (2.2) takes the form
W .  VII = - + ~ rF 0 
(2.2a)
Simple manipulation of (2. 1) yields
c~ x W = - V I + T V s + F  ( 2 . 6 )
where I H - wry (the rothalpy) and we recall that H is the abso- - -
-
lute specific enthalpy. Dotting (2 .6 )  with W and using (2.4a) gives
the important and familiar relation
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- -——~~~~~~ --~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --5~~~~~~ —~~~~~~~~~~ —
_____  
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H w .  v i  = 0 (2 . 7)
This latter result will be recognized as a differential form of
Euler ’s turbine equation; in particular , for the special solution
I = (spatial constant) we have the usual statement
= w i ~( rv) ( 2 . 7 a )
— where the changes defined by the “i~” are to be taken at correspond-
ing points along a streamline in the steady (relative) system defin-
able for an isolated rotor.
One can show trivially that (2. 7), with (2. 2a) ,  is consistent
with the 0 -component of momentum in the isolated rotor case. It
is important to note that (2 . 7) is applicable throughout the flow .
even at the blading where F ~ 0, provided only that a /at = - w(& /80)
and P = wr F 0. By contrast , even in the reg ions where For  P = 0,
1 1 as 8hW~ VH = ~~~ao 
= w T~~j  -
which vanishes only in the mean (average over 0 ) .  Thus, in re-






) !~~~~f d O (  ),
H then in the mean W VII V .  VU = 0 in regions where F = 0,
and V . = 0 there as well , i. e . ,  H = H(~Li) up stream and down-
stream of the blade row , and similarly for ~V. * It is very useful
in applying (2. 7) to recall thatT= H - = T(4i) right through the
blad e row, even though~~~’ VII and V~ (~~~~~) do not individuallyvanish in the blade passages. Here, 4’ is defined by (p u, 0, pw)
-
~~~ = V O x V 4~.
making the above remark we have introduced the approximation
inherent  to our expansion about the mean. In fact , K~~~~ = A~~ +
-• (A ~ ), and in the following we shall general~~j~eglect quad r aticterm s in the fluctuations A, L etc. , i. e. A B A B. Exceptions
occur when one of the quantities , A or B, is singular [cf. Eqs.
(2. 14) -(2 . 20) and Section III].
I
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B. Mean Flow in Nearly Loss-Free Rotor Fields
Before focussing on our main subject—three-dimensional
Beltrami flows through rotors—we note some useful properties of
the mean (axisymmetric) flow in the important case for which
VI ~ 0, even approximately, because of inlet conditions. An im-
portant example is that of incoming “wheel flow , ” (v ~ Kr),  for
instance, set up by inlet guide vanes. In that case , upstream of
the rotor and downstream of the I. C. V., I ct. + wKr 2 , I V I~ r ,
etc. Nevertheless, to a good approximation in the upstream flow,
VH and T Vs 0 (mean inlet total temperature and total pressure
nearly unifo rm). Moreover , P wr F 9 in the absence of signifi -.cant net heat loss or input, and (2. 7) holds approximately. Then ,
in the mean, I = I ( 4~) everywhere, and VI  VI = I ‘(4 ’)V4 i where
- - 4’(r, x) describes the mean flow to be determined.
Now, for nearly loss-free flows, we must have, outside of the
blading , F 0, and in the rotor passages F. W 0 (body forces
dominated by pressure forces [17], so i (4i), according to (2 .4a) .
throughout the flow field. But, from_the stated inlet conditions , 
*thi s requires i ’(4 ’) ~ 0 and hence T V s  0 everywhere. Finally.
W x ~2 ~ W x ~i, so, outside the blading, (2. 6) reduces to
- W x ~~i - I ’ ( 4 ’) V 4 ’  (2 .8~
Equation (2. 8) applies upstream and downstream of the rotor.
We discuss it here to illustrate how techniques useful to (mean )
Beltrami flow , described below, can be generalized immediately
to other important cases.
The treatment given here (in this example) will be limited to
H 
- incompressible flow for the sake of brevity. In that case Va x
V 4’ = W, a 0 - f(r , x) without loss of generality, and
W = ( -~~~~~, rV Vf , 1~~~ ).— r 8 x  — r 8 r
The dot product of ñ with (2. 8) tells us that ~2 . V4~ = 0; i. c .,p_ i
*Some care must be exercised here in interpreting this statement - -‘1
wh en, for example. ~2 is singular—i. e., concentrated in “vortex -
;
j sheets ” as in idealized inviscid flow . No really fundamental
problem aris es, however, so we reserve discussion of this point
for Sections III . C and III.
3 :
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ö lies in the surfaces 4’ = const. This offers a useful conceptual
picture of the mean vorticity vector. (Of course W also lies in
- - 
- such surfaces, so mean Beltrami flow can be regarded as the
special case of the present situation in which ~7 and W are mu-
tually aligned.) Formally, ~2 x W = x (Va x V4 ’) ,  or
x . V4 ’)Va - (~~~~. Va)V4 ’
: j  - (
~~
. Vct)V4 ’,
in view of ~2 lying in stream surfaces. Clearly, then, from
(2.8).
Va + [‘(4 ’) ( 2 . 9)
and I’ (4 ’) is known from the inlet conditions to the roto r (or outlet
conditions from the I. G. V. or upstream stator) .  Recalling that
~l is the curl of the mean absolute velocity, V . we have
= ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~— r 8 x  r 2 &r r d r  r a r
= -~
.[- g ’(4 ’)~~~~, ~
*
4’(r x) g ’(4 ’)~~-~~]
and
~.  Va 
._~2~~
*4 ’ + g~( 4 , ) V .  Vf +I ’ (4 ’)  (2. 10)
where g(4 ’)  4’) (see section II. A) and , in the cylindrical coordi-
nates of interest here,
c 2 2 r 8 r  r ø r8x 8r
Returning to our earlier definitions of ~~~~~, g and a , we see that
— 2
!~ 
Vf ; - w  = [g(4 ’)/r  - w]




= -g ’(4’)[g(4’)- wr2J + r 21’(4’) (2.11)
-p 
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which is the (highly nonlinear) equation for 4’(r, x) determining the
mean flow—upstream and downstream of the rotor— fo r the type of
• - flow under discussion here. The reader will recognize (2. 11) as
— - a special case of the mean flow equation given by Marble [17], ap-
- 
- 
plicable under the approximations stated above.
Solution is “direct” for the design problem ; given the blade
loading and inlet conditions, the turning angles are  specified , and
hence g(4 ’) = ~~ is known upstream and downstream of the blading.
Chen [19] has developed a practical and quick iterative method for
solving nonlinear equations of the type (2. 11) for turbomachinery,
based on the idea that 4’ = 4 ’(r) to lowest order in 1/B (or 2 rr r~~g ’/ B)
(see Section V).
The off-design problem is more tedious , involving as usual
an integral equation (in this case , for f 0-  oi) but solution can
again be obtained by iterative techniques.
Matching of the “upstream” and “downstream” problems can
be accomplished simply, as in the following sections, using an
actuator disc approximation for the mean flow (and lifting lines to
represent the discrete blades in the full three-dimensional prob-
lem). In principle , the analysis can be carried out more correc-
tly by solving the rotor-passage equations where F ~ 0. In prac-
tice, however, judicious use of rotor or cascade data is preferable
at this stage of our knowledge, especially as regards internal flows
in transonic roto r or fan passages, in the corresponding matching
of upstream and downstream flows.
The special case of (2. 11), obtained by putting I ’(4 ’)  = 0, corre-
• sponds to the mean-flow Beltrami equation (W x = 0) in the corn -
pressible case [cf. Eq. (2. 22)] . This situation obtains , for exam-
ple , for loss-free, purely axial inlet flow , in which case g(upstrearn )
= 0 and g(downstream ) Br/Zir , where r(4i ) is the circulation per
blade. It also applies for free-vortex inlet flow with uniform (in-
• let) total absolute enthal py, as well as for  several variations with
incoming swirl such that the vorticity is aligned with ‘W.
In a very useful sense, the measured misalignment of ~2 and
W [15, 16] can be used , with careful interpretation , as an experi-
— mental indication of the departure of real flows from the idealiza- -
tions employed in theoretical treatments such as the one to be out-
lined here.
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- are  often such that Beltrami flow should be expected (in detail,
not just in the mean) except where viscous stresses and heat trans-
fe r play a key role—for example, in the wakes. Recogniz ing this
fact, we have developed such a theory for a t ransonic duc ted fan ,
with the intention [13, 19] of comparing the (idealized) three-
dimensional theory with the actual data availabl e from the M. I. T.
Blowdown Facility [15 , 16].
F- The basic elements of thi s t reatment, following the ideas given
in the Introduction, are outlined in Sections II. C and UI. For fu r -
the r details , the reader may refer to the developments given in
Refs . [ iz ] ,  [13] and [19].
C. Transonic Beltrami Flow
Finally, in this section, we specialize our treatment to ideal
(inviscid , adiabatic) three-dimensional flow through an isolated
axial rotor with uniform inlet conditions . However , we include
compressibil i ty in order to study ducted fans in transonic opera-
tion. Under these assumptions the flow is isentropic. We then
obtain Beltrami flow—in detail , not just  in the mean—outside of
the blading [see Eq. (2 . 6 )]. The fact that this situation may per-
tain under less restr ict ive assumptions we reserve  for later dis-
cussion. We now have
div (p W) = 0 (2. 12)
and , outside the blading,
c 2 x W = 0 (2. 13)
where we recall that ~2 curl !~ ~~~ I-
The general solution of (2. 13) can be writ ten conveniently in
the form
= (p~~) (2. 14)
where )~ is a scalar function of x = (r , 0 , x). Equation (2. 12) is
automatically satisfied if p W is put equal to Vci x V~ , once again
we can take a = 0 - f ( r , x) without loss of generality, and taking
the divergence of (2.14) shows that X /p = Q (o , 
~~) 
[12, 15]. The
special case X = Q = 0, of course , returns us to potential flow ,
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and this type of flow actually pertains, unde r the assumptions
s tated, upstream of the fan. Downstream of the fan, however,
~ 
/ 0 and ~2 / 0. Nevertheless, the vorticity present in this re-
gion is not due, here, to viscosity or any other departure of the
flow from “ideal” conditions ; it is simpl y the free vorticity trail-
4 ing downstream of the blades, whi ch appears whenever the span -
wise distribution of the blade loading (circulation ) is nonuniform.
In other words, in this simplified picture , S is the trailing vor-
tici ty of classical wing theory. Indeed , we shall be able to relate
X , in the following, to dr/dr.
In exact Beltrami flow , this trailing absolute vorticity is pre-
cisely aligned with the relative velocity vector , W(r , 0,  x). (Con-
t rary  to remarks made in Ref. [12], this does not mean that ci is
“convected with” the downstream flow; in fact , W - ~ V cZ / 0 in
general [20 , 21]. )
Progress can be made in developing a practical theory from
these general concepts if_we~adopt the expansion (linearization)
about the mean flow (cl , W , p, . ..)  suggested in the Introduction—
and al ready used in Section II. A. Before doing this , however , it
is useful f i rs t  to employ some physical ideas consistent with the
idealized three-dimensional flow we ultimatel y wish to describe.
First , we note that in the downstream flow we should expect the
actu al vorticity, as opposed to its mean , ~ , to be zero between
the blading (since we have assum ed uniform inlet conditions),  and
to remai n zero between the corresponding wakes. The vorticity
should be hi ghly concentrated (singular )  in the wakes represented
here  by trai ling vortex sheets. * Further , this trailing vorticity,
averaged pitchwise , should equal T~ , and , if we define our pertu r-
bations cor rec t ly, our mean (reference) flow should also be a
Beltrarni flow with
c l x W O
div (c ~ W .~ 0 (2 . 15)— —In analogy with the above , ~l k W , p W = V 0  x V b .  a
0 - f  (r , x) ,  and 0 0
0
=
*Of cou r se , it is essenti al here that we know where the wakes are
loca ted ; their  location will emerge as one of the results of the
mean-flow calculation which is the main subject of this section. - - —
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( The last equality follows immediately from the definition of a
and the independence from 0 of all mean-flow quantities. ) Now
we have al read y observed that the full flow can be described by
p W = V a x Vi3, so wi th the perturbations about the mean we also
expect the variations ~‘a e a - a ,  ~/3 - 4’, such that , formally,
(~ W ) = p W + ~ , W  + ... = V(~~a)  x V4’ + Va x V(~ 3) (2 .16)
and [cf. Eq. (2 .l~i )  and below]
8Q
— Q(a , t3) = Q ( a , 4 ’)  ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ~/3 + ... (2. 17)
Because of the physical interpretation, discussed in the follow-
ing, of the meaning of the surfaces a = const. and ,{3 const., we
r eq u ir e  ~ J = 0. Then , in view of the fact that ~ia = f - f is bydefinit ion independent of 0 , we must conclude , to be consistent,
that
~- o 0; f ( r , x) = f ( r , x ) ;  a = a , (2 .18)
*in o rder  to satisf y the requirement (p W) = 0.
This remarkable  feature  of the present treatment, although
form al , is extrem ely useful , since it , together with the consequent
form of (~ . 17 )— viz . ,  Q(a , ~3)  = (aQ /84 ’)~ f3_will enable us (see
Section III ) to express the perturba~hon flow field in terms of the
single scalar function, ~ 3(r , 0 , x) ,  and quantities such as ~~, 4’ and
a , which  are determined by the mean flow. Apparently, the fact
that this is possible results physically from the pitchwise period-
ici ty inherent to turbornachinery flows.
- 
To summar ize, the mean flow is characterized by a, 4’ and
I • 1(4 ’) (= Ct. , here),  while the perturbation flow is characterized by
• ~ w + w  Va x V(~j 3) (2.19)
and analogous expressions for ~ , ~, etc., developed in Ill. Alge-braically, the theoretical formulas developed throughout this re-
por t will by and lar ge be written in as compact a form as possible. •
We do thi s to focus here primarily on comparison between theory
*Actuall y, to complete this proof one needs to note that although
Va ~ /r  - Vf(r , x) depends on 0 through ~ , neve rtheless
V a x V~ i3 ) = 0 i f (~7J) = 0. 
0
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and experiment and , generally, to avoid the lengthy algebraic
-~ equations which seem so inevitable. Nevertheless, it is important
that these general results be written out in more familiar terms
for various cases of particular practical interest, and this is being
done in a companion report currently in preparation.
-• I In the remainder of the present section we concentrate our at-
tention on the mean compressible Beltram i flow equations. How-
ever, a treatment as fo rmal as this one requires physical inter-
pretation as we go along—both to make it believable and to make it
4 
useful. For example, we will find below that the surfaces, a =
- 
- - constant, are actually the surfaces in which the trailing vorticity
lies, while of course the stream surfaces for the mean flow , 4’ =
constant, are already familiar , conceptually, even if they are by
no means trivial to calculate [17 , 19]. By analogy, the surfaces,
13 = 4-i + 513 = const. , are the stream surfaces of the detailed three-
dimensional flow , so 513 represents the “ripples” of these surfaces ,
between the blades and/o r their wakes , relative to the axisymme-
tric through-flow 4,-surfaces. For this reason , ~~I3 = 0.
Our choice of writing the flow-field vecto r p W in the form
Va x V/3 also has the classical interpretation that the streamlines
associated with p W lie on the intersections of the surfaces a =
cons t. ,  I~ conet., which is consis tent with the above description.
However , it is important to note that this latter statement also
implies that the quantities a and j3 have physical significance onl y
in terms of the set of surfaces a const., /3 = const. This is why
our putting a = 6 - f(r , x) is in no way restrictive, since the state-
- - ments 0 - f(r , x) = a 1, a2 ,  a3 , . . .  (= constants ) provide a perfectly
general way of specilying a set of three-dimensional surfaces in
- : the space (r , 0 , x).
Choosing a in this particular way can best be described as an
“educated guess;” indeed , a fortuitous one. We will verif y below
‘- 1  that f ( r , x), - and hence a , is completely determined by the mean
flow (design) problem. Thu s, our proof above that Sa = 0, to sec-
ond order in the perturbations , in fact , implies that the trailing
vortex sheets actually do contain the mean flow streamlines, neg-
lecting only terms of second order. This is a result which this
author , at least, was unable to antici pate in advance; as alread y
mentioned, it apparently arises from the periodicity constraint in
turbomachine flows.
To derive the downstream compressible Beltranu i equations
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ci = Q(4 ,), (Va x V4~) = Q(4’) p W (2. 20)
Looking at the r-  and x- components of ci, noting that rv
d 
= ~~~ - -





where ( ) ‘ = d/d4’. Then the 0-component of (2. 20) yields
H a~ a~ Br’~~~~r- - - p (  - w r )ax ar  2n 2ir r
or 
~~~~ ( 1 ~~~~~
) + r 
~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~
) = - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (f-~~ r
2 ) (2 .22 )
This , again , is Marble ’s nonlinear equ~ation for 4,(r, x) [17], spe-
calized to the idealized situation (pure Beltram i flow ) discussed
here. Combining it with the statement
I = ct. = + (l/2)~~2 = (1i + q2/2 _~~~~~~~~F),
and using the constancy of entropy applicable to the present situa-
tion allows the appropriate derivatives of ~ to be determined in
(2. 22 )  in terms of local Mach numbers in the (downstream) mE~an
flow. Equa tion (2. 22 ) can then be cast in the form
x 2 r 2 r 8 r  O r 8 r8r
2 (2.23)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
x r axa r x r r 8x 2w 2w
The homogeneous (potential flow , r ’ = 0) version of this result is
in agreement [141 with the corresponding equation given by Shapiro
[22 1. A convenient form of the companion downstream “energy ”
equation, to be used with (2. 23), can be w r itt en, for a perfect ga s,
in the form
-- — - - -5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -- —- —-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~ T ~~~i~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • - ~ -~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~
= [1 + y-J  ~~2 - (~~ 1)c~Br(4i)l — (1 + Y
j
! ~~2
— - T 2it~~
- (Y-l)M M ) (2.24)
-~~~
where
2 _ 2 _2
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
r 6 x -2a
= YR , T is the mean static temperature , V is c /c , and Tt
w
is the inlet total temperature. Also, 
p
j~ Br0 2wra
downstream of the fan, and i t  e wr/i.
CI)
One of the practical design purposes of solving (2. 23) with
(2. 24), given the loading r, is to determine the axial rate of re-
laxation to the radial equilibrium state downstream of the rotor,
-~~ 
which has a bearing on interstage spacing. A relatively simple
rule for determining that relaxation rate has been given by Mar-
ble [17], and this is frequently used for preliminary design.
For our present aim, however, namely that of comparing the-
ory with experiment, a somewhat different point of view in the -us e
- 
-~ of the mean flow equations is helpful. Among other things, we
wish to keep in mind that the mean-flow solution provides the “ref-
erence ” quantities for our three-dimensional perturbation theory.
In addition, we can directly compare our solutions for the mean
flow problem with pitchwise-averaged results from the experiment
(see Ref. [19] and Section V of this paper) .
To complete this section, we note briefly that f(r ,x), and
hence a = 0 - f , is determined from the 0 -component of ~W =
‘ Va x V4i , namely
- - 8a~~~ 8a~~~~(v - ar )  = — - —p 8x 8r 8r Ox
- — 8f 8f= p  (u~~~~+ wr )
_ _ _ _ _ _  -5 
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v~ Vf W . ~f = (
Br (4’J - wr )  (2 .25)
— — 2 tr r
Thus , for the design probl em (given r , w), f is directly computa-
ble by integration of the given data along the mean-flow stream-
surfaces.  Fortunately, the latter are obtainable from the 4’-
a equation given by Marble [17], (specializations being represented
by Eqs. (2.23) ,  (2 .22)  and (2. 11)), which is itself independent of f.
The quantity f ( r ,x) , which to an excellent approximation deter-
mines where the wake surfaces are located (see also the data dis-
cussed in Section V), has some interesting features , some of which
are described in Refs.  [12] and [13]. It is to be expected that the
location of the wakes should be relatively independent of compres-
sibility, and , in fact , ~ has cancelled out in (2. 25). More inter-
esting, however, is the fact that the (inviscid) wakes quickly “wrap-
up ” on themselves [12 , 13]. This has the physical implication that
the inviscid three-dimensional flow (see Section III) rapidly recon-
verts itself into an essentially axisymmetric one—after  an axial
distance downstream of the blading roughly comparable to the span
(r
~ 
- r h ). The induced velocities 
at the blades associated with the
(inviscid) trailing vortex sheets must therefore be com putable ‘~Io-
cally, “ i. e,, from the structure of the wakes near the blading.
A r igorous proof of this admittedly intuitive notion is lacking at
the moment, but it is verified for a special case in Ref. [12].
One striking implication of these observations is that any ob-
served pitchwise structure of the flow sufficiently far downstream
of an isolated rotor [15] is likely due to viscous effects in rotating
flows such as those described by Kerrebrock [21], and these should
not show substantial interferences with the (essentially inviscid)
trailing vorticity arising from spanwise variation of the blade load -
ing . In this way one can perhaps understand how the observed
flow changes , as it moves downstream, from one with a pitchwise
s t ructure  associated with the blade numbe r , B, to one with a pitch-
— 
-
~ wise s t ruc ture  not (directly) related to B [15 , 16, 19 , 2 ii .
III. PERTURBED THREE-DIMENSIONAL
TRANSONIC BELTRAM I FLOW
The three-dimensional  per turba t ion  equations for  t r an sonic
flow can be derived by returning to Eqs. ~2 . 14i . (2. 17)  (with ~a- 0J .
—
~
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and (2. 19), and applying the physical ideas discussed above (2. 15).
If £7 is singular (compressed into idealized vortex sheets ) then so
is ~~/p )  = Q(a ,~3). This is why we have 
ref r ained, so far , from
taking the mean of £2 = Q(p W) in (2. 14) and relating it immediately
to the quantities in (2. 15) or (2 .20) .  (Because Q is singular , care
must be exercised as already mentioned, in applying the simple
expansion rule given in the footnote below the start of Section II.
B. ). Despite its singular nature , however, Q(a , /3) can be expan-
- - ded in a Taylor series, in the sense of generalized functions , asin (2. 17) (see Lighthill, Ref. [23]).
If we now expand (2. 14) with the help of (2. 17), we find in the
downstream flow
ci = £2 +~ 2 = Q ( a ,4 ’)~~W +Q ’ (a , 4,)B/3~~W + ( Q (a , 4i)(p W)
= ( Q ( a , 4,) + Q’ 513)(Va x V4i) (3. 1)
+ Q ( a ,4 ,) (V ax V ( B / 3 ) )
where ( ) ‘  = d/d4i. Now we see that our physical description of
the flow (see above Eq. (2. 15)) is satisfied by assuming simply
that
- 
i Q ( a , 4 ’)  = F(4i ) 5 (a) (3 .2)
where ~~(a) is the periodic delta function
~~(a) = 5(a - - ~~~~~ n=0, ±1, +2 
-J With the trailing edge of the blades located at x = 0,
0 = ±w/B, ±.~~
- ,
etc. (This choice requires f(r,x) = 0 at x = 0 . ), use of (3 .2)  in (3.1)
indeed makes £2 in the downstream region zero between the wakes
and singular at the wakes , a = a = (2n+l) -n /B .  We shall use the
properties n
f  d 6 5(0 - 0n) = 1, and S ( a)  = B/Zit .-c+ a pn
- - -5—.—- 
___-5_’.w.-, --_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~-~~~~~--r- 
-
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- [F + F’(445/3B}( ~~~~ x V~) + f~
’(4 ’)( Va x V(~[3))B (3. 3)
- 
- where the subscript )~~ means “evaluated at the wakes. 
“ For
example,
= ~/3(r,x, B = f + ir / B )  ~f3( r , x , 0 = f +~~~) =
Now , to maintain the necessary generality, suppose 5/3 =
(3 (a , 4 ’)  + ~ (r , 9 , x) , whence -
= /3(~~, 4’) +~~~(r , f +  ir/ B, x).
The part , /3, represents a portion of sj 3 which is constant along the
streamlines l~~~g in the wakes (a = const. , 4’ = const. ), and hencea portion of (p W) proportional to p W. The part , /~, on the othe r
hand, represents a portion of the disturbance field which can decay
(or propagate) along such streamlines and we know from experience
that such a portion of the disturbance field must  be present (Namba
[ii , Falcao [2], Okurounmu [21l~J, and McCune [3]). Okurounmu
[zn] also noted that such a portion vanishes on the wakes unless
- -i propagating modes (modes above “cut -of f”)  occur . Suppressingdetails , all this m~ ans is that the surviving terms in (3. 3) contain
only ~~~~~~~~~~ 4’~ = 13B~4”~ 








) ] ( V a  x V4i)
(3. 1k )
= ~~~[F(4 ’) +- ~~~~~ (F/3~~(4 J)) ] p W
Comparison of thi s with (2. 2 0 )  and (2. 2 1) shows that
[F(4 ’) + d ( F P B ) / d4 ’]  =
On using the classical operational property of delta functions
[23], v iz.  ~ (a ~~~~ = ~~~~~ 
(a) , we find , after some manipula-
tion [12 19} P that P
• *The remaini~ g constraint [25] on the perturbations is actually
that F’(4 ) ~~~~ B (r , x) + F(4’)(Va x V1~)~ 0. This can be satisfiedfor decay ing or propagating perturbation modes with appropriate




used in Ref . [ i i - ] .
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where S(a ) is the “sawtooth ” function [1, 3-6, 21~., 131 such that
S’(a ) = 5 (0) - B/2tr . (Since
a (1/2-ti ) f  ~~(a) = ~~~~~~, S’(a ) = 0.)
This periodic sawtooth function [21i.] (see also Reissner [26] passes
througb the origin, a =0 , with unit slope, dS/da = 1, has negative
jumps of magnitude 2-ti/ B at a = ti/ B, 3-ti-/ B, ..., etc., and stric-
tly speaking is to be understood in the operational sense of a “gen-
eralized” function. (As made clear by Lighthill [23], however,
such functions can be generally regarded, pragmatically, as use-
ful tools in engineering analysis. They arise most often in anal -
yses of physical pr oblems which have been strongly idealized, as
in ,the present (assumed) case of inviscid , isentropic flow. )
The sawtooth function also has a useful Four ie r expansion
[23,214,25, 14-6. 19]
‘!,H S(a) B ~~ (_1)
n~~flB0 (3.6)
n/ 0
with sin a symmetry. The convergence of this series is again to
- j be unders tood in the sense explained in Ref. [23] . For our pu r-
- - poses , we may simply proceed to regard the quantities in (3. 5)
and (3.6) as ordinar y , well-behaved functions and/or their Fourier
- - representations .
Now, let us assume that V = ~~~~~~~~ = A +V ~ . Comparingthis with Eq. (3.5), and recalling that £1 ! curl V and curl!=
curl V , so that Li curl V, we obtain
A = - S (a )~~~’ (4~) 
(3. 1)
(plus any gradient), and hence, with (3. 5) thus automaticall y sat-
isfied ,
V2ib = -div A + div V = + SV
2 F(4 ’) + VS .  ~~~~ ‘ + div V ~-3. 8)
a —
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _  
A-
____ __ ____ ____ ____ --5- -- -~—
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Special solutions for the perturbation flow in the incompressi-
ble limit of (3. 8)—div V 0 — (appropriate for low Mach numbers)
have been discussed in detail in Refs . [12] and [13.], and also ap-
plied in a special way (described in Section V) to the M. I. T. tran-
sonic ducted-fan experiment [19]. Compressibility effects in (3. 8)
turn out to be of importance primarily in determining the existence
and the aerod ynamic effects of propagating (acoustic) modes aris-
ing in the flow fields of transonic ducted fans [9, 27 , 28, 3]. The
nature of these modes in the present , “quasi-linear , “ treatment
- - is still under study, (see also , Section VI); as one might expect ,
some striking differences from earlier , strictly linear , analyses
[1, 28] are  emerging .
By contrast, insofar as one is primarily interested in wake
- 
I 
e f fects , the incompressible version of (3. 8) largely suffices , pro-
vided adjustments are made for compressibility in the mean flow.
Solution techniques in both approaches are discussed briefl y in
Section IV , with some useful simplifications (primarily in the
boundary conditions and the driving term involving F(4 ’))  applied.
Before ~ roceeding, however , we complete Eq. (3. 8) by determin-
ing div V.
To begin , it is useful to note that , since I = Ct. here , the per-
turbation flow satisfies
h + V .  V - wry  = 0
or
= 0





+ ( y - l )  — M = 0 (3 .9)
- q
Further , to the same approximation, the flow is also isentropic ,
- t  
so
= ~~~~~-~~- ~~~ (3. 10)
_ _ _  _ _
‘w~~~~~- C ’-
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and Eq. (3. 9) can be used to relate V to the fluctuations of any of
these thermodynamic quantities.
Evaluation of div ! in terms of V4 , A = - S V I’, and the mean
flow quantities now follows straightforwardly, but involves some
tedious manipulations. One reasonably efficient procedure begins
-
‘ with noting that div (~ W )  = 0, hence div (~~~~~~) = 0, and hence
0 div (~~V) + div ( - ~ p W ).p —
Thu s,
div V = - W  . V ( - ~~) - V ~ Vln~5
and, using (3. 9) and (3. 10), we obtain, with (3. 7),
div V = W .  V (V~ - SV r’))  - (V-1i~ (Vln~~)
(V4 - S Vr ’) (3. 11)
which , as requi r ed , tends to zero with low mean-flow Mach- num-
bers (see Eq. (2. 2 14)).  Fi.u~ther useful simplifica tions of (3. 11)
can be achieved using (Eq. (2. 2 14). For the moment, however , we
content ourselves with completing (3.8) by inserting (3. ii):
2 IW fw \ Vã . V41 2v ~ - ~~ 
~ ~~~~~ -




~ v~. . s v r J- LT V - svr 1 - (v- l )i J
which is our perturbation equation for 4 , given r(4’) and the mean-
flow solution.
It is perhaps surprising that such a dreadful-looking equation
affords relatively simple solutions [13 , 19] and, in fact , useful
ones (Section V). -
As already suggested, certain simplifications can be obtained
using Eq. (2.2 14) .  Moreover the corresponding perturbation equa-
tion for “strictly-linear ” theory [1-8] (W = (o ,u r , U), ~ = a ,a = r x/U , etc . ) can be recovered relatively easily from (3. 1~~).
— —-~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~--~~~~~~~~~~ -~~- -~~~~—— -5-~~~~~~ —— - - - ---—-5-5—— — - -5 -~~~ - - -- - ~~~~~~~~~~~ -—~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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IV. PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS IN THREE-DIMENSIONAL,
TRANSONIC , FLOW THROUGH DUCTED FANS
Usefu l  application of (3. 12), as well as the governing mean-
flow equations (Section II. C), begins with the making of reasonable
physical approximations [17 , 19]. Many possibil i t ies suggest them-
selves , but for the moment let us consider a ducted fan operating
at nearl y “constant work , “ r’(4’) ct. In incompressible flow with
- 
, uniform , zero-swir l  inlet conditions [12 , 13], a fan or rotor opera-
t ing at exactl y constant work  in a straight annular duct * induces
no mean s t reamsurface  deflection ; i. e . ,  ü a4 ’/ ax is zero throug h-
out the flow , and 4’ = 4 ’(r) .  Radial equilibrium , in the mean, is
established immediately downstream of the fan ; indeed , in this
very  special case , it applies everywhere, except , perhaps , in the
blade passages.
A fan operating at constant work in compressible flow under
the same conditions does induce some mean s tr e a m - s ur f a c e  deflec-
tion , because of the coupling between 
~~
, p, c-hK/ r , here)  and
mean-flow continuity requirements. In this case , therefore,
8 4i/8x / 0 near the blading (generally) but , in pract ice , it is still
quite small , even at inlet axial Mach numbers  as high as 0. 6-0. 7 ,
and radial equilibrium, with ~ ~~(r) ,  ~ =~~(r) ,  T= Y (r ) ,  dF~/d r=c 2/r ,
etc . ,  is attained rap idly behind the blading [17 , 29].
A useful  approximate picture of the mean flow [19, 29, 17],
the re fo re, is to treat u/~~ u/~ Q/wr as small. This approxi-
mation is usefu l for many purposes , such as in the driving term
in (3. 12) or (3. 8). Also, in the coefficients of the perturbations
a’/ax , a 24/ ax Z, ( a/ a r ) ( r  a4 / ar ) ,  etc. , in (3. 12) we can treat
cer ta in  key mean-flow quantities as functions of r only. ** To
For the moment, we overlook radial hub and/or shroud conver-
gence. The extent to which this approximation is useful will be
discussed subsequently.
** 1Formally, the smallness of a 4 ,/ ax can be related to (B)
(rT 
_ r
h )/r T. F’~~rT ,  or any combination of these. In applying the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ approximá~lion vr~ r’(a4 ,/ ar )er in the dot product  with S’(a )Va ,care  must  be exercised, because 8f/ør , although initially small ,
- 
. can increase without bound [12 , 131.

















illustrate, consider VI’ = I”(4i) V4 ,  which occurs in (3. 12). In the
above app roximation




• and VI’ - ~wrI”~ . Similarly, W (0 , (BI’(r)/2urr) -mr , ‘~r ( r ) )
• can be used ~pp~~x~jmately in the coefficients of the derivatives of
: 1 4 .
In the mean flow (cf. Eqs. (2. 23), (2. 24)) this picture is very
- I useful in obtaining results for the mean flow quantities by iterative
- 
- techniques [19, 291, even when departure from constant work is
substantial. The method is most effective when allowance for
— axial relaxation to asymptotic conditions , based essent ially on
Marble’s analysis [17], is included. Alternatively, WKB methods
can be used [13]. We shall see (Section V, Ref. [19]) that the re-
suits , compared with actual experiment [15, 161, are encouraging .
The treatment used in Ref. [19] is essentially incompressible
[i. e., (3. 8) is used with div ‘9’ 0] —with due adjustment for
changes of state (in the mean) upstream and downstream of the
fan. These results, then, are focused on wake effects .
As a f i rs t  step in a more detailed anal ysis , including the ef-
fec ts of acoustic modes above cut-off , we have used the ideas
described above to obtain useful approximations in both the mean-
flow and perturbation equations. In particular, with the blades
represented by B lifting lines, and with the circulation given in the
form [29]
= l ecos [ 
r - r h ]  (4. 1)
L r T rh j







- I rT rh rh
In Figs. 1-3, comparisons are made of the computed deflection
angles at the blades vs. spanwise station (with “S ” representing
the difference between the inlet air angle and the mid-chord air
angle at each r / r T
) for descriptions of di f fer ing degrees of 
-~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~-—- -~~ - --
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Figure 1. Computed Deflection Angles at the Blades vs. Spanwise —
Station for Various Flow Descri ptions for  a Lig htl y Loaded Sub-
sonic Fan.
“completeness ”. For example 2in Fig. 1, we h~ve a lightly-loaded
subson ic  fan (B = 2 0 , h = 0 . 7 , + ~~~~~ =~~0~~~~2~~’ pOO/~~~
D 
= 1. 11 ,
= 0. 1), and compare predictions of the air angleb at the blades
according to the differing descriptions of the flow. Curve ® shows
the predictions that would be obtained ignoring €(c = 0 -. pure free
vortex fl ow). curve 0 gives the results for the “co r rec t ” meanflow (ignoring~~ , but including € = 0. 1). Finally , cu rve illu-
s t ra tes  the air angles including—in addition—th e three -dimensional
-5_,_- — - - -5- - - -  -5_-5~~ --5--— - - -----5--- _~~~~~~_~~4 - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _




induced-velocity effects. Even for such a lightly-loaded fan these
three-dimensional changes are roughly comparable (and , inciden-
tally, partially compensating) to those associated with adjusting the
mean flow for departures from constant work (€ / 0).
Curve 0 correspond s to the results obtained by methods incurrent use. The 3-D corrections , computed here , have not been
available pr eviously , to ou r knowledge, except in strictly linear
- - analysis [ 1-8].
Figures 2 and 3 show corresponding results for much more
highly loaded transonic fans or rotors (B= 140, h 0 .  8), with € = 0. 2 ,
so that the desi gn differs more significantly from constant-work.
The pressure ratios and relative Mach numbers are (1. 5, 1. 1) and
16
\.:::—
---~-4.%~ B — 40 rh/r T. 0. 8
~~~~~~~~ ~~
‘s~ M~ 0.5 MT 
- 1 • 1
14 - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,,S2) 1.5
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wise Station for Various Flow Descriptions for a Highly Loaded
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Figure 3. Computed Deflection Angles at the Blades vs. Spanwise
Station for Various- Flow Descriptions for a Highly Loaded Tran -
sonic Fan or Rotor .
*(1.8, 1. 3), respectively; these pressure ratios are well out of
the range of earlier perturbation theories.
In Figures 2 and 3 we again see that three-dimensional induced
veloci t y effec ts are cer tainly comparable with, and in some span-
wise regions more important than, adjustments made due to non-
constant I’ in the mean flow.
* — — 2 —2 — 2The relative Mach number, M14, is given by Mr = M~ + M~ (rT). 
. 
- -
The combination (1 .5 , 1. 1) means p °/p °~ = l• 5, Mr = l• 1, andso on.










These results indicate that, if the present three-dimensional -
theory has in it some additional elements of the actual physical
processes occurring in real turbomachinery flows not normally
included in standard analyses , then these effects are likely to be
important in turbomachinery design (and, by implication , in off-
design studies as well).
Before we can be sure , however , that the effects predicted
here are impor tan t to include, we must be cer tain that they are
real. This will be the subject of Section V.
The overall theory [29 1 leading to the results shown in Figs.
1-3 also has important implica tions regarding the noise spectra
to be expected upstream of transonic rotors. A few comments on
this point will be included in Section VI.
V. THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
The ducted fan experiment in the M. I. T. blow-down facility
was intended to operate at , or near , constant work at the transoni c
design point. The design methods used correspond essentially to
those presently being employed in the most careful and complete
procedures available at the present time. For a variety of reasons,
including almost certainl y the effects of boundary layer-shock
wave interaction in the transonic portions of the rotor passage, the
actual experimental roto r does not operate , even approximately,
with constant spanwise circulation. It does , however , p roduce
very nea rly the expected overall compression ratio and operates,
at design, with relatively low losses.
Interestingly, the work distribution (or , alternatively, the
span-wise circulation distribution) that actually develops [15, 16,
19) is qualitatively similar to those observ ed in other related t r an-
sonic rotor experiments. For the M. I. T. experiment [15] the ac-
- $ tual observed distribution-of I ’(r)—deduced from the pitchwise-
averaged downstream tangential velocity—is as shown in Fig. 1~.
The fact that I ’(r) departs from its spanwise average most drasti-
call y outboard of the radius at which the relative velocity is sonic
is su ggestive of some of the processes which very likely cause the
observed departure from design.
If , for any reason—intended or otherwise—r(r)  / ct. , the
three-dimensional effects associated with the trailing vorticity
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rn ent.
in Refs . [12] and [13] were worked out for this case, originally,
under the assumption (discussed in the previous section) that
-
‘ (r/ I’)(dI’/dr) was small; also the incompressible limit was taken.
In the comparison between theory and experiment to be made here
we can use the incompressible theory to a good approximation for
both the mean flow ( cf .  Eq. (2. 22) with ~ -~~ 1) and for the pertur-
bation flow (cf. Eq. (3 .8) with div ‘9’ ~~0) insofa r as we are no t
conce rned primarily with acoustic effects . For the mean flow
the reason for this lies in the radial convergence of the hub in the
experiment , which is so arranged as to keep ç~ very nearly constant
-- - _ __ _ _  — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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through the rotor passage [15, 19]. For the perturbation flow , as
pointed out by Reissner [26], we can expec t div ‘9’ to be relatively
unimportant as regards wake effects .
Then the mean downstream flow would be described , in the
present notation (compare Ref. [19]), by
H L.L !~ ld I’ [ B I ’ 2]2 r 8r r 8r~ 2w ~~r dr~ 2w r (-~~~~
if a4 / ax  were small enough, or VI’ ~ r (dr/ d4~)~ as suggested in
Section IV. However , it is obvious from Fig. 4 t~iat dr/dr  is not
sufficiently small , in the actual experiment , for this approximation
to apply without modification. In Ref . [19] an iteration techni que
is described, whereby Eq. (2. 22) is solved by successive approxi-
mation , beginning with Eq. (5. 1). The design data (r(r) at the
rotor),  for which the theory was devised, is replaced here by the
measured r distribution from the experiment , as illustrated in
Fig. 4. The iteration procedure [19] converges rapidly ; four
iterations suffice to bring the theoretical e r ro r  within the uncer-
tainty limits of the experimental data.
On this basis , our present theory predicts the mean flow re-
sults shown by the solid lines in Fig. 5, giving the predicted mean
downstream radial and axial velocity components associated with
the blade loading shown in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 5, the experimental
data for the corresponding quantities are also shown. The agree-
ment between theory and experiment , particularly with regard to
the axial velocity, seems to us to be quite encouraging, especially
- 
- 
since the mean-flow analysis was carried out within the actuator-
disc approximation. The disagreement between the data and theory
for the mean radial velocity outboard of the sonic radius might
well be expected in view of the presence of shock wave-boundary
layer interaction effects in the sonic portions of the rotor blade
passages. Note , however , that ü (or Mr ) is close to zero through-
— out, as expected.
The three-dimensional perturbation flow associated with the
wakes is computed on the basis of Eq. (3. 8)—with appro~ riate
boundary conditions at the hub and shroud , and with div V ~ 0.
For this reason any possible propagating acoustic modes and/or
decaying (elliptic) potential modes are ignored in the present corn -
parison. Their effects are treated in some detail in Ref. [29], but
they are of minor importance with respect to the comparisons we
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wish to make here.
Wi th regard to the pitchwise pe r tu rbation s we concent rate our
attention here on the effects of the perturbations driven by the forc-
ing term in (3. 8), a characteristic feature of which is the sawtooth
function , S(a),  alread y described. We refer to these inhomogeneous
solutions of the perturbation equation as the “wake functions. “ If
we have correctly predicted and interpreted the location of the a-
surfaces (see Section II. C. and also a more complete discussion 
- -in Refs. [121, [13] and [19]), we should be able to identify the





flow (nearly loss-free flow) concept is applicable, we should see
evidence of the sawtooth structure, especially in the radial and
- - 
axial velocity components.
In Figs. 6-9, comparison between the ideal three-dimensional
predictions and experimental observations are shown for all three
velocity components at various spanwise stations. The compari-
son is made at a downstream station with axial position equal to
0. 1 chord lengths. As one would expect, the actual (measured)
vorticity is somewhat diffused as compared to the idealized pic-
ture of Sections III and IV but , otherwise, the three dimensional
theory appears to be remarkably successful in locating the wakes.
[One might remark here that earlier , strictly linear , theories
— [1-8] would exhibit considerable error in this respect. ] At the
sam e time, the sawtooth-like structure of the pitchwise variation
for the appropriate velocity components is quite evident (cf . Figs.
6a, bb, for example) .
As regards the pitchwise variations , both qualitative and
quantitative agreement between the present theory and actual ex-
periment are best at the outboard stations (e. g . ,  r / r T 0. 95)
where dr/dr is large and the trailing vorticity domin~ tes other
types of vorticity, such as that generated by losses [20 1, or by
vorticity introduced at the inlet [25]. Whereas overall agreement
is good in the comparison shown in Fig. 6, it is certainly poor ,
at least quantitatively, in Fig. 9 which is for a station at which
dr/dr~~ 0.
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Based on work carried out since completion of Ref. [19], we
now realize that this is as it should be. Both vorticity introduced
at the inlet (cf. Section II. B) and vorticity associated with losses
at the blades and in the viscous wakes will change the magnitude
— of the pitchwise variations of the flow field without substantially
-
~ 
j altering the characteristic structure exhibited in the figures.
Generally, we find comparison between experiment and our
analytic studies suff iciently encouraging to ju stify attempts to re-
fine and extend the pr esent analysis.
VI. CONCLU DING REMARKS
It has been shown in Ref. [131, and further verified in Ref. [19],
that for rotors operating near constant work the “wake fu nctions ”
generated by the trailing vorticity can be described to a good approx- - .
— 





















n =l  
R (r)einBa (6. 1)
and wher e a = 0 - f(r , x) is the quantity dis cussed in Section II.
The radial eigenfunctions in turn satisf y approximately (ef. Eqs.
(2. 61) and (2. 62) of Ref. [19]):
- ;  d2R - dR
-
; I ~~~~~~~ - n2B2R [(~~~~_ - BI’ ) 2 ~_~L1 = G(~ )dr -w 2irr w r
-OD (6 .2)
and Gn(r) is determined in terms of dr/ dr and mean-flow quanti-ties such as a, 4, V, etc. The quantity in the brackets in (6. 2)
can readily be related to the relative outlet air angle associated
with rotor blading which induces “free-vortex” downstream swirl.
In the case of a stator (o =0), or very lightly loaded rotors
(c~nr >> BI’/2nr), the R (r) can be reduced to Bessel functions of
various types, but oatA~ide these limits they are not reducible to
cylinder functions of any kind. The study of their general proper-
ties is underway [29].
The point that we wish to make here is simpl y that the pres -
ence in the downstream flow of perturbations of this type , which
do not match in a simple “natural” way to the upstream eigen-
modes, has interesting and important implications with regard to
the upstream acoustic field—aerodynamic noise—associated with
- _ ducted fans cor rotors in transoni c operation.
A simple way to see this is to recognize that one way to ac-
compli sh detailed three-dimensional matching of the upstream
and downstream flows is to expand the R (r) in (6. 2) in terms of
the natural upstream radial eigenfunctions which are , in fact,
cylinder functions like those described in ReIs . [1-8]. Phys ically,
this has the implication that the presence of the downstream wake
perturbations will excite upstream acoustic modes that would not
— 
have been present in the str ict ly linear analysis appropriate to
very light loading (cf. Refs . [91 and [10]). Thus, nonlinear (or
quasi-linear) effects associated with highly-loaded rotora result
in feeding acousti c energy into regions of the upstream noise
spectra of practical ducted fans which would not otherwise be
excited. A study of this effect is included in Ref. 129]. :1~
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In conclusion, we find that a three-dimensional perturbation
theory for the flow through highly-loaded ducted rotors is not only
- - feasible but offers the possibility of helpful comparison and inter-
pretation of existing practical experiments . Appropriately re-
fined , the new theory may eventually help in attaining improved
and more efficient design techniques.
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DISCUSSION OF MCCUNE PAP ER
CHENG: From your model with the lifting line , I assume that you
have a near field around your blade which includes also a part  of
the shed vorticity. And then you have a far  part which inclues
your mean velocity calculation. Now, I just  want to make sure
that in your near field calculation that you do account for the local
wake vorticity.
MCCUNE: Oh, yes.
CHENG : Then , in that case , the type of the approxim ation that you
men tioned—namely, you said you neglect certain types of vorticity
changes due to changes in circulation — that has to do with the far
wake, am I correct ?
MCCUNE: Well , it depends on what you ’re comparing it to. Here
I am simply t ry ing to compare it to a s t r ic t  me an flow theory,
actuator disc theory to be exact , which does not account for the
near wake.
CHENG : So then there is one related question , namely, can we
say anything about the characteristic wavelengths in your wake,
- 
- 
due to oscillation ?
MCCUNE: I’m very glad you brought up the question. The charac-
teristic length before these wakes wrap up on themselves and dis-
appear is about one span ... one to two spans. After that , other
struc tures associated with viscous flows and those predicted by
- 
- Kerrebrock and his students become more important.
H
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CALCULATION OF 3-DIMENSIONAL CHOKING MASS FLOW IN






There are several 2-D and quasi-3-D flow models available.
Many of these can be used to estimate choking mass flow. How-
ever , it . is often difficul t to get a sufficiently accurate estimate
with 3..D flow. The problem lies with getting accurate velocity
components normal to a given passage cross section and over the
en tire cr oss sect ion simultaneously. The most accurate calcula-
tion can be made when the cross section considered is approxi-
mately normal to the flow. It turns out that this gives a suffi-
ciently accurate inviscid flow model. The largest uncertainty is
due to viscous effects ; e. g., bounda ry layer displacement thick-
ness and flow separation.
CHANNEL CROSS-SECTIONAL FLOW ANALYSIS
An approximate flow solution can be obtained on a cross-
sectional flow surface within a guided channel. If the cross-
sectional surface is chosen to be orthogonal to the wail of the
passag e (Figure 1), then , with a calculated velocity variation ,
a maximum or choking mass flow can be accurately calculated.
The velocity variation over the cross-sectional surface can be
calculated fo r a gu ided passage for either stationary or rotating
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Figure 1. Pair of typical tu rbine blades with three-dimensional
orthogonal surfaces across flow passage.
To illustrate the principle involved , consider a 2-D passage
with curved walls at the throat as shown in Figure 2. The maxi - 1:
mum possible choking mass flow is determined by the cross sec-
tional area at the throat. However , since the walls are curved ,
there is a veloci ty variation so that the choking mass flow is deter-
mined by calculating the maximum mass flow that can flow through
the throat with a velocity variation that will satisf y the momentum
equa tion normal to the flow. This momentum equation , used to
calculate the velocity variation normal to the flow , is called a
veloci ty gradient equation.
The mass fl ow acr oss the throat is calculated by:




W flow velocity relative to the blade passage
: -  
- I dA area element no rm al to the flow .
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Figure 2 . Z -D Nozzle
Figure 3 shows how the integrand, pW, varies as a function
- 
of W/W cr for V = 1. 4. Of course the maximum occurs when W =
- : Wcr (Mach No. is 1). Also, notice that there is a relatively small
variation of p W for W near Wcr. This makes possible an accurate
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Figure 3 Mass flow parameter as a function of W/Wcr
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Figure 4 . Velocity distribution for nozzle shown in Figure 2 .
estimate of the inviscid choking mass flow even with a curved pas-
sage. Figure 4 indicates the variation of velocity across the 2-D
choked passage of Figure 2 , and Figure 5 shows the corresponding
variation of p W. The variation of W across the passage is calcu-
lated by the velocity gradient equation for 2-D flow :
I. __ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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n distance normal to streamlines
rc radius of curvature of the streamline.
In a guided passage, r~ is known at both walks and can easilybe estimated across the passage. The exact curvature distribution
across the passage is not critical for a choking mass flow calcula-
tion, although it may be impor tant in calculating the wall velocity.
With the estimated curvature distribution, equation (2) can be
solved numerically, with the constant of integration determined by
continuity ; i. e., equation (1) must be satisfied. To determine the
choking mass flow, we find the solution (Figure 4) to equation (2)
that will result in the maximum mass flow, w, as calculated by
equation (1). -
The choking solution for a three-dimensional guided passage
in a blade row can be obtained in a very similar manner. The dif-
ference is that two momentum equations (analogous to equation (2 ) )
must  be satisfied; one in the blade-to-blade direction , and the
other in the hub-to-tip direc tion. Complete details are given in
Reference [1].
The accuracy of the calculated choking mass flow is dependent
on using a cross-sectional surface which is approximatel y ortho gonal
to the passage. The reason for this is that the velocity vectors
will be close to orthogonal to the surface so that small e r rors  in
the flow angle will have a negligible effect on the solution.
1.; it is usually not evident just where the cross sectional surface
should be located to determine the choking mass flow. Therefore,
it is usually necessa ry to check several cross sections to find the
cross section which has the minimum choking mass flow.
EXAMPLE CALCULATION OF CHOKING MASS FLOW
It is desired to calculate the choking mass flow for a centrifu-
gal compressor impeller for an automotive application. The de-
sign of this impeller is reported in Reference [2]. Briefl y, this is
a 4-to-I pressure ratio backawept impeller with approximately a 9
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- Figure 6. Compressor impeller .
predicted total efficiency is . 775.
- Figure 6 shows the impeller profile and the predicted choking
orthogonal. The location of the choking orthogonal was arrived at
by checking several orthogonals in the inducer region to determine
- I 
the minimum calculated choking n-iass flow. The estima ted total
- 
pressure loss at the choking orthogonal varied from 0.7% to 1. 1%.
- Figure 7 shows the calculated blade -to -blade variation of velocity
- 
at the hub, mean s treamline and tip for the choking orthogonals .
- I Figure 8. shows the corresponding variation of p W / ( p  W) cr . Note
- ,  that p W is very close to (p W) cr over the entire cross section even
though there is a 73% variation in W over this cross section.
(p W) cr varies about 16% from hub to tip because of the variation
in wheel speed.
Comparison with experimental results was very good; the cal-
t culated choking mass fl ow was 97 .7% of the designed value versusan experimental choking mass flow of 99. 0% of design . The differ-
ence between the calculated and experimental mass flow is due to a - S
- I. number of factors such as fabrication accuracy, and possible small
- 
- e r rors in measurements of wheel speed , tempera tu re , density, etc. 
- - - ~~ . - _____ 4
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Experience has indicated that the choking mass flow for corn -
plex three-dimensional flow can be accurately calculated by this
method. The success of the method hinges on using a passage
cross section which is approximatel y orthogonal to the flow so
that the proper area is used and so that any er rors  in estimated
flow angles have a very small effect on the solution.
A fair amount of work can be required to obtain the necessary
geometrical coordinates , but this has been reduced b y a recent
addition to the MERIDL Program of Reference [3]. This program
addition calculates all necessary geometrical data required for
this method.
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DISCUSSION OF KATSANIS PAPER
RUNSTADLER : Ted , a coupl e of questions . Was the test data
that you were talking about taken with the impeller alone ? In
other words, was the vane diffuser in there or was it a vaneless
d i f f u s e r ?
KATSANIS: I guess I cc~uldn ’t say ... there was a reference on
this in a paper by Galvas and in the printe d vers ion .  I can g ive
you the reference.
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RUNSTADL ER : The reason I was asking is, you know, usually
you design for the choking flow in the vane diffuser to be very
close to what you would assume the choking flow in the inducer to
be. The question is were you measuring the choking flow ?
KATSANIS: I can’t answer that right now; I’m not sure.
RUNSTADLER: And, secondly, relative to this technique, can that
be extended to take care of what I presume what happens — that is ,
once you get choking along som e radial stream path , like i t gets
close to the mean path that you showed in that last slide for p W
pr oduct , can you account for redistribution of the flow so to speak
and hence the inducer attempting to pass higher than the mass flow
that yo~ get when you assume that you get a choking flow in just
one stream sheet ?
KATSANIS: I’m not sure I understand exactly what you ’re saying.
Our surface is an orthogonal surface, it goes from hub to tip.
RUNSTADLER : Right. But you have the tip and the hub at p W
products appreciably below the critical values , I think.
KATSANIS: Yes. This is based on the hub to shroud velocity
gradient equation based on the curvatures of the walls and the
change in flow angle and so forth. In other words , you would use
the complete momentum equation going from hub to shroud to pre-
dict what that variation would be.
RUNSTADLER : May I ask the question differently? If the flow
were  to reach choking conditions along some stream sheet, say
the mean stream sheet, which is close to the value I think you have
there, would the flow in reality try to redistribute itself if you
wanted to open the back thro ttle mor e and tr y to pass more flow ?
KATSANIS: Well , what I’m saying is the choking mass flow I’m
predicting here is going to be the absolute maximum for the rotor
and there ’d be nothing you could do downstream that ’s going to in-
fluence that, I don ’t think. It could be reduced below that because
of the choking of the diffuser .
RUNSTADLER : Maybe I misunderstood your figure, then. I thought
the tip and the hub values which you showed were indicative of
Mach numbers being less than sonic on the stream sheet.
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KATSANIS: It was subsonic at the hub and supersonic at the tip.
MCNALLY: I understood you to say that the geometrical input is




4 BROWN: I have a question about your assumed variation of radius
of curvature with position. How se..isitive are your results to that
assumption?
KATSANIS: It’s not sensitive at all as far as predicting choking
mass fl ow. It could affect the velocity ... that is, you can use
this same technique for predicting surface velocities and then it
becomes more critical because then you want to know what they
are much more accurately ; then it ’s necessary to determine the
choking mass flow accura tely.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL TRANSONIC SHEAR FLOW IN A CHANNEL *
T. C. Adamson, Jr .
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ABSTRACT
Steady inviscid transonic shear flow is considered as it passes
through a three dimensional channel with a constriction ; this f lo w,
in its esbential features , is similar to that through a linear rotor
cascade, with the blades aligned parallel to the incoming flow.
The case considered is that where the difference in velocity across
the channel due to the velocity gradient in the incoming flow is of
the same orde r as the change in velocity induced by the flow con-
striction. Analytical solutions are given in terms of asymptotic
expansions about the incoming flow conditions. Results show that
choking can occur at a flow constriction even though the flow at
the minimum area is mixed, and indicate the range of pressures
downstream of the flow constriction for which shock waves appear
in the supersonic part of the mixed flow.
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The problem considered is that in which inviscid transonic
shea r flow in a channel passes through a constriction in the flow.
— It may be interpreted as the flow through a linear rotor cascade ,
with the blades aligned par allel to the incoming flow , in which case
the parallel walls seen in the top view of the channel are symmetry
- - boundaries , and the flow constrictions are half blades. The velo-
- ;  city gradient arises as a result  of the radial variation of the tangen-
tial velocity component of the rotor. It is thus an extension of the
problem con sidered by Ackeret and Rott [1], to three dimensions ,
and similar to a problem solved numerically by Olive r and Span s
- I [2]. This note is intended as a report of work in progress and thus
presents a brief discussion of results obtained to date .
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A sketch illustrating the three dimensional channel considered,
the incoming shear flow , and the nota tion employed , is given in
Figure 1. Thus , in the top view , one sees walls which are parallel
except for a flow constriction representing half blade s , the parallel
walls being a distance Zs apart. All lengths are made dimension -
less by the half chord of the blades. In the side view , the parallel
walls are at z=0 and z=b , so that the span of the “blades ” i s  b; the
dotted lines in the side view represent the leading and trai l ing ed ges
of the flow constriction , or blades. The incoming flow has a grad-
ient in the U velocity component such that the sonic surface position
is at z=z50. Thus , if z50 > b, the incoming flow in the channel is
all subso-nic , while if z < 0 , it is all supersonic, and for  0
— 
< b , it is mixed.
Velocity components and flow properties are made dimension-
— less with respect to their  critical value s on the sonic surface (z 50)
in the incoming flow. If T and P refe r to the temperature and pres-
sure respectively, the velocity components are as shown in Figure
1, and the subscript 0 refers to the incoming flow , then
U = l + B m ( z - z  ) V = W  = 00 so 0 0 ( 1)
T0 = P0 = 1
where for transonic flow, ~ << 1, and m is an a rb i t r a ry  constant,
rn = 0(1). 
-
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Figure 1. Sketch Showing Problem Considered and Notation; z50
is the distance to the sonic surface in the incoming flow.
The equation for the walls in the top view is
y = ± (s - €2f(x))  (2)
where € is a parameter ordering the blade thickness , with € << 1,
and f(x) is the blade shape function with f =0 for xl > ~~.
The various problems associated with the above boundary and
initial conditions are characterized by the relative orders of ~ and
€. The problem discussed here is that where ~ = 0(c), and in fact
• since the arbi trary constant m is available for numerical 
variation - -
in initial condi tions , ~ = € is considered. Physically, this problem
is that for which the ~~U which exists across the channel in the in- 3
coming flow is of the same order as the ~~U induced by the flow
constriction.
Solutions are written in the form of asymptotic expansions about
the incoming flow conditions . Because the incoming flow is rota-
tional, velocity perturbations are written in te rms of a potential
plus addi t ional func tions, which, since ~ = c << 1, arise f i r s t  in
second order te rms in U and third orde r terms in V and W. Thus ,
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where the result 4~ 4 1(x), found in solving the f i r s t  orde r equa-1 - tions , has been used in writing V and W.
The governing equations are those for inviscid , steady, rota -
tional flow. For the case considered, the governing equations for
each orde r of approximation are linear , as in comparable two di-
mensional transonic noz zle flow calculations [3 , 
~~
}. Howeve r , there
are regions in which for certain flow conditions , the solutions may
not be unifo rmly valid so that inne r regions with nonlinear govern-
ing equations must  be employed. A discussion of these regions will
appear in a subsequent paper.
Analytical solutions have been found to second o rde r .  Here ,
only those results involving f i rs t  orde r solutions are summarized.
Thus , the f i rs t  order solution for U and the corresponding equation
for the sonic surface , z , found by equating U and the sound speed ,
a, are as follows:
U = 1 + € ~ m(z-z~~~) ~~~~~~ ~~-2z~ o )1l ~~ 
- 
(y +1) 1(x) 
2
L Zsm (~~- z 50 )
(14 )
z !2.; ~~ - z ) / 1 - ~
Y +’) f (x) +s 2 2 so 2 b  2Zsm (~- - z )
It should be noted that higher order terms for z would involve y as
w~ell as x; that is , in general , z = z ( x , y; €). ~
t Calculations for z , made for an airfoil shape consisting of two
ci rcular  arcs ,
r x - ~~I m Zf(x) = 2 I - (~~~~~~~ ) ( 5)
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- I (uppe r sign for x < x  , lowe r sign for x > xm ) are presented in
Figure 2, for variouTinitial positions z 30 and for the parameters
noted. In all cases, the flow above the sonic surface is supersonic ,
and that below subsonic. For z50 = 14. l0(z 50 > b), it is seen that
as the flow passes through the flow constriction (between the blades ~,
it remains subsonic except for a supersonic pocket. As z50 de-
creases , there is more and more supersonic flow , with a dip in
the sonic surface as the point of maximum blade thickness (mini-
mum cross sectional area) is passed , until at z50 = 3. 01 , the sonic
surface drops to z = b/2. In all the calculations mentioned so far,
- 
- the upper sign in equation (1~) has been used , thus sat isf ying the
boundary conditions that 4
~lx 
= 0 and z5 = z50 at x = -1, where f (x )0. However, for the case where z passes through b/2 , it is
seen from the equation for z (equation ( 14)), that for x > X , eithe r
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Figure 2 . The Sonic Surface,  z 5, as a Function of x for a Circular
5;S; 1 Arc Airfoil (Equation 5) wi th Maximum Thickness at xm = - 1/ 3 .
c 0 .1 (therefore a two percent thick airfoil) ,  b = 4 (AR 2), s = 6 ,
U0 (b) - U0 (0) = 0 .25 .
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the upper or lower sign may be chosen, leading either to the case
where z retu rns to z50 (upper sign ) or decrea ses to z b - z~ 0
(lowe r s~gn) as x —~~ 1. There is , of cou rs e , a downstream pres-
sure associated with each solution. The solutions corresponding
to the upper signs refer to those where the pressure returns to P0
- - as x -‘.1. The solution passing through b/2 and involving the lower
sign in equations ( 14), is that for isentropic expansion , with no
shock waves. It appears that since the flow has , everywhere, a
linear gradient, the interpretation of these solutions is as follows:
for those value s of z~c, for which z > b /2 , the average Mach num-- - - ber is everywhere subsonic. HencSe, as pressure  downstream of
the flow constriction drops , signals pass upstream and change the
initial conditions (decrease z90) until those conditions are reached
at which z5 = b/2 at x = xm. Then the average Mach numbe r at theminimum area is unity and the flow , in the average , is choked.
There is then one more solution found from equation ( 14), cor-
responding to complete isentrop ic expansion with no shocks , (lower
sign, equation ( 1 4) ) .  Evidently fo r back pressures be tween those
corresponding to the solutions with upper and lowe r signs in equation
( 14), shock waves appear in the supersonic part of the flow.
For z 80 0, where the incoming flow in the channel is corn-pletely supersonic, one finds that as the flow passes through the
constriction, a subsonic pocke t forms (Figure 2) .  Furthermore,
- - as z increases, one would find for the solutions for z mirrorso 8images of those mentioned above for z~ 0 sli ghtly less than b; that
is , the sonic surface goes through a maximum at x = x , and de-
- 
- creases to its original value . Finally, z50 reaches a value wherez goes throug h b/2 and two shockless solutions are again available
for x > X m~ one corresponding to an isentropic compression. Evi-
dently, flows with shock waves in the supersonic part of the flow
will again appear for back pressures  in the proper r ange.
It is clear from the above discus8ion that there is a region in
the incoming flow within which the sonic surface cannot be positioned
for a steady flow soluti on. It is bounded by those values of z 50 for
which z5 = b/2 at x xm; these limiting values for z50 ar e foundby setting equal to zero the term within the square root bracket in









where t is the maximum value of f(x), i . e . ,  f(x ). The values of - - -
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Figure 3. Sketches Used in Explaining the Apparent Choking of a
Mixed Flow through a Channel; The Overbar Indicates an Averaged
(over z) Quantity.
z50 calculated using the quality in equation (6) are those forming
the boundary of the so-called forbidden region in Figure (2) .
An explanation for the existence of the forbidden region can
again be given by considering the average Mach number of the flow
and drawing upon experience with flows in two dimensional channels ,
as illustrated in Figure 3. For a 2-D nozzle flow with a given en-
- 
- trance to th roat ar ea ra tio, there is a given subsonic M , say Moa,
and a supersonic M , say M0b, for which M=l at the throat. Now ,
M 0 can be less than
°Moa (subsonic flow at the throat) or greate r
than Mob (supersonic flow at the throat), but M0 cannot be between
Moa and Mob. In the present 3-D case, there is also, an average
subsonic M , say ~~oa’ and an average 
supersonic M0, say nob’
for which 1 at the minimum area, and ~~ cannot be between ~~oaand ~~ b• Since the value of M is associated with 
a value of z80 ,





- It should be noted that the above results depend upon the condi- I I
tion that the incoming flow velocity distribution is constrained to that
cons idered (i .e. , a linear gradient) no matter what the downstream
pressure condition may be; this condition is met , of course , in
flows through rotating machinery.
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It appears that a choking condition similar to that described
here, may occur in turbomachinery, and that there will therefore
be a forbidden region for the sonic surface in the incoming flow,
fo r steady flow .
A similar problem has been considered by Olive r and Span s
[2]. Numerical solutions were found for flow through a channel
equivalent to the one described here , in which at time t 0 , there
was zer o velocity gradient. As time progressed, the hub speed
was kept constant, and the tip speed increased, always with a
linear velocity gradient. At the highest tip Mach number , wavelets
were found in the Mach number distribution . Based on the present
analysis, it appears that these wavelets could have been caused by
unsteadiness in the flow resulting from the fact that the mass flow
associated with the conditions in question, could not be accommo-
dated.
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DISCUSSION OF THE ADAMSON PAPER
MC NALLY: I think Dave Oliver is out , which is too bad , because
this is a very interesting question. [i. e . ,  Adamson ’s proposed
explanation of wavelets found in a Mach number distribution by
Oliver and Span s]. Jim McCune is here . Jim, do you remember
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I enough about Oliver and Span s’ solution to answer that question ?
- J MC CUNE: As a matter of fact, that’s what we speculated but I
- don’t think we ever came to any conclusion, although Dave may
have. It (Adarnson ’s explanation) looks very likely.
- 
ADAMSON: In the Oliver-Span s pape r , there was some specula-
tion about whether the wavelets they found, were similar to the
- standing waves that Namba found in his calculation; I don ’t think
- 
that that’s the case. I don ’t think that those are real physical waves
that Namba found, but I may be mistaken.
I
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SOME FORMULATION CONSIDERATIONS IN 3D TRANSONIC
FLOW COMPUTATION
D. S. Paris, A. A. Ganz & S. F. Liutermoza
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft  Division
East Hartford, Connecticut
ABSTRACT
Some preliminary results for 3D subsonic and transonic shear
flows in non-lifting compressor stators are presented. Certain
non-uniqueness conditions ari sing from “thin ” blade boundary
conditions are described and some of the many problems inherent
in a 3D solution are discussed. Issues of numerical and phys ical
shock propagation are discussed in terms of weak solutions of
f i rs t  order hyperbolic systems.
INTRODUCTION
— 
The aerod ynamic design of transonic compressor fans tra-
- !  ditionally proceeds in two basic steps. For a specified radial
work distribution, axisyinmetric stream surfaces are calculated
by the well known streamline curvature or matrix through-flow
te ;hniques. From thi s computation, the flow incident to and exit-
ing from the blade row section on each surface is obtained. A
cascade of ai r foils is then designed, or selected from an experi-
mental “library, “ which produces the desired turning and flow
conditions. This procedure has proven satisfactory in the sub-
sonic regime, but has led to disturbing difficulties for transonic
and supersonic relative flow. As a consequence of strong normal
and oblique shocks in the rotor passage and upstream (for sub-
sonic axial Mach number), extremely large spanwise stati c pres-
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flow field which can vary substantially from the design condition.
Unique incidence may force a further alteration such that the fan
blade effectively always operates at off-design conditions.
The design resolution of this problem has generated strong
,
1 interest in the 3D computational effort for transonic rotors in pro-
gress at MIT [ii, [2], under NASA sponsorship. In that analysis ,
-. the two-step Lax-Wendroff scheme is applied to 3D inviscid flow.
A similar effort is underway at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division
to develop a computational program whose format would be con-
sistent wi th the Pratt & Whitney desi gn sys tem and would utilize
various display capabilities. Conceptually there exist many simi-
lanities between the two analyses. In this paper, the formulation
and some preliminary results of subsonic and transonic shear
flow s in non-lifting stators are presented. Additionally, some
observations are made on the non-uniqueness of the “thin blade
approximation ” for airfoil boundary conditions and some experi-
ences with 3D shock propagation in transient numerical schemes
are described.
BASIC FORMULATION
It is assumed that viscous effects do not significantly dominate
the aerodynamics near the design condition and that an ex post
facto boundary layer calculation will be sufficien t fo r los s es ti-
mation. The 3D flow field is assumed steady wi th respect to the
blades and periodic from blade to blade. The hub and casing sur-
faces are extended up and downstream analytically and then trans-
fo rm ed by a set of non-orthogonal mappings to a rectangular corn-
putational domain as shown in Figure 1. The compressible invis-
cid gas dynamic equations are expressed in the rotating coordinate
sys tem fixed to the blades as:
( w .  V)w + 2~ A W - w
2r + Vp/p 0 (1)
(~~. V)e + p ( V .  w)/p  = 0 (p = p RT)
and are then rewritten in the transformed coordinate system . The
boundary condition w. n = 0  is applied on the hub and casing and on
the mean camber surface of the fan blades in the “thin blade ap -.
proximation ” as is frequentl y done in compressible potential flow
analysis.
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Figure 1. Coordinate Transformations
The upstream flow boundary in the relative coordinate system
consis ts of mixed flow with shocks emerging from the superson ic
region. The mass flow is primarily determ ined by the downstream
pressure condition which feeds through the subsonic portion of the
flow field and redefines the upstream transonic flow distribution.
The geometric position of the sonic surface in the inlet is part of
the solution to be determined. Appropriate supersonic and sub-
sonic boundary conditions are utilized on the ent rance and exit
4 planes [31.
The equation system is recast in transient form and solved by
a 3D extensiort of the two-step Lax-Wendroff technique [4 - 6].
~‘1 While the 2D Lax-Wendroff scheme normally employs smoothingin one or two dimensions , the most efficient smoothing for the 3D
problem is still an open question . At present , smoothing is used
only in the axial flow direc tion ,
dw
~ t d  z dUU h = U + C ~x d
where U is the vec tor of conse rved properties. Howeve r , similar
smoothing operators have been included in the code for the other
two coordinate directions [7]. More € fficient techniques are
found in the literature for two-dimensional problems [81, but at
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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projec t inception it was decided to remain within es tablished s tate-
of- the-art insofar as the basic nume rics were concerned. For the
rotor problem, the Kutta condition is enforced by matching static
pressures at the suc tion and pressure sides of the trailing edge,
but no attempt is currently made to explici tly incorporate the trail-
ing vortex sheet. Computational stability is obtained using the
standard CFL condition [4],
( Iw l +a ) < 1. (3)
THIN BLADE APPROXIMATION
The “thin blade approximation ” requires application of the
boundar y condition w .  n = 0, where n is the local blade normal , on
the mean cambe r surface of the airfoil and is frequentl y selecte d
for analytical and numerical solutions in compressible potential
flow and for log ical simplicity in 3D flow prog r ams. The condition
insures uniqueness when the domain is totally isentropic and a
velocity potential exists . It has the effect of introducing mass into
the flow field through the forward portion of the “blade ” and re -
moving mass through the rearward portion (See Figure 2). A
separating streamline actually defines the “blade ” (providing it
closes). In this sense , the boundary condition does not really con-
strain the blade to be “thin ” ; for large mass injection (correspond-
ing to thick blades) the actual blade shape is not a priori known
and is determined from the final converged solution.
• When the stagnation properties through the flow field are
variable, as might be caused by non-isentropic processes, the
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• indeterminacy into the numerical solution. For posi tive flow
angles , the infl ow reg ion along the “blade ” originates in some
reservoir , and stagnation properties or other additional data must
be specified as part of the boundary conditions. If left indeter-
inm ate , the transient flow field appears to be characterized by a
• high fre quency “pumping ” in thermodynamic properties which cantri gger instabilities in the calculation and slow or prohibit ultimate
conver gence. Experience has shown that when the flow redirection
implied by the w .  n 0 condition is impulsively introduced on the
• sides of a uniform flow numerical divergence generally occurs.
• Further numerical experimentation has shown that good results
can be obtained if the norm al vector is slowly introduced as a
func tion of time. Diffi culties using this procedure are anticipated
in shocked flow , however , and the transformations are currently
being revised to explici tly inco rporate the solid surface.
SHOC K PROPAGATION IN THE GRID
In multi-dimensional numerical computations , a shock may be
located or propagated according to several considerations : viscous
balance; equation system demands; numerical differencing scheme.
For example, in unifo rm flow with a single normal shock in a con-
stant area duct, the position of the discontinuity is comp letely arbi-
trary from inviscid considerations and should remain stationary at
its initial axial location throughout the compi~tation . When real
viscosi ty is present, however , the thickening boundary layer and
the total friction loss balance alters the effective cross sectional
area and causes the shock to propagate forward into the super-
• sonic re gion. Should a geometric area contraction exist, the shock
will stabili ze in a lambda or oblique configuration for high Mach
numbers , but will propagate upstream for lower Mach numbers.
See Figure 3.
The issue of propagation rates for discontinuities of first order
hyperbolic systems has received considerable research attention
• 
• from the point of view of weak solutions (piecewise continuous in
this setting). Early forinulative work is given in Refs. [9], [10]
and recent discussions are presented in Refs. [ii] and [12], where
smoothing requirements are treated. It is emphasized that piece-
wise continuous solutions of the steady s tate equations in general
do not sa tisfy the transient equation ; for a given jump magnitude ,
there exis ts a unique rate at which the discontinuity must propagate .
A s tudy of various pr oposed diffe r encing techniques is p resented
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Figure 3. l-D Normal Shock Behavior
• nonphysical evolution of dis continuities were made previously in
[13] and [14]. The effect of the difference scheme selected is
readily seen through the one-dimensional wave equation . In con -
servation form , this is
a aP(x , t , u)  + Q(x, t,u) = 0
X (4)
• P(x, t, u ) = u ; Q(x, t, u) = u2 /2
and a weak solution exists in the sense that cliscontinuities must




as in Figure 4 for the initial conditions
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Figure 4. Transient Shock Propagation for Model Equa tion
The slope of this line gives the propagation rate in the (x , t) plane.
If a second order difference scheme such as the two-step Lax-
Wend r off procedure with smoothing operators is used , the equation
is effectively altered to
2au a~ 8u 8u~~u = S(5-, _~~~~~, p .) (6)
and the jump conditions P~ - P , - can change, dependingon how the first derivative term and i~ are selected. In general,p. is a function of A t , ~~x and a characteristic velocity; for coarse
grid computations (as currently required for 3D calculations) the
change in shock velocity due to these additional terms can be sub-
• stantial.
ii
For the gas dynamic equations , the Rankine-Hugoniot relations
satisfy the transient probl em when posed as a first order hyper-
bolic system. In the Lax-Wendroff difference scheme, propagation
can occur depending on the shock strength and the manner in which
the additional difference terms are selected. The relation between
the shock speed and jump conditions for proposed algorithms can
be established by the above theory.
The above discussion illustrates that when fluid probl ems in-• volving shocks are solved numerically, the difference schemes
must be carefully devised in order to assure that the correct shock
stability and propagation features are obtained.
L. 
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Figure 5. Subsonic Shear Flow in Nonlifting Stator: Static Pres-
sure Contours on Blades and Hub
Although not formulated in the sense of gener alized func tions ,
a substantial analytical effort in shock “capturing ” has been pur-
sued by G. Moretti and Others [15-171. As will be shown below
in our preliminary computations, a normal shock occurring on a
supercritical airfoil appears stationary while a strong incident
normal shock in the supersonic blade region propagates rapidl y
forward, all in the same three-dimensional grid!
• SUBSONIC SHEAR FLOW
The first application of this program was to subsonic shear
flow in a low hub/tip ratio non-lifting stator. The particulars of
the geometry are shown in Figure 5. Because of the radial area
divergence, a weak spanwise pressure gradient exists in the
blade passag e when the upstream flow is uniform. For a sheared
incident flow , stronger pressure gradients are formed (Fig. 5)
and are seen to skew across the blade by roughly 600 to the flow
direction. The largest flow acceleration is shown in the root/
endwaU corner , where the incident Mach number to the blade sec-
• tion is highest. Comparison with 2D computations at the hub gap!
chord ratio have demonstrated that sub9tantial 3D pr essure relief
occurs.
The grid used was 9 x 9 x 3 3  and required 35 minutes on the
-I , I ••~~:
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IBM 370/168 to achieve practical pointwise convergence starting
from uniform flow at M = . 5. Convergence based on integrated
mass flow on the exit plane was within 3. x i0•~~.
TRANSONIC SHEAR FLOW
The primary application of this program is directed at 3D
flows with strong static pressure gradients. To maximize this
phenomenon for demonstrative pur poses , a transoni c shear case
was cons tructed by initializing the flow field from ‘!layered” or
“stacked ” 2D flows in the strip theory sense. The initial 3D flow
field was constructed such that the incident flow was sheared with
M varying fr om .5 at the hub to 1. 5 at the casing (see Table 1.)
and a normal shock stood upstr eam of the blades in the supersonic
portion (see Figure 6).
Table 1
Initial Conditions for 3-D Shear Flow
Radius (ft. ) PT (Psf) TT (
°R) M




3.00 2386 518. 7 1.1
3.25 2710 1.2
3. 50 3098 1. 3
3.75 3557 1. 4
(casin g) 4 .00 4104 V 1.5
In order to initialize this 3D shear flow , nine subsonic ZD
computations were made with initial conditions corresponding to
conditions downstream (as defined by the Rankine-Hugoniot rela-
tions ) of the normal shock (see Table 2). These nine layers were
• then stacked and for cases 5-9 conditions upstream were over-
• - . - ~~~~• written with the supersonic conditions from Tabl e 1.
For the higher incident Mach numbers , the subsonic ZD flows
• produced supercritical regions terminating in shocks on the air-
foil surfaces. When the cases were stacked, these supersonic













• Figure 6. Initial Transonic 3D Flow Field
Table 2
Initial Conditions for 2-D Cases
Radius (ft. ) (Paf) TT (
°R) M
when stacked _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ____









4.00 3815 v .70
regions formed a 3D supersonic bubble terminated by a normal
shock over the mid-span region of the blades. The initial 3D flow
field contained a maximum static pressure to minimum static pres-
sure ratio of 5. 24.
Preliminary transient 3D computations are shown in Figure 7 .
A very strong pressure wave appears to pass down the blade toward
the hub and then to proceed upstream in the subsonic portion of the
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Figure 7. Transient Mach Number Contours on Periodic and
Blade Surfaces
shock smears out , propagates upstream and becomes oblique as
shown by its rotation through 50 degrees or more. The supersonic
pockets on the blades spread into the tip region , and weaken con-
siderably, but little streamwise propagation of the shocks occurs .
It is noteworthy that the supercritical flow shock on the blade
remains essentially stationary, while rapid propagation occurs
from the incident normal shock. At the present time, it is conjec-
E tured that the interior shock is geometrically stabilized, while theexterior normal shock is physically unstable due to the downstream
• 
static pressure  gradient and would require  strong smoothing to
prevent its propagation. Under these circumstances , it appears
unwise to attempt to stabilize the exterior normal shock.
i
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Current efforts are now aimed at carrying tr ansonic stator
• 
• 
calculations further and applying the method to more general geo-
metries. Presently work will begin on subsonic roto r calculations
and subsequently on transonic roto r calculations.
CONCLUSIONS
The “thin ” blade boundary condition does not necessarily re-
quire that the blades be physically thin, but it can introduce insta-
• bili ties into the Lax-Wendroff solution. Gradual imposition of the
bounda ry condition is sufficient to stabilize non-shocked flow.
Great care must  be exercised in devising numerical schemes for
3D shocked flow in order to obtain the correct shock propagation
behavior.
R esults for 3D subsonic fl ow indicate subs tantial 3D pressure
relief in sheared flow through blade passages. Preliminary re-
sults for transonic sheared flows indi cate stability of interior
shocks and instability of upstream normal shocks accompanied by
radial redis tribution of flow .
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DISCUSSION OF THE PARIS , et al. PAPER
FARN: You mentioned the ju mp in 
~ T 
and TT. Is this due to the
• art ificial viscosity you use or have you used any ?
GANZ: No. What you ’re asking here is this question: If you had
in fact what you claim to be a thin blade, which say is in here
somewhere, what you say in a thin body approximation is that the
normal here  on the blade is in fact going to be applied on the mean
camber sur face  which means , from a computational point of view ,
• that you ’re going to say, as a boundary condition , that this is the
• flow angle here. What you ’re really doing then is saying that from
here to here is a mass inflow region in which you really have to
set , say the flow angle , as well as the stagnation conditions .
• • 
Whereas here, of course, being outflow region you would specif y
only, say a flow angle, or static pressure .  But what this means
is that it does draw in the fluid and if you look across the channel
in this sense and you compute the mass flow that runs across each






increase in the mass flow and then as you pass the mid-chord of
the blade it will drop back down again. By the time you reach the
end of the blade you ’ll hopefully have the same mass flow as when
you started.
• FARN : Have you compared your result with Peter MeNaughten ’s• method results or did he appl y his method to your probl em ?
GANZ: Well , one thing to bear in mind is that his is only a planar
calculation. It ’s basically a finite area type of method whereas
here we were interested in pushing as fast as we could to a full
• 3D flow. What we have compared against is a nozzle calculation
where we basically look at an area constriction and we have exac-
tly matched, at least to the number of points that we use in the
grid , both the Mach number and the static pressure  distribution
along the blades. At least from that point of view we do have a
reasonable degree of confidence in the calculation.
MC NALLY: Do you use Lax- Wendroff methods or have you used
MacCormack’s later schemes - and what do you use - do you have
any artificial viscosity ?
GANZ: Yes. We are very much aware of the MacCormack scheme.
But we were concerned at the beginning that what we were develop-
ing was a scheme for the design groups which, in a sense, meant
that we had to work with the state of the art. It would be very hard
to support a project in which we said we were looking at advanced
nume rical schemes instead of working within the state of the art.
So from that point of view we are in fact using the two step Lax-
Wendroff procedure. It’s much easier to work a prototype f i r s t
and then come back and say we can accelerate it and make it go
faster .
MC NALLY: Did you put in artificial viscosity at any time ?
GANZ: Yes. It’s the fairly standard sort ... you ’re multiplying
• the magnitude of the f i rs t  derivative by the second derivative of
•; the scalar functions that represent all the terms.
MORETTI : Thi s is not a question; it’s a comment. Enforcing
the boundar y condi tions on the camber line, say, was customary
when people were t ry ing to get analytical solutions and there is
no reason whatsoever to do that when we are try ing to get numeri-
• cal solu tions. So you can put the RIGHT condit ion , and mind you ,















sam e place, not the same room but around here, I was saying this
thing seven years ago.
GANZ: The only response I might make there is that it is true
• that you can include the whole blade shape but you are introducing
• more transformations in the equations which, of course, bring s
up the increased possibility of bugs and at least at the beginning,
our experience has been that it’s a lot easier to try to push through
with as easy or as straightforward a formulation as possible.
STAHARA: I would be interested in knowing what some of the
typical computational times are for some of your converged solu-
tions.
GANZ : You have to be a little bit careful about exactly what is
meant by convergence in these problems. You can ask for , say,
pointwise convergence or you can ask for , say, mass average con-
• ve rgence. Some of our experiences have been, in tracking the
static pressure as a function of iteration number in these flow s,
is that if this is iteration number or time and this , say, is the
static pressure, that, of course, you will go through some kind of
an initial transient and after that it may die out and then as the
waves which result from the blades being brought in , pr oceed up
and downstream, you may, in fact , get a glitch of this typ e and
then it may again oscillate for awhile and in this way reflects off
the entrance boundary and comes back. Once again you get anothe r
• glitch. Now if one stops the calculation there, one is scared. On
the other hand, if you go all the way out until there aren ’t any
• glitches anymore in the flow field you may burn out a very large
amount of computer time. So, in our expe rience, what we do is
to run through three or four, say, of wave passing times, and then
do an extrapolation over the mean result of the last, say 100, iter-
ations. Now in the subsonic shear flow case which I showed, that
• was for a grid of 9 x 9x 3 3  and that was about a one-half hour calcu-
lation on the IBM-one-370. My understanding is that there are
some ve ry long computation times that they found at MIT and I’m
su re we ’ll be hearing more about that this afternoon. On the order
of like 50 hours.
MC NALLY: In all these methods, depending on how fine a grid ,
too, it’s very very grid dependent - you get into a finer mesh and •
your time goes up fantastically and then , of course , you go to a
stronger convergence critienia and it goes up, too.
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COMPUTATION OF STEADY AND PERIODIC TWO-DIMENSIONAL
• NONLINEAR TRANSONIC FLOWS IN FAN AND COMPRESSOR
STAGES
John Erdos , Edgar Alzner & Paul Kalben
Advanced Technology Laboratories , Inc. , &
General Applied Science Laboratories, Inc.
Westbury, L.I . , New York 11590
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
We have three computer programs under development for
NASA Lewis Research Center which employ “time-marching ”
finite difference methods to achieve solutions of the compressible
Euler Equations on two-dimensional surfaces in transonic fan and
compressor stages. These programs use the same basic solu-
tion algorithm but differ with respect to statement of the problem• and character of the boundary conditions (i. e., steady vs. period-
ic). The three programs can be briefly described as follows:
(a) MZDATL - Solution of the unstead y three-dimensional
axisymmetric inviscid equations of motion on a men -
• dional (hub-to-shroud) surface. The basic equationsare integrated over a blade-to-blade passage to obtain
a system describing circuinferentially averaged values
• of the dependent variables. Only asymptotically steady
• solutions are sought, but up to five stages (each consist-
ing of rotor and stator) can be analyzed simultaneously.
(b) B2DATL - Solution of the unsteady two-dimensional in-
viscid equations of motion on a circumferential (blade..
to-blade) stream surface through a single stage (rotor
• 
and stator) machine operating in an undistorted inlet
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _








flow. An asymptotically periodic solution describing the
interaction of rotor and stator at transonic conditions is
sought. Steady solutions for a single blad e row can also
• be obtained.
(c) BCDATL - A modification of BZDATL to permit analysis
-
‘ of a transonic rotor operating under circumferentially
dis torted inlet (or discharge) conditions.
The statement of equations and boundary conditions and out-
- 
- line of the method of solution for Programs MZDATL and B2DATL
are given in [1]. The present paper describes the formulation of
BCDATL, discusses the problem of modelling inlet flow distortion
produced by sc r eens, and reports on some more recent results
obtained with B2DATL.
FORMULATION
An axisymm etric surface S(r , z) = 0 through a rotor is shown
schematically in Figure 1. A curvilinear coordinate system
(m. n, 0)  is defined on the surface, and flow variations in the n
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The nomenclature is defined as follows:
t time
1 x = m  meridional distance
y = r(0, c2t ) (at m=constant) circumferential distance
u = V meridional component of• mI velocity
- 
v = V - ~~r relative circumferential  veloci-
ty component
- H’ = C T - ~~rV 9 “r elative ” total enthalpy“rothalpy ”)
• E’ = H - p/p “relative” to tal energy rotor
J - speed
rotor speed
b (r 1-r 2
) radii of upper and lower bounds
of the streamsheet
r = (r 1+r2)/2 mean radius of the streamsheet
The computational plane extends axially from an inlet station
• to a discharge station and laterally over a fraction of the circum-
fe rence encompassing one blade-to-blade passage, as indicated in
• Figure 2. Extensions of the mean camber line from the leading
• 
- • edges forward fo rm the periodic boundaries ahead of the blade
• row, while the blade slipstreaxn s fo rm natural boundaries of the
• 1 . passage downstream of the blades. Note that the computational
II 
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Figure 2. Schematic of Computational Domain.
plane is further divided into 5 domains . The third (central ) do-
main extends from the blade leading edge line, m3, to the trailing
edge line m4, and the second and fourth domains extend equal dis-
tances upstream and downstream, i. e.,
m2 2m3 -m 4 (5)
m 5 = 2 m 4 -m 3 
(6)
The inlet station, m 1, and discharge station, m6, may be located
an arbitrary distance from the blade row, or may be selected
coincident with m2 and m5 respectively. The 5 domains thereby
- 
- -~ desc ribed (or 3 if m 1 = m2 and m5 = m6) are transformed into a
corresponding series of square domains with coo rdinates:





5 where i identifies the domain, and 0 1 and 0~ 
refer to the lower
• •





and upper periodic boundaries or slipstreams. Each domain is• spanned by a rectangular grid network of equal spacing ~ o by áv .
• The differential equations , Equations ( 1) through (4), are ex-
pressed in finite diffe r ence form and solved at all interior grid
points by the MacCormack algorithm, [2].
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
At the inlet and discharge boundaries a reference plane method-
of-characteristics procedure is employed, which is described in
[1]. To recapitulate briefly, the equations are recast in charac-
teristic form in a plane which is aligned normal to both the stream
• surface and inlet (or discharge) plane. The influence of the flow
gradients in the 0 direction is minimized by allowin g the reference
plane to translate in the 9 direction at a velocity v, which also ef-
fec tively transforms the inlet and discharge boundary point calcu-
lations back from a rotating (relative ) frame to a fixed (absolute )
frame. The circumferential momentum equation is restated as:
8’19 T 8AS 1 8 H
at - r ae - r 89 - m~
when ~ is the vorticity, ~S is the entropy, and H is the (absolute)
total enthalpy. Note that if the vortici known, Equation (9)
involves no strearnwiae gradients and thus the MacCormack algo-
rithm used at the interior points can be applied to this equation
at the inlet and discharge boundaries.
-
• The energy and momentum equations can also be restated to
show that:
= •~~~~~ (
1) = 0 (10)
Thus the entropy and ratio of vorticity to density are properties
of the inlet flow which convect across the inlet station and cannot
be alter ed by outward radiating acoustic waves. Therefore, these
two variables should be stated as boundary conditions . A third
variable, representing info rmation carried by the inward travel- -
•
ling waves (downstream characteristics) must also be supplied.
The compatibility relation on the outward travelling waves * (in
A subsonic axial velocity is assumed at both the inlet and dis-
charge stations .
L. _ _ _
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the reference plane ) and Equation (9), then complete the solution
set at the inlet. The specific requirements to model distortion
sc reens in the inlet are discussed below.
Equations (9), (10) and the characteristic compatibility rela-
tions [1] also apply at the discharge station. However , it is cvi-
dent that the entropy and ratio of vorticity to density convect
across this station from within the computational domain, and
hence mus t be determined by a Lagrangian method. The only
boundary condition to be specified here is one replacing the up-
stream travelling characteristic ,* e. g.,  the back pressure.
Distortion screens are usually designed to produce a con -
trolled spatial variation of flow properties which simulates in
some respect the flow distortions due to inlet design, external
disturbances , and/or engine-inlet interactions . For example,
the screens developed by Bruce [3], are designed to produce the
sinusoidal variation in axial velocity of the form :
u = u (1 + A sin N O )  ( 11)ref
This design was validated by experimental measurements of the
veloci ty distribution downstream of the screens in the absence of
the rotor [3] and [4]. In this particular laboratory arrang ement
the large distance between the roto r and the distortion screens
implies that the influence of rotor generated waves on the screen
characteristics should be small. However , it cannot always be
neglected and in general data measured downstream of a screen
(with or without the rotor operating) must be interpreted as time-
averaged wave field. Consequently, the quanti ties measured
should be used to calculate variables which are unaffected by an
~ J 
upstream radiating wave field, namely, the entropy and the ratio
of vorticity to density. For example , in this case the measure-





- f  p ( O , t)dt = f ( 0 )  — constant (12)
0
= + V d t  = f ( O )  (13)
subsonic axial velocity is assumed at both the inlet and dis-
charge stations.
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= .~~ f  V 9 dt = f ( 9 )  << ~i (14)0
The vorticity produced by the screen can therefore be approxima-
ted by:
= _ J_~~~~ (15)
The entropy -can be determined by integrating Equa tion (10):
AS/CT = Y log [ l  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~16)
in which the equations of state
p = kp~’ exp(i~S/C ) = ~ RT (17)
have been introduced. Therefore , the data yield the inlet boundary
conditions :
f(f , u)  = f(9) (18)
f(p , -u) 1 ( 9 )  (19) • 
-
These conditions must be supplemented by a condition represent-
ing the information carried on the downstream travelling waves.
If the magnitude of the rotor generated wave field is negligible at
the inlet station, then either the design or measured velocity dis-
tribution, Equations (11) or (13), or the measured pressure dis-
• tr ibution , Equation (12), provide a useful boundary condition. If
it is not , then a suitable acoustic far field representation is re-
qui r ed which in its simples t form might be adequatel y approxi-
mated by the Riemann Invariant for a one-dimensional flow :
u - Z a / (y - l )  = f(9) (20)
where a is the local sound speed.
Enforcement of a periodic condition along the lateral bounda-
rice of the computational domains is achieved through use of a
row of exterior grid points at which the solution (at each time
step) is equated to the solution at a row of interior grid points at
an earlier time. The points along the boundary extending upstream
I
~~~~~ • Jk-.__s~.• •__ •~•.  —•---— - ~—- - - -.----5- --
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from the blades therefore become interior points which are treated
in the same fashion as all other interior points . However , the
solution along the slipstream points is double-valued, since jumps
in the component of velocity tangent to the slipstream and in the
— entropy are permitted. Only the pressure and normal component
of velocity are necessarily continuous. The reference plane
method-of-characteristics technique is invoked to carry out the
solution on each side of the slipstreams and to determine their mo-
tion. In this case , the reference plane is aligned normal to the
4 slipstream (at each point) and allowed to translate parallel to it
-
• 
at the local tang ential velocity of the flow. The first-order corn-
patibility relations provide a direct (non-iterative) solution for the
pressure and normal component of velocity along the slipstreams,
which is also applied along the blade surfaces by setting the nor-
mal velocity component to zero. The details of this method are
outlined in [1]. The point to be emphasized in this matter is that
application of the conservation equations to a contact surface, such
as a blade slipstream, only yields the condition that the pressure
and normal component of velocity are continuous and that jumps in
the remaining variables are admissible. In contrast to the Rankine-
Hugoniot shock relation., the magnitude of the jump s is not deter-
mined f rom the equations , but by the boundary conditions which
generate the contact surface. Therefore, the slipstream cannot
be “captured ” by a finite difference solution of the conservation
equations in the same fashion that shock waves are “captured. ”
A Kutta condition is applied at the trailing edge by r equiring
the pressure to be continuous; the slipstream angle at this point
• is iterated to achieve this condition together with zero no rmal
- - velocity. The leading edge of the blade is assumed to be sharp,
• and a similar procedure is employed at this point. However , a
more careful treatment of the leading edge , and in particular ,
the bow shock produced by finite leading edg e bluntness , is con-
sidered warranted.
The nature of the cyclic procedure for specif ying the periodic
solution along the exterior grid rows is illustrated in Figure 3 ,
which represents the interaction of a 3-bladed stator and a 4-
bladed rotor . The stato r blades can also represent the lobes of a
3-cycle distortion pattern. It is evident that if the flow field at
time to is consider ed to be centered about blade #2 , then the same
• - field must be centered about blade #3 at time to + i~t~ In particu-
- - lar , the solution in the passage between blades a and b at time to
should exist in the passage between blades b and c at time to + i~~ t ,
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Figure 3. Illustration of Cyclic Algorithm for Stage with Un-
equal Number of Blades in Stator and Rotor (N1 = 3, N 2 L i ) .
t + At can be equated to that on the interior row 13 at time t
i%e solution on exterior row a must be similarl y equated to°
that on interior row y at a time earlier than to. Obviously, this
phase lag in specification of periodic boundary conditions is not
compatible with an initial value problem , since the required in-
fo rmation is not known a priori. However , it can be approxima-
ted with improving accuracy as time passes and the desired peri-
odic solution attained asymptotically.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The basic capability of Programs B2DATL and BCDATL has
been examined with respect to several transonic fan rotors for
which pressure surveys (from fast response pressure gauges
mounted in the shroud) and holographic visualizations are avail-
able, [51 and [6]. These examples have been carried out with
- - - undistorted inlet conditions , i. e . ,  ~ = AS = 0 and u - Za/(y- 1) =
constant, and a uniform discharge condition , i. e . ,  u + Z a / ( Y -  1) =
constant. Accordingly, steady solutions were obtained
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Figure 14. Computed Isobar. for Reading 128 of Reference [5].
M~, = 1. 







Pressure contours at the shroud are shown in Figure 14 for
conditions corresponding to Reading 128 fr om [5]. The design tip
speed is 1600 f t /sec. , and the (relative) inlet Mach number is
approximately 1. 62. The weak oblique shock off the leading edge
of the upper blade and the stronger oblique shock near the trailing
edges implied by the compressions seen in Figure 14 are  in gener-
al agreement with the shock s t ructure  observed from the holo-
graphic visualization. However , the computed second shock is
slightly downstream of the observed shock, possibly due to the
leading edge shock being somewhat weaker than that produced by
the true nose bluntness. Additionally, the observations neces-
sarily include the effects of tip vortices and boundary layer inter-
actions that are absent from the present model. Nevertheless,
the agreement is considered very encouraging. The mesh spacing
included 18 points in the axial direction and 10 in the circumfer-
ential direction in each of the 3 domains used in the computation.
A steady solution was achieved in l0~ time steps , which requiredless than 3 minutes on a CDC 7600 computer system.
The pressure ratio for the above case was about 1. 5. In the
next case, which corresponds to Reading 126, the pressure ratio
was increased to ebout 1.7. As can be seen in Figure 5, an anti-
cipated forward movement of the second (passage)  shock was ob-
tained ; however , no flow visualization was obtained at this condi-
tion. In the third case, shown in Figure 6, which corresponds to
- 
• Reading 106 from [5], the tip speed was reduced ten percent while
maintaining the p ressu re  ratio of 1. 5. A no rmal shock located in
the aft portion of the passage was obtained in this case , as seen
in Figure  6; however , the holographic observations indicate that
the roto r was “unstarted ” at this condi tion , i. e. , this shock stands
at the leading edge of the upper blade. The solution was perturbed
several times, e.g., by increasing the back p r e ssu re , without
causing the shock to jump to the unstarted position. This dispari-
- 
I ty may be attributable to either the three-dimensionality of the
• 
actual flow , the aforenoted viscous effects , or a combination
thereof.
A rotor-stator  interaction case is currentl y in progress  which
represents Reading 137 of the 1500 f t /sec.  fan stage of [6]. This
configuration has !~li. blades in the rotor and 146 in the stator;  con -
sequently the fundamental period of the circumferential variations
is Zir/( 146- 141i.) = i . Therefore the roto r must complete half a revo -





















Figure  5. Computed Isobars for Reading 126 of Refe rence  [5J .
M = 1.6 and P r e s s u r e  Ratio = 1. 7.
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Figure 6. Computed Isobars for Reading 106 of Reference [5].
• M 1. L1. and Pressure  Ratio = 1. 5.








passage can be expected.
The computed pressures at the mid-chord positions of the
rotor and stator blades are pr esented in Figure 7 for a per iod of
• 30 rotor blade passing. (more than half a revolution). It is evi-
dent that the initial transient in the roto r dies within the f i rs t  6
rotor passing., i. e , ,  about 1/8 of a revolution, but may be influ-
encing the stato r solution (where the flow is entirely subsonic)
over at least the first 10 roto r pa. sings , i. e., about 1/4 revolu-
tion. Therefore the solution must be continued through at least
3/4 revolution to clearly establish at tainment of a pe riodic solu-
tion.
In an example which should prove somewhat more computa-
tionally efficient, a case representing the laboratory roto r system
of [4] operating in a circurnferentially distorted inlet flow is
planned. The selected configurati on has a 6-bladed roto r and a
• I 6-cycle distortion pattern, as indicated in Figure 8. The blades
are uncambered non..lifting airfoils of ten percent thickness.
Hence the observed normal force and moment coefficients are
perturbations about mean values of zero. The selected configura-
tion is a resonant combination in the context of small disturbance
theory; in the conteict of the present computational model the
phase lag in the periodic boundary conditions is zero. Therefore
the initial transient should only be ass ociated with the accuracy
of the initial data , and not with the periodic boundary data.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
• The significant features in the fo rmulation of two computer
codes for determination of steady and per iodic tr ansonic fl ows in
- • fan and compressor stages have been outlined. The method em-
ploys the familiar “shock capturing ” capability of the conserva-
-• tion form of the equations , but the blade slipstream s are treated
as moving surfaces of discontinuity. A cyclic procedure has been
H developed to specif y the periodic boundary conditions with a phase
lag. Results obtained to date indicate good agreement with data
- 
• for steady transoni c rotors which are “started’~ but a possible
problem exists at “unstarted ” conditions which may be a manifes-
tation of significant three-dimensional and/or viscous interaction
effects at off-design operation. Computations to demonst rate





~ should be reported very soon.
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Figure 8. Configuration for Roto r Operating in Circumferentiall y
Distorted Inflow. (Reference [4J)~
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COMPUTATION OF TRANSONIC POTENTIAL FLOWS IN TURBO-
MACHINERY
Earl M. Murman
Flow Research, Inc .
Kent, Washington
ABSTRACT
• - This paper will revi ew the computation of transonic potential
flow by finite difference methods and consider their application to
turbomachinery problems. It will beg in with a brief description
- 1 of the physical approximations, gover ning equa tion, and boundaryconditions describing transonic potential flow in rotating machinery.
• Following this will be a development of the finite difference equa-
tions for mixed flow problems with embedded shock waves . The
development will include the requirements of consistency, con-
se rvative diffe rencing, correct  domain of dependenc e (including
Jameson ’s rotated difference scheme) and calculation of embedded
shock waves. The importance of correctly enforcing boundary
conditions will be emphasized including choice of coordinate sys -
-
• 
tems and treatment of Dirichiet and Neumann boundary conditions.
Finally, various solution procedures for the finite difference equa-
tions will be described including relaxation methods , semidirect
methods , and accelerated convergence methods . Computed exam-
ples will be given for isolated bodies and cascade flows to illustrate
the application of these techniques.
• A number of special topics will be discussed as time permits .
These topics include: hyb rid direct-inverse design methods of
Tranen and Carison; the optimization design methods of Hicks ,
Murman, and Vanderplaats ; the treatment of unstead y flows fo r
-
~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~• • •~
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isola ted airfoils by Ballhaus and Lomax; calculation of three-
dimensional flows ; the effects of viscosity including a simplified
shock wave-boundary layer interaction model ; and application of
finite element methods to transonic flow problems.
INTRODUCTION
-: The computation of transonic flow provides a challenging prob-
lem for both the numerical analyst and the design engineer . The
• I numerical analyst must solve a nonlinear partial differential equa-
tion of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type , for solutions that contain
embedded shock waves. Two princi pal methods are presently
available. They are the mixed finite-difference m ethod treated in
this paper and the time-dependent f ini te-difference method covered
in the following paper by Yoshihara. Both methods for treating
inviscid flow are reasonably well developed and have been applied
to a number of practical problems. Currently, research on these
numerical techniques is directed towards increasing the computa-
tional efficiency and extending the techniques to more com plete
model equations. The design engineer is faced with incorporating
the inviscid solution techniques into computer programs that in-
clude the effects of viscosity and flow unsteadiness, and that treat
increasingly complex geometries. In addition, the basic analysis
methods must be developed into practical design tools that are
capable of producing new geometric shapes to meet various design
goals. In the field of external aerod ynamics, the symbiotic rela-
tionship between the numerical anal yst and the design engineer has
led to a r apid development of transonic computational techniques
-
‘ during the past five years. A parallel development is currently
in progress in the field of turbomachinery.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a brief review of the
computation of transonic potential flows by finite-difference meth-
ods and to consider their application to turbomachinery problems.
This paper is not intended to be an exhaustive review of either
subject, but to illuminate the current  state-of-the-art so as to
provide a reference point for new developments. The numerical
methods considered here are based on mixed finite-difference
equations solved by relaxation and semi-direct solution techni ques.
POTENTIAL FLOWS IN TURBOMACHINERY











ject is found in the book by Vavra [16], and the remainder of this
section is taken directly from this reference.
Consider a roto r turning at a constant angular velocity, o ,
F , • with an oncoming flow that, in an absolute frame of refe r ence , is
• axisyrnxnetric and steady, has constant total energy, and is of the
free vortex type (i. e., rV g = K1 = constant). Only isentropic-flow
processes may be consider ed; thus , viscous effects are neglected,
• and all shock waves are weak (typically the normal Mach number
at the shock is less than 1. 3. ). Under these conditions , a potential
flow exists such that
V x W = -2~ = constant, (1)
where is the velocity vector in the rotating coordinate system.
Two consequences of these assumptions are that the elementary
rotation of fluid parcels are equal and opposite to the rotation of
the rotor and that the energy of each fluid parcel is changed by
the same amount.
We may define a r educed velocity field by
= ~~ +T 8~~
r , (2)
and, using (1 ), we obtain
~
T
A V4 A~ 
(3)
so that1
= V4~~ - 1~~~w r .  (4)
Thus , in the rotating fr ame of r ef erence, the velocity field may be
- I decomposed into a potential component and a solid-body rotation
component. Inserting these expressions into the equations of mo-
— tion yields the following basic potential equations for rotor flows:
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a a0 - ( ‘v- 1) ~~~~~~~ - ae (6)
On the solid boundary of the rotor ,
= 0 ==> V4~~ = ~ r. (7)
Boundary conditions for the upstream and downstream flow,
any vortex wake , and any shock waves must be included. Equation
(5), as wr itten, is not in diverg ence form and, hence, cannot be
integrated to obtain the weak solution for the potential-flow shock
jum p relations. Vavra [16 ] does not cover these aspects , and
they need to be worked out. Note , however , that a potential flow
does exist in rotors under certain conditions . Vavra devotes con-
siderable discussion to the points that axisyrnmetric and two-
dimensional fl ows do not truly exis t in r oto r s and that the full
three-dimensional Eq. (5) is required to describe the flow field.
However , most researchers have adopted the traditional approach
of computing blade-to-blade (2D) and hub-to-tip (axisymmetric)
solutions . Exceptions to this include the small-disturbance model
of Rae reported elsewhere in this workshop, and the three-dimen-
sional time-dependent solution of Oliver and Span s [14] for non-
potential flows. A direct computation of Eq. (5) (in divergence
form ), using the methods outlined below, seems warranted.
RELAXATION METHODS FOR SOLVING POTENTIAL FLOW
A direc t solution to the potential-flow equation may be obtained
by using finite-difference techniques or finite-element methods .
Of these , the former are mor e highly developed. The general re-
quirements are that the discretized equations be consistent with
the governing partial differential equation, the shock jump rela-
tions , and the boundary conditions. The iterative solution pro-
cedure must be stable and computationally efficient. For the
transonic equation, there are no general proofs that the numerical
solution approaches the solution of the differential equation and
shock jumps in the limit of the discretization error  going to zero.
A n a  posteriori comparison with exact solutions and model prob-
lems, together with Lax ’s Equivalence Theorem for linear equa-
tions , gives us reason to believe that the solutions do indeed con-
verge for properl y formulated difference equations. 
•
L
•~~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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The numerical techniques for solving Eq. (5) can be most sim-
ply described by considering f irs t  the solution of a model transonic
- small-disturbance equation and then the potential equation in a
- 
steady frame of reference for an airfoil in free air. We can wri te
- the simplest small-disturbance equation that illustrates the fea-
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= 0 .  (10 )
- 
Equation (10) is elliptic or hyperbolic , depending upon the sign of
- v = [K - (y + l)4 ], (11)
which is the local velocity relative to the sonic velocity. A more
-
~ • 
complete discussion of this model equation may be found in Mur-
man and Cole [10].
The boundary conditions for an airfoil with a thickness ratio
- ,  ~ <<1  (the usual small-disturbance assumption) and with a shape
described by y = S(x) = ~~ (x) for  x = (0,1) are written as
I d~F ~y = 
on y = 0, x (0,1) (12)
~y ’~~x~~~° 
as x2 + y2 -’ co . (13)
For numerical applications , a far-field for mula for 4’ is derived
- - 
to facilitate application of Equation (13).
To illustrate the numerical method, we establish the difference
grid shown in Figure 1 and define the quantities f and g of Eq. (9)
— as centered differences midway between mesh points .
— -ê ~~
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Figure 1. Mesh Sys tem Nota tion
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We now define a switching function whose value is 0 or 1, depend-
ing upon the value of the V, which is computed from a central dif-
f erence formula , as follows :
e {
~
} if V~ ~
} (15)
V • . K — (y + 1) 
1 1,] 1—1 ,] (16)2~~x
We may then write the difference equation for Eq. (8) as
f1~112,~ - 1i-l/ 2,j  + ~~ 
- f~_ 312,~~~




~~i , 1_ l Iz ~ = 0 (17 )
; - i
• •
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Figure 2. Mesh-Point Patterns for Fully Conservative Dif ference
Equations
By selecting the four combinations of ~~~~ • and ~~~~. ., we ob-
• . . i j  • i -Li.tam the subsonic , soni c , supersonic, and shock-point  cinference
equations . The mesh-point arrangement for each of these is shown
in Figure 2. Of particular note is that the implicit supersonic dif-
ference operator is unconditionally stable since it satisfies the
CFL stability requirement that the num erical domain of dependence
mus t always include the mathematical domain of dependence. The
latter is described by the characteristic relation
tan J3 = ± [ ( y + l ) 4 ’  - KF’’2 . (18)
The characteristics for point i, j always lie behind the row i = con-
stant, as shown in Figure 3. We note that the difference equation
(17 ) can be considered as an integral equation for  the flux of the
-
• quantities f and g (i.e. , the mass)  through the box sur rounding  the
mesh point i , ~j as shown in Figure 1. Consequently, the total flux
• 
• of f and g into the entire mesh domain is exactl y conserved . Murman
[ii] , [iz] has shown that these di fference equations are  consistent
char ac t e r i s t i c  •
streamline
p streaJn~inecharacteristic
Small—Disturbance Equation Full-Potential Equation
Figure 3. Domains of Dependence Relative to Mesh Points
_ _ _  - ~~~~~~~--
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with  both the governing par t i a l -d i f f e r en t i a l  equation and the
I shock jump relations . These di f ference  equations are generall y
F r e f e r r e d  to as the full y conservat ive relaxat ion equations (FCk~4.
An earlier version of these difference equations introduced b y
Murman and Cole [io] may be wri t ten  as
(1 ) 
(f~÷112, 
- f~~ 112,~ \ + 
(f f 112, 
-
H ~ ij ~.x / ~ ij~~
+ 
gj j ~~1/2 
- gj,j4/2 
= 0 (19)
We can see that these equations do not contain the special sonic
and shock-point difference equations . Murman [ll][12] has shown
• that these equations do not guarantee that the correct  shock jumps
• are calculated or that the total mass flow of the system is con-
served. The er ror  in the shock jumps introduces spurious sour-
ces into the flow field. There is also evidence to indicate that
the numerical solutions to Eq. (19) obtained by an iterative solu-
tion ~see below) may depend on the initial guess for the i teration.
The d i f ference  Eqs. (19) are g enerally considered not full y con-
• servative relaxation (NCR) equations.
A third difference scheme was introduced by Garabedian and
Korn [2] and Jameson [ij for the full-potential equation writ ten in
• non-divergence form. We can illustrate thi s by considering Eq.
(10) and defining 
-
= (20)
The difference scheme is then
(1- ~~. . ) V . .  (~~
+i:z1~~~~~-i iz~~)÷ v 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ )
+ ~~~~~~ 0. (21 )
/
We see that only the second-order  derivatives are switched from
- centered to upwind and that the f i r s t -orde r  derivatives are always
centered d if fe renced .  This scheme is also non-conservat ive  and
- is not consistcT t with the shock jump relations , nor does it conserve
- 5 - -  - - •  
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total mass flow for solutions with embedded shock waves. It is
generally called the Garabedian-Korn-Jameson (GKJ ) method.
Full-Potential Equation
The finite-difference equations illustrated above for the small-
disturbance equation may be applied to the full-potential equation.
Consider a steady two-dimensional flow in an absolute (non-rotating )
f rame of reference. We may write the governing potential in di-
vergence form as
(p~~ ) + (p~~ ) 0, (22)
where 
y y




,px y c o
and in non-divergence or quasi-linear form as
(a2 _~~2)~ - 24~ ~ ~ + (a
2 
- ~2)~ = 0, (23)x x x  x y x y  y y y
where
a = function (~~ , , a ).x y w
The boundary conditions for the above are that
= 0 on the body y S(x) (ZI ~)
H 
V~~-~~0 as x - ~~~~,
where S(x) is the body shape. We must consider several factors
when choosing the finite-difference equations for  Eqs . (22) and (23).
• First, the hyperbolic difference equation must satisfy the CFL
stability condition that the numerical domain of dependence include
the mathematical domain of dependence. Figure 3 shows a typical
example where this condition would be violated if a cartesian grid
• system were used and if only the x derivatives were upwind dif-
ferenced.  Two basic approaches have been used to avoid this.
The f i rs t  approach is to use a coordinate system that is approxi-
• 
mately aligned with the streamline directions in the supersonic
zones. Examples of this approach include the “body normal” coor-
• dinate system of Steger and Lomax [15], the conformal mapping to
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stream -line potential-function coordinate system of Colehour [i].
• For external flows, it is difficult to find a coordinate system that
- - will be sui table for a broad r ange of Mach number s and angles of
attack. However, for internal fl ows , finding a coordinate system
may not be as difficult since the streamline trajectories are more
confined. Each of the above approaches has been used in cascade
• problems, as discussed in the next section.
• The second and more general approach is the rotated differ-
ence operator introduced by Jameson [5]. Consider either Eq.
(22) or (23) . In the smooth regions of flow , these equations are
equivalent to
(i - a.)~ + ~ = 0, (25)
where the intrinsic coordinates (s, n) represent the tangential and
normal direction to the streamline, q 2 is the velocity magnitude,
and
1 (~2~ + ~~ ~ + ~~~ 
‘
~ (26a)88 qZ \xx x  x y x y  y y yj
= 
i (~~2~ - 2~ ~ ~ + ‘I . (26b)nn q2 ’ X~~~~~X x y x y  y y yj
All the quantities on the right-hand side of Eq. (26) may be compu-
ted by fini te-difference expressions for the cartesian mesh. For
subsonic flows, centered differences are used everywhere. For
supersonic flows, upwind differences are used for the x and y de-
rivatives in the 
~~~ 
expression, and centered differences are used
for the x and y derivatives in the ~~rn expression. Depending uponthe direction of the flow relative to the coordinate system, the up-
wind di r ection may lie in any quadrant.
The next consideration in deriving suitable difference opera-
- 




- tween the supersonic and subsonic operators to ensure that the
shock waves are being correctly computed. The simple shock-
point operator of Murman [U] is not directl y extendable to the full-
potential equation in divergence form , Eq. (22). Abruptl y switching
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equation matrix and leads to divergence. Jameson [61-has noted ,
however, that the switching operators of Eq. (17 ) are equivalent
to the addition of an artificial viscosity to the basic centered dif-
ference expression. Consider the following x derivatives:
(1 ) 1+1/2 , 1 t l /2 ,j  + c-1,z,j  
-
~~ij ~ x ~~i-l ,j
which can be written as
I
f — 11L .. f — i i . .fx ~ ij x.. i— 1, j  x .1)
where the second term may be considered as an approximation to
H
Thus , the difference Eq. (17 ) is equivalent to the partial differen-
— tial equation
I + g = ~ x(p~f ) . (27 )x y xx
The right-hand side represents an artificial viscosity, which van-
ishes in the limit of ~x -~~ 0.
Jameson [61 noted that the FCR difference equations use an
-
• artificial viscosity in divergence form while the NCR and GKJ
methods [Eq. (19) and (21)] add an artificial viscosity in non-diver-
j - - gence form to give
f + g = ~x~i (f ) . (28)X y x x
The use of divergence expressions or conservative difference oper-
ators together with the introduction of an artificial viscosity were
-
• f i rs t  recognized by Lax [7] a~ the essential requirements for corn-
putation of purely hyperbolic problems with embedded shock waves.
The concept of adding an upwind ar tificial viscosity in conser-
vative form has been used by Jameson [6] to construct  a fully con-
servative scheme for the full-potential equation in divergence form.
To illustrate the procedure , consider the non-rotated difference
equations for the x derivative of Eq. (22),  which may be wr itt en as
1 ~ 2 \
h ~~~ = 1 - ~~~~~~ )~ xx - ~ ‘? ~xy (29)





We can construct an artificial viscosity term to effectively provide
an upwind diff erence for the term by adding to the central dif-
- • 
ference formula for Eq. (22)
- p . .P.. +~i . .P. . ,  (30 )ij  ij i—l ,j  i— l ,j
• where
-; ~~~ . • - 2~ .• +~~~~~.





p ... = mm [~. (~ - . (32).
The switching function provides a smooth transit ion of the differ-
ence equations across the soni c line. The equivalent artificial
viscosity that is added is
- 
- I  Ax (p.~ ) . (33)x x x
Jameson [6] notes that a second-order term may be added to Eq.
(31) to provide a second-order accurate hyperbolic scheme and
that suitable artificial viscosities are also available for the rotated
schemes. -
Iterative Solution Procedures
The system of nonlinear difference equations for one of the
above methods must be solved by an iterative algorithm . The
original iteration scheme proposed by Murman and Cole [101 was
the successive line over-relaxation scheme. Jarneson [6] has
given a more  suitable line over-relaxation algorithm. Consider
the small-disturbance difference Eq. (17 ) written as
f + g -~~~i • . f + p• . .f = 0 .  (34 )x. . y. . ii x .. a—l ,j  x .m , j  i , j  ij
If we introduce the residual at iteration n as
RX~. = (~~X) 2(m
n ~~gfl • • p . ffl + p. . f
fl \ (35)
ij  tx .. y .. t j  x.. i-l , j  x. ./ :
1) 13 13 1 — 1 , 3
—~~~~ -~~~~~ V
- 









a suitable iteration procedure is given by
, 2
(c . . - 2c .. + c . . ) ÷ A . .(- c . •  + C .
~Ayj  i , j +l ij i , j - l  I) W ij i— l ,
+ A. .(c. . - 2c . + c. .) = - R~ , (37)
- - 1 t—l , j  ij i— l , j  m — 2 ,j
where
A .. = [ K-  (y + l ) 4 ’  }~~~i ..i) x i j  ij
and ~ is a relaxation facto r between 0 and 2. If c .. is regarded as
a temporal finite-difference operator , Eq. (37) m1a~y be recast as atime-dependent differential equation and analyzed to determine the
convergence rate of the iterations . If we update the values of c..
• - 
in the direction of increasing ij, Eq. (37) becomes a tridiagonat3
matrix, which may be easily inverted. The iteration schem e
given by Eq. (37) is generally conver gent , but it may require many
iterations when a fine mesh is used . Using several sets of suc-
cessively refined meshes aids the initial convergence rate.
Martin [9] and Jameson [61 have devised a much faster itera-
- 
• 
tive procedure, which uses direct elliptic solvers . Consider the
• equation
L I
Nc = - w R , (3 8)
where N is a difference operator , c is the correction, and R is the
residual. The most rapid conver gence of the iteration will occur
if N is as close to R as possible. Howeve r, for  computa t ional ef -
ficiency, N must also be a rapidl y invertible matrix.  The relaxa-
tion procedure described above does not bring in the full elliptic
behavior of the difference equations in the subsonic flow on each
iteration. Martin and Jameson proposed choosing N to be an ellip-
* tic operator for which a direct matrix inversion may be construc-






a (c . . - 2c.. + c. .) + a (c .. - c .1 i +l, j ij  i.— l , j 2 ij  i— l , j
(c
~~~+1 
- 2c~ + c 1)
= ~~~~~~ (39)ii
An iteration scheme based on Eq. (39) converges very rapidly when
the flow is subsonic everywhere, and it provides a computationally
efficient algorithm. For cases with embedded supersonic zones ,
the iteration scheme is divergent (Jameson, [6]). Martin [9] pro-
posed using a “desymmetrized ” operator , N, which is stable in
the supersonic zone and directly invertible. Jameson [6] has pro-
posed a scheme of using one step of a fast Poisson solver followed
• by one or more line relaxation calculations to stabilize the solu tion
in the supersonic region. Examples of the accelerated convergence
rates of this method are given in the paper by Janieson in these
proceedings.
• Other methods of improving convergence rates include the
multi-grid method reported by South in these proceedings and the
acceleration methods of Hafez and Cheng [3].
R emarks
* The above discussion is not complete since we do not cover
the treatment of boundary conditions, nor do we explain the details
of the computational methods. The reader must examine the ref-
erences for this information. The basic solution methods have
-
- I been applied to both internal and external flows with subsonic and
supersonic free streams. Generally, convergent solutions are ob-
tam ed.
‘1 Two important observations can be made. First , diffe rence
equations tha t are not fully conservative do not yield the correct
solutions when there are embedded shock waves. Non-conserva-
tive schemes under -predict the shock pressure rise. Figure 4
shows a solution for the external flow past an ai rfoil that was com-
puted by using the full-potential equation (Eq. 22) with conserva-
tive differencing (Jameson [6]). Figure 5 shows the sam e airfoil
calculation using the non-conservative or quasi-linear form of the
full-potential equation (Eq. 23) differenced with the GKJ scheme
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Figure 4. Potential-Flow Solution for Flow Past an NACA 6 4 A 4 1 O
Airfoi l .  Conservative Difference Equation s (Conservation Form;
Jameson , [6])
difference in the drag coefficient (see Murman and Cole , [101).
The non-conservative forms are clearly incorrect. If shock waves
are explicitly fitted , as proposed by Hafez and Cheng [ 3] ,  then non-
conservative schemes may be usef ul. However , most resea r chers
and design engineers continue to use the non-conservative schemes
• since their results agree better with experiments where the shock
- 
- 
wave is weakened by viscous effects (not by numerical er rors) .
- -
• More research should be directed towards rational and correct
- :~
-
~.j? modeling of the viscous -inviscid interation. Other papers in these
proceedings treat this topic
-
~~~~~ The second observation is that non-conservative schemes do
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Figure 5. Potential-Flow Solution for Flow Past an NACA 64A 410
Airfoil .  Non- conservative Di fference Equations (Qua silinea r Form ;
Jarneson , [6])
For flows with shock waves , the error  is substantial. In a recent
note, Newman and South [13] give a good example of this observa-
tion for flow past a parabolic arc of M = . 95. Figures 6 and 7
show the flow patterns computed with non-conservative and conser-
vative methods, and Figure 8 illustrates the com puted streamline
deflections. Note that for the non-conservative method, the stream -
• lines do not close as x -~ co because of the spurious sources intro-
duced at the shock wave. For internal flow computations , such as
in wind tunnels and turbomachinery, non-conservation of mass
may produce completely incorrect results .
We note that the computed examples for turbomachinery men-
tioned in the next section use non-conservative schemes, and thus ,
suffer f rom the above deficiencies. Hopefully, the methods will
I ’
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Figure 6. Mach Number Contours ~in Supersonic Bubble of Strong
Supercritical Flow Obtained using Conservative Finite Differencing
• (Newman and South, [13])
be improved in the future.
COMPU TED RESULTS FOR TURBOMACHINERY
Several studies using the above methods have been reported in
the li terature or are presented in the proceedings of this workshop.
For the latter category, the reader is referred to the papers of
- Rae and Dodge. In the former category is the paper by Luu and
Coulmy [8]. Luu and Coulmy use the full-potential equation in non-
• conse rvation or quasi-linear form and consider the two-dimensional I -
- I 
cascade problem for compressors and turbines. They use a con- t
formal coordinate system, consisting of the incompressibl e stream
function and the potential function. Allowance for open trailing
edges is made to include boundary-layer corrections made at a
L t k
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Figure 7 . Mach Number Contours in Supersonic Bubble of Strong
Supercritical Flow Obtained using Non-Conservative Finite Differ-
encing (Newman and South, [13])
late r date. Figure 9 shows one result from Luu and Coulmy ’s
paper for a turbine cascade at Mach number 0. 37. A disadvantag e
of this coordinate system is that mesh resolution at the leading
• edge is poor. Finally, studies that are unde rway at Pratt and
Whitney by Dr. Ives use the full-potential equation and a mapping
technique similar to Garabedian and Korn. These results will be
S reported soon.
.1 •
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NOMENCLATU RE
Symbol Definition
A coefficient in itera tion equation
a speed of sound
a0 stagnation speed of sound
c correction to 4’
f flux quantity in x direction
g flux quantity in y direction
i mesh point subscri pt
-~i 0 basis vecto r in 9 directionj mesh point subscript
K constant in transonic equation
-
• 
‘ K 1 cons tant in potential equation for rotating flow
N matrix operator
unit normal to bod y surface
It normal direction to streamline i terat ion counter
P . art if icial  viscosity term
q - velocity, magnitude
R residual
r radial coordinate
S shape function for airfoil
s tangential direction of streamline
~~
‘ scaled shape function for airfoil
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• - VA reduced velocity for absolute roto r flow
V
9 circumferential  velocity





a 2 coefficients in iteration equation
13 characteristic angle









velocity potential in rotating coordinate system
angular velocity of rotor;
relaxation facto r
DISCUSSION OF THE MURMAN PAPER
DIXON : In that semidirect method do they apply the Poisson solver
to the whole flow field or just  to the part of the flow field which is
subsonic ?
MURMAN: They apply it to the whole flow field. They c ould elim-
m ate the part that is supersonic but then they would have to recom-
pute the direct matrix reduction every time. What happens then
when they apply the elliptic solver to the whole flow field in the
supersonic region is that the results are kind of bad. I guess the
errors grow in the supersonic regions. But then after doing this
Poisson step the calculation follows from the relaxation sweep
— which in the supersonic zone is a marching calculation and all the • —
errors are swept out. From 1 to 5 relaxation steps are used, de-
pending on which of all these various forms of equations are cho-
sen.
MELNIK : It’ s my understanding that in the use of the streamline
coordinates there ’s still a problem in that when Colehour gave his
• ~ early papers - the stagnation point thd not move. In other words ,
you do the incompressible flow and you get a coordinate system
~~- that h~ s a stagnation point there, then you do the relaxation solu-
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stagnation point did not move in that computation. It ’s clearly
• wrong. Do you know if that situation has changed ?
MURMAN : I don ’t know. That wasn ’t brought up in Luu and
Couhny ’s paper and I wondered about that , but since I couldn ’t find
an answer , I didn ’t say anything about it. Maybe Paul Dodge will
• have some comment on that when he talks , if he ’s going to cover
that coordinate system.
CASPER : In the one-sided differencing thing, as you pointed out ,
it is important that the domain of dependence of the difference
equation overlap that of the differential equation. Now , if center
differences we r e used , thi s could certainly be the case. If you
use center differences without using the switching operators , you
get divergence. If you use the switching operators, but do not
have the proper domain of dependence , do you also get divergence?
MURMAN: The best way to answer that question is to say that one
should do a stability analysis using the von Neumann type stability
test to see whether an error  introduced at a mesh point would
grow or decay as you marched on downstream. You find out that
if you use a center difference operator and you solve for the mid-
dle mesh point - like if it was an elliptic equation - then it would
be divergent. If you use a center difference operator , you speed
up the convergence of the screen. If you solve for  this point of the
flow as supersonic, you can show from the stability test , that it
would be divergent. If you solve for this point , the forward point ,
4 
considering it as a marching problem , you would have enough ini-
tial conditions that you start out solving for this point . Then the
procedure is stable as long as the characteristics lie within these
two points back here. That’ s the correct interpretation of the dif-
-• j ference equation containing the domain of dependence of the differ-
ential equation. But that won ’t happen near Mach 1 - where the
- • 1 characteristics are more or less normal. So this explicit method
is not very useful for transonic flow computations, but Paul Dodge
will be explaining some computations later on where he has tried
to compute the coordinate system s where this always happens.
But the implicit method , this method here, is unconditionally sta-
ble for the small disturbance equation.
~~ 
•
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FINITE DIFFERENCE PROCEDURE FOR UNSTEADY TRANSONIC
FLOWS - A Review
H. Yoshihara
Convair Division of General Dynamics
San Diego, Califo rnia
ABSTRACT
The finite difference procedure of Ref . ( I J  will be described
in detail. This procedure is based upon the Euler equations and
utilizes the Lax-Wendroff second order explicit d i f ference  scheme.
The boundary conditions are fulfilled using a localized unsteady
plane wave emitted from the surface. Shock waves acquire a pro-
file due to the numerical viscosity, and they are captured auto-
matically using a fine mesh about the shock. The procedure is
illustrated by the example of an airfoil oscillating in pitch at super-
critical conditions.
The rationale and the background for the selection of the mesh
configuration, the difference scheme, and the plane wave proce-
dure for fulfilling the airfoil boundary condition used in the above
procedure are briefly reviewed showing the advantages and disad-
• vantages relative to other well-known finite difference schemes
or procedures. Here implicit difference schemes and other ex-
plicit schemes as the MacCormack and alternating direction
schemes are described as well as other boundary condition and
shock capture procedures.
INTRODUCTION - •
Although titled a “review, “ the primary attention here will
be focused on the procedure of Ref. [ ii  based upon the Euler
- .- • - •





• equations. To rationalize a posteriori the selection of the numer-ical ingredients used therein, as the choice of the difference
scheme, we shall briefly describe altern atives p resently available.
This then will serve as the review.
In developing a num erical procedure it is helpful to begin with
a physical understanding of the flow of interest, particularly its
salient features and the influential flow mechanisms that control
• - them. Such knowledge serves not only to enable the formulation
• 
•
• of a viable and t ractable flow model, bu t to guide the construction
of the corresponding numerical analogue, the debugging of the re-
sulting computer program , and finally the assessment of the final
results.
We shall be concerned with unsteady supercritical. (transonic)
fl ows over planar airfoils . In Figure 1 we show schematically the
principal features of such a flow where the unsteadiness is created
by the motion of the airfoil. The central feature shown here is the
st rong boundary layer-shock wave interaction whose displacement
effects , magnified by the extreme sensitivity of transonic flows ,
lead to major modifications of the flow. in an unstead y flow the
movement and strength of the shock wave are governed by the in-
stantaneous state of flow ju st upstream~.and -d5wnstream of the
~~iOCIC WAVE OSCIZ.Id,TIO1
• (Shock str.n~th f%~~ctio* ofN1 sid Shock Spe.d )
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shock. The conditions here are in turn established by the arrival
of pis ton waves gene rated at the moving airfoil at prior times re-
— 
ta rded by the wave propagation times. Significant lags in the
- 
- shock positioning and strength relative to the airfoil motion can
accordingly arise resulting in shock configurations having no
counterpart in the more familiar quasi-steady case.
-• Boundary layers of practical relevance are turbulent. It is
well known that we do not have adequate knowledge of the turbulent
transport of sufficient generality to formulate the necessary flow
equations. As a tentative necessity we must shelve the real prob-
lem and consider instead an inviscid flow. The development of
the numerical procedures even with this simplificat ion has proven
to be challenging enough with the numerical development plagued
by the familiar extreme sensitivities of transonic flows to pertur-
bations . The resulting experience gained with the inviscid model
clearly will be relevant in the eventual treatment of the real flow.
The inviscid initial-boundary value problem appropriate for
the problem on hand is formulated in Figure 2. Here the unsteady
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Euler equations represent a fully hyperbolic system, and they are
given here in the proper divergence fo rm to enable the correct
capture of shocks.
In Figure 3 we next show some alternative routes for  the con-
struction of the numerical analogue. In Ref . [ i]  we have selected
the finite difference method using the differential equations. Per-
sonal bias shaped by past experience has led us to this choice.
- - In many respects the method of characteristics offers a more ele-
gant and sounder approach by taking advantage of the natural fea-
tures of the hyperbolic system. Finite integral methods also have
their advantages , particularly in the treatment of boundary condi-
• I tions.
With the selection of the finite difference procedure, we must
now select a suitable mesh configuration, a difference scheme to
cons truct the system of difference equations , a scheme to fulfill
the boundary condi tions , and finally a routine to treat the shock
• waves. In the following we shall take up each of these items.
THE M~~SH CONFIGURATION
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Figure 4. Selection of the Mesh Configuration
that is frequently not given its due attention. The integri ty  of the
final results and less importantly the computing time res t  heavily
on the prope r choice of the mesh system. In Figure 4 we in-
dicate some of the alte rnatives available in constructing the
mesh system, givin g advan tages and disadvantages of each;
while in Figure 5 we show the mesh system used in Ref.  [1]. In
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the latter a hierarch y of cartesian subsystems with vary ing refine-
ment covers the domain, while a non-cartesian subsystem confor-
mal to the airfoil surface locaily embeds the airfoil to facilitate
the imposition of the boundary condition. A refined cartesian sys-
tem also covers the subdornains where the shocks are expected.
THE DIFFERENCE SCHEME - ACCURACY AND STABILITY
Consider next the selection of the difference scheme to be used
in an elemental mar ching step to advance the solution in the flow
interior from the initial data to a new time an increment ~~t later.
In Figure 6 we show two criter ia of impor tance in selecting the
difference scheme, the order of accuracy and the stability which
establishes the allowable time step. In the definition of the order
of accuracy given in Figure 6, the comparison basis is the linear-
ized solution which should suffice. It is important to remember
here that , aside from the order of accuracy i tself , the propor-
tionality factor K, characteristic of a given difference scheme,
is of importance, since the arithmetic magnitude of the er ro r  it-
• self is the relevant quantity inasmuch as the limit L~t - 0 is nevertaken.
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H
The stability of the elemental marching step is determined
from the locally linearized difference solution and is defined as
the absence of any exponentially growing Fourier component.
Absence of such components can be assured by suitably restricting
the time step in accordance with the Couran t-Fr iedr ichs-Lewy
(CFL ) condition which can be derived in a straightforward manner
from the linear solution.
The CFL condition is a necessary but not a sufficient  condition
for the stability of the overall difference solution. It is a neces-
sary condition since if the elemental marching step itself is un-
stable, the overall solution will surely be unstable. On the other
hand , stabili ty in the elemental marching step does not insure
stability of the overall solution since the latter involves in the
limit ~~t 0 an infinite number of elemental time steps , and addi-
tionally destabilizing influences can be and frequently are generated
at the boundaries in the process of fulfilling the boundary condi-
tions. The general practice is to take a time step less the CFL
limit adding diffusive damping (which we shall shortly describe)
in local trouble spots until an acceptable stable solution is obtained.
The CFL condition can be interpreted in terms of the domain - :
of dependence of the flow differential  equations . . Frequently in
r the case of multidimensional problems the CFL conditions are so
complex that one turns instead to the domain of dependence as a
guide in determining the allowable tim e step. In Figure  7 the do-
main of dependence for a given poisit P is shown ,• and it represents
• that portion of the initial data plane intersected by the characteris-
tic forecone of Pt. P. That is , only the initial data within the do-
main of dependence can influence Pt. P. As a guide to the allow-
able time step in an explicit difference scheme (to be defined la ter)
the time step is taken such that the initial data mesh points of the
difference scheme at least fall within the domain of dependence.
In this case, shown in the lower left part of Figure 7 , we have the
disconcerting situation that the procedure is stable, but data which
physicall y cannot influence the flow at Point P are being used to
- - ~ - determine the solution at P. Such idiosyncraci es ~ f the finite dif-
ference procedure frequently ar ise , and they are simply reminde rs
that difference equations have their own peculiar features quite
apart from those of the corresponding differential equations.
TYPES OF DIFFERENCE SCHEMES
Let us consLder next the elemental marching step. Here the
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solution is advanced in time from the initial data as a Taylor ex-
- 
• pansion wher e the time derivatives are obtained from the flow
• equations. In the format of the flow equations given in Figure 4,
the tim e derivative of the dependent vector W can be expressed
explicitly in terms of space derivatives F (W) and G~ (W) .
As the first  alternative in Figure 3 in the selection of the dif-
$ ference schem e, one has the option of an explicit or an implicit
scheme. In the former  the derivatives F~ and G are evaluatedusin g only the known initial data . The resulting ~ifference equa-
tion for W then contains only a single unknown value of W at the
new time which then can be determined explicitly. In this case
there will be a CFL restriction on the allowable time step that is
invariably much more stringent than that necessary to resolve
the flow unsteadiness.
On the o ther  hand , in an implicit difference scheme, the space
4 -
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derivatives F~ and are usuall y evaluated on both the initial as
-• well as the new time plane . As a result, the difference equation
will involve the unknown vector W at more than one point at the
new time. Such implicitness will then requi re  the simultaneous
• consideration of the difference eq - ations for every mesh point and
• hence the inversion of large matrices. Offsetting this is the sig-
nificant advantage of implicit difference schemes of being uncondi-
tionally stable. The restriction on the time step here would then
be dictated only by the scale of the flow unsteadiness.
In Ref. [1] we have chosen to use an explicit scheme, in fact ,
the second order Lax-Wendroff scheme shown in Figure 8. Again
this choice was dictated , not by an objective selection process ,
but by our past experience. The choice of the second order dif-
ference scheme for the present transonic problem has some basis
since f i rs t  order schemes are found to be simply inadequate from
the accuracy point of view, while the added accuracies achieved
by the higher order schemes have been generally found to be not
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commensurate with the added complexities.
SAMPLE SECOND ORDER EXPLICIT DIFFERENCE SCHEMES [z , 3]
Let us f i r s t  examine the Lax-Wendroff difference scheme in
- 
• Figure 8 more closely. Here in the first  step the unknown W at
the intermediate time step ~~ t(Pts . a, b, c and d) are f i r s t  de ter -
mined as well as the corresponding values of F(W) and G(W).  The
latter values are then used to form F~ and Gy and hence W~ at the• midpoint between Pts. 0 and P, which is then used to determine
Wp in the second step of Figure 8. It is to be noted that in the
second step diffusive damping has been added by expressing the
value of W at Pt. 0 as a weighted sum of W0 and the average of
the values of W at neighboring Pts . A, B, C and D. Here the dif-
fusive effect is introduced by bringing into play the influence of
the neighboring points in the latter averaging process. Supplemen-
tary diffusive damping is used (usually tenatively) to suppress in-
stabilities in localized trouble spots as well as to suppress finite
difference “wiggles ” occurring for example at mesh subdomain
interfaces, or , in the case of the basic Lax- Wendroff scheme
~t =0) , at shock waves. The amounts of diffusive damping here
are gene rally sufficiently small to retai n the second order accu-
racy.
Another frequently used explicit scheme of second order is
due to MacCormack of NASA-Ames shown in Figure 9. This is a
predictor-correcto r scheme in which the predictor step is used to
obtain a f i rs t  guess of the solution which is then used in the cor-  • -
-• rector step to obtain the final solution. It involves significantly
fewer arithmetic operations than the Lax- Wendroff scheme since
it utilizes data already generated at adjacent mesh points . The
main deficiency of the MacCormack scheme is the use of the one-
sided differences rather than central differences to approximate
the derivatives. Such a deficiency would be serious in regions
• where large values of ~~~ or Gyy ar ise, as in the shock profile ,where neither the forward nor the backward differences are ade-
quate approximations to the central difference , leading to a poor
f i rs t  approximation in the predictor step that cannot be fully rec-
tified in the correcto r step.
Finally, a time-split difference schem e given by Mac Cormack
is shown in Figure 10. The m ethod of time split ting has been pio-
neered by the Russian researchers who labeled the procedure as
the method of fractional steps. In the specific scheme of Fig. 10  
_ _ _ _ _- I_____________________________________________________________ _______
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Figure 9. MacCorinack’s Predictor-Corrector  Difference Scheme
(Second Order , Explicit)
the basic time step of 2z~.t is split into 2 equal parts , each f r a c -
• tional step comprising a MacCormack type predic tor-corrector
scheme with , however , one of the space derivatives suppressed.
With the suppression of a space derivative together with the use
of one-sided differences, in a given fra ctional step, one mus t  ex-
pect serious inaccuracies within the profile of an oblique shock
as well as in steep gradient regions as about the leading edge.
The above scheme with 2At as the basi c time step is of f i r s t  or-
der accurac y. However , if in the next time step the order of the
operators L 1 and L2 ar e rever sed , second order accuracy then
will be achieved.
Needless to say, there are many other successful second
order diffe rence schemes, both explicit as well as implicit. A
suitable di f fer ence scheme fo r any specific pr oblem mus t be 
- 
-
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Figure 10. Explicit Time-Split Difference Scheme (Following
MacCormack) (Method of Fractional Steps )
THE AIRFOIL BOUNDARY CONDITION
In the present problem the boundary condition at the airfoil is
H the forcing function that dr ives the flow unsteadiness. As such it
should be treated numerically with at least the same integrity as
any other aspect of the problem. Of the many procedures that have
• been employed , only that utilizing the character is t ics  or the sur-
face piston waves can be recommended. These procedures have
been fully validated by numerous successful  examples. (See , for
example , Refs . [1] and [4])
The procedure using the method of characteristics requires
li ttle elaboration so far as presenting its essential features. One
simply projects the characterist ic forecone back in time from the
point on the boundary at the new time onto the initial data plane ,
interpolat ing between mesh points to obtain the required initial
data on the appropriate  bicharacter is t ics .  With the latter the
- - -—-—-—- - - — • -  —• - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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• compatibility conditions in a suitabl e form are used together with
the boundary condition to determine the solution at the new time.
An iterative procedure is used to improve the accuracy.  If the
required interpolations are carried out carefully, one can use a
simple cartesian mesh system about the airfoil.
The method of surface piston waves used in Ref. [ ii  is also a
proven procedure, and its essentials are illustrated in Figure 11
for a simplified boundary. In the f i rs t  step a suitable one-sided
difference scheme is used to determine a tentative solution at P.
In general the resulting normal velocity U~ is not zero. In the
- 
- second step a planar isentropic piston wave is emitted from P
whose strength is chosen such that through the wave the no rmal
velocity is reduced to zero. The tangential velocity U~ is kept in-variant across the wave, while the density and pressure changes
across the wave correspond to the isentropic changes due to the
STEP I
With 2nd orde r one—sided difference scheme
Compute at Point P
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Figure 11. Procedure to Fulfill Condition at Airfoil Surface
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change in the normal velocity across the wave.
Here the use of locally planar piston waves is a legitimate
-
- • mechanism to input the effects of the moving boundary element
only so long as the mesh spacing is sufficiently small compared
to the local radius of curvature of the surface.  The effect of the
• 
- piston waves can then be considered as a substitute for that por-
tion of the domain of dependence lost “below ” the surface.
The complicating aspect of the above procedure is that a cur-
vilinear orthogonal mesh subsystem conformal to the airfoil sur-
face is required such as that shown earlier in Figure 5. This then
requires an overlap and a data transfer routine with the surround-
ing cartesian mesh.
In Ref. [1] the piston wave procedure was simplified by im-
posing the boundary condition, not on the moving airfoil surface,
but on the airfoil surface at a stationary mean location. Because
of the importance of the airfoil boundary condition, the accuracy
of the above approximation will be checked in the near fu ture  by
fixing the curvilinear mesh subsystem to the moving airfoil.
THE TREATMEN T OF SHOCK WAVES
There is a dichotomy of procedures to treat embedded shock
waves. In the first class, the shock-fitting procedure, the shock
wave is treated as a discontinuity across which the shock jump
conditions are explicitly imposed. In the second class , the shock
• capturing procedure, nume rical viscosity is utilized to spread the
shock discontinuity, and the resulting continuous flow is then
— treated in a normal fashion using, however , a refined mesh about
the shock.
IC
Consider f i r s t  the shock-fitting procedure, for example, de-
veloped by Moretti  [5]. In this procedure a moving mesh system
is employed which is continuously aligned with the moving shock.
The conditions upstream of the shock are fir~t determined in the
usual manner using, however , one-sided spatial differences biased
upstream of the shock. The shock velocity is approximated; and
the upgraded shock velocity and conditions downstream of the shock
are dete rmined using the shock jum p conditions supplemented by
•~ 
the characteristic compatibility condition for a characterist ic
-
• 
arr iving at the shock point. An iterative procedure then follows.
iI• : 







In a gener al uns teady transonic flow , log ic mus t  be further
-
: provided to identif y the birth or demise of a shock to signal the
switching to the proper computer subroutine.  Here prominent
- : fea tures of the shock profile or the crossing of characteris t ics
are used to tag the shock. Needless to say, careful  screening
must  be provided to avoid false alarms .
Shock-fitting procedures obviously require much computer
logic , and most probably the interactive guidance of the fluid
dynamicist as well. A r efined mesh about the shock , however .
is not required, although this advantage may be largely negated
by the need to employ a constantly changing mesh aligned with the
shock.
In the floating shock-fitting procedure also derived by Mor ett i
(Ref. [5]) the changing mesh is dispensed with , and the shock wave
is allowed to float over a fixed background mesh system. The
ba sic mesh point star for the difference scheme is new composed
of a point on the shock togethe r with its appropriate neighbors on
the fixed mesh. With these i r regular  mesh stars the procedure
then essentially proceeds as previously. Thus , in the floating
shock-fitting procedure a continuously changing sho ck mesh sta r
replaces the changing mesh configuration of the first procedure.
Care must be exercised with such a continuously distorting mesh
star to maintain the proper domain of dependence and to avoid ex-
tr eme di stortions of the mesh Star so as not to t r igger  instabili t ies.
Let us pass on to the shock capture procedure whose essential
features  are given in Figure 12. As a resul t  of the numerical vis-
cosity inherent in the flow difference equations , shock waves , as
well as other flow discontinuties such as slip lines , acquire a pro-
file; and the flow as a whole becomes continuous. A sufficientl y
refined mesh must  then embed the shocks so that the unphysical
subdon-tain contained within the shock s t ruc tu r e  does not preempt
• excessively the physical domain.
In the shock capture procedure the fulfillment of the shock
jump conditions is automatic provided the flow equations are  used
in the proper conservation form as reshown in Figure 12. The
use of the difference equations in this conservation form insures
the telescoping of the truncation e r rors  along a g iven integration
path. That is , if the m&ching process is carried out sequentially
starting at a mesh point just ahead of the shock to a point jus t
downstream of the shock, the large truncation e r ro rs  occurring
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the post-shock mesh point.
-
• 
Thus , wi th no additional logic , shock configurations , no mat-
ter how complex, are automatically captured , that is , pro perly
located fulfilling the prope r shock jump conditions. A suitably
refined mesh about the shocks must , howeve r , be used.
In the cas e of the basic Lax-Wendroff difference scheme, a
smooth shock profile is seldom achieved, with wi ggles or over-
shoots occurring as shown in the lower left part of Figure 12.
- • However , by the judicious addition of diffusive damping (selection
of a suitable value of p. in Figure 8), wiggles and overshoots can
be eliminated as shown in the tailored shock in the lowe r right
part of Figure 12.
In the author ’s experience the shock-capture procedure has
proven to be fully satisfactory. It is difficult to rationalize the
added program logic in shock -fitting procedures when , with no
additional program logic but with some increase in the number of
mesh points , acceptable results can be achieved using the shock
captu r e procedure .
AN EXAMPLE (REF. [1])
The example to be presented was computed using the Lax-
Wendroff second orde r explicit difference scheme, the automatic
shock capture routine , the piston wave boundary condition proce -
dure , and the hybrid mesh configuration of Figure 5. The data
tra nsfe r process used between mesh subdomains as well as the
selection process for the time step in a given mesh subdomain and
the attendant task of synchronizing the time are shown in Figure
13. The details here should be self-explanatory. In the calcula-
- ,  tions frequently wiggles occur in the solution about the interfaces
of the different mesh subdomains due to the differences of the trun -
cation errors .  In such cases the diffusive damping is used to
smoothen the solution.
The example to be considered conce rns the NACA 64A-4 10
airfoil oscilla ting harmonically in pitch about the midchord at a
free stream Mach numbe r of 0.72. The amplitude of the pitch os-
• cillation is 2 about a mean incidence of 2 . The reduced fre quen-
cy is 0. 2; that is , the airfoil must travel a distance of lOs chords
at the free stream velocity to complete one cycle of the oscillation.
_ _  
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Figure 13. Transition Between Mesh Subs ystems and Time
Synchronization
In Figure 14 we show the resulting instantaneous chordwise
pressure distributions at various phases of the cycle , while in
Figure 15 we have plotted the time histories of the shock location
as well as the local surface pressures at several locations on the
airfoil. It is interesting to note here that the shock w ave becomes
stuck at its mos t downstream location for nearly a quarte r of the
r cycle . Local pressure histories are closely sinusoidal except at
x/c = 0.7 on the upper surface where the pressure trace is more
akin to a square wave than to a sine wave as a result of the pas-
sage of the shock over this point. Such non-sinusoidal traces
would invalidate time linearizations.
The above calculations required approxim ately 2 hours on the
CDC 7600 computer.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND SUGGESTIONS
There is no question that the procedure of Ref. [1] yields rea- —
sortable inviscid unsteady solutions . Computing times required ,
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conclude the review by examining the sources that are responsible. - :
The prima ry cause of the large computing time can be traced
to the use of an explicit diffe rencing scheme. Here the CFL limit
• ~~~
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on the time step is at least several orders smaller than that re-
quired to achieve the required accuracy of the time marchin g
procedure. Moreove r, the use of an excessively refined mesh
rapidly increases the computer time , not only by the increase of
the numbe r of mesh points , but by the corresponding reduction in
the allowable time step. In the above example a significant frac-
tion of the total number of mesh points was used to cove r the lead-
ing edge region. Undoubtedly, a coarser mesh here should suffice.
On the other hand, the use of the fine mesh about the shock should
be more than justified by precluding the complexities of the added
logic required in the alte rnative shock-fitting procedure.
Clearly, the most promising means t3 reduce the compute r
time significantly is the use of the implicit difference scheme.
Here the task will be to evolve efficient means to invert large ma-
trices. The use of the velocity potential should also be explored
— since in this case four first orde r equations with four unknowns
can be replaced by a single second order equation with a single
unknown with a generally tolerable error  in the shock jump condi-
tion . In the cas e of advanced computers as the CDC 7600 compu-
ter significant reduction of compute r time can further be accom-
plished in a straightforward manner by writing the compute r code
to be in harmony with the characteristics of the computer.
Finally, we must not forget that important viscous effects
have been omitted. Meaningful unsteady resul ts can be obtained
only when such effects have been incorporated.
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- ;  DISCUSSION OF THE YOSHIHARA PAPER
MC CROSKEY: It appeared to me in watching your  movie that the
unsteadiness in the flow, as might be evidenced by the phase lag
of the flow field to develop, seemed much more pronounced at the
low incidence - the bottom of the cycle - than at high incidence -
at the top of the cycle. Is this a valid observation and , if so , does
it have any implications for the kinds of flow that might be quas i -
steady and which ones are purely unsteady ?
YOSHIHARA : By the bottom of the cycle you mean for the lower
angle of at tack?
MC CROSKEY: When the incidence seemed approximately zero , it
seemed to me the flow field took longer to follow the adjus tments.
There seemed to be mor e phase lag around zero incidence than at
the top. But maybe it was just an impression from the movie.
YOSHIHARA : Yes - I have no comment. I think you should realize
that any point on the airfoil - how it affect s the flow - it’ s got to
propagate and it’s got to buck the big wind that’s coming by and if
you have a local embedded supersonic region , it ’ s got to go around
tha t. So in the slow adjustm ent process , any time the supersonic
region is extensive laterally, at leas t tha t pa th of adjus tment is
• very much delayed. These kinds of things feed in , bu t whether it
- 
• 
shows up for what you said, I don ’t know.
JAM ESON : What was the computer time ? 
- 
-
YOSHIHARA: It was listed there as two hours . I’m not concerned
about computing time at this stage; some people are , but I’m not.
MORETTI : Some people is me! Of course!
YOSHIHARA: Yes ! - because quite frankl y, my point of view is that
I’m not going to do a dozen cases , and I want to do something cor-
rec tly, you see - so it took two hours.
VOICE IN AUDIENCE: On what ?
~ YOSHIHARA: On the 7600 - that ’s a lot of computing time.
4-






MORETTI : Two hours is all right, but I don ’t understand how
many cycles you do in two hours.
YOSHIHARA: What we do is 6000 points. We start  the flow from
an ini t ial steady flow at the mean incidence so there is a transient
time before you come to the oscillatory state . We go through that
• transient stage - about a 1000 time steps on the coarse mesh, not
the fine mesh - and then we go through two oscillation cycles to
make sure we ’ve reached the stationary state. Two hours.
ROBERTS: I noticed that while your airfoil was oscillating, I
think, toward the high angle of attack , there was a very small
recompression region near the leading edge, and of course , this
is a completely inviscid solution, isn ’t that right?  You see som e
of that on real airfoils and cascades and I wonder if you ’d comment
on that.
YOSHII-IARA: Yes. The characteristic of the pressure distribution
that the gentleman is alluding to is the fact that this is quite typi-
cal of the 64A 4 10 air foil - namely as you expand ove r the nose it
overexpands then recompresses, then expands. Now, in a real
vi scous flow you won t see that because you get flow separation
and it just  completely hides that. It is actually there and the onl y
reason that you see it is , by taking a ve ry fine mesh - you take a
coarser mesh, and it is completely lost.
YOSHIHARA: Thank you , Gino - I can say you were almost un-
biased!
- 4 MORETTI: Ah, well, no! - My bias will come in writing! I have
to say one thing quickly, and that is that about a year ago at Tuc-
son , Dr. Yoshihara presented something similar and I made some
• 
- well, I presented, something different, which was my estimate
of running time in uns tead y flows and so we had a little bi t of a
discussion there. And I promised Dr . Yoshihara to come out with
ano ther interpretation of this problem which in my opinion should
• be fas ter .  I must  say publicly, as I said publicly last year at
this sort of thing that I didn ’t do that yet and so I’ve nothing to say.
So if I never do it, I have to apologize to him publicly for promis-
ing something and not doing it!
:~ • - •
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Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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ABSTRAC T
The development of fully three-dimensional inviscid transonic
flow prediction in real turbomachine rotors with full consideration
of thickness , stagge r, and the complex geometry of the rotor has
been proceeding at the MIT Gas Turbine Laboratory.  The compu-
tational theory and its implementation include multi-dimensional
shock waves. The codes developed at MIT are described in “Com-
putational Aspects of the Prediction of Multi -Dimensional Transonic
Flows in Turbomachinery , ” by D. A. Olive r and P. Span s, in
• Aerodynamic. Analyses Requiring Advanced Computers (NASA SP-347 ,
1975) and “Three-Dimensional Flow Calculation for a Transonic
Compressor  Roto r , “ by W. T. Thompkins and D. A. Olive r , to be
presented at the 47th PEP Meeting on Through Flow Calculations in
Axial Turbomachinerj .
This work has raised fou r fundamental issues which are  dis-
• cussed in the present report:
1. The use of time-dependent versus stead y state iterative
solution techniques
2 . The behavior of non-linear instability and the use of local
dam ping operations in the transonic reg ime
3. Treatment of complex blade geometry and high order ac-
curacy boundary conditions
4. The use of continuum versus finite element methods .
Lt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _




Critical comments with some illustrations will be directed to each
— 
of these issues.
DISCUSSION OF THE OLIVER PAPER
ADAMSON : In the supersonic part  of the flow above the sonic cylin-
der , one would expect shocks to come off the leading edge and p ar-
haps these shocks should reflect back and forth. That wo~i1d ~,wan a
nonuniform pressu re dist ribut ion along the blades. I wondered - -
- - - is the reason we do not see this a result of the fact that because of
• the artificial viscosity the shock is smeared out so much that  you
don ’t get the proper reflections? If not , what is the reason for  i t ?
OLIVER: I mentioned that the mesh resolution in the f ron t  - if yo u
recall the slide that shows the distribution of the mesh - I mentioned
at the time that I showed that, that we were purposely cut t ing  out
the mesh in front , which means we wipe out the possibili ty of resol-
ving the appropriate leading edge shocks . We have done 2 -D  cal-
culations in which we have run the mesh upstream and we have been
able to begin to show some of the 2-D shocks that are  running up-
s tream off the blades. And in this 3-D calculation ... you can ’t
see it.
ADAMSQN: 1 was worried about the shock that would reflect an :i
then come back and effect the pressure downstream.
OLIVER: You ’re thinking of the passage shock. But in this wide
open throttle calculation, contrary to the one that is loaded , the
shoc ks out at the tip are extremely weak if nonexisten t - j ust a
strong shock sitting down close to the hub.
MC CUNE : Dave , what did you finally end up doing about the boun-
dary  conditions upstream and downs tream ? You remember we had
long debate s about this. How did you finally settle i t?
— OLIVER: The upstream boundary condition is one of imposed uni-
form flow corresponding to the ope rating conditions - almost. The
almost part is that when that flow interacts with the blades , there
are signals that will come upstream in the subsonic region. We h
let those waves escape with a one-dimensional characterisac con-
struction at the inle t . Now that’s not quite correct  because the
waves that come upstream are three-dimensional. They don ’t quite - -


















we have used two boundary conditions. In the calculation that I
• showed first today, which is one of the unthrottled case, we used
a condi tion of zero axial grad ient. Now, that ’s wrong because the
streamlines are not axial. It would become increasingly more cor-
rect  if we put on a zero gradient  along the streamlines. So we do
distort the structure of the flow in the vicinity of the exit plane.
We ’ve done two-dimensional experiments in which we have changed
the boundary conditions at the exit plane , and tried to observe the
impact in the blades , and close to the blades , and immediately be-
hind the blades. We satisfied ourselves that we have very  little
influence because of the far downstream location of our exit boun-
dary. In the second calculation which is for the loaded case , for
which I jus t  showed that one slide showing the warpage of the stream
surfaces , there ’s a more drast ic  downstream condition which is
used , which is the condition of azimuthal uniformity.  So that the
theta variation is wiped out completely, and what is put on down-
stream, is the experimentally measured pressu re  distribution. So
we have an experimentally measured pressure  distribution that is
placed on the downstream boundary, but the theta average pres sure
distribution. Therefore , the s t ruc ture  in the theta direction is
wiped out , but the radial s t ructure  of p ressure  is maintained.
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COMPARISON OF A FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD WITH A TIME-




S. N. E. C. M. A. ,  Centre de Villaroche
77550 Moissy-Cramayel, France
INTRODUCTION
Two fo rmulations are generally used for computing the tran-
• sonic flow through compressor and turbine cascades: First, a
time-dependent formulation of the equations of motion allows the
flow field to be identiàall y calculated in subsonic and supersonic
regions . Second , a finite difference formulation of the t ransonj c
potential flow is solved by a relaxation process using noncente red
finite differences in the supersonic regions .
Both formulations have been developed on an IBM 370-145 corn -
• puter and applied to three examples : a compressor and two turbinetwo-dimen8ional cascades. The comparison with experimental re-
sults are presented in the present paper .
TIME-DEPENDENT METHOD
• 
- The time-dependent method used is the one developed by P. W.
McDonald [1] in which an integral representation of the equations of
motion is applied to finite area elements. The numer ica l  process
assures  that the conservation laws of mass and momentum are  satis-
fied at each time step of the calculation. A dam ping procedure  was
employed to ensure stability and accuracy with a relatively coarse
mesh:  less than 1000 elements were  used and the residual  damping
error was approximately 3% on the stagnation pressure .  The







method permits a natural appearance of weak shock wave s and a
choked turbine cascade but the flow is assumed isentropic. The
finite area integral method was pre fe r red  to the t ransient  finite
difference formulations {zJ for the present  cases as it saves corn -
putation time and remains well adapted to cascades presenting
hig h turning angles and limited supersonic  pockets .
- ; FINITE-DIFFERENCE METHOD
The f ini te-difference method used was developed by T. S. Luu
([3] and [4]). The calculation mesh is created by the s treamlines
and equipotential lines of the incompressible flow solution. The
transonic potential flow is computed in the thus created orthogonal
mesh using a relaxation procedure including Jameson ’s rotated
• d i f ference scheme and an accelerated convergence method. The
outlet Mach number is increased step by step f rom incompressible
• I 
to the design value so that the same computation gives the cascade
-
• performance for s everal Mach numbers .  The con8ervation of
mass is not fully respected and the suction-side and p res sure - s ide
streamlines are prolonged to downstream infinity so that the velo-
city is not unifo rm at the cascade outlet.
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The f i r s t  selected example is a turbine roto r ti p section cas-
cade. The outlet Mach number is 0. 89 , the trailing edge thickness
normalized to throat area equals 6% and the suction side max-
imumn Mach number nearly unity. The turning angle is 80°. Fig-
• • u re  1 shows a very good agreement between both numerical methods
and test results .
The second example (Figure 2) is a compr esso r hub section
stator cascade pre sent ing a 45 0 turning ang le with an inlet Mach
number of 0. 82 . The agreement with experiment is equall y very
good. However , the t ime-dependent method seems to predict  the
suction side supersonic pocket better than the finite dif ference
method does. The lat ter  method had the outlet  velocity imposed
and so the non-cons erva tivity may have introduced a small differ -
- 
- ence in the inlet computed Mach number .
• - The last example is shown in Figures 3 and 4 and concerns a
tu rb ine  inlet guide vane hub section. The outlet flow angle was
150 and the trailing edge thickness was 15% of the throat area.
“~~ -
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— Several remarks may be made concerning Figure 3 for an outlet
Mach number equal to unity:
The finite difference method seem s to give som ewhat better
results for the low suction side Mach numbers. However, it is
not sure whether this is due to the method itself. Maybe the finite
element forms used by the McDonald method could have been bet-
ter adapted to the profile geometry.
The time-marching method gives a good prediction of the sonic
point and supersonic region on the suction side. The way the
downstream streamlines are prolonged in the Luu method introdu-
ces an error  in the value of the trailing edg e velocity with a non-
uniform computed outlet Mach number.
At an outlet Mach number of 1. 2 (Figure 4) the above men-
tioned remarks are shown more clearly:
The suction side region near the leading edge is better predic-
ted by the finite difference method while the suction side sonic
point and minimum pressure point are batter located by the time-
dependent method. Both methods were unable to predict the maxi -
mum Mach number of 1. 6 and the corresponding shock wave be-
c ause it is produced by the effect of the trailing edge thickness ,
which is not well accounted for in both calculations. In McDonald ’s
computation the mesh used is too coarse and in Luu ’s computati on
there is no trailing edge effect at all regarding the prolonged
streamlines.
In all cases pressure side velocities are in very good agree-
ment with experiment.
The computation time was of the order of half an hour for the
time-marching method while the finite difference method consumed
15 minutes for the calculation of the flow field around the sam e
cascade and for  several Mach numbers.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The accuracy of the McDonald method seems to be bett er at
hig h Mach numbers than that of the finite difference method. The
lat ter  me thod gives better results in the subsonic regions of the
flow. The accuracy could have been improved for the results
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calculation method which could predict the strong trailing edge
shock wave. However this last method which we developed accord-
• ing to Gopalakrisnan ’s wor k, used an orthogonal grid badly adapted
to the high turning turbine cascades and needed a strong smoothing
procedure to insure stability.
The effects of radius variation and streamtube thickness w ith
axial distance (three-dimensional cascades) are now being intro-
duced to our calculation methods but no examples wer e yet avail-
able for the SQUiD Workshop.
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DISCUSSION OF THE THIAVILLE PAPER
OLIVER : Could you give some idea of the estimate of computer
time for the two methods ?
•
~~
- THLAVILLE: Yes. Time-marching methods, integral methods -
which we use in that example - 500 iterations was large mesh and
— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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-• then after 500 iterations, with a small mesh, wi th a double mesh.
And it used half an hour in an IBM 370 / 145 ; that is to say, the
- - 
slow computer . In front of a CDC, for example, it is thirty time s
- 
I slower. In a CDC 7600 we would like to say that it could be less
- than one minute.
- MORETTI: This is a time-marching method?
THIAVILLE: Time -marching method.
1 MORETTI: Now the other was a relaxation, right? Of course ,
finite difference, but
THIAVILLE: Yes , a relaxation, of cou rse , and we have a local
ponderation.
MORETTI: But that would be much fas ter?
THIAVILLE: Yes , but we used to calculate a lot of Mach numbers
in the same calculation, and we used with a finite difference meth-
od, a quarter of an hour on the same computer , but we had twenty
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ROTATIONAL TRANSONIC INTERNAL FLOWS
E. F. Brown
Virginia Polytechnic Ins titute and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061
For several years now I have been involved in the development
of transonic computational methods for predicting the performance
of airc raft exhaust nozzles. I am he re today to share with you the
results of my most recent research which I believe will be of in—
terest to those of you involved in making transonic blade-to-blade
calculations . The unique feature of this work is that the ac-
knowled ged computational efficiency of relaxation methods is re-
tained while pe rmitting rotational flow effects to be included.
When this work was begun almost three years ago we applied
the relaxation scheme pioneered by Mur man to the full poten tial
flow equation. This was much the same approach used by South
• and Jameson [1] in their airfoil calculations with the exception
that , because of the largely axial character of the flow , we did
not find it necessary to use rotate d differences. The use of the
potential function, however , has ra the r significant limitations
from the standpoint of both nozzle and turbomachinery applications .
This is because the true nature of the flow in a nozzle or a turbo-
machinery passage is likely to be ro tational, that is , to possess
significant radial gradients of total temperature and total pressure.
- I In a turbomachine the rotationality of the flow is impa r ted by a
- 
• 
number of effects including dis torted inflow , flow separation , and
the radial dependence of the energy delivered by the compressor .
- 
- 
The most obvious way of introducing the rotationality of the
flow into the analysis is to return to the primitive-variable form-
ulation of the problem. We we re reluctant to do this , howeve r , 
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because of the additi onal storage requirements and increased
computational time widely known to accompany this approach.
• •: We decided instead to reformulate the problem in te rms of a
veloci ty functi on and an auxiliary rotation function by de fining
the axial and radial veloci ty components by
u~~~4 + Fx
- :  and
• v~~~~~ ,
where 4 is the velocity func tion and F is the rotation function.
These two functions can be shown to obey the following two equa-
ti on s
[c 2 - x + ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
+ ~~~ 4~i~ 4’r r  
- 
~~~~ 




F = ~~~~~~~~~~~ M
2 ) P (2)
r u ’YP 2 r
whe re P is the total pressure , u is the axial veloci ty component ,
M is the local velocity divided by the speed of sound at stagna tion
conditi ons , and the subscripts indicate partial differentiation with
respect to the subscripted variable. In these equations it has- been
assumed that the flow is invisci.d (but not irrotational). The f i rs t
of these equations is readily recognized as being identical in form
• to the potential equati on (except for the presence of F and its de-
rivatives). The second equation has been derived from Crocco ’s
theorem. Because of the similarity of the fir s t  equation to the
• potential equation it is solved for the velocity function using stan-
dard relaxation methods . The values of F and its derivatives
needed to carr y out this calculation are obtained from the second
equation. in the second equation the required radial gradient of
total pressure is obtained by a streamline tracking procedure
from the values of the total pressure supplied at the inlet. This
is pos sible since in the case of an inviacid, non -the rmally con- - :
ducting gas , the total pressure is constant along streamlines. • - -
I - €
Figure 1 shows the results of a representative calculation of
the flow in an axisyrnn ’ietric turbofan exhaust nozzle (bypass duct)
4
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made with the most recent version of our program. This figure
show s the radial variation of total pressure at the inlet and the
resulting lines of constant Mach number. In addition , dashed
constan t Mach numbe r lines are shown which correspond to uni-
form inlet conditions . Clearly, the flow in the transonic region
is strongly affe cted by the rotationality of the flow. On the inner
• wall the line s of constant Mach number are shifted strongly down-
stream while on the oute r surface of the nozzle the y are shifted
ups tream . Comparison of the static pressure distributions on the
inne r and oute r walls also reveals the significance of the rotation-
ality of the flow .
Although this method has not as yet been applied to turboma-
chinery calculations it is not difficult to imagine that the nozzle
walls shown in the preceding figure represent the suction and
pressure surfaces of blades. Therefore, these results suggest
that the rotationality of the flow may be an important consideration
in turbomachinery calculations as well and that the method we have
developed to account for these effects in pr opulsion nozzles may
• also be a useful computational tool for transonic turbomachinery
flows.
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DISCUSSION OF THE BROWN PAPER
JAMESON : Would you show the second slide - no the next one -
yes , here we are.  That formula that I can ’t quite read for Fr 
-
could you elaborate on that a bit for us?
BROWN : Sure. I’m sor ry  that you can ’t read it. Shall I read i t ?
- - - - - - --
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JAMESON: I can ’t be reading it right , because divided by M0
is one .
BROWN: Yes! The leading te rm reduces to 1/uYP 0. M0/M0 was
introduced to simplif y the compute r program . It , of course , can-
cels out.
MURMAN : Shouldn ’t that be the partial derivative of P0 with res-
pect to the stre am function in the expression for Fr ?
BROWN: Yes. But , the fact that the total p ressure  is constant
along streamlines permits the stream function derivative to be
written in terms of the flow direction and the radial derivative .
( Please note that the symbol ~ in this paper is used for the trans-
formed radial coordinate and not the stream function. )
MORETTI: I see that perplexities now are not allowed because
they take too much time!
MELNIK : The total pressure is a function of the stream function ;
it only appears as a function of the radial direction through its
dependence on the stream function.
BROWN: Yes , that’s correct .
I
it





APPLICATION OF A MULTI-LEVEL GRID METHOD TO TRAN-
SONIC FLOW CALCULATIONS
I
*Jerry C. South, Jr.
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia
Achi Brandt**
Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot , Israel
SUMMARY
A multi-level grid method has been studied as a possible means
of accelerating convergence in relaxation calculations for tran-
sonic flows. The method employs a hierarchy of grids, ranging
f rom very coarse (e.g., 8 x 2 mesh cells) to fine (e.g., 128 x 32);
the coarser grids are used to diminish the magnitude of the smooth
par t of the re siduals , hopefully with far less total work than would
be requi r ed with, say, optimal SLOR iterations on the finest grid.
The method was applied to the solution of the transonic small-
distu rbance equation for the velocity potential in the conservation
form . Nonlifting transonic flow past a parabolic-arc airfoil is the
example studied, with meshes of both constant and variable step
H size.
INTRODUCTION
The multi-level grid method, for accelerating convergence in
relaxation calculations , has been shown to be very efficient for
*Assistant Head , Theoretical Aerodynamics Branch
•1 
**Profes8or of Mathematics, currently on leave at IBM Research
Center , Mathematics Department , Yorktown Heights , New York.
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solving elliptic problems with Dirichiet boundary conditions . For
background and histor ical material, see refe rences [ii to [4]. In
[5], Brandt gives an extensive discussion and analysis of the meth-
od, together with several different procedures for applying the
method. The idea of the method is based on the fact that in many
typical elli ptic boundary-value problems , the er ror is composed of
a discrete spec trum of wave lengths , which range from the width
of the region down to the width of a mesh cell. The short wave-
length components of the error are usually diminished quite rapidly
in a relaxation calculation, while the long wave-length components
diminish very slowly. After only a few iterations the residual will
be smooth, since the short wave-length error components have been
eliminated ; and thu s the residual can be represented accurately on
a coar se r me&~. An equation called the “residual ” equation is thensolved on the coarser mesh, and the resulting correction is added
to the last approximation on the fine mesh, yielding a significant
improvement with very little work.
Since relaxation methods ar e cur rently the most attractive for
obtaining numerical solutions to transonic aerodynam ics problems ,
the question arises as to whether a multi -level, or multi-grid (MG)
method can be used in a mixed flow with shock waves. In thi s pa-
per we report some earl y results using the MG method to solve a
simple transonic problem : we consider the transonic small-distur-
bance equation for the velocity potential, for nonlifti ng fl ow past a
parabolic-arc airfoil.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The transonic small-disturbance equation for the velocity po-
tential can be written in conservation form as:
~~~~~~~ = 0 
( 1)
where
p [ K - ~ M
2 • 14’ (2)
q = 4 ’~ 
(3)
K = (1 - M2 )/~12”~ (4)




the disturbance potential , 4’, vanishes at infin ity and the fl ow is
tangent to the airfoil surface , in the interval lx i < 1/2; i. e. ,
a t y = 0 ,
4’ = F’(x) for l x i  < 1/2
H (5)
= 0 for l x i  > 1/2
where F(x ) is the (upper surface) thickness distribution function.
T is the usual thickness ratio, and y, M and K are the ratio of
specific heats , free-stream Mach number , and transonic similar-
ity parameter, respectively. The form of Eqs (1) to (5) is a co r-
rectly-scaled transonic similarity form, in that all quantities
are of order 1. Physical quantities , denoted by a “hat” symbol




A -1/3y = c 1 .  y
= ZCT F(x)
A
where c is the airfoil chord length and t is the total thickness dis-
tribution of the symmetric airfoil.
Equation (1) is of hyperbolic or elliptic type depending on
whether
U = K - ( y +  1)M
2
4’ (7)
is negative or positive, respectively.
Finite-Difference Equations
Murman ’s conservative difference scheme [6] can be conven-
iently presented in terms of Jameson ’s “switching function ” [7]
as follows:




~~~i-1,j  ~ i- l , j  
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4’. . - 24. . + 4 ~P.. = U .. 1J 1 1 ,] (9)
ii Ax
2






i., j  1 ii i.,j—1 (ii)
13
and where
p... 0 ifU .. >0
1) (12)
1 if U.. <0
13 —
It should be noted here that, in the interest of simplicity, we
have presented only the constant-step-size (unstretched grid) form
of the difference equations . In the case of a stretched grid , the
conse rvative difference equations cannot be factored into the nice
form given above, but this presents no real difficulty. The actual
computer program is written for a stretched grid , with the identity
transformation (constant step size) included as a special case.
Vertical Line Relaxation
A vertical line relaxation scheme for solving Eq. (8) by itera-
tion can be written as:
AT . . + B T . + C T . . = R. . + D T . + E T . . (13)i,J— l 13 i,j+1 I) i— l ,j
where
T.. = 4~ - 4’.. (14)
4+ denotes a ‘!new ” value of 4’, obtained during the latest iteration
sweep, while 4’ is the value from the previous sweep. R .., which
is the left-hand side of Eq. (8), is evaluated with “old ” v~ lues of







Let us introduce a sequence of grids G 1, G2, ..., G , where
for simplici ty, hk = Zhk+l J and hk represents the step si~~ 
of the
Gk grid. We can represent the iteration operator (e. g.,  Eq. (13))
on the finest grid GM as:
LM (4’M) = ~M 
(15)
where 4M is the exact discrete 
solution on the GM grid. We can
write
= uM +vM (16)
where u is the approximate solution and VM is the error . Then
we have~~he residual equation:




= - R M
where RM is the residual of the approximation uM on the GM grid.
is in general diffe r ent from LM in the nonlinear case, which
complicates matters. Nevertheless, if RM is smooth, the error
will be smooth, and the residual equation (17) can be solved on a
coarser g rid. Thus , for example, we can w rite
- M- 1LM 1 (wM l ) ‘M (R M
) (18)
wher~ w is an approximation to the error vM on the GM.. i grid
,
and 1k denotes interpolation from the Gk to G1. After solvingthe problem (18) (usually with homogeneous boundary conditions),
we interpolate the function wM_ 1 back onto the GM mesh, and
thus form an improved approximation:
M
(uM ) new (tiM) old + 1M 1~~’M i~ 
(19)
In the complete MG algorithm, the solution of Eq. (18) is also
perfo rmed by relaxation; and if the convergence rate falls below
a prescribed level, we can apply a similar procedure , backing up
to the 0M.~Z 
grid level, and so on, until we arrwe at if neces-
sary . The G 1 gr id is so coarse that a direct solution 
could be




Full Approximation. In the general nonlinear case, the form
of the operator L can be quite complicated - more so than the orig-
inal operator , L - and thus applications to, say, the full potential
equation may be tedious to program. It turns out that for the tran-
sonic small disturbance equation, the job is simple, and our first
program did use the exact expression for L in an efficient way.
However, there is an equivalent, easier method for solving the
residual equation, which we call the full approximation method, as
follows:
Suppose we add to both sides of Eq. (18) the function
LM 1 (uM) - ~M-1 ~ M-l 
(21)
Then, since
LM 1 (WM 1 )+L M I (uM) - LM 1 (4M )I
we have
LM 1 (4)M)~ RM_ l - I~~~
’(RM) (22)
We can now use the original operator on all the grids , which great-
ly simplifies the programming. The right-hand side of Eq. (22) is
the difference between the residuals of uM calculated with the
coarse- and fine-grid operators. Note that when the solution con-
verges on the GM gr id, then
RM _ 0 O  (23a)
~ 
(Ru)-.. o (23b)
but RM_ 1 will remain finite, since 4)M is a solution on the GM grid;
1 is essentially the truncation error of the LM_ 1 operator.
After Eq. (22) is solved to sufficient accuracy, we determine
the function
M-l
W M 1  4)M 
- ‘M (uM ) 
(24)
by subtraction at all points of the grid GM_ 1’ and then interpolate
w~~~ 1 to the G~~~grid as befor e in Eq. (19).
More explicit details of the method will be deferred to a forth-
coming report.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to estimate the efficiency of the method, a work unit
can be defined as the amount of computational effort required for
one relaxation sweep on the (finest) G~~ g~id. Thus, a relaxationsweep on the Gk grid costs
~~ (V4)~~~~
work units, for example. Likewise, when we calculate the residu-
als for the Gk grid, we perform these calculations at the points ofthe Gk_ 1 grid, i.e., 1/4 as few points; hence each residual calcu-
lation costs less than 1/4 the effort of a relaxation sweep on the Gk
grid, or approximately ( 1/4)M.1~~1. Note that this is an overesti-
ma te, since the tridiagonal system (13) Is not inverted , nor do we
calcula te the iteration coefficients during the residual calculations .
On the other hand, we did not count the work of interpolation in Eq.
(19), for example, or any other “overhead ” of that type.
An overall estimate of efficiency can be given by the number
1/n
a = { I I R M f l II / I I R M 1fl } W (25)
where
II R~~ ~~ = norm of RM after f i rs t  sweep on GM
~ R fl = norm of R after n work unitsM, n M ww
and
I I R M II = (A x A y 2 . . R~~) ”2 . (26)
Hence the norm we use is the root mean square of the residual on
This number is typically about 5 to 10 times smaller than the
maximum norm in the transonic problems. We consider an approx-
imate solution to be converged when
I I R M II < C/(no . of grid points ) (27 )
where the prescribed constant C is typically chosen as 1 so as to
estimate the nominal truncation error.




In the case of a grid with constant steps in both directions ,
the present MG method performed quite well. In the following
some typical results are summarized. All of the fi gures shown
are copies of the screen display, on a remote computer terminal,
of an abbreviated history of the MG runs. The f i rs t  integer is the
grid level M, corresponding to 0M in our text. The next three
“E” - format numbers are:
1. max 1R 1. I  (see Equation (13)) .
13
2. J I R M II (see Equation (26) ) .
3. max IT ..I (see Equation (14)).
ii 
ii
The two integers following 1. above are the i , j location where the
max I R . .1 occurred. The last two numbers in a row are the num-ij 13
ber of work units , n~ and the number of supersonic points . One
row is printed for each relaxation sweep on the f inest  (GM ) g rid ,
but not for the coarser grids . Howeve r , each time the calculation
“backs up ” to a coarser grid, the words RESCAL are printed and
the value of max I R. .~~ and fl RM I I are printed, together with the
13
grid level (L) w
~~~ctl has just  been relaxed. Note that these normscorrespond to ‘M (R M
) in the right-hand side of Eq. (22) . In all
MG runs shown, a relaxation facto r of 1.0 was used on all grids .
Likewise all MG runs in these examples used 5 levels of grids
(M ~ 5) ,  with G 1 being 4x 2 mesh cells in the x- and y-directions,
res pectively, and G5 being a 64x 32. We have done 6 levels , with
G6 being l2 8 x 6 4  with no deterioration in MG performance.
Laplace ’s Equation. To show just how fast  the MG method
works for a nice , smooth, elliptic problem, we present a run in
Figures 1 and 2 for Laplace ’s equation with the prescribed normal
derivative equal to sin ~rX along y 0. In Figure 1, the convergence
history is shown for G4, a 32x 16 grid , and according to Eq. (25),
we achieved a = .540. Now because of the smoothness of the solu-
• tion, it may be expected that interpolating the converged G4 s olu-tion onto G5 will give a very good starting approximation for G5.
This is true , as can be seen on Figure 2, where the G5 grid was
started with the interpolated G4 solution . For Gç. we obtained
a = .583, but the efficiency of the two combined fevels is more like
a = .46~ 
—.~~~~——— .,•~~~~ . . ~~~.-  .
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• I Figure ~.. MG Solution of Laplace ’s Equation with Smooth Bounda-
ry Conditio~.s. 32 x 16 Grid.
Figure 3 shows the c~ nve.nce~~
iistqry LI t14 same problem .
using SLOR all the way on G5, achieving convergence in n~ 
=. 141
yielding a . 924.
Nonlinear, Subcritical Flow (M~~ = 0.7) .  In Figure 4 is
shown the hi story of a nonlinear, but subcritical flow solved by MG.
Here the convergence rate is the same or better , on G5, as it was
for Laplace ’s equation with smooth boundary conditions discussed
previously (i. e. ,  a = . 549). In this case, however, the Neumann
boundary condition is an “N-wave ” - far from smooth - and hence
we can conclude that discontinuous boundary conditions do not de-
teriorate MG performance. SLOR , with w = 1. 85 , achieved
a = .868.
Supercritical Flow (M~~ = .85) .  Figure 5 illustrates the histo-
ry for a typical supercr itical flow with a moderate-sized supersonic
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• S 4.O4ãE-ø1 18 33 7.043E—02 1.230E—04 1.0 05 x.9OiE-~ t 17 33 3.685E—Oa 6.806E—G5 2.0 0PESCAL . L’~, PM~X. G.SI7E—02, P1.2. 1.715E—02RESC~1. t.4, OPIA X . 1.912E-02, 01.2’ 7.399E—03PESC AL. 1.3, PPIAX . 4.332E—03 01.2. 2.409E—03• ç 3.742E-e2 47 33 7.30~E—03 1.054E-0S 4.6 0• S 1.504E-ø2 48 33 3.713E—03 4.7G7E—06 5.6 0RESCAL . L’S, RMA)’. 4.S2OE—03, 012’ i.6S0E-03RESCAL. L’4, RIl.~<. 1.464E—03, 012’ 8.060E—04PESCAL. 1.3, PPIMX ’ 7.393E—04, 01.2’ 5.503E—04RESCAL . L.a. PP1~X . 1.938E—04 012. 1.751E—04S 4.992E-03 46 33 8.9241—04 1.531E-06 8.3 05 2.372E-03 45 33 4.637E—04 8.4778—07 9.3 0
PLOT OF CPBAP FOR LEVEL 5
CPSTAP’-l .000E+13
I I XIPITEPRUPTED*
Figure 2 . MG Solution of Laplace ’s Equation with Smooth Boun-
dary Conditions. 64 x 32 Grid Initialized by Solution of Figure 1.
region. Since the G5 grid has 2145 grid points, the supersonic
• region , with 124 points , occupies about six percent of the grid.
For this case, a . 593. The same case using SLOR all the way
• converged in n~ = 68, using a rel axation factor of 1. 85 , and thea = .855.
- Highly Supercritical Flow (M,~ = . 9 5 ) .  Figure 6 i l lustratesthe history for a highly supercritical flow, where the shock wave
• is at the trailing edge of the airfoil. Note the final number of su-
personic points (355) is established after 38 work units . It is
typical that, at that point , the MG method begins to work best ,
since most of the high frequency error components have been
eliminated. For this case , a = . 858 , achieving convergence in
• 67 .6  work units . The same case was converged with SLOR all
the way in 228 work units , with a = .957.
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--- -~: -Th”E~~,E’~.~ •~P TEPI~~i FOR LI ’  5 GRID j C EPS’4.662E—04 
h -f P(~~~~ -1. £.~ O, r.~.3.1aSE-02 
~: .~~~TPET~~1:~~. :..~o. t’ . ’3. 125E—02
~ 1.~~14 E,~ 2 20 33 ~ .125E+G1 8.961E-02 1.0 0
~ S.225 E+01 13 33 1.826E+0i 4.4 14E— 02 2.0 0• S 3. 35E+O1 19 33 1.506E+01 3.16 18—02 3.~ 9
~ 2. ~4 1E’Oi 19 33 i.314E+01 2.527E-02 4.0 0S a.353E+01 13 33 1.1728.01 2.1158—02 5.0 0
S 2.0308+01 18 33 1.0588+01 1.8168—02 6.0 0
• S i .~’6~ E .0X 17 33 9.6128+09 1.SS6E-02 7.0 0S :.c S~ E~ 01 17 33 8.7668+00 1.3968—02 8.0 0S 1.~~~ E.O1 16 33 E .Gt7E +G0 1.240E—02 9.0 0S 1.2 ~ OE.O1 15 33 7.341E+00 1.1068—02 10.0 0
• .og~E~ oi 16 33 6.7268+00 9.3788-03 11.0 0S ;.;a~ E’0O 15 33 6.163E+00 8.8458—03 12.0 0S ~.~~ ?E+o0 15 33 5.6468.00 7.9168—03 13.9 0S 7 . E 5 ~’E.O~ 14 33 5.1688+00 7.0838-03 14.0 0S ~‘. iSSE+00 45 33 4.7268+00 6.445E—03 15.0 05 ~.5~~~+ØØ 44 33 4.321E+00 5.9458—03 16.0 05 6. ~~C~E.00 44 33 3.947E+00 5.5168-03 17.0 0S 5.639E.(’O 43 33 3.6038+00 5.1288—03 18.0 0S 5.3098+00 43 33 3.2898.00 4.7878—03 19.0 0
S 4.r 3E+~o 42 33 3.0038.00 4.485E—03 20.0 0S 4.6678+00 41 33 2.7438+00 4.2108-03 21.0 0S 4.4038+09 41 33 2.5108+00 3.9728—03 aa.e 0S 4.ISLE+00 40 33 2.3018+00 3.754E—03 23.0 9
~ 3.940E.00 49 33 ~.116E+G9 3.5558-03 24.0 05 3.746E+00 39 33 .9538+00 3.38~~—03 25.0 05 3.!648+00 38 33 .8108+09 3.a16E-03 26.0 0
5 3.3358+00 38 33 .6868+00 3.0648—03 27.0 05 3.6448.00 3? 33 .5798,00 2.9278-93 28.9 0S 3.1018.00 36 33 .4868+00 2.7988—03 29.0 05 2.966E+OO 35 33 .4068+00 2.6758—03 30.0 0S 2.836E+00 34 33 .3358+00 2.558E—93 31.0 9
• S 2 .712E+0e 33 33 .2748+09 2.4468-03 32.0 05 2.5948.00 32 33 1.2192+00 2.3398—03 33.0 0-
‘ S 2.4868+09 31 33 .1692+00 2.2368-03 34.~ 0S a.370E.90 30 33 1.1228+09 2.1378—03 36.0 0S 2.2648.00 29 33 1.0788+00 2.0418-03 36.0 0S 2.1~08’30 28 33 1.0368+00 1.9488-03 37.0 0S 2.0668+00 27 33 9.9568-01 1.SS7E-03 38.0 05 1.9628.90 26 33 9.5528-01 1.7698-03 39.0 05 1.8678+00 25 33 9.1518—01 1.6838-03 40.0 0S 1.’73E.00 24 33 8.7518—01 1.5998-03 41.0 I5 1.6818+09 23 33 8.3518-01 1.5168-03 42.9 05 1.5918.00 22 33 7.9502—01 1.4348-03 43.1 0
- 
5 1.5022+09 21 33 7.5512-SI 1.3546-03 44.0 S
Fi gure  ~~. SLOR Solution of Laplace ’s Equation with Smooth Boun-
dary  Conditioiis. 64 x 32 Grid. (Continued
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5 1.4138+09 25 33 7.1506-01 1.2746-03 45.0 •5 1.3276.00 19 33 6.?52E-Gi 1.1966—93 46.0 IS 1.241E.00 13 33 6.3588-01 1.1186-03 47.9 05 1.1566.05 17 33 5.9698—01 1.0428—93 48.0 05 .e 2E.0S 16 33 5.587E—Si 9.6586-04 49.~ 0S 9.884E-01 15 33 5.2128-01 8.9096-04 50.0 95 9.9648—01 14 33 4.848E-01 8.1708—04 51.5 05 8.2558-01 13 33 4.4942-01 7.4406-04 52.0 0
• 5 7.4528-01 12 33 4.1536-01 6.7226-04 53.0 I5 6.6758—01 11 33 3.8252—01 6.9166—04 54.0 05 5.9976—01 10 33 3.5128—01 5.3246-04 55.0 05 5.1568-01 9 33 3.al4E-el 4.6478—94 56.0 0
• 5 4.424E-01 8 33 2.933E-G1 3.9876-04 57.0 05 3.9478-91 16 33 2.6668—01 3.5568—04 58.0 05 3.5478-01 17 33 2.4228—01 3.1986—94 59.0 0S 3.218E-01 20 33 2.194E—01 2.9916—04 60.0 05 2.94eE-01 20 33 .9848—01 2.6516—04 61.0 0S a.690E-,1 ai 33 .7938—01 2.42SE-04 62.0 0S 2.459E-01 21 33 .6218—01 2.2166-04 63.0 05 2.2448-01 21 33 .4676—01 2.022E-04 64.0 05 a.aa3E—01 20 33 1.455E—01 2.0036-04 65.0 05 2.eaSE—01 20 33 1.3468-01 1.8268—04 66.0 0S .876E—01 20 33 1.2488—01 1.691E—04 67.0 05 .743E—01 20 33 1.1578-01 1.5718—04 63.0 0
5 .621E—01 20 33 1.0728—01 1.4618—04 69.0 0
S .508E-01 20 33 9.943E—02 1.3606-04 70.0 0
c .4938—01 28 33 9.2218—92 1.aEsE-04 71.0 0S .305E—01 20 33 8.5526—02 1.1768-04 72.0 05 .2128-01 20 33 7.9316—02 1.092E-04 73.0 0
5 1.1248-01 20 33 7.3566-02 .0136—04 74.0 05 _ .0426-01 ao 33 6.8226—02 9.3896-05 75.0 05 9.6538—92 20 33 6.3278—02 8.7006-05 76.0 05 3.9446—02 20 33 5.8688-02 8.0616-05 .7.0 0S 8.2886—02 22 33 5.4426-02 7.4706-05 78.0 0
5 7.6828-02 20 33 5.0478-02 6.924E-05 79.0 05 7.1226—02 a. 33 4.6802-02 6.4198-05 80.0 05 6.6946—02 20 33 4.3408—02 5.953E-OS 81.0 95 6.1256—02 20 33 4.0246-02 5.5216—95 82.0 05 5.681E-02 20 33 3.7316-02 5.1206—05 83.0 0• 5 5.2696-02 a. 33 3.4602—02 4.7496-05 84.0 05 4.8872-02 20 33 3.2086-02 4.4056-05 85.0 05 4.5326—02 20 33 2.9742—02 4.0856—05 86.0 05 4.2022—02 20 33 2.7578—02 3.7888—05 87.0 9• 5 3.8968—02 20 33 2.5558-52 3.5122-05 88.0 0
• S 3.6122-02 20 33 2.3696-52 3.2566-05 89.0 0S 3.3486-02 20 33 2.1956-02 3.0186—05 90.0 0S 3.1038-02 20 33 ~.035E—I2 2.7976-05 91.0 IS 2.S7SE-I2 19 33 1.8866-02 2.5928-05 92.0 S• S 2.664E-12 19 33 1. 7478—02 2.4016—05 93.0 I5 2.4688-92 19 33 1.6196—Se 2.aaSE-05 94.0 S• 5 2.2168-02 19 33 1.5098-52 2.0916-05 95.5 I5 a.11aE—52 19 33 ..3908-H 1.9096-05 96.0 05 1.9616-02 19 33 1.2692-02 1.7682-05 97.0 05 1.8168-12 19 33 1.1932-02 1.6378 05 9 80  ~5 1.6822-02 19 33 i.i.68-0~ 1.5168-05 99.0 I• S 1.5596-SI 19 33 1.0246-02 1.4048-05 105.0 I
Figure 3. (Continued)














5 1.4438-02 19 33 9.4898—03 1.3016—05 101.0 I
~ 1.336E-02 19 33 2.7918—03 1.2056—05 iSa.0 0~ 1.63CE-”~ 28 33 S.145E-03 1.1168—OS 103.e I
~ 1.1476 - 02 dC 33 7.5456—03 1.0342—05 104.0 0~ 1.~ t E - ~ 2 .29 33 6.3906-03 9.5788-06 105.0 0C 3.64~t-O? 20 33 6.4766-03 8.8?SE—06 106.0 IS 9.ia~E-03 20 33 6.0906-93 8.2268-06 107.0 0~ !.4606-o3 20 33 5.5596—03 7.6258—96 108.0 0C 7.3448-03 20 33 5.ISIE-03 7.0706-06 109.0 0
• ~ 7.2658-03 19 33 4.772E—03 6.549E—06 110.0 0S 6.7308-03 20 33 4.4226-03 6.0666-06 111.0 0
• 5 6.2366-03 20 33 4.0978-03 5.6206-06 112.0 0
C !.778E-03 20 33 3.’96E—03 5.a086—56 113.0 0
S.3~4E-03 20 33 3.5182-03 4.8268—56 114 .0 0~ 4.9626-03 20 33 3.2696-03 4.4726-06 115.0 0S 4.59E~E-03 20 33 3.~2LE-O3 4.144E-96 .16.0 0~ 4.2616-93 20 33 2.7998—03 3.8408—06 117.0 05. 3.3496-03 20 33 2.5948—03 3.5592—06 118.0 0
S 3.5578-03 20 33 2.4048-03 3.2988-06 119.0 0
c 3.391Z-03 20 33 2.2286-03 3.0566-06 120.0 0
c 3.142E-03 29 33 2.0656-03 2.83~E-06 121.0 95 2.9128-03 20 33 .9136-03 2.6252—56 122.0 0S 2.6968-03 20 33 .7738-03 2.4326—06 123.0 0S 2.50 16-03 20 33 .6436-03 2.2546—06 124.0 0S 2.3178-03 20 33 .5232-03 2.9886—06 125.0 0
C 2.Lr’E-~33 20 2? .4118-03 1.9358—06 126.0 e~ t.9~36-03 20 33 .3978-93 1.7936—06 127.0 05 1.8436-03 20 33 .2116-03 1.6618—06 128.0 0
S 1.7038-93 20 33 .1228-03 1.5408—06 129.0 0
5 1.5~ 3E-03 20 33 .9498-93 1.4278-06 130.0 05 1.467E-03 20 33 9.6378-04 1.3226—06 131.9 0
5 1.3598-03 20 33 8.9308—04 1.2256—96 132.0 0
5 1.2598-03 20 33 8.2758-04 1.13 6-06 133.0 0
5 1.1676-93 20 33 7.5686-54 1.0522-06 134.0 9
5 1.0816—03 20 33 7.1056-04 9.7472-07 135.0 0
5 1.0022-03 20 33 6.58-42-04 9.e3aE-e7 136.0 eS 9.2358-04 20 33 6.1016—04 8.3696-07 137.0 0S 8.6046-04 20 33 5.6536-04 7.7556-07 138.9 0S 7.9732—04 20 33 5.2396—04 7.1862—97 139.0 05 7.3882—04 a. 33 4.8542—04 6.6596-07 140.0 0
5 6.8466-04 20 33 4.4922—54 9.1706-57 141.0 0





We found quickly that vertical line relaxation alone is not the
best way to relax the solution in the MG mode in the case of a
stretched grid. A possible explanation for this is that all of the
• 
•
~ high-frequency error components are not rapidly damped by ver-
tical line relaxation in a general stretched mesh, where the mesh
aspect ratio varies from very small to very large values. For if
we consider the line relaxation algorithm for Laplace ’s equation ,
with a local mesh aspect ratio equal to A, and a relaxation facto r
~~~, the amplification facto r is:
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PLOT OF CP8AP FOR LEVEL S
CPST~P’-8I.673 *INTERRUPTED$
Figure 4. MG Solution of Parabolic-Arc Airfoil. M 0. 7 ,
T 0. 1, 64 x 32 Grid.
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• If A = (~~y/Ax)
2 is large , we have a problem, for then, with 0 = 0 ,




g(0 , f, A, c.,) = A(2-w ) + Z w  (29)
• 
and if w = 1, we see that
I~! 
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~
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S 2.7582.02 1? 33 2.9078+01 5.1486—02 1.0 I• ~ 3.5962+01 16 33 6.1918.00 2.7638-02 2.0 0S 4.4828+01 49 33 4.1642+00 1.9942—02 3.5 I
S 2.9198.01 16 33 3.4578+00 1.5522—IC 4.5 I
PE ;C~ L . 1.!. PMA.~’ 2.0032+01, PLC- 3.3048+00H RESCNL. 1-4. PS.)’ 9.9962+10. PLC- 2.2778+00• PE5C~L . 1.3, P~A)(. 2.8718.00, PlC. 1.0602+005 1.6238.91 16 33 1.0278+50 i..asc-.a 6.? iaaS 4.5878+99 45 33 3.8052-Il 2.9052—03 7.7 124
5 2.5626+09 47 33 2.0852-01 8.7098—54 8.7 1245 1.6706 + 00 49 33 1.6498—01 6.4446—04 9.7 123
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PESCA L. L’S, RP~AXe 5.7142-02, RL2~ 6.0252-03• 
• 
PESCAL. 1.4, PP~sX’ 1.1742—02, PLC. 2.6686-03PESC*L. 1-3, ~~~~~ 4.8746—03 PLC. 1.6102—136 2.4548-02 41 32 1.6242-03 2.0582-06 18.8 1245 s.a488-e3 41 32 5.5716-14 7.0432—06 19.8 124
5 4.9662-03 41 32 3.3422—04 4.4356—06 20.0 224
PLOT OF CPB~P
Figure 5. MC Solution of Parabolic-Arc Airfoil. M~, 0. 85,
T = 0. 1, 64 x 32 Grid.
S 
Clearly, choosing w ~~2 alleviates the probl em, but then other
high-frequency components are retarded, i. e. , for =
and O = 0 ,y
0 ; A . ~)l = 14(:~~~~~2~~~~
2 
(30)
which appr oaches 1 as ~ nears 2. 0. A solution to this problem is
to sweep in all directions alternatively (fo rward , backward, up,
• and down, in a general problem), but of course special care must
be taken in supersonic regions.
Figure 7 shows an MG run with vertical line relaxation for
the M~~ - . 95  fl ow, with the grid stretched to in f in i ty  in both the
x- and y-directions . A logarithmic stretch was u8ed , wi th thir ty
• k







~ ----~~0Il”EP’iE~l ,E ~c~ TER1ON FOR 11’ 5 GPID IS EPS•4.6622—04 
i~ :’ \—STPE~~H .-L 2.00. DX.3.125E-02 
PlO .‘-S7PETCH • .1’ 2.00, D’ -6.250E—02
S 6 .4096+01 17 33 9.6708+00 7.3928-92 1.0 0
S 1.02~ 6•~ 2 16 33 . 8.1366+00 8.3626-02 2.0 0• RE~C,..1. L-~ , Pr.~x- 3.265E•02, PLC ’ 2.9116.01RE SCp~L. L ’4 , PHi. ” 6.3702+01 PLC’ 1.0028.01S 3.!S€E-~02 42 33 6.40~E+01 3.1936—01 7.1 263~ 1.3236.93 53 33 1.2132+02 1.8518—01 8.1 257S 4.5128.02 53 33 2.7S1E+01 8.2448-02 9.1 259• S 2.526E+02 54 33 1.5596+01 8.4606—02 10.1 261
S S 7.?4 .3E+01 56 33 6.8156+00 3.3508-02 11.1 261
S 7.20E6+0 ~ 56 33 6.5276+00 2.2706-02 ia.i 260PESI AL.  L-~~, PM.~Y. 5.6516+01, PLC. 7.3306+00PE SCc,L . 1.4 , PPl~.X’ 1.3392+01 PLC’ 2.6636+005 2.1 .556+92 54 31 1.8g6+01 5.4336-02 15.8 289
5 3.6966+01 51 33 7.3516+09 1.9948-02 16.8 290
S 3.3326’01 52 32 2.5822+00 9.1232— 53 17.1 291S i.92 E~01 52 32 1.S206+00 S.171E-03 18.2 291S i.OSOE .01 52 32 1.0718+00 2.9106—03 19.3 291PESCsL. L.~ , PMAX’ 6.0956+00, PLC’ 1.0376+00RE~C...L. 1-4 PM M\’ 1.1218+09, PLC’ 4.0738—01PE~ :~L. ~‘3. PM...X’ 5.4336—01 PLC’ 2.9716—51S 9.944E.C1 51 33 i.e1~ E+I1 7.621 8—02 24.0 349• 5 2 . 4236.02 56 27 1.5036+01 3.845E-02 25.0 3495 5.122E+01 56 27 3.2756+00 1.4376-02 26.0 349
5 5.4386+00 5? 27 6.0468-01 2.2136-03 27.0 349S 2.9676.00 51 33 3.5436-01 1.190E—03 28.0 3495 2.497E•90 52 33 3.1482-Il 9.9188-04 29.5 349PESCAL. 1.5. PP~ X’ 2. 1536•IS , RU’ 3.4162—lIRESCPL. 1-4, PPIAX’ 7.5522-Il. PLC. 1.5638—Il5 2.1682+01 51 33 .1.7548+11 9.3812-13 32.7 352S S 2.8338+01 52 32 1.7438+05 7.5152-03 33.7 352
. 1  PESCAL. L’S, PNAX- 9.6792—SI. PU’ 1.4142-01PESCAL. 1.4, PS.X’ 2.1722-Il, PLC’ 5.3518-IlRESCAL. L’3. PP~RX ’ 3.632E-l2 PLC’ LISlE-IC5 1.490E.0~ 51 33 1.548441 3.1112—13 37.9 355• S 2.4asE.eo 52 32 1.8122-Il 9.1112-14 38.9 355• 5 1.2986+00 52 32 9.7412-52 3.1152—54 39.9 355
• S 4.7632-Il SI 33 5.7118-Il 1.1792-54 45.9 335
S 3.0612-Il 53 33 4.3732-Se 1.2538-04 41.9 335
RESCAL . L’S. PS.X’ 2.6372-I l. PLC’ 4.5326-ICPE SCAL . L ’4 PRAX’ 1.1832-Il, PLC’ 2.461E-52
5 3.6178+50 51 33 3.4248-Il 1.3692-53 43.6 3555 6.5732-51 51 33 4.9418-IC 2.3542-54 49.1 355
S 3.4932-Il 52 32 2.3102-IC 9.9972-IS 41.6 355S 1.2172-Il 52 32 1.2158-IC 4.4958-IS 40.1 355
Figure 6. MG Solution of Parabolic-Arc Airfoil. M = 0. 95,




5 7.1478-52 51 33 8.S43E-I3 2.7782—55 49.6 3555 5.4962-02 53 33 7.ISGE-S3 2.1378-IS 55.6 355PESCAL. L’S, RM~ X’ 4.6366-02. RU- 7.9396-13PE SC~t. L’4 , P~~ x. 1.6348-02, 012’ 4.3496-53• PESC~L . 1-3. RPIi.X . a.9346-03. PLC’ 1.6746-535 1.0606+90 54 31 1.2602-Il 3.4088-04 55 I 3555 2.3538—01 52 32 1.7068-Il 6.9248-05 56.0 3565 1.4296—01 52 32 5.2466—53 ‘.3792—05 57 0 3S~• 5 5.6666-02 52 32 4.1022-13 1.7556-IS 58 0 3565 2.0938-02 52 32 2.5166-03 6.462E-06 590 3565 1.3706-02 54 31 1.9596-03 4.4766-06 60.0 356
• P.6SC~1. L’S, PP14X’ 9.3976—03, PLC’ 1.8006—03PESCA L. L 4 , RHA~’ 4.232E 03, PLC’ 9.8332-045 1.1858—01 5’ 31 1.1336—02 3.7756—05 63 6 356
5 2.7528-02 52 32 1.8952-53 8.1256—06 64.6 356S 1.7366-02 SC 32 9.4302—04 5.3406-06 65 6 356
• 5 7.437E—03 52 32 4.7736-04 2.3456-06 66.6 356S 3.3986-03 52 32 3.1402—04 1.0822—06 67.6 356
PLOT OF CPI~R FOP LEVE
Figure 6. (Concluded)
percent of the grid points in the x-direction on the airfoil chord.
Note that the maximum residual tend s to occur far above the ai r-
foil (small values of j),  where A y/A x is large. For this case ,
a . 936. The same case, solved by SLOR takes about 382 cycles
• to coiwer ge (a = .974) . Some benefit is still achieved from the MG
mode of operation , even though the MG performance is far  worse
than what we believe can be obtained by a be tter r elaxation algo-
rithrn .
• Since this last case is a particularly interesting flow , we have
included some pictures of the output for the pressure distribution
along y = 0 (Figure 8), a chart of the Mach numbers in the compu-
• 
- 
tational plane (Figure 9), and an isobar plot (Figure 10). Note in
Figure 8 that an oblique shock occurs at the trailing edge , followed
by a nearly-cons tant velocity supersonic zone in the wake , then a
normal shock in the wake about 1/2-chord behind the trailing edge ,
and finally a very slow recovery to free-stream conditions. The
• airfoil lies between I = 24 and 42 (x < . 5). Figures 9 and 10 show
the 1tfisht ailtt  shock pattern more clearly. In Figure 9, only odd
values of 3 are printed in order to fit the pictu re on the screen.
3 1 corresponds to infinity, as do I = 1 and 65. The values of I
a re  the f i r s t  column of integers , and the M ach numbers x 100 are
shown in the array. Flow is from top to bottom in the picture ,
with the line y = 0 (and the airfoil sur face)  on the left (S 33 , see - •
• S 
bottom row of integers indicating the value of J). The isobar
plot , Figure 10, uses integers for supersonic flow values. The 5 5
t r iangular  reg ion of nearly-constant velocity between the oblique S
-. -. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ f l . —
S 
• • • 
~~~~~ ~~~~ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ‘~~r — -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 




S PESCAL . t’4, P~A~’ 1.9696-03, P12’ 7.3246—0’PE~C..L. 1’). R’..~’ 1.1616-03, R~.2’ 6.2466-04S ~ ~..551E~ ?2 5’ 9 1.4492-02 6.1398—04 100.7 720• S ~ .~ 90E-03 3.5 2 3.2696-93 1.1658-04 101.7 720S 
- 2. ~4 1E-.~3 26 ~ 2.7108-03 1.0288-04 102.7 720
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S4 1.270 -.2834 *
55 1.362 — .1238
56 1.462 .0751 *
• 5? 1.572 .1197 + *
58 1.694 .1266 *
59 1.232 .1309 *
66 1.993 .1317 + *
61 2.187 .1283 • *
62 2.433 .1196 + *
63 2.774 .1039 + *
64 3.346 .0803 *
CHART OF CIP—P *INT6RPUP rEDZ
Figure 8. (Concluded )
shock at the trailing edge and the normal shock in the wake is
clearly evident.
A summary of all these results is shown in Figure 11.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The multigrid (MG) method for accelerating relaxation calcu-
S lations has been shown to be applicable to transonic flow with em-
• bedded shock waves. In this paper , vertical line relaxation was
used fo r solving the nonlinear , conservat ive difference equation
modelling the small-disturbance equation for the velocity poten-
tial . The mul tigr id approach appears to work  about three to five
times fas ter than optimal SLOR on unst ret ched g rids of moderate
size (64 x 32). The relative advantage of MG to SLOB. increases
as the grid gets finer , since the MG convergence rate is nearly
independent of mesh size. S
On stretched grids , the present MG method slows down , being
only about twice as fast as SLOR . it is felt that the reason for
this is clear, the indicated remedy being alternating-directionç relaxation sweeps. S
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Fi gu re  9. Mach Number Chart for Solution of Fi gure  7 .
Fu ture  investigations will in clude the alternating sweeps , and
the extension of the method to lifting flows.
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Figure 11. Summary of Multigrid Results
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We have used various choices for iteration coefficients in Eq.
( 13) .  The coefficients used to make the calculations presented in
th i s paper are s imply based on the Newton linearization of Eqs.
(8), (9), and (11). They are as follows: S
• F i rs t  define: (dropp ing th e j index, since all quantitie s ar e
S
. evaluated at the sam e j )  S
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H
b . ~ = [K - (y+ 1)M






S Then we have
S 1~1 = ~ + b j  U .~~x
2 (A2 )
~ 2 I-Fi i—~~
A = C -~~ y
2 (A3)
S B = 2~~y
2
+ 2 (l -) .L .)U . /~ - t i . b . ~ (A4)1. 1 ~
D = (1 - ~.i . . )  b 1 - 21.L~~ 1 ~~i-l 
(A5)






~~~~. = 0  if U. > 0
(A7 )
1 if U . < 0
I —
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DISCUSSION OF THE SOUTH-BRANDT PAPER
CASPER : You use a successive line overrelaxation , so you ’re us-
ing a double ordered technique , I guess . If you use a semi-direct
method where the linearized problem was solved directly, would
you still expect the same sort of behavior that the relaxation itera-
tion would tail off as it does here?
SOUTH : Well , semi-direct in the relaxation method - I guess you
mean the fast  solver; that ’s not a relaxation method .
CASPER: Well , all right. The question Vm asking is: Is this be-
• havior that you ’re showing a part  of the linear it eration or the non-
linear iteration? If you ’re using a direct method to solve the
linearized problem, would this Fedorenko method be attractive ?
• SOUTH: Yes , when you come up to the operation count ; I guess
Tony Jarneson can answer that better than I. You pay a price for
using a direct solution. You have a rather high operation count ,
and , if you look at the asymptotic count , if you have an nxn square
mesh , the fast solver costs you roughly n2 log n operations where-
as the advertized operation count is asymptotically jus t  n2 - you
S 
don ’t have a log n on the Fedorenko method. But the question is ,
for reasonable sized grids, is log n bigger than that big constant
on the Fedorenko method ? But , anyway, it is competitive with the
fast  solver; Tony Jarneson has used it and thinks that they’re about
the same. And the multigrid is more flexible.
OLIVER: I have two very short but precise questions. One : Is
there an either practical or precise optimal cr i ter ion for when to
cut at one gr id  and go to the next ? The second question is:  By
k
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stretch, do you mean nonuniform spacing in one direction, or
S where the aspect ratio of the grid is different - where ~~x , say, S
does not equal ~~y ?
SOUTH : The problems we had were in the completely stretched
• grids and stretched to infinity in all directions, for the second
- question. But you can simulate the same effect ju s t  by choosing
S S a constant mesh, but a weird aspect ratio. There are just  cer-  S
tam points of the flow that just  don tt damp rapidly. The long wave-
lengths don ’t damp rapidly like you need to for this to work. The
first  question was , when do you back up, right? It ’s not too sen-
S 
sitive to the choice , but you can measure pretty well with it slow-
ing down, like if the current residual - maximum r esidual - is
greater than 7/10 of the previous calculation, then you say, back
up to the coarser grid - that kind of thing.
DIXON: What do you do in the transonic calculation when your
fine grid has a fairly sharply defined shock and you want to go
back up to the coarser grid which would seem to smear it out ?
SOU TH: It’s no problem, because you ’re not really solving a dif-
ferent function on the coarse grid, you’re ‘using the coarse grid
essentially to solve for the error in the problem and eventually the
error on all grids goes to zero. That’s part of the principle of
the method.
MORETTI : That seems to be the beauty of the method.
SOUTH: Yes . S
THOMPSON: Doesn ’t your e r ror  function ever shift  s ign?
SOUTH: It satisfies a mixed type equation. Wait a minute, do
you want to know, did the error  function switch sign ? I’m sure
it does.
S THOMPSON: When it switches sign, then, don ’t you get into prob-
I lein s with that , if you ’re coming at it from above or coming at it
S from below as you shift your grid? Isn ’t that going to throw the
S S whole thing off ?
SOU TH : No.
H
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APPLICATION OF TIME-DEPENDENT FINITE VOLUME METHOD
S TO TRANSONIC FLOW IN LARGE TURBINES
C. L.. S. Farn and D. K. Whirlow
Westinghouse Research Laboratories
S I Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
ABSTRAC T
A discussion is given of our experience with the time-dependent
finite volume technique in the calculation of transonic flows in tur-
bines. Comparisons are made with other techniques , and a number
of examples are given for flows in the blade-to-blade surface and
S the hub-to-shroud surface, and for the unsteady flow generated by
upstream wakes. The examples given serve to demonstrate the
power and versatility of the method.
I. iNTRODUCTION
1!  The flow field in axial flow turbomachines represents one of
the most challenging tasks for aerod ynamic analysts because it is
th re e  dimensional and unsteady in nature. In practice, these dif-
f i cu l t i e s  are bypassed by solving flow fields on the blade-to-blade
and hub — to- sh roud  su rfaces separately. However , for large tur-
bines used in central power stations, to obtain numerical solutions
for flows on these two surfaces is by no means a simple task be-
S cause of the following three factors. First, the volume of the fluid
expands tremendously as it travels from the inlet of the turbine to
the exit. A volumetric expansion rati o of 1:1000 is not uncommon 
S
2 “ - l a rge  steam turbines. Consequently, the hub and shroud of a ‘ SI ~ypica1 low-pressure  turbine are highly flared. Second, in order 5 5~
t~ ’ gcn~~rate  as much power as possible per turbine, nearly all of
:. 
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S the modern low-pressure turbines are designed to operate in the
fully choked transonic (subsonic-supersonic) flow region. Third ,
with the increasingly high cost of fuel , the available ener g y of the
working fluid must be utilized to its full extent. As a result, the
exhaust pressure at the low-pressure end of a large steam turbine
plant is very low (say 1 psia) and the exhaust volumetric flow is
S extremely la rge (say 2 x 108 ft 3 /hr) . In order to accommodate
such a large volumetric flow , the blades of the last rotating row
S 
are ver y long and the blade profile va ries from the impulse type
S 
at the root to the reaction type at the tip.
For blade-to-blade problem s, the existing methods can be
S classified into four categories according to their fo rmulations and
S numerical approximations. They are (a) steady-state for mulation
and streamline curvature method [111-131, (b) steady-state formu-
lation and combined method [4], [5], (c) time-dependent, differen-
S 
tial fo rmulation and finite difference approximation [6], [71, and
(d) time-dependent, integral formulation and finite volume approx-
imation [8].
Great numerical convergence difficulties were experienced in
applying Method (a) to the fully-choked transonic turbine cascades
and the agreement between theoretical and experimental results
deteriorated in the supersonic flow region. The method works
nicely for impulse blades with convergent passages in which the
flow is well guided and the supersonic region is relatively small.
For re action blades and nozz les , the exi t veloci ty is well into the
supersonic region and the jet deflection becomes very significant.
Obviously, this method is not adequate. Furthermore, solutions
S 
obtained by Method (a) correspond to the limiting-load condition ,
the flow expand s fully in the blade passages and all shocks are
expelled out of the passages. For partially loaded blades , i t is
not clear how the shocks can be computed in this method.
S In an attempt to improve the accuracy of Method (a) in the
S 
supersonic region, Wilkinson [4] replaced the streamline curva-
ture solution in this region by the characteristics solution. How-
ever , the diffi culties in numerical convergence still remained.
Decuypere {5J seemed to overcome both convergence and accuracy
problems by dividing the flow field into thr ee regions according to
the local Mach number (M < 1, ~ 1 and > 1) and then computingflow fields in these regions simultaneously. The streamline cur-  S
vature method was used in the subsonic region. In the sonic and
supersonic regions, power series and characteristics methods
S 
were adopted respectively. This scheme is very rigorous from
_ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _
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S the mathematical point of view. However, in order to apply the
scheme to a given blade passage, one has f i rs t  to guess the three
S flow regions and join the solutions computed by the aforementioned
methods on the common boundaries of these flow regions . It is
evident that the process is too tedious to be practical . Furthe r-
S mo r e, because of the use of method of characteristics, it is doubt-
ful that Method (b) can be applied to the flow field on an arbi t rary
blade-to-blade surface of revolution with variable stream channel
height.
S The shortcomings associated with Methods (a) and (b) can be
avoided by using a time-dependent formulation. Two different
schemes exist in the open literature. One, Method (c), is based
on the governing equations in differential form and they are approx-
S imated by finite difference equations . The other , Method (d),
utilizes the governing equations in integral form and the finite
volume approximation is used . In both schemes, the approximate
governing equations are solved numerically by the time-marching
techniques. Methods (c) and (d) can be applied to an arbit rary
blade -to-blade surface of revolution with variable stream channel
height. In addition , they are capable of handling both limiting and
partial load cases. The only major difficulty for these two methods
is the numerical instability associated with the different time-
S marching techniques. This difficulty is generally overcome by
usi ng artificial viscosity or numerical damping . The artificial
viscosity or numerical damping has little effect on the accur acy of
the theoretical pressure distributions on the blade surfaces for
S S 
limiting load cases (see Figures 2 and 3). For partial load cases,
the oblique shocks in blade passages are somewhat smeared (see
Figure 4). However, the errors in the theoretical pressure ahead
and behind the shock seem to cancel each other and do not signifi-
cantly affect the prediction of the overall blade loadings, at least,
for turbine cascades. Comparatively, Method (c) is superior in
the numeri cal stability, while Method (d) is easier in coding and
takes less computation time per time step. In addition, blades
with very complex geometry may be too difficult to handle for
Method (c).
Now, let us turn our attention to the hub-to-shroud problems.
All of the published research works in this area are based on the
steady-state formulation. However , different flow models were
used in the formulation. Roughly speaking, they can be divided
S into three groups. They are strearnwise vorticity model [i i] ,  [13],
circumferentially average flow model [io) , [16J and S2 surface S
flow model [15]. The f i rs t  two models are self-explanatory, and
-~~ —-
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the detailed description of the last model may be fou nd in [9].
Traditionally, different schemes for solving hub-to-shroud
problems are classified into three categories according to the
S num erical methods used in com puting the solutions. They are
(e) streamline curvature method [10]- [14], (f) matr ix  throug h flow
S method [15], [16], and (g )  finite element method [17]. Methods
(e) and (f) a re very familiar to many industrial users , and rela-
• tive merits of these two methods were discussed extensively in
[18] through [zo]. It is worth noting that Method (f) can be used
only for flow field computations while Method (e) may be used for
both fl ow field and row by row computations. When it is used for
row by row computations, only one grid line (or computation
station) is needed in each of the f ree  spaces between two adjacent
blade rows and no grid lines are required within the blade rows
[12] , [14]. Application of the finite element method to the hub-to-
shroud problems is a relatively new development. Judging from
- S the results reported in [17], Method (g) seem s to yield excellent
solutions for a partially choked transoni c compressor  (sing le stage) .
Of all the references [io]-[zoj discussed in the previous para-
graph, only two investigated fully-choked transonic flows [12] and
[14]. In both of these studies, Method (e) was used to compute
row by row solutions for large low-pressure steam turbines.
Since no grid lines were assigned within the blade rows , the dif -
ficulties due to numerical convergence in the sonic region were
artificially circumvented. The price for this circumvention, in
S our opinion, is considerable. In fact , the effects of variation in
blade g eom etr y can onl y be accounted for , in the row by row solu-
tions , by empirical corr elations . As correctly pointed out by
Davis and Millar [20], for computation of fully-choked transonic
S flow fields , methods using the time-dependent equations may make
both streamline curvature and matrix through flow methods obso-
lete.
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR TIME-DEPENDENT FINITE
VOLUME FORMULATION
We, at Westinghouse , are interested in finding a method which
can be applied both to blade-to-blade and hub-to-shroud problems
for large power station turbines. It must be capable of overcom-
S ing three difficulty factors depicted in the f i rs t  paragraph of Sec-
• tion 1. Subsequent discussion in the same section indicates that
Method (d), which is based on the time-dependent, integral forrn u-
lation and the finite volume approximation , is bes t suited for the
____  
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• ~~)dA = 0 (1)
(p v )  + f  (p v ) ( . ~)dA = - f  p(~~.~~~)dA (2)
A A
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yE f r (p v ) ~~~~
0 + f  ( P V r )(;.~i)dA = - fp (~~.~~k )dA (3)
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)1 + f ( p v 9) ( . ~~)dA = - fP(n~~~k dA
V f r ( p e ) + f  (p ht ) ( . ~~)dA = - ~~~P(~~A dA 
(5)




= e ~~.E (6) , (7 )
u = f n ( p , p )  (8)
The eight dependent variables to be solved from the above equations
are p, v ,  v , v0
, e, u, hta and p.
S Equations (1) and (5) are the continuity and energy equations
respectively. Equations (2) through (4) are three components of
4 the momentum equation. Equation (6) is merely the definition of S
I the specific total energy and Eq. (7), the definition of the specificS total enthal py. Equation (8) represents a property relation for the
gas medium.
It is worth noting that, in the above formulation, the control
volume V has a rigid surface with the area A and is rotating about S
S 
the axis ci the turbine unde r study at a constant angular speed ~~~~~.
For blade-to-blade problems, ~ is set equal to zero for stator
blades and to the angular speed of the roto r for roto r blades. For 
S
. 1  hub-to-shroud problems , ~2 is equal to zero e v-e rywhere except - :~:
S 
- inside of the rotating rows where 12 is again set equal to the angu- S
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S The governing equations given in Section 2 together with the
appropriate boundary conditions are applied to three categories
S of transonic flow problem s in turbomachinery. The y are  (a) flow
S field on the blade-to-blade surface, (b) flow field on the hub-to -
shroud surf ace, and (c) interference between moving blade rows.
For the f irs t  two categories, the final solutions are independent
of time. For the last category, the final solution is periodic in
time and its period is , of course , equal to that of the disturbance
imposed upstream or downstream of the blade row under investi-
gation.
3. 1 Flow Field on the Blade-to-Blade Surface
Three blade profiles were analyzed by the time-dependent,
S finite volume method . They are designated by GTRB . STRB , and
STSN. Profile GTRB represents a typical gas turbine roto r blade
section and STRB, a typical steam turbine rotor blade section
(reaction type). The pitch to chord ratios for GTRB and STRB
S are 0. 71 and 0. 90 respectively. These two profiles were tested
by Sieverding [4] and the end walls of the cascade test sections
were parallel to each other for both blades. Profile STSN is a
typical steam turbine stato r nozzle. Its pitch to chord ratio is
equal to 0. 50. Although the end walls of the test section for STSN S
S are parallel to each other in the inlet and exit regions, they form
a divergent channel within the cascade. The half angle of the di-
ver gence is 7. 5O~
Figures 1 and 2 show the theoretical and experimental blade
su rface pressure distributions for GTRB at the subsonic exit and
limi ting load conditions respectively. It is wor th noting that the
blade passage is not choked for the former case but is fully choked
for the latter . For both cases , the agreement between theoretical
S and experimental results is excellent. 
S
The theoretical blade surface pressure  distribution for Profile
STRB at the limiting load and STSN at a partial load are given in
Figures 3 and 4 respectively. Also shown in these figures are the
corresponding experimental data. In general , the agreement is
very good. However , for Profile STSN, the theoretical pressure
S recovery across the oblique shock on the suction surface of the























Figure 1. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Blade




3 . 2 Flow Field on the Hub -to-Shroud Surface
- I Two cases were studied by the present method. The first
case is a fic titious stator row with cylindrical hub and shroud.
The blades in the stator row are par allel symmetr ic air foils and
I the stagger angle is zero . In fact , the passage on a given cylin-
drical su r face formed by any two adjacent blades is a two-dimen-
S sional convergent-divergent nozzle. Thirty-four  radial and eleven
S axial grid lines were used in computation. The No. 11, 15, and S
23 radial grid lines coincide with the leading edge, throat , and
trailing ed ge of the stator row , respectively.  Numerical results S
corresponding to two pressure ratios 
~~e”~ ti 
= 0. 141 and 0.815) -:
we re obtained. Since the inlet flow is assumed to be axial and no
geometrical factors would cause the flow to move in the radial and
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Figure 2. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Blade Sur-






surface should agree well with the theoretical solution computed
according to one-dimensional ( 1-D) gasd ynamics. Comparison of
the nune rical and l-D theoretical stati c press”ire distributions on
the mid-span cylindrical surface is shown in Figure 5 for ~
= 0. 14 1 and in Figure 6 for ~ = 0.815. For both cases? theagreement is excellent. It isewo~th noting that , althou gh the exi t S
velocity is subsonic for ~ = 0.815, the stato r row is fullychoked. Furthermore, aestrc~ng normal shock exists in the diver-
gent part of the nozzle and cau ses significant losses in total pres-  S
sure. The exit to inlet total pressure  ratio (p 
~~~~ 
is equal to S
0. 929 according to the present method and 0. 9~f8 b~ sed on 1-D gas-
dynamics. S
•5 The second case analyzed by the present method is the last 5
stage of a large low-pressure steam turbine. The hub and shroud
S L.
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Figure 3. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Blade Sur-
face Pr essure Dis tr ibutions, Blade Profile STRB , 13. = - 66°,
p / p .  = 0. 128.e ti
S 
of the stag e are highly flared and the blades of the rotating row are
tapered and twisted. Figure 7 shows the theoretical static pres-
sure distributions along the blade height at the inlet, exit of the
stage and at the interstage. It is interesting to note that, as indi-
cated by the numer ical solutions within the blade rows , the rotating
S row is fully choked and the stationary row, partially choked.
3. 3 Interference Between Moving Blade Rows
The time-dependent finite volume techni que is also applicable
to the problem of interaction between blade rows. For example, if
the exit conditions of a stator can be measured by an intrastage
probe , the unsteady flow , and the forces and moments , can be cal-
cula ted for the following rotor row. The measurements can be
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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made on a stato r cascade, bu t the result is only an approximation S
because the effect of the downs tream rotor blade on the stator flow
field is absent . Nonetheless, the approximation is useful because
stator cascade data are available whereas intrastag e measurements
S are very sparse. With this method, one is abl e to overcom e some
S of the limitations which have been necessary in classical unstead y
aerod ynamics. Some of the principal features and limitations of
I the method are:
Features.
H . 1. The flow is truly transonic and is not limited to smallfluctuations about Mach one. The test case given below is for an
inlet Mach number of approximately 0. 7 and an exit Mach number
of 1. 18.
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Figure 5. Theoretical Pressure Distributions in the Axial Direc-
H tion at the Mid Span of a Fictitious Stator Row, ~e’~ ti 
= 0. 141.
2. The upstream distu rbance may be arbitrary save for the
fac t that it must be periodic. The magnitude of the fluctuations
need not be small com pared with the mean flow , and the period of
S the disturbance need not be equal to the period of the rotor blade
passage.
15 3. The blades are real blades with cambe r , thickness and
• s tagger.
Limitations.
S I. Simultaneous disturbances with different periods cannot
S be accommodated economically.
2. No viscous effects are present.
3. Only two-dimensional cascades can be handled at present. :~
There is no provi sion for flared casings.
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Figure 6. Theoretical Pressure Distributions in the Axial Direc-
tion at the Mid Span of a Fictitious Stator Row , Pe”P ti = 0. 815.
4 . Only ideal gases are considered.
5. The blade positions are fixed , so flutter is not considered.
The unsteady case represents a modification of the normal ap-
proach (see Section: Flow Field on the Blade-to -Blade Surface).
It is less general in that it is limited to ideal g ases and strictly
S two-dimensional flow , but the computation scheme has been modi-
fied to allow arbi trary periodic disturbances along the inlet plane.
The principal modification in the unstead y approach is that the com-
putation is made periodic with respec t to the upstream dis turbance S
rather than with respect to the cascade pitch.
I A sample case is given in Figur es 8 and 9. The blade passages
are fo rmed by steam turbine roto r blade sections of a form found 5 5
near the tip. Figure 8 shows the unsteady inlet conditions presen-
S ted t3 the rotor. These conditions were derived from measurements
-_~a~~_i~.__ _~~~~ 
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S Figure 7. Theoretical Static Pressure Distributions in the Radial
Direction for the Last Stage of a Low-Pressure  Turbine.
S made on a typical steam turbine stator tested in an air cascade.
The absolute stato r exit conditions were converted to relative
S 
rotor inlet conditions and a harmonic analysis was done. The
mean values were altered to agree with the known mean steady
rotor flow , but the relative harmonic content of the disturbance
- 
S was retained. Figure 9 shows the fl uc tuations of the axial and
tangential forces on a particular blade of the cascade. The fluc-
• tuation for this case is some ± three to four percent about the
S mean, and the fr equency is essentially that of the fundamental.
The forces are quite sinusoidal in appearance, the higher frequen-
cy components having been washed out by the combinati~n of inte -
S gration around the blade and the numerical damping inherent in
the system.
S 
Although the magnitudes of the fluctuating forces are not very
S high, they are significant for power station turbines which under-  .
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Fraction of Stator Pitch
S Figure 8. Variation of Relative Inl et Vari ables Along One Sta tor
Pitch.
Steady periodic fl ow appears in general to be attained by 8000
time steps , so 10, 000 steps ar e usually used fo r safety. For the
495 node points used in this example (45 axially by 11 peripherally),
the computer run time for 10, 000 steps is one hour on a UNIVAC
• 1106 (approximately three minutes on a CDC 7600).
CONCLUSIONS S
We have found the time-dependent finite volume technique to be
exceptionally versatile for the computation of transonic flows. In S
I addi tion to obvia ting the usual pr oblem of mixed elliptic/hyperbolic
mathematical domains , one can use the technique for difficult flow
geometry, non-ideal working fluids and unstead y bound ary condia
S tions. -







Figure 9. Fluctuating Axial and Tangential Forces Plotted Against
Number of Time Steps.
The current versions of the computer pro g rams, particularly
S those for the hub-to-shroud surface and unsteady flow, do have
limitations , but these are due to computer storage limitations
S rather than to anything inherent in the method itself.
As fo r the method itself , there are difficulties when the Mach
S number is too low, but the method is usable in the high subsonic
S ran ge, and below that other methods are applicable. Also, our
experience has been with turbine blades; the behavior of the meth-
S • od when confronted with a compressor is unknown. Certainly that S
case would be a most interesting extension of the technique.
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A = surface area of the control volume
c = axial chord of the blade
e = specific total energy, see Eq. (6) 2
S e ’ = specific relative total energy (= u + w /2 )
h~ 
specific total enthalpy, see Eq. (7)
- J = unit vector no rmal to the surface of the cont rol volume
and pointing outward
S p = static pressur e
S total pressure
S r = radial variable
S 
= unit vecto r in the radial direction
I t = time variable
u = specific internal energy
S v = magnitude of flow veloci ty
y
r = r-component of flow velocity
V = z-componeflt of flow velocity
S v 9 9-component of flow velocity
S 
VA = local velocity of the surface of the control volum e
V = control volum e
w = magnitude of
S w = z-component of ~:1 z
S 
-
~ w 9 = 9-component of
= velocity of the flow relative to the surface of the control
volume
z = axial variable S
= unit vecto r in the axial direction S
— 1
= flow azigle [= tan (v 9 /v )l S
p = density
= unit vector in the azimuthal direction
angular speed of the control volume S
exit condition
S 
( ). = inlet condition
S S = condition at a point representing the k-th control volume
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DISCUSSION OF THE FARN-WHIRLOW PAPER
S MURMAN : The agreement you showed between the inviscid calcu-
lations and the experiments was quite good. Is there any reason ? SS It seems that there should be a strong viscous effect on a blade S
that is tha t loaded , but you show ver y good results. Can you con’-
H ment on that?
H
FARN: These are turbine blades. The pressure distribution is
favorable. We did not try a compressor.
S MURMAN : I see - O. k.
S DODGE: [Remark in background - not at microphone - not - re-
corded. ]
S FARN : I’m still not convinced that the time-dependent method
will work well for compressors because I haven’t seen any com-
parisons between theoretical and test data.
1 MORETTI : Speaking of comparison, what was Figure 9? I didn’t
S understand it.
FARN: Figure 9 is all theoretical results .
MORETTI: When you say theoretical, you mean ... your compu-
S tations ?
FARN: Numerical , yes.
MORETTI : You don ’t show those as dots as in the other figures.
FARN: Well , these are the integrated blade force - with time. S
Thi s is time dependent. The roto r row sees the wake of the stator
a~id then experiences the unsteady force - so thi s is a periodic
S force on the roto r blade.
ERDOS : In the rotor-stator interaction case , in the las t one , are
S 
you solving the entire peri phery , or a blade-to-blade passage?
FARN: We solve a blade-to-blade passage. You have the modified 5 5
boundary conditions on the side. It ’ s not a regular periodic con-
. dition. There is a phase angle difference.
S H




MORETTI: But - those fluctuations , you showed in the last
figures - Are they due to the ...
FARN: They are due to the wake of the upstream row . If you use
5 unifo rm flow , then you get stead y loading. The corresponding
figure will be a st raight line, no wiggles.
5: 1 MCNALLY: How do you take that viscous effect into account when
S you have the rotor-stator interaction case? I thought this was an
inviscid solution. How does the wake come in?
FARN: Theoretically, if you traverse in a turbine , you find vary-
ing properties - and then you transform them into rotating coor-
dinates. It ’s the use of the input.
S MORETTI : If I understand , it ’s not a wake in a viscous sense.
S FARN: That ’s right.
MORETTI: And neither , it seems to me , a wake in a sense of
shed vor ticity, because you have som e smearing of q uantities
there. So it’s jus t input data .
FARN: It’s just a nonuniform flow field.
Sj 
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FINITE-DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL
TRANSONIC FLOW THROUGH A COMPRESSOR BLADE ROW .
USING THE SMALL-DiSTURBANCE NONLINEAR POTENTIAL
* **EQUATION ’




Axial-flow compressor s and turbines have been operated for
many years in the transonic range, i. e., under conditions where
the resultant of the axial approach velocity of the flow and the cir-
cumfe rential velocity of the blades is close to the local sound speed
somewhere along the blade span. Under these circumstances , an
observer riding on one of the blades sees a steady t ransonic fl ow,
-
~ in which the subsonic relative approach flow may accelerate to
supersonic speed when passing through the row of blades (seeS Figure 1). Standard methods of calculating turbomachinery flow
fields cannot be used when this condition occurs , and the designer
must resor t to a variety of analytical extrapolation methods , and
a judicious choic e of blade-element data [I]. In the past . these
design procedures were adequate for the development of many
*ThiS paper contains the combined results of two or al presentations
S on work in progress , which were entitled, “On the Formulation of
the Small— Disturbanc e Nonlinear Potential Equation ” and “Finite-
S 
Difference Calculations of Three-Dimensional Transonic Flow
S Throug h a Compressor Blade Row. ”
**- 
S - 
This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific
S 
Research. 5






generations of axial-flow machines.
In recent years, however, increasing demands for fuel econo- S
my and compression per stage, with decreased weight and noise
generation, have placed much greater emphasis on the need for
• more accura te solutions to turbomachinery flowfield problems [z ,
31. However, available methods for predicting turbomachinery
fiowfields are severely limited in situations where locally super-
sonic zones occur [4]. Analytical solutions are restricted to
S linearized cases [5-13], and the finite-difference relaxation meth- S
S 5 ods that are in widespread use for wholly subsonic flow s [14-18]
cannot be used when supercritical regions are present. Thus, the
S only approaches open are either to accept some further  degree of
approximation, such as that of a shock-free velocity gradient solu-
tion [15], or to perfor m a lengthy time-dependent calculation,
whose large-time limit yields the steady-state solution [19-21].
S These solutions , moreover , are restricted to two-dimensional
flows.
The state of the art of prediction methods for transonic turbo -
machinery flows stands in marked contrast to the case of isolated
air foils in transonic flow , where the pr ogr ess made during the
past five years has made it possible to handle cases having a wide
range of complexity [22- 281.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
The basic purpose of this research has been to learn about the
S 
interacti on be tween three-dimensionality and transonic nonlinearity
in a compressor flow . In order not to complicate the problem un-
duly, and to maximize the applicability of isolated-airfoil computa-
tional techniques , the small-disturbance approximation has been
adopted from the outset. Thu s, the compr essor blades ar e taken
to be thin and lightly loaded , and to be essentially aligned with the
helical streamline paths seen by a blade-fixed observer as the re-
sultan t of the axial through-flow and the angular velocity of the S
S blades (see Figure 1). For the range of transonic flow being con- 
S
sidered, the Mach number of the resultant flowmay vary from a .  S
subsonic value near the hub to a supersonic value near the tip.
The basic technical approach is to seek numerical solutions to
the finite-difference counterparts of the equations of motion, sub-
ject to appropriate boundary conditions and periodicity conditions .
S 
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S Figure 1. Blade Fixed Coordinates. Roto r is Stationary in a
S Helical Approach Flow
difference solutions could be found ; among the more important
of these were development of the basic equations , adaptations of
isolated-airfoil techniques so as to account for periodicity and 5
locally su per sonic fl ow, and finding a stable method of iterating
in the radial direction. These items are described briefl y in the
paragraphs below.
Basic Equations S
The small-disturbance nonlinear form of the potential equation
S 
that is appropriate for transonic flow in a blade row is [10] 
. . .j
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(l+ p + (1+p 2)(4 4- 1 4 )  - 0
where
U
p S !..., ~~ = 9 - z ;
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S and where the perturbation velocities are
u/U ..~~±\ =~±\ -~~~~~~~~~~~- S a, - a~~i 8z 1/ p, 9 / p,~ z ,p
v/U =~ -~1CO 8P ) z e 8P J z ~~
w/U ! ~~~~~~
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In these coordinates , the blades lie in the helical surfaces de-
fined by
I- .
0 < z <  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~‘H ~~~~~~~ ~~‘T 
and ~~ = ~~~~~~~~~~~~ j=0 , 1, . . . , B- 1,
where B is the number of blades. In the small-disturbance approx-
imation, the boundary conditions at the blade surfaces are satis-
S 
lied in these helical surfaces. Thus, the use of the c-coordinate
S greatly facilitates enforcement of the boundary conditions.
In addition, these coordinates have the advantage that the
periodicity conditions are easily enforced , i. e. ,
4,~ (z ,p ,~~) = +~ (z,p, C 
+.~~ !.)
S 




This ease in enforcing both the periodicity and boundary conditions
is not shared by coordinate systems which are aligned with the






The equations presented in the previous section contain the
leading nonlinear terms that must be retained when the difference
of the relative Mach number from one is small. The specific
combination of terms retained implies an assumption that
S 
= 0(1 - Mt); M~ {u~, + (~~r)
2)/a~~
S However, the boundary conditions imposed at the blade surfaces
also require that u8 and u~, or some combination of them, will 
S
have orders of magnitude that are dictated by the small parameters
that measure the blade geometry and loading. Because these com-
ponents are connected by the equations of motion, the small para-
meters must then be rela ted to each other , in order that the equa-
S tions be consistently ordered in the limit where these parameters
S approach zero. This section contains a discussion of the geomet-
S n c  and loading parameters , and their relation to 1 - M~ in the
S small-disturbance limit. S
The blade thickness and lift distributions are taken to be char-
acterized by the small parameters i and ~~~, where ~r /a = 0(1) .
These parameters mainly affect the orders of the velocity compo-
nents u 8 and u~ , in a manner discussed below. The radial corn-S ponent v, however , is ordered by the axial rates of change of the S
annular radii , d r H/dx and dr T /dx. In the present work , both of 5
these are assumed small compared with r .  Thus the basic order-
in g problem is treated in a quasi two-dimensional manner , involv-
5 








S The velocity-component equations from which the potential
equa tion is derived are rewritten with the s- and n-coordinates
made dimensionless by the local chord length
S 
u 8(u /w ) a(u /w )
{1 - M~ - (y4l)M 0 ~ a~~J~~ 
+ 
a(n / c )  S
S U ~~~ /w ) u a(u  /w 
)
2 s n o 2 n n o
= (y- l)M — + Z M  —O w  a ( n / c)  0 w a ( s / c )
0 0~~~~~




3(n/c )  — 3(s/c )
The next step is to establish the dependence of the velocity corn-
ponents on the parameter T .  Thi s dependence is influenced by
the solidity of the blade row, c /L T. ‘At very low solidity, the
dependence approaches that of the isolated airfoil case , i. e.,
= r g ’( s/c )
where g ’ is of unit order. If the equations above are divided by
and /~~
, respectively, where 1 - M~ , it follows tha t the
S solution t~ias the familiar transonic simiiituae:
u / w  u / w  ~~ flS 0 fl 0 s 0
S , f c n s ( , , K)3 c c
p0 
13~
5 ’ 5 where
2 2/3 2
K [ (y+l)M 0 T I  ~~ 
= 0(1)
This ordering requires that ~~n/c be of unit order , a r equi r ement
that cannot be satisfied if the solidity is of uni t order and -.0.
When the solidity is of uni t orde r , a new phenomenon comes
- . into play, namely that the flow between the blades begins to act
like a transonic channel flow , in which the distance over which
the transition through sonic conditions occurs is controlled by the
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S f i rs t  pointed out by Ackeret and Rott [33]. The implications on
the ordering of the flow variables has been studied by Hall [34],
who observed that the axial extent of the transonic zone (which
affects the ordering of the streamwise coordinate) is governed
by the radius of curvature of the channel throat.
- The adaptation of Hall ’s analysis to the present problem leads
- to the following conclusions . The normal velocity component at
S the blade surface is still given by the equation above, but it is no
longer t rue that u~ /w0 is of order T , since the surface slope func-
tion itself vanishes at the sonic location. In order to establish
S the orders , it is necessary to use the irrota tionality condition:
a (u /w )  a (u /w )s o n o
~r g ”(s/c )a (n/c)  a ( s / c )n=0 n= 0
where surface curvature g ”(s/c) is of uni t order , and does not
vanish in the region of near-soni c fl ow. Since n/c = 0( 1), it can
be concluded that u5 /w0 = O(,- ). In order to deduce the orders of
S u~ /w0 and s/c , the f irs t  of the velocity-component equations shown
above is differentia ted with respect to s/c , and the irrotationality
5 condition is used to eliminate u~ :
[
~~ - 
(y+ 1)M~~~~ ]~~~~~~~~~ 
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S From the known orders of u 1w and n/c , it is clear that we must8 0
t . have





The solution is then of the form
2
u / w  u / w  f3S S 0 fl 0 5 n 0 G cH , = fcns ( — r , ; — , — , — )
S 
,~3 CNT c T T L T
H ~‘O ‘~O
where all of the parameters are of unit order . It can now be yen-
S . fied that the nonlinear term s on the right-hand side are smaller S
by a factor -r than those retained.
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Adaptation of Isolated-Airfoil Finite - Difference Techniques
S J The discussion given above concerning coordinate system s is
included to expose the nature of the difficulties that must be faced
S in adapting the finite-difference schemes of the isolated-airfoil
case to the special circum stances of a turbomachine blade row.
In particular , if one seeks to align the strearnwise coordinate
with the stream direction , it then becomes very awkward to satis-
fy the periodicity and boundary conditions.
The skew coordinates z , ~ remove both of these problems ,
S but they introduce the complicat ion t~j .~~ the grid points used in
the finite -difference method must b.- tde the fore Mach cone
S 
extending upstream cf th.e grid point a.. which the solution is being
S calculated (Figure 2). The remedy to this problem can be found
in a series of papers by Jameson [29-31 1, who developed an alter-
ation in the method of differencing that accounts prope rly for the
rotation of the forward Mach cone. Janieson ’s method was onig-
S 




Figure 2. Coordinate System and Finite-Difference Grid , Show-
ing Forward Mach Cone at Point K, L.
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Figure 3. Blade-Surface Velocity Distributions in a Subsonic ,
Supercnitical Cascade Flow . 6% Thickness/Chord Ratio ,
Doubl e Parabolic-Arc Blades
S 
coordinate lines and the flow direction is caused by large deflec-
S 
~ tions in the flow. 
There is a subtl e difference in the present 4
case , whe re the flow deflections are always small , and the mis-
alignment is caused by the skew nature of the coo rdinate system
S i tself.
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Figure 3 presents the results of a calculation made with this
program , of the flow in a cascade at a relative approach Mach
number of 0. 9, over a set of 6% thick symmetric parabolic-arc
blades at a stagger angle of 33.69 degrees , and w ith a solidity
c/LT of 0.277. This blade shape was chosen because an isolated-
ai rfoil calculation, developed under another AFOSR-supported
S 
program at Caispan, was available for it. A low value of the
- solidity was chosen, so as to approximate a nearl y isolated con-
dition. The results given in Figure 3 are the distribution of the
streamwise component of the perturbation velocity, normalized
by the resultant magnitude of the approach velocity. (Multiplying
the ordinates of Figure 3 by -2 would give the pressure-coeff icient
S distribution. ) The differences between the upper- and lower-
S surface dis tributions indicate that the blades were not completely
isolated. This is further supported by the fact that a small amount
S of circulation (corresponding to a negative section lift coefficient
of abou t 10~~ ) had to be applied, in order to satisf y the Kutta con-
di tion at the trailing edge.
The agreement between these cascade results and those of
the isolated airfoil are taken as a validation of the computational
S method. The principal difference lies in the steepness of the
S 
shock transition. In most relaxation solutions for the flow over
S isolated airfoils , this transition is much steeper , and is completed
in four to six grid points , which typically extend over 5% of the
airfoil chord. This degree of definition is inadequate for the tur-
bomachinery case, where thi s length might be as large as 10-15%
of the blade-to-blade spacing in a high-solidity blade row.
The steepness of the shock transition is affected by the stag -
- ger angle of the blades. Figure 4 shows results for the sam e set
of blades as in Figure 3, with the sam e values of C /LT and W0 ,except that the stagger angle is reduced to 5. 711 degress.  It is
clear that the shock transition is much steepen at the lower stag -
• ger angle. However , prac tical blading desi gns have values of~~
r
that are typically two to three times Ua,; thus , the stagger angles
- 
. will in general be even greater than that shown in Figure 3, and
cons titute a major problem that must be addressed.
Radial Iteration
The compute r code used for the above calculations was further
developed , to do the three-dimensional case. The sequence used
S is to solve f i rs t  the diffe r ence eq ua tions at a given radi us, treat-
ing the radial derivatives as known quantities , and then to move to
S. the next larger radius , and re peat the process from hub to tip.
~~~~~~~~~~~~
S
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Figure 4. Blade -Surface Velocity Distributions in a Subsonic,
Supercritical Cascade Flow. 6% Thickness/Chord Ratio , Double
Parabolic-Arc Blades
4 As new values of the solution become available at various radii ,
they can then be used to update the radial derivatives. This pro-
S cess work s successfully in isolated-airfoil cases [32], but had
neve r been tried in a mixed-flow situation , where subsonic and
S 
supersonic flows exist side-by-side. It was foun d that this method
worked stably, and successful demonstration calculations were
• made with it.
The compute r program is capable of handling arbi t rary  blade
geometry and loading, and will operate in eithe r of two modes:
given the blade geometry, it will find the loading (the direct prob-
lem) or , given the blade loading and thickness distributions , it
will find the camber-line shape required (the indirect problem). S
Two calculations have recently been done with this code , for
the purpose of demonstrating its capabilities. The blade row used ~~~~ . S
for both of these calculations is shown in Figure 5. It had thirty
- LI.
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S Figure 5. Blade Row Used for Demonstration Calculations
H blades with a hub-to-tip radius ratio of 0. 5 and a solidity Ca /L T of
• 0.5. Both calculations used an axial Mach numbe r of 0.4 , and an
angular Mach number at the tip of 0. 8, making the resultant Mach
number at the tip 0. 894 . The grid used for these calculations had
40 points in the z-direction , 20 points in the c-direction , and 10
points radially, for a total of 8000 grid points . Constant grid spac-
ings were used in the p - and ~ - directions ; a variable grid was
used in the z-direction , with points more closely spaced in the
:1 vicinity of the blades (14 of the 40 points lay between the leading -
S and trailing-edge stations). The grid extended from ZCa upstream
of the leading-edge station to ZCa downstream of 
the trailing-edge
station.
The relaxation procedure began by finding the solu tion at the
hub. Line relaxation was used, with all points on the line z =
S 
constant, p = constant updated simultaneously. This line is then
• swept from upstream to downstream, and the sweep is re peated a S
S number of times , typically the same as the number of grid points 
S
in the s-direction , in orde r for information to be carried from one -~; 
S
end of the grid to the other. The solution then proceeds to 
S
the next radius , whe re the process is repeated. Afte r this first
~ • 1  
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sequence of radial iterations has reached the tip radius , it is then
S repeated. The number of repetitions is typically the same as the
number of radial surfaces in the grid.
The calculations reported below used 10 radial sweeps , with
40 axial sweeps for each radial one. Thus, %ach point in the grid
S - was visited 400 times, for a total of 3. 3 x 10 point-updatings.
The program was written in FORTRAN IV and, using the H corn- S
piler , was run on the IBM 370/ 168 of the Martin-Marietta Corpor-
ation Great Lakes Data Center. It was found that the computing 
S
time required was 36 microseconds per gr id point per visitation ,
S 
exclusive of the time required for the output. Thus , each of the
S two calculations reported below took about two minutes, plus the
time used in the output. (The latter time requires an additional
5 to 10 seconds, depending on the amount of outpu t desired. )
In the first  demonstration calculation, the blade geometry
was specified. The blades were taken to have parabolic-arc S
dis tributions of thickness and camber: S
re
S n ( s ) = h(s) ±~~~t(s )
5 





4h (r ) 
{s[c-s] )
[c( r) J
The maximum thickness was chosen as a constant, of such a mag-
nitude that the variation of chord length with radius produces a
thi ckness-to-chord ratio t / c(r)  which caries from 6% at the
• ti p to 9. 49% at the hub. fl ~~”inaximum camber was also chosen
:~ - - as a constant, of such a magnitude as to make the camber vary
S from 4% of the chord at the tip to 6. 33% of the chord at the hub.
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Figure 6. Blade Geometry Specified for First Demonstration Cal-
culation S
The results of this calculation show that the flow accelerates S
-
~ to locally supersonic conditions over the outer half of the span.
Contours of the local Mach number are shown in Figures 7a and
7b for radial stations near the hub and near the tip.
S 
The second demonstration calculation was done using the corn - S
puter program in the design mode. The thickness distribution
• was chosen to be the same as used in the above calculation, while
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Figure 7a. Contours of the Local Mach Number. First Demon-
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Figure 7b. Contours of the Local Mach Number. First Demon- 
S
stration Calculation. r = —j rHUB S 
S
values at the hub and tip. The values used were a = 0. 6 , AC =
1 0. 5 at the hub, and 1. 0 at the tip. The flow resulting f rom the°se S
specifications was everywhere subsonic; contours of the local
Mach number at two radial stations are given in Figures 8a and
8b. The blade shape required to achieve this loading is shown in
Figure 9 for the hub and tip. It is interesting to note that an
• angle of attack makes up the largest portion of the blade shape, S
with only a modest contribution from camber .
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Figure 8a. Contours of the ~~ocal Mach Number . Second Demon- S
stration CalculaLi~ n. r = -j r HUB
The significance of these results is that real turbomachinery
fl ows can be calculated, which include three-dimensionality and
transonic zones , at a very modest computer cost. To our know-
ledge, these results are the first  of their kind to have been found.
This work wiU be described in greater  detail in References
[35] and [36].
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S Figure 8b. Contours of the Local Mach Number . Second Demon-
• 17stration Calculation. r = —j rHUB
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DISCUSSION OF THE FIRST RAE PAPER
MC CUNE: I was just  wondering, Bill , what the philosophy that
underlies this is - you want to stick to small perturbations and do
S better within the framework of small perturbations ? 5 1
RAE: That ’s ri ght. The major motivation was to shed light , I
S would hope , cri the question of how it can be that a supersonic and




a subsonic fl ow can exis t side by side, and to examine that inter-
action.
MC CUNE: Yes ... and I think that ’s an important question to in-
vestigate, but from the practical point of view you will still be
S limited to light loading .
RAE: Absolutely. There ’s an open question as to how far you go.
MC CUNE: You still, for example, can ’t sa tisf y radial equilibrium ,
on the average, right ?
RAE: Well , I’m not sure to what extent the approximation aban-
S dons that, but it is surely true , and I watched with great  interest
your introduction of the Beltrami equation, because the principal
penalty I think we pay is for locating the vortex sheet.
MC CUNE: That ’s one thing that using the Beltram i equation allows
you to do.
RAE: Our vortex sheets are still located in the helical surface.
S DISCUSSION OF THE SECOND RAE PAPER
SICHEL : I noticed that sonic contour you had looked something like
the one that Tom Ad an-iaon reported on yesterday in the simplified
3-D calculation. Could you say something about how your inlet
velocity profile compar ed to the simple shear profile tha t Tom and
Oliver talked about.
RAE: The inlet profile is , of cou r se, not a linear shea r; in fact ,
I i t isn ’t a shear at all. It’8 the resultant of U~~ and oar , and in the
5 ;  small disturbance nonlinear approximation there isn ’t any term
S 
that sometimes arises in rectilinear shear flow approximations,
that corresponds to the convection of a circulation perturbation.
4 4 Mor eover , it was restricted to a case where the approach Mach
i number was uniformly subsonic. I indicated earlier my reserva-
tions about the boundary conditions at upstream ~~~~. This program
has built into it , zero perturbations at upstream co. My belief is
S that those mus t be replaced by a radiation condition when there ’s
S a super sonic - when the sonic circle lies inside the plane. That ’s
S not to say the program wouldn ’t run; it’ll certainly handle the su-
percritical case , but I’m not comfortable with the way the boundary
conditions are applied. Does that answer your question ?
S 
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S PLATZER: How would you satisf y the initial conditions if you had
a mixed subsonic/supersonic approach flow ?
S RAE: I don ’t know the answer exactly. My suspicion is that what ’s
happening in the real physics is that on the supersonic portions of
S the blades near the tips , Mach waves , in this approximation, are
launched which make their way upstream in some contra-rotating
helical path and are diffracted as they go, and give rise to a
S nonzero perturbation at a number of chord leng ths upstream.
- 
I 
How do describe their radial variation or their azimuthal variation ,
.1 I am not sure; I suspect that the answer lies in an application of
the linear theory to look at the flow details of that station , and I
suspec t that having a fix on what the physics looks like, one ought
to be able to use a radiation boundary condition in somewhat the
sam e way that supersonic flows over 2-D airfoils can make useS of a radiation condition at the upper boundary of the grid. But
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S TRANSONIC RELAXATION METHODS
P. R . Dodge
Garre t t -Airesearch Manufactur ing Company of Arizona
S Phoenix, Arizona
INTRODUCTION
Methods for solving transonic flow problems in turbomachinery
are relatively new. To date , they have been based on adaptations
from external aerodynamic methods. The oldest is the method of
characteristics (MOC). The problem with this method , of course ,
is that it is not really a tr ansonic analysis , but rather a super-
sonic analysis. All supersonic cascades and rotor sections have
been designed and tested [1] using MOC methods. Applications to
inlet regions of cascades have also been made [2].
The application of time-dependent methods to cascades by
Gopalakrishnan [3] and McDonald [4] resulted in the first  all tran-
sonic solutions. These methods suffe r from being relatively slow.
Smoothing introduced to speed convergence and maintain stability
also introduced significant errors for some configurations. Re-
cently, effort has been applied to relaxation methods. These meth-
ods, pioneered for external aerodynamics by Murman [5], offer
possibilities of significant increases in efficiency and accuracy. 
S
Cascade geometries introduce significant complications into a . S
flow picture. The presence of adjacent blade rows seriously com-
plicates boundary conditions , introducing such constraints as S -periodicity and unique incidence angles to the boundary conditions S
ahead of and behind the blade row. An isolated airfoil can always 5
pass the flow, because an infinite area is available. This is not
S 
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affects the flow solution. Cascades can support larger diffusions
S than isolated airfoils ; consequently, stronger and more varied
shock structures can be expected. Inlet Mach numbers to tran- S
sonic cascades are normally higher than anything considered to
S be transonic for isolated airfoils. Exit Mach numbers on the S
other hand may well be below sonic. As a result, methods totally
adequate fDr isolated airfoils may not be suitable for cascades.
Thu s, some adaptation is necessary when applying relaxation
5 methods to cascades. The following section describes in brief
S two stages of transonic development and the results of each. The
firs t is a straight-forward adaptation of an isolated airfoil relax-
S ation method. The second is a new non-orthogonal method that S
has proven more successful in solving a wider , more complete
S range of transonic cascade problems.
ORTHOGONAL RELAXATION
The starting point for any relaxation calculation is some form
- of potential equation. For external aerodynamics, a perturbation S
potential equation is often used. For cascade aerod ynamics, some
S of the advantages of this approach rapidly dissipate due to large
S variations in Mach number between inlet and exit. A potential
equation suitable for cascade calculations given by Eq. (1).
—~~ V 4 .  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V~ = 0. (1 )
As is the case for aU isentropic potential equations , this form 
S
exhibits a jump solution that does not satisf y all the founding equa-
tions (continuity, energy, and momentum). However , for realis-
tic jump conditions , the error between normal jumps is small . S
This is illustrated by Figure 1 from [6]. The error  between forms 
S
S is negligible below the separation limit. Higher pressure ratio
shocks introduce such severe viscous effects that the error in
S jump conditions is not noticed.
5 5~ 
I
When constructing differences for Eq. (1) numerous consistent
fo rms can be supplied . However , as discover ed by Murman and
S Cole [5], realistic supersonic results are only obtained when the
difference star includes only upstream influence. Consequently, S
a switch in difference stars must be made at the sonic point. In
addi tion , Murman [7] more recently has pointed out the need of -
constructing difference equations , right at a jump , that faithfully
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Figure 1. Static Pressure Ratio Across a Jump.
S model the analytically expected jump. The errors associated with
not fulfilling thi s requirement, however, do not appear large when S
S compared to the error between ideal inviscid flow and the real S
viscous flows exhibited by actual cascades.
The first application of these techniques to cascades was re-
ported by Dodge [81. A numerically generated orthogonal grid
system was utilized. Periodicity conditions were applied in front
of and behind the blade row. A typical grid system is shown in
Figure 2. The results of surface Mach number distributions are
S shown for several supercriti cal compressor cascades in Figures
3 through 10. In general , when the cascade is well below choke , S
results are good. As flow is increased, two effects take over.
- The first is the viscous effect, primarily due to shock wave-
- ~~. - boundary layer interactions. Also evident is the occurrence of
choke points well below what one would expect on a one-dimensional
S area basis, often so low as to be below the observed experimental
. I choke point that contains viscous effects. As a result of severalnumerical studies, this defect was diagnos ed to be caused by the
1’
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lack of agreement between the difference star and characteristic S
regions. The difference star utilized was implicit. Its region of 
S
influence is shown in Figtire 11. At high Mach number , onl y the
region inside the characteristic cone should affect the potential ; S




Figure 11. Difference Star for a Supersonic Node.
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however, the difference equation introduces an effect from upstream
points. This produces a strong wall-to-wall influence not present
in the differentjal equation. Sonic bubbles appear too large, re-
sulting in indications of choking flow well below the actual occur-
rence.
S NON-ORTHOGONAL RELAXATION
A cure for this difficulty was developed subsequently, as re-
ported in [9]. Onl y a brief outline of the method will be presented
here. It is based on a non-orthogonal g rid system similar to that
generated by a normal method of characteristics. Equation (1)
can be transformed into Eq. (2).
AH + B E + C~~~~~~+ D ~~~~~~= 0  (2)
H is a hyperbolic operator
H = + d~~d~ 
(3)
E is the elliptic operator
2 2 
5




Th e coefficients A, B, C, and D are functions of the angle the grid
J makes with the flow direction (see Figure 12), the local Mach num-
ber , and the b width distributions. In general , when conver ged ,
S the coefficient B of the elliptic operator is zero when the flow is
S 
supersonic. The hyperbolic operator coefficient, A, is zero when
the flow is subsonic. The hyperbolic operator uses the difference S
S star shown in Figure 13a and the elliptic shown in Figure 13 b. S
The result is a natural transonic relaxation system always match-
ing regions of influence of the difference equation to the differen-
tial equation. The disadvantage of this approach is that the grid
S must be reconstructed as needed. -
* Results for several supersonic and supercritical cases are
S shown in Figures 14-21. Final grid systems are shown in Figures
16 and 20. Choke flows are within a few percent of the one
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Figure 12. Non-Orthogonal Grid System .
dimensional values. General agreement is good until viscous ef-
fects becom e overpowering.
CONCLUSIONS
- . A relaxation m ethod based on a non-orthogonal gr id  system
has been developed that provides realistic solutions to cascades
S with either subsonic or supersonic inlet and exit Mach numbers.
Accurate choked flows are predicted, run times are substantially
better than those of time-dependent methods , and a more accurate
and distinct shock s t ructure  is apparently produced. However ,
for supersonic inlet cascades , viscous effects becom e extremely
S important, and adversely influence the agreement of results.
F . 4
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Figure 13a. Hyperbolic Difference Star.
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S Figure l3b. Elliptical Difference Star.
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Figure 14. Surface Mach Numbe r vs. Distance.
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Figure 16. Grid System and Calculated Surface Mach Numbers.
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Figure 20. Calculated Grid System, ARL Cascade .
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DISCU SSION OF THE DODGE PAPER 
S
MORETTI : I’m completely confused about this computational grid S
S 
F you have. If , in the elliptic zone you have to add points which are
ahead and behind the point you are computing and the other - you
S have all the points behind, what happens when the Mach number is
exactly one ? Shouldn ’t you have points which lie on a perpendicular
~~~ S t o the flow di r ection and therefore shouldn ’t you have a grid there
1LtS~_~ ~~~~~~~~~ 5 S S —S ~~5 _~ —S -—-~~~~~~~~~ —SS S~~~~ S S~~~~S S S ___ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ii5
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which squashes into nothing ?
DODGE: Yes , in theory; but it ’s a region actually where we use a
mixture of both elliptic and hyperbolic - from a region of about
0. 85 Mach number to about 1, 1, which corresponds roughly to a
60° Mach angle; there ’s a mixture of both elliptic and hyperbolic.
So there is really in that particular region som e upstream influence.
It does not seem to cause any particular inaccuracies or difficulties
in the calculation.
MORETTI: In other words , does it make Tony Jameson particular-
ly unhappy ?
S DODGE: Well , I don ’t know about that! Maybe it would make you
unhappy from a theoretical standpoint but not from a practical
standpoint.
RAE: I noticed that in all the grids that you showed, that the pe-
riodic points don ’t seem to lie on a surface of a constant value of
one of the coordinates. Could you tell me how you enforced the
S periodicity of, say, velocity components ?
DODGE; That ’s two different questions , depending on which meth-
S od you ’re talking about. In the orthogonal method , it ’s simply a
S 
matter of interpolation, as you pointed out. In the non-orthogonal
method, the actual total solution is between two com plete sur faces .
It’s a complete channel solution. Now , the surfaces upstream and
downstream of the blade ar e adjusted , when the major updates are
made , are adjusted in shape, to attempt to get periodicity condi-
tions upstream and downstream of the blade. You can do this so
S far  as you match the unique incidence condition at the inlet and the
S j unique exit condition at the exit.
RAE: I take it you ’ve never encountered a p roblem in tha t bringing
info rma tion forwa rd, so to speak, violates any zone of silence con-
S di tion.
DODGE: In the supercritical cases that ’s not a problem because
that ’s not a region where your supersonic bubble is.
RAE: Right. When will you have the unique incidence effect?
DODGE: In the non-orthogonal situaLion , the differencing star at
the boundaries was either centered or backward depending on
whether  the node is supersonic - and since all the walls are  solid
I. 
- . 
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walls, it ’s a complete channel calculation. The calculation part -
S you get no problem. And then, everytime the grid system is up-
dated, at the same time, the slip line or streamline shapes -
whatever you want to call them - ahead and behind the blade , are
updated in shape, to try to come up with a periodicity condition
S ahead and behind. Subsonically, that’s done by a method that
Wilkinson has applied to curvature of streamlines and super soni-
cally it takes a little advantage of characteristics theory and a
few things like that.
SI 
~~S
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CALCULATION OF TRANSONIC POTENTIA L FLOWFIELDS
5 ,  *S ABOUT COMPLEX , THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONFIGURATIONS
S 
D. A. Caughe y
Sibley School of Mechanical and Aerospace Eng ineering
Cornell University, Ithaca , New York
Antony Same son
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University,  New York , New York
ABSTRACT
Methods for extending iterative , finite -difference calculations
of transonic potential flowfields to complex three-dimensional con-
figurations are discussed. One particularl y attractive approach is
to use relatively simple conformal mappings in combination with
shearing trans formations to generate computational domains that
are nearly-conformally mapped from the physical space in one
I family of coordinate surfaces , and which map the complex boun-
daries to grid sur faces .  The application of such a method to a
general wing-bod y combination or to a multi-bladed fan is discussed.
A transformation to map the wing-fuselage or fan-hub combination
to a convenient computational domain is proposed. The transfor-
rnation is u~ efu l in its own rig ht for treating the two-dimensional
S problems of flow past a profile in a wind tunnel or through a cas -
cade . Some re sults of preliminary calculations are presented.
S 
~This work was supported by NASA unde r Grants NCR 33-0 1(-~- 1 t
S and NGR 33-016-201. The computations were performed at the
S ERDA Mathematics and Computing Laboratory, New Y o r k  f l l % C F-
S sity, unde r Contract  E ( 11-1) -3077 .
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years. iterative solutions of finite-difference approx-
imations to the transonic potential equation have met with remark-
able success. These methods have been used to predict the invis-
cid, mixed flowfields about airfoils [ ii ,  wings [2]. and simple
wing-body combinations [3] within the framework of small-distur-
bance theory; they have also been applied to calculate the inviscid ,
transonic flowfields about airfoils [4, 5], bodies of revolution [5 , 6],
nacelles [7, 8], and oblique [9] and swept [10] wings using the full
potential equation.
The re are two computational advantages of using small -dis-
turbance theory. First, the equation is somewhat simpler , and
its type is completely dete rmined by the coefficient of the 4~~
te rm , allowing the construction of relatively simple type -depe n-
dent differencing schemes. Second, the boundary conditions can
usually be transferred to some mean surface which can often be
chosen as a coordinate plane in a simple cartesian system. For
complex geometries, this is a great simplification, since the
treatment of boundary conditions in cases when the boundary sur-
face does not coincide with grid points is generally eithe r very
complicated and time-consuming or inaccurate.
When using the full potential equation the use of such mean
surface approximations is generall y inconsistent with the accuracy
of the equation itself. The alte rnatives are (1) to use interpolation
formulas to apply the boundary conditions at the grid points near-
est the boundary surfaces , or (2) to use coordinate transformations
• which reduce the boundaries to coordinate surfaces. At the pres-
ent time it is not clear which approach is bette r for the handling
of complex geometrical shapes. The interpolation schemes re-
quire additional complexity in the difference code s to treat the
variety of mesh-boundary intersections that may occur; the trans-
formation method adds complexity to the equations themselves,
and may require additional storage for transformation derivatives.
Our approach is the latter. In this case the boundary conditions
are satisfied exactly (in a finite-diffe rence sense) on the boundary
surfaces;  it is also hoped that since the transformations need be
calculated only once at the beginning of the solution , the method
will compare favorabl y in te rms of speed with the grid-interpola-
tion methods .
4-
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PROPOSED ANALYSIS
Conformal transfor mations have proved a useful tool for the
finite-diffe rence calculation of two-dimensional flowfields. A
preliminary transf ormation is performed which ma ps the bod y
boundary onto some canonical curve (e. g .,  a profile onto the unit
circle ) , and a finite-difference grid is set up in convenient coor-
dinate s in the mapped plane for which the canonical curve is a
coordinate line . A difference approximation to the transformed
equation is then solved by relaxation, with the boundary conditions
applied along the appropriate coordinate lines.
Much of the advantage of this approach is lost when we go to
problems in three dimensions , because there is no generalization
of conformal mapping in this case. Also, if we perform separate
conformal mappings to canonical curve s in each of some family of
coordina te surfaces , we lose or thogonality, so that numerous map-
ping derivatives have to be calculated. The labor of determining
the map functions at each point of the grid , and the storage required
to save them for repeated use during the iterative solution of the
difference equa tions , can then become excessive .
An attractive alte rnative approach has been used by Jarne son
for calculating the three-dimensional flow past yawed [9] and
swept [10] wings. The same basic idea has been applied to the
flow pas t axisyrnmetr ic inlet nacelles by Caughey and Jameson [7].
The method consists of applying a simple conformal transforma -
tion (which can usually be generated by elementar y functions ) in
each of one family of coordin ate surfaces which almost maps the
boundary surfaces to coordina te planes. A shearing transforma-
tion is then introduced to complete the mapping of the boundaries
to coordinate surfaces. Thi s final transformation renders the
coordinate sys tem non-orthogonal , but if the initial conformal
mapping is carefully chosen , the shearing is eve rywhere slight ,
and the weak non-orthogonality seems not to cause any stability
problems.
For the analysis of flow past an isolate d , three-dimensional
wing, a convenient mapping is the square root transformati on ap-
plied in planes containing the wing section . If the branch poin t of
the t ransformation is located just inside the leading ed ge of the
profile at each spanwise station , this has the effect of mapping the
win g surface to a shallow bump, which can then be reduced to a
plane by a simple shearing transformation. The square-root  trans-
formation is particularl y nice because the mapping modulus and 
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Figure la. Geometry of Swept Wing.
its derivatives can all be calculated from the coordinates in the
mapped plane using only algebraic (non-transcendental) func tions.
Thus , the re is little to be gained by storing the mapping deriva-
• tives; rather they can be rapidly calculated each time they are
• needed. The result of a typical calculation using this method is
presented in Figure 1.
To treat more complex configurations in a similar manne r ,
we need to reduce all boundary surfaces to shallow bumps by sim-
plc mappings. An example of the next level of complexity we have
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Figure lb. Uppe r and Lower Surface Pressure Distributions on
Swept Wing .
fuselage having a circular cross-section of varying radius deno-
ted by R(x) . We assume the flow is symmetric about the ver tical
plane containing the fuselage cente rline , so that we may apply a
symmetry condition there and conside r the flow only in the half
• space.
We first  define a singular line, just inside the leading edge j
of the wing, which will late r be used as the branch point in a
—~~-•~ ~~~~~—. ~~~
. • 
-- —-—-~.-—---•.-•-— -~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ - • -  a. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~.i~~ k--~~---~
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(o) Plon View (b) Front View
Figure 2. Geometry of Wing-Fuselage Combination .
conformal map to “unwrap ” the wing surface . The location of
this singular line can be denoted as
x =





(a) Plan View (b) Front View
Figure 3. Normalized Geometry of Wing-Fuselage Comb inat ion  
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whe re x ’ , y ’8 will correspond to the local swee
p and dihedral,
• respecti~ely, of the singular line . If we then introduce the coor-
dinates
= x _ x ~ (z) .
= y _ y ~ (z) .
and finally
r = )‘~~~ + z
2 /R (x )
0 = tan
the geometry will be transformed to that shown in Figure 3. A
surface of r = con stant will then look like Figure 4. It is in these
surfaces , then , that we wish to introduce our nearly-conformal
transformations . Note that the geometry of Figure 4 corresponds
in the two-dimensional case to the flow past a profile in a solid-
walled wind tunnel or , if the symmetry conditions at 0 = ± nI 2
are replaced by periodicity conditions, to the flow past one blade
in an infinite , two-dimensional cascade .
The transformation which is the generalization of Jameson ’s







Figure 4 Surface of r = constan t (1 < r  < r t1~)
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Figure 5. Nearly-Conformal Mapping of r = constant Surfaces.
re scaling of 0 and a shift in the origin)
~ + 10 = log {i. - cosh ~), (1)
where ~ = + ir s . A schematic representation of the ~-p1ane is
shown in Figure 5a. The upper and lower symmetry lines ( tunnel
walls) map to the negative and positive real axes, res pectively.
The profile maps to a slight bump, near the line r~ = ir. If we let
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Figure 6. Sketch of Boundaries in Computational Domain .
reduces the strip to one of constant width, as shown in Figure 5b.
A complete sketch of the three-dimensional coordinate e ye-
tern is shown in Figure 6. The space is infinite in the directions
of ± X , r , but the computational domain can be rendered a finite
rectangular parallelepiped by suitable stretching transformations
in the8e directions .
Finally, it can be mentioned that the above -described coor-
dinate system Is a logical one to use for the problem of flow
through a fan (or propeller) or a three-dimensional cascade .
Figure 7 shows the type of geometry that might be treated In this
way. In thi s case the range of 0 treated would be limited to the
4 interval [-Zn/N , Z n/NJ , where N is the number of fan (or cas-
cade blades, and the symmetry condition applied on these plane s
would be replaced by the requirement of periodicity.
1.:’
— ~~~ — .. ~~~~~- -.- .
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ T~~:~ T ___________
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(a) Plan View (b) FI’ont View
Figure 7 . Geometry of an N-Blade d Fan .
A fundamental difference between this problem and that of
the wing-fuselage combination is that the onflow would now be
rotational in the reference frame rotating with the blades. For
cases in which the onfiow is irrotati onal in an absolute frame,
however, a reduced potential can be introduced to describe the
velocity f ield in terms of the gradient of a single scalar potential
plus a constant rotati onal component. (See , e .g . , Vavra [ i i ] . )
PRELIMIN AR Y RESULTS H
To demonstrate the efficacy of the coordinate system just
described for the calculation of three-dimensional flows , some
preliminary two-dimensional calculations have been performed
using the mapping of Eq. (1). These particular calculations have
been performed using the symmetry condition on the lines 0
± n/2 , and hence correspond to the flow past a profile in a non -
ventilated , or solid -wall wind tunnel.
A ske tch of the finite-diffe rence mesh produced by this trans-
formation is shown in Figure 8. The sketch shows the point dis-
t r ibution for a very  crude gr id containing 32 x 8 mesh cells , and
is for the geometry of the original Korn airfoil [4J in a tunnel hay-
ing a total height six times the airfoil chord.
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Figure 8. Representative Mesh Distribution in Physical Plane
(32 x 8 Grid) .
velocity potential is removed, and the calculation is performed
in terms of the reduced potential
G =
• where , from Eq. ( 1) ,
= log(co~ h~~ - cos~~~).
If we define
T = l/S (~~),
and
U = = c o sh g - c os n + G ~~ + Y ~~Gy a
V = cosh g - c o s v~ 
+ T  ~~~~
the planar potential equation becomes
. -, .~ .
~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ~~ --—-- -- -.—~~—~~~~~ .-~~~~-•. —- —- -~~~
















- U2 /h2 ,
B = - 2 




( T V + Y  U ) 2
- a . - 
h2
D = (a2 - U2 /h2 )77 T”  - 2T ’
E = -U
2 ±V 2 1 - cosh cos 
2 + 
UV sinh~ sin
h (cos h ~ - cos r~) h (cosh ~ - cos rj )
-(U 2 +V 2) U sinh ~ cos r i +  V cosh ~ sin r~4 2h (cosh ~ - cog r~)
where a is the local speed of sound, and h2 is the square of the
modulus of the map function
h2 - d(~ ÷ ~~~ 
2 
- 
cosh ~ + cog i~- 
d(~ + i~) 
- 
cosh ~ - cos r~
The pr ofile shape downstr eam of the tr ailing edge is cont in-
4 ued smoothly to infinity in the computa tional domain, and allow-
ance is made for a constant jump in potential across this cut in
the physical plane . The magnitude of this jump is determined by
the Kutta conditi on at the trailing ed ge of the profile.
A finite -difference form of Eq. (2) is solved using the rota-
ted differencing scheme firs t  suggested by Jameson [9]. The
equa tion is solved subject to the conditions that
.
~~~~-- . -~~--~~~~~
_ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~
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~ 
f sinh ~ + G
G = ~~
osh ~ - cos r~ 
- 
cosh ~ - cos r~
T( 1 + S ’
2 )
on the profile surface ,
G~~~ = 0
on the symmetry line s , and
g~J
4 44.
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at downstream infinity. The problem for G is thus a purel y Neu-
mann one, and the value of G is allowed to float to an arbi trary
level during the course of the iteration .
A comparison of two such soluti ons is shown in Figure 9.
The results are for the fl ow at M = 0. 75 past the Korn airfoil
at zero angle of attack , and are c~Icula ted on a grid containing
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calculation is for the profile in a tunnel having a total height six
times the air foil chord; the other in a tunnel having a total height
four times the airfoil chord.
A REMAR K ON TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASCADE CALCULATIONS
While the basic mapping of Eq. (1) can be used to perform
two-dimensional cascade or wind-tunnel calculations as demon-
s trated in the preceding section, it is not necessaril y the best
coordina te system for these problems. For the nume rical calcu-
lation of flows past isolated profiles , the mos t accurate results
to date have been performed in coordinate systems which confor-
mally map the exterior of the profile to the interior of the unit
circle [4, 5], as mentioned in the introduction. This has the ad-
vantage of allowing a lar ge number of g rid points to be placed on
the airfoil surface , and of easily allowin g concent rations of the
points at both the leading and trailing edges of the profile (the
latte r being especially important for aft-cambered airfoils which
have large gradients there).
The analogous mapping f or the cas cade problem would be to
map the pl4.ysical geometry to a ring. One possible mapping to
perform this transfo rmation can be visualized in two steps as
shown in Figure 10. First we map the infinite strip with to a
plane with two slits on the real axis , e. g., by
z = - log w,
whe re z = x + iy and w u + iv are the complex variables in the
physical and mapped planes , res pectively. Then the mapping of
these slits to concen tric circles can be expressed in terms of the
Elliptic Integral (see Kobe r [12])
~~~= e x p f f ~ 
ds 
_~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,
r #. 14j ( s_ l ) ( s_ e2 ) j
whe re e2 is the value of u at the ima ge of the pr ofile t railing ed ge
in the w plane, and ~ is the radius of the inner circle of the ring.
The profile would be mapped to a nearl y circular contou r near the
oute r circle by this sequence of transformations. This contour
could be mapped conformally to an exact circle by an i terat ive
scheme simila r to that used to map an isolated profile to a circle ,
:1
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Cc) Computational Ring (o’ -plane)
Figure 10. A Mapping for Two-Dimensional Cascade Calculations.
or else a simple shearing transformation could be used to make it
a coordinate line.
CONCLUSION
Some ideas for handling complex three-dimensional geome-
trie s in the finite-difference calculation of inviscid transonic flow
patte rns have been presented. An attractive approach seems to
be to use nea rly conformal maps in a famil y of coordinate surfaces
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• A convenient mapping for use in calculations involving wing-fuse-
lage combinations, fans, or three-dimensional cascades has been
• •
: intr oduced , and sample results demonstrating its success in two-
dimensional problems have been presented. Possible conformal
mappings for the two-dimensional cascade (or wind tunnel) prob-
• lem are also briefl y discussed. These ideas have already proven
eff ective in the calculation of transonic flows past swept and yawed
wings . On the basis of these successes , we may expect the fur-
• the r application of these ideas to result in solutions with adequate
0 accuracy for a varie ty of important engineering problems.
I
Final y, it should be noted that three-dimensional calculati ons
require a subs tantial amount of compu te r time . For example,
the swept wing calculation of Figure 1 requires about 75 minutes
on the CDC 6600 (or 15-20 minute s on the CDC 7600). There are ,
however , a number of prbmising possibilities for accelerating the
ra tes of convergence of the iterative schemes. For examele,
extrapolated relaxati on [7], alternating direction methods 113],
fast elliptic-solvers used in conjunction with relaxation [7 , 14],
and a multi-grid method [15] have all been successfully applied to
transonic problems. Thus , there appears to be the prospect of
subs tantial reductions in the cost of these calculations .
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DISCUSSION OF THE CAUGHEY-JAMESON PAPER
DODGE: I an-i a little concerned on when you are talking about the
• fan, what your boundary conditions are in your two periodicity walls.
JAMESON : If we have the kind of coordinate sys tems I’ve suggested,
there is a per iodic boundary condition at the appropriate place .
DODGE : There is a flow across the wall .
JAMESON: Yes. In the case of a wing cylinde r , symmetry says
there ‘a no flow across the wall, but when you go to the fan you in-
troduce the periodic conditions but there doesn ’t seem to be any
• reason why that should create difficulty. The coordinates stre tch
out to infinity, so you get the far field taken care of , hopefully.
CHENG: I have two remarks or questions , one rela ted to your ac-
cele ration algorithm, anothe r more on aerodyn amics . The f irs t
one - in your acceleration algorithm, the work according to our
experience , that is , the work  of Dr. Hafe z and myself , we find tha t
using the simples t kind of algorit hm like that implied by what you
said , that is , taking out the largest eigenvalue , we find it ’s not con-
sis tentiy workin g for the transonic small disturbance problem. We
have to include the second largest eigenvalue to account for that.
In fact, we are quite surprised at the success of your example that
makes use of the formula based on the largest single eigenvalue. 1
would like you to comment on the fact that - what is the reason that
you find using the highe r orde r formula not practical .
JAMESON : I did try - Dave Caughey and I tried - a higher order
• formula and that didn ’t seem to work very well in the experiments
we made. I think the question of whethe r this will work depends on
whe the r you really have got a dominant eigenvector appearing in the
er ror  dis tribution and that depends pretty much on the nature of
your relaxa tion scheme, the coordinate system, and a numbe r of
othe r factors. Also it depends on the ove r relaxation patch. We
kn ow that if you were doing Laplace ’s equation in a square and used
the optimum relaxation factor , then every eigenvalue would have
• the same magnitude and the extrapolation ide a wouldn’t be too good.
Howeve r, it seems that in a typical transonic calculation , tha t you
try to raise the relaxation factor to the value that would be optimal
for a Laplace ’s equa tion , that they have a habit of diverging, and
therefore we appear very often to be running at a much lowe r relax-
ation factor which seems to result - it certainly doe s in the circle
plane, beca use I printed out e r ror  distributions that showed this in
• 
• . 
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a dominant eigenvectoral period. Should that occur , then the ex-[ trapola tion will cer tainly do some good - but you can ’t say that it’s
necessar ily going to occur in every calculation you try, bu t I be-
• lieve it ’s worth experimenting with in these 3-D calculations. Even
if you only get a fac tor of 2, it’s still interesting, isn ’t i t?  7 5 m m -
u tes down to 40 minutes on the 6600 would be a worthwhile savings ;
it’s worth a try - not much programming involved.
CHENG: Thank you - the second question has to do with the aero-
• dynamics - that is , one of the important aspects in the 3-D effectof the high aspect rati o wing, is the effect corresponding to Prandtl ’s
• upwash correction . Now, that depends quite a lot on how we take
care of the far field. Now, I understand there are difficultie s in
the storage problem and in the conversion problem in this program .
I jus t would like to hear you r comment on how you handle that , and
that type of thing.
JAMESON : All right - well - firstly, these coordin ate sys tems are
stretched out to infinity. When you get to infinity in a 3-D lifting
situation, there will be a disturbance in the downstream infinity
plane - the Treft z plane ; however , if you loo k at the pa raboli c
• coordinate system, it turns out that the parabolic coordinates ex-
pand in such a way that the disturbance in the Trefftz plane is con-
tracted down to a single line coincident with the vortex sheet. That ’s
just something that ’s a property of that coordinate sys tem, so that
therefore it’s quite appropriate to apply a zero distu rbance potential
• in that particular coordinate sys tem. If we go to the fan calculation,
• I think the downstream boundary conditions you may appl y would
have to be thought about rather carefully, because you haven ’t got
• the same expansion there , and I think you would certainly need to
trail vortex sheets behind the blade , of course - and that should
still have a disturbance that would be visibl e in the coordinate sys-
tern I’ve desc ribed at the downstream infinity. However , I think
you would find that the appropriate equation would be Laplace ’s
equation in the far downs tream plane - which could be sol ved in the
course of the relaxation technique . So I don ’t believe there ’s any
major difficulty there. I do compute induced drag with that swept
wing calculation and it has the right type of behavior , though the
program does seem to underestimate the induced drag, at the
present time.
~ 
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CALCULAT ION OF SUPERCRITICAL FLOW PAST A DOUBLE
WEDGE BY TELENIN ’S METHOD
.fr
Keun Sick Chang and Maurice Holt
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of California, Berkeley
Chattot (1976) applied the method of Telenin to calculate super-
critical flow past a symmetrical double wedge. The physical plane
is shown in Figure 1. The flow is subsonic eve r ywhere except in
a small supersonic region attached to the shoulde r of the wedge
CTD where CT is the sonic line ; this re gion is terminated on the
downstream side by the shock DT.
To simplify the solution of the problem we transform it into
the hodograph plane. In this plane the straight lines bounding the
edge transform into straight lines in the same directions . The
point C-D is singular and represents a Prandtl Meyer expansion
which transforms into a characteristic CD1 (see Figure 1). The• shock wave (S) transforms into curves D2T(S2) and TD1(S1), the
• shapes of which are unknown at the start of the calculation. The
unknown in the hodograph plane is the stream function 4.’ which sat-isfies Chaplygin’s equation. The point at infinity in the physical
plane transforms into the point A~~, F~ ,. This is a singular pointin the neighborhood of which the behavior of 4, is known.
Telenin ’s method is applied along three directions , BC, BA~~,
• ED2, each extending up to the characteristic CD (and its continua-
tion). The boundary conditions are 4, = 0 along the three lines shown
• and along the characteristic through C. To the right of the curve
D2D1 the transformation of this solution on the physical plane is ~•• triple valued and a shock wave D2D 1 is fi tted ste p by step to exclude
• 
. •.:~~ this region. A full accoun t of the work is given in Chattot (1976’.
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[
For a wedge at very small angle of at tack the zero streamline
• in both the physical and the hodograph planes is shown in Figures
2 and 3. In both figures , the displacement of the forward stagna-
I 
• tion point to a position on the lower wedge surface and the local
separation bubble near the wedge vertex are neglected. As pointed
out in Vincenti and Wagoner (1954) and in Gude rley and Yos hihara
• (1953), this is justifiable at sufficiently small angles of attack.
These fi gures cove r the upper and lower surfaces , respectively.
In asymmetric flow, we have to consider two Riemann surf aces
with common branch line and branch point between the two. The
hodograph bounda ry for each Riemann surface is ce r tainly changed
from that of the symmetric flow but it does not present any addi-
tional difficulty.
A que stion arises , however , concerning the assumption that
the zero streamline emanating from the stagnation point at the
trailing edge is straight in the hodograph plane. As a matter of
fact, this part of the streamline in the physical plane would have
a curvature which is slight for a small angle of attack and which
vanishe s as the streamline becomes parallel to the other stream-
lines at infinity. In the hodograph plane , the streamline E’F~~ is
not strai ght but is slightly curved by an unknown amount. It seems
reasonable , however , that we assume that the method suggested by
Chat tot is not too sensitive to the small boundary pe r turbation given
locally, especially at 4’ = ± ir , which lies in the subsonic region
(see Eq. ( 6 . 2 . 1 )  of Chattot (1 976)) .  Thus it is expected that the
solution obtained by solving the boundary value problems in the
hodograph plane for the boundaries shown in Figures 2 and 3 do
in fact approximate the exact solut ion well in the region of primary
concern, namely, near the supersonic pockets terminated by re-
compression shocks.
REFERENCES
Chattot, Jean-Jacques, 3. Fluid Mechanics (1976) to appear.
Guderley, G. and Yoshihara, H. (1953), J. Aero. Sci., 20, 757-
768.
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DISCUSSION OF THE CHANG-HOLT PAPER
CHENG: There ’s one interesting piece of information pe rhaps you
• might be able to point out and I believe that it will be of significance
in the study of boundary laye r separation near the trailing edge.
Namely, it is that: what is the singular behavior of your pressure
coefficient in approaching the trailing edge, in terms of physical
variables ? Since you already have the analytical behavior in hodo-
graph variables , can you say something about its behavior? The
reason being that, assuming any powe r law behavior of the trailing
• edge or leading edge, you might be able to reduce the transonic
small disturbance equation to a self-similar solution form - that
is , an ordinary differential equation - but that sys tem degenerates
in the case of a wedge and one cannot find much information out
of that approach.
HOLT: I don ’t know what the answer is, but certainly it ’s in the -
I guess ye could extract it from the paper.
CHENG: You could work it out from that , couldn ’t you ?
HOLT : Yes. Now, we solved the exact equations , you realize
that ? Except , we assume the shock is weak or of moderate
strength - which I think is reasonable .
CHENG: I’m not referring to the shock; I’m referr ing to the trail-
ing edge behavior .
HOLT: I know. But we did solve the exact equations.
SOUTH: For the wedge at angle of attack - you have the unsettling
problem of the stagnation point possibly being slightly below the
sharp nose , and then the compressible flow wants to expand to sonic
velocity ri ght at the apex of the wedge. Do you intend to wrestle
• with this problem - the microscopic detail , of the exact s olution
the re ?
BOLT: Well , we cer tainly intend to move the stagnation point away
from the leading edge of the - the corner of the wedge. It seems
as a f i r s t  s tart  that we would treat the flow around the corner in an
incompressible way because it ’s going to be a ve ry local effe ct.
Maybe when we can do things like interaction with boundary laye r
programs;  then we could get more ambitious in the whole thing. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 




MELNIK: I should refresh your memory. I don’t know if you know
of the work, but many years ago , when Vincen ti was at AMES,
Vincenti and Wagoner looked at a problem very similar to that , and
I think t~ might have been a wedge - he did a relaxation solution -
• and it was clear that the flow as it expands around the sharp lead-ing edge, exceeds the limiting velocity, and you have a pocket.
• They interpreted it, in the inviscid flow, as a pocket of zero den-
sity, and wi th a line separating that. So it ’s clear if you want
physical interpretation , you ’ve got to put a boundary laye r in , or
some rounding.
• HOLT: Yes. I think that - to put in a free streamline coming
from that edge would be feasible , you could map that in the hodo-
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INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a revival of interest in the area of
transonic flow. This has been inspired by several factors , in
particular the energy crisis and its demand for fuel conservation.
Improved aerodynamic design is one of the mos t promising ways
to increase turbomachinery efficiency and the reb y reduce fuel
consumpti on . It is natural to look for me thods to design blades
which will be as efficient as possible . Performance improves
as the speed increases until shocks appear. Therefore we look
for designs which delay the onset of shock formation.
• This pape r is a review of my research efforts during the past
several years in an attempt to achieve bette r aerodynamic de-
signs for wing and blade cross-sections . Also , I will outline our
curre nt work [4] . A design generated by our new code is presen-
ted.
COMPLEX EXTENSION
The impetus for our work on the design problem has been our
abili ty to compute analytic soluti ons to second order partial equa-
tions in two dimensions by the me thod of complex extension [31
*Wor k spons ored by NASA unde r Grant NGR 33-016 - 167 and by
ERDA unde r Contract E(ll-l)-3077 with New York University.
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regardless of whethe r the equation is elliptic , hyperbolic ,or mixed.
For the case of an inviscid isentrop ic fluid in the x, y plane we
have the second orde r partial differential equation
(c
2 - i )4 - Zuv4’xy + (c - V ) 4 ’  = 0 (1)
for the velocity potential 4 whe re u and v ye velocity compoi~ents 2
in the x and y direction res pec tively and c is a function of u + v
which can be compute d from Be rnoulli’s equation
2 2 2
U C
2 + y - l  
= const. (2)
whe re ‘y depends on the fluid and is approximately 1. 4 for air.
The method of complex extension can be carried out efficiently
on these equations by introducin g characteristic coordinates ~ and
v~ as independent variables. Introducing the stream 
function 4,.
the equations of motion for  x, y, 4’ and 4~
, can be written in te rms
of ~ and r~ as
X y~ + x ~ = 0; X~~y + x  = 0
= T~~ 4,~~ ; = 
• (3)
whe re and are analytic functions of ~ and i i .  The relation-
shi p betWeen ch~~ acteristi c coordinate s ~ and v~ and the hodograph
variables u and v can be expressed explicitly modulo an analytic
• 
• 
fun ction which maps a characteristic coordinate onto itself. The
sele ction of this mapping f unction will be discussed later.
The classical method of characteristics can be used to gene r-
ate solutions to (3) using complex arithmetic for all quantities [51
A discussion of the paths of integration needed for the analytic
contin uat ion into the hyperbolic region can be found in Ill  and [6].
SINGULAR SOLUTIONS
• While many improvements have been made in the speed and
accuracy of computing soluti ons with the method of complex char-
ac teristics, most of the effort  has gone into finding ways of supe r-
imposing soluti ons to solve the desired physical problem. The
firs t consideration for the solution we generate is that it have the
• appropriate behavior near infinity in ~he physical plane . For an
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airf oil this means that the flow becomes uniform in the neighbor-
hood of infinity. For the Cascade there is both an inlet velocity
and an exit velocity. 
• 
The singularity for an air foil can be repre -
sented by a pole at a point in the characteristic coordinate plane
while two logari thmic singular ities are needed to represent the
flow in the neighborhood of infinity for the cascade case. For
large blade spacings these logarithms are close and behave like a
dipole . In the limit they approach the singularity for the ai r foil
case. These singular solutions can be computed to high resolution
by an expansion of the form
Z = Z1S1 + Z2S2 + Z3 (4)
where Z is a symbolic notation refe r ring to either x , y , 4’ or 4.’ and
and S
~ 
are the appropriate singularities. We can compute Z 1
and Z2 as solutions to the diffe rential equations (3) with characte r-
is tic initial conditions similar to those of the Riemanu function .
The diffe rential equation for Z3 can be found by plugging Z into
equations (3) . The representation of the singularity is discussed
in more detail in [1] for the isolated airfoil and in [5] for the cas -
cade .
INITIAL DATA
The aspect of the design which has been the mos t difficult to
implement in a sat isfactory way has been the selection of initial
data needed for a desired objective. We have at our disposal the
analytic mapping function for the characteristic coordinate s and
an analytic function for the characteristic initial value problem.
In all but our most recent work the mapping f unction was chosen
merely to require that the profile be single valued in the charac-
teristic coordinate plane . This could be achieved in most cases
by a quadratic function which opened up the typically two sheeted
hodograph plane . A two paramete r family of such transformations,
expressed in te rms of the branch point , was all that was needed.
For more highly cambered blades we found it helpful to add addi-
tional branch points the reby inc reasing the degree of the polyno-
mial.
In all but our most recent work the initial function was defined
• by
• Z3 (~ ,0) = k=l 
a kf k (~~
)
t









• where the ~k 
are elementary functions such as powers and loga-
ri thms and the a k are complex parameters. The location of thelogartthms must also be specified. In our earliest work the user
- • selected these parameters more or less by trial and e r ro r .  For
each choice a solu tion was computed which often did not even re-
semble an airfoil. More over , the parameters we re non-ortho-
gonal so that simple rules for adjusting parameters could not be
found.
Late r versions used a least square technique to select the
linear parameters a~ in ( 5). The user specified the shape of the
desired streamline in the characteristic plane. This proved to be
an enormous help and many airfoil sections were designed with
• this program [2]. There were three drawbacks to the method.
First, the problem was still overdete rmined so that good agreement
between the prescribed shape in the characteristic plane and the
solution was not always possible . Very often a non-physical solu-
tion was generated which had hole s in the streamline in the charac-
teris tic plane .
Second , the user had to know how to express the desired de-
sign objective in te rms of a curve in the characteristic plane. Few
had the pat.ience to train themselves for this task. The final draw -
back was that practical designs ofte n took many runs. For cascade
design which has more degrees of freedom than the isolated airfoi l ,
approximately 30 run s were used to des ign a typical case. Besides
the cost of compute r time, it placed too high a demand on the user
to make the appropriate runs.
• WORK IN PROGRESS
All of the drawbacks outlined in the previous section have been
overcome in a sa tisfactory manne r by the technique described in
[4]. To use the code one must supply only the desired speed dis-
• tribution as a function of arclength and the critical speed. In a
single run a shape is computed which will have the prescribed
speed dis tr ibution fo r subsonic fl ow and a nearby speed dis t r ibu tion
in the transonic case.
To achieve this we have formulated a pai r of boundary value
problems whose simultaneous solution leads to the desired shape .
The mapping of the characteristic coordinate plane onto the hodo-
graph plane is de termined by presc r ibing the speeds at eve nly
spaced points along the unit ci r cle which are obtained fr om the
i~ a~ 




input distribution. The power series for the mapping is de te rmined
by trigonometric interpolation using Fast Fourie r transform tech-
• j niques. Secondly we require that the stream function vanish on the
unit circle in the char ac ter is tic plane . This is achieved by usin g
the method of complex extension to compute a family of solutions
to equations (3) using the powers of ~ as characteris tic ini tial data• and by selecting the weights by inter polation through evenly spaced
points of the circle .
The two problems are solve d in an iterative fashion in alte rnate
steps. At each itera tion cycle we compute a valid profile . Suc-
cessive profiles produce closer agreement to the input distribution
than the last. For transonic flow the problem is overdetermined
and the blade shape which results has a slightly modified pressure
dis tribution. Closure of the profile is controlled by simple adjust-
ments to the input pressure distribution.
The code is long and complicated but a typical run requires only
3 or 4 iterations which takes abou t 5 to 10 minutes on a CDC 6600.
Figure 1 is an example of a cascade airfoil which has been designed
with this code.
More work still needs to be done in orde r to make the code
more reliable and easy to use for engineering applications . Also ,
for high solidity design it may be necessary to change the basic
domain from the circle to the ellipse.
REFERENCES
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Figure 1 Cascade Airfoil with M 1 = 0 72 , M2 = 0 47 , C/C 1 2
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DISCUSSION OF THE KORN PAPER
• SOUTH: Do you envision any limitation on the size of the supercrit-
ical region or the extent of supercritical flow for this large turning
angle cascade blade ?
KORN: There are a lot of interesting questions that occur and some
of them were touched on a little bit thi s morning - and in fact , in
• 
• 
the f i rs t  talk by Oswatitsch there was - I guess it was a turbine
blade that was presented where you had a supersonic zone that ex-
tended from the one blade all the way onto the - conne ct ing onto the
• othe r blade . Now that had a supersonic exit. We don ’t have the
capability of doing a supersonic exit. But we do expect that there
will be some point whe re the supersonic zone from one blade will
extend up to the other blade. The question is, really, does such a
flow really exist. Maybe I should stress at this point - what ’s
really needed on thi s is some very good experimental work - to be
able to see how well it performs . Afte r all, I would say the super-
cri tical airfoil has been a success , and we suspect that the same
technology should work for the supercritical blade ; howeve r , we
• are in a lowe r Reynolds numbe r regime - we ’re well aware of this
and transition does play a bigger role. So it really needs some
good cascade test - and transonic testing for highly loaded blades
is not easy to get.
JAMESON : For your new effort I think you might jus t say - what
do you project are the compute r times for the new method ? How
long does it take?
KORN : Well, typical runs now are taking - to get the type of con-
vergence where you don’t see the difference between the input dis-
tribution and the one that you compute, you need to take about five
iterations of approximately two minutes each - that’s on a 6600 -
so, on the order of ten minutes. It’s certainly not a very costly
program. In fact, every iteration produces an airfoil - and they’re
converging 2:1 - which describes a pressure distribution. 
•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • • ~ •~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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• BALLHAUS : Can you impose constraints like on the particular lift
coefficient you ’re looking for , or the volume of the airfoil ?
KORN : The constraints that we impos e now are the inlet Mach num-
ber and also the tu rning angle so in a sense we ’re imposing the lift
as it is now. So, effectively we are because we are imposing the
inlet and exit conditions which does give you the circulation .
p BALLHAUS: Can’t you also impose constraints in that you impose
a pressure distribution ?
I KORN : When we give the pressure distributions, all we would get
• is the critical speed. The lift is determined by just  integrating
q .ds . This gives you the circulation.
:t- -:
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j A NAVIER-STOKES SOLUTION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL
VISCOUS COMPRESSIBLE FLOW IN A CENTRIFUGAL COMPRES-
SOR IMPELLER
James L. Harp, Jr.
Thermo Mechanical Systems Co.
Canoga Park, California
INTRODUCTION
During the past two years Thermo Mechanical Systems Co. has
been developing a computer code for calculating stead y, three-
dimensional, viscous, compressible flow fields in centrifugal corn-
pressor impellers. The program can handle subsonic, transonic,
and supersonic flow at the compressor inlet.
The work has been funded by the NASA Lewis Research Center
with Dr. Ted Katsanis serving as Technical Monitor.
H IMPELLER PROBLEM
A set of finite difference analogs of the full three-dimensional
~• compressible Navier-Stokes equations was developed and programmed.





3. Transition and turbulence
4. Impeller tip clearance
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5. Arbi trary impelle r geometry
-. 
In the present effort a two-dimensional time-dependent compu-
ter code was utilized to calculate the three-dimensional steady flow
- - within the impelle r blading. The numerical method is an explicit
• time marching scheme in two spatial dimensions . Details of the
method are presented in [1] and [2].
A schematic of a centrifugal compressor impeller is shown in
- • Figure 1. Initially, an inviscid solution is gene rated on the hub
blade-to-blade surface by the method of Katsanis and McNally [3].
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Figure 1. Passage Between Blades in Impeller of Typical Centri-
f ugal Compressor .




















This solution is shown by the shaded surface in Figure 1. Starting
with the known inviscid solution, the viscous effects are calculated
through iteration. After the initial blade-to-blade surface is cal-
culated, a second blade-to-blade surface is calculated a very small
distance above the initial surface, and a small increment in time
later. Then a third surface is calculated, and so on. This mode
of marching accounts for two very important fluid mechanical ef-
fects that occur in impellers.
• 1. Upstream Influence Effects
The flow in the impeller is primarily subsonic relative to the
moving blades; hence, downstream conditions influence upstream
conditions. Since each blade-to-blade surface extends from indu-
cer inlet to discharge , the downstream flow can influence the up-
stream flow as the blade-to-blade surface moves from the hub to
shroud.
2. Blade Boundary Laye r Separation
Separations , which occur on the blade surfaces , produce vor-
tices whose axes are normal to the blade-to-blade surfaces. Thus ,
the vortices themselves are contained in the blade-to-blade surface
and are easily calculable .
In order to get a complete flow field solution, it is also neces-
sary to compute in cross-secti onal surface s which move from the
inlet to the discharge of the impeller. This mode of marching ac-
• counts for three additional fluid mechanical ef fects that occur in
impellers.
1. Channel Corne r Vortices
At the junction of the blade s and the hub , vo rtices may fo rm
whose axe s are gener ally normal to the cross-sectional surfaces;
• hence, the corner vortices would be contained in these surfaces
and are easily calculable.
2. Shroud Effects
Relative to the blades , the shroud imposes a moving boundary
condition. The effects of this moving boundary condition may in-
duce separation in the neighborhood of the shroud. This separation
is calculable in cross-sectional surfaces since each surface contains
the shroud vortices.
_____ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~‘•~~~~ •~~~~~~ 
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3. Blade Tip Clearance Effects
Since the shroud and blade tip are contained in each cross-
sectional plane , spillage in the tip clearance region is calculable
• 
• 
in this mode of marching.
Therefore, to properly solve for a complete impeller flow
field, an iteration procedure with both mode s of marching is re-
quired. Starting from an iriviscid solution as the “zeroth ” iterate ,
we determine the f i r s t  viscous iterate by marching blade-to-blade
surfaces which move from the hub to the shroud. Based on the
f i rs t  viscous ite rate we determine a second viscous iterate by
• marching in cross-sectional planes which move from the inducer
to the discharge. In this way, the five principal impelle r fluid -
mechanical effe cts, described above, can be accounted for.  The
second iter ate will be a complete solution to the three-dimensional,
compressible, Navier-Stokes equations for flow in a centrifugal
impeller.
The blade-to-blade mode of marching has been developed in
this curren t research effort, and two problems have been run :
(1) a radial impeller and (2) a backswept impeller.
• RADIAL IMPELLER
The specifications and operating conditi ons for the radial im-~
• 
• peller are shown in Figure 2. The impeller was 6 inche s in diam-
• ete r , and ope rated at a rotational speed of 38, 600 rpm which gave
• RADIAL IMPELLER
1. Impeller diame te r - 6. 0 inches
2. Rotational speed - 38, 600 rpm
3. Tip speed - 1010 fps
• 4. Inlet total temperature - 536° R
• 5. Inlet total pressure 861 psfa
6. Specific heat ratio - 1. 667
7. Gas constant - 38. 73 f t/°R
8. Reynolds number at discharge - 5000
• Laminar flow conditions
• Figure 2
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a tip speed of 1010 fps. An artificial gas was made up which had
the thermodynamic properties of Argon and a Reynolds numbe r of
5000 so that laminar flow could be maintained throughout the im-
peller.
• In itially, an inviscid flow field was determined for the hub-to -
blade su rface , and the velocity vector plot of the results is shown
• in Figure 3. The symbols indicate the pressure and suction blade
surfaces. The arrows indicate the direction of flow and the length
• of arrow indicates the relative velocity . Figure 3 indicates the ye-• locity is relatively low on the pressure blade surface and relatively
high on the suction blade surface . Since the flow is inviscid , no
boundary layer profile is indicated.
Figure 4 presents the viscous solution on a surface which is
32 percent of the distance from the hub to the shr oud. A large
vor tex has formed on the suction surface near the impelle r exit.
The vortex causes the flow veloci ty in the remaining portion of the
channel to increase which results in a reduced impeller pressure
• recovery.
BACKSWEPT IMPELLER
Af ter completing the radial impeller calculation , a turbulence
model, based on the mixing length theory, was incorporated into
the program.
• A backswept impeller problem was then run with the turbulence
model incorporated. The specifications and operating conditions
• of the backewept impeller are shown in Figure 5. The impeller
was 6. 28 inche s in diamete r , and operated at a rotational speed
of 75, 000 rpm which gave a tip speed of 2055 fps. The design
‘ I pressure ratio was 8:1. The Reynolds number was large enough
• to provide for transition and turbulence.
• In Figure 6 a velocity vector plot of the inviscid blade - to -
blade solution on the hub is shown. The velocities in the impelle r
• inlet are relatively uniform, whereas at the impelle r discharge ,
the veloci ties are low on the pressu re surfa ce and high on the
suction surface.
- Figure 7 shows a viscous solution on a blade-to-blade surface
• 19 percent of the distance from the hub to shroud. There is no
• separation at the impeller exit, but there is a small separation
- 
• ~~~ ii~~•:•~~~~ • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~
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BACKSWEPT IMPELLER CONDITIONS
1• Impeller diameter - 6 .28  inche s
2. Rotational speed - 75 , 000 rpm
3. Tip speed - 2055 f t/ sec
4. Desi gn pre ssure ratio - 8:1
5. . Inlet tota l temperature - 519°R
6. Inlet tota l pressure - 2117 lb/ f t 2
7. Discharge Reynolds Number - 1. 43 x 10 6
Figure 5
on the suction surface at the impeller inlet.
Figure 8 shows an enlargement of the inlet portion of the pre-
vious figure. The re is a definite separation on the suction surface
at the inlet, but this flow reattaches as the flow proceeds down-
stream . The buildup of the boundary laye r on the pressure surface
• ~
• as the flow move s downstream is clearly indicated.
Figure 9 shows a veloci ty vector plot for a surface 72 percen t
of the distance from hub to shroud. The flow now has become
relatively uniform except for the boundary layer at both blade sur-
faces.
Figure 10 shows a pressure-ratio contour plot for a surface
98 percent of the distance from hub-to-shroud. The pressure ra-
• tio near the impelle r exit is about 4. 5. Since this is an 8:1 com-
pressor, the remaining pressure rise would occur in the diffuser.
It is seen that very large pressure gradients occur between the
• suc tion and pressure surfaces midway through the impeller.
Figure 11 shows a pressure coeffi cient plot for a surface 98
percent of the distance between the hub and shroud. Pressure
coefficient is defined as the local total pressure  divided by the
ideal total pressure. it is seen in Figure i i  that by the time the
• 
flow has passed two-thirds of the way through the impeller, via-
cous effe cts are obse rved completely across the channel
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• -j CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is believed that only with the full three-dimensional viscous
Navier-Stokes solution can the true flow phenomenon in cent rifugal
compressors be de termined. Perhaps eventually this work may
- 
permit major improvements in compressor performance.
• REFERENCES
[1] Trulio , J. G. (1966): “Theory and Structure of the AFTON
• Codes , ” Air Force Weapons Laboratory Technical Report
No. AFWL-TR-66-19.
• [2] Walitt , L. (1969): ‘!Numerical Studies of Supersonic Near
Wakes,” Ph.D. Dissertation., U.C.L.A.
[3] Kats anis , T. and McNally, W. D. (1973): “Fortran Program
for Calculating Velocities and Stre amlines on the Hub-Shroud
Mid-Channel Flow Surface of an Axial or Mid-Flow Turboma-
chine,” NASA TN D-7343.
DISCUSSION OF THE HARP PAPER
DODGE : Could you briefly explain the details of your me thod of
solution ?
• HARP: It ’s an explicit time-marching method - the numerical
technique originally developed by Dr. John Trulio. The the rmo-
dynamic zones ove rlap the momentum zones.
DODGE: What do you mean when you march from laye r to layer?
• Do you do the 2-D time-dependent solution for each laye r and then
• 4 go from one to another?
I HARP: We transform a two-dimensional time-dependent code to a
I 3-D steady flow by marching in time from the hub to the shroud.
MORET TI: I don ’t understand. This is a stead y fl ow, right ?
- 
Therefore, you have three variables there, x, y and z. Now you
-
~~ 
• take x and y and make a calculation there and then you march on
• • in the third direction whatever that may be.
HARP: Yes , some time later. The criteria is that we have steady
.4- 4
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flow in the machine.
MORETTI: But this layer-like calculation - does that mean that
in one layer you only have two variables and only the derivatives
with respect to these two variables and the velocity components
which belong to those two variables or you have every thing and
• . . . I don ’t know.
DODGE : Is this equivalent to the parabolic method that’s been ex-
pounded by Spalding and others ?
HARP: The ellipti c equati ons are in the program .
DODGE : You have downstream influence on one blade but you only
• 
- 
have forward influence as you go from one laye r to the other. The
shroud can see the hub but the hub doesn ’t see the shroud , right ?
In some way it must be equivalent to the parabolic method of Spald-
ing and others.
HARP: This is one of the reasons we need to start up in the front
and march downstream and we ’ll march downstream again in time
• but at a ra te slowe r than the gas velocity .
DODGE: Are you sure that it converges to the ste ad y-state solu-
tions ?
HARP: This first iterative solution isn ’t the complete solution.
Obviously, it doesn ’t pick things up that we ’ve got to pick up in the
• • second viscous solution as we start from the beginning and march
down. Now the marching from fr ont to rear - from upstream to
downst ream - has already been done and was funded by a NASA-
AMES program. But that was strictly all supersonic and none of
• the downstream effects we re able to be transmitted upstream. So
this is the only way we knew that we could get the downstream ef-
• 
fects into the solution and that ’s by going twice - hub to shroud and
then upstream to downstream .
• MORETTI: But you were not iterating with this viscous scheme ?
RUNSTADLER: I have a real interest in that last impeller. That
machine is the one we designed. I have a couple of questions on
that. Could you speak a little about the criteria that you used in
- • 
te rms of the boundary laye r separation criteria in rotational coor-
dinate systems. How can you predict where and how separation








HARP: Dr . Wallit was the one who wrote the program . It ’s my
understanding that the boundary laye r separation just falls out of
the Navier-Stokes solution .
RUNSTADLER: As I understand it , what you got in te rms of the
turbulent model solution is an apparent edd y viscosity model.
HARP: Right.
RUNSTADLER : That eddy viscosity model mus t have some cri-
teria in it when you are going to have separation Qccur - relative
to the rotational effects that you will get through the normal force
acceleration in the viscous layer - predicting when you will get
separation . I jus t wonde r if you could 8peak at all as to what these
criteria are .
HARP: I can ’t answer that queBtion now. One of the things that Drs .
Johnston and Eide of Stanford are stud ying is the fact that there ’s
more turbulence on the pressure side and a tendency for s tabiliza-
tion on the suction side. This is not in the program but we d o
hope some time in the future to get it in.
RUNSTADLER: I presume that the downstream conditions you had
at the discharge of the impeller were probabl y axisymmetric.
The machine is actually run and will be run when tested with a
main diffuser configuration. What impact would you expect the
main diffuser configur ation , i. e . ,  the pressure field time depen-.
dent cha rac ter is tics of the fl ow being fel t u pstream of the impelle r
to have on the solution scheme you have and what impact would
that have on try ing to incorporate such an unsteady time dependent
behavior in your type of solution ?
HARP : It gets tough for us to do 3-D unsteady solu tions , and
you ’ve asked a question that we ’re s till tr y ing to figure out; we
haven ’t got that far yet but we do know that there is an influence
:1 on the diffuser blades up into the impeller. My own feelings are
• that those unstead y effects are secondary compared to some of the
more important things that are going to happen between the impel-
1cr and the diffuser. Othe r people feel the unstead y effects are
pretty important. But when we get to that point we ’re going to
have to figure out how we go from the impelle r into the diffuser
and whether or not we let the influences of the diffuser extend
themselves up into the impeller.
RUNSTADLER : I presume that was a design point flow calculation 
•- • • •.—•..—- _ ..•.____4_______ • • _
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that you showed in the slides for that impeller. I’m inte rested in
• 
- t ry ing to understand what happened to the whole stage and hence
the impact of the impeller on the diffuser flow as you go down in
flow from the design point because surge in this machine is a really
critical item. With regard to that , how long does it take to run
that type of solution ?
HARP: To run this solution or just to find out if you ’re going to
get separation ?
V RUNSTADLER : The full solution.
HARP: The full solution took ju st unde r ten hours on the CDC 7600.
But on the f i rs t  impeller it started to separate very quickly.
RUNSTADLER: Relative to the point that you made in discussing
the kind of relevant diffusion you get in the wheel, a lot of perfor-
mance of these centrifi cal s tages is dependent upon the pressure
recovery capability of the diffuser that follows the impeller; in
fa ct that is the key element you ’ve got to work on in these machines.
Has anybody considered taking this technique and applying it to a
radial d i f fuser?  •
HARP : To the radial di f fuser?  Yes , but we ’ve been told we ’ve g ot
to crawl before we walk. That’s been talked about on downstream.
The downstream boundary condition was to establish the downstream
pre ssure that would provide the desi gn mass flow.
ERDOS : I’m still confused about how this scheme operate s and if
• it take s ten hours on a 7600 , it ’s wor th asking a couple of more
que stions. You start with an inviscid solution on the hub
HARP: Right.
ERDOS : ... and you move up towards the shroud
HARP: Right.
ERDOS : ... When you get to the shroud you still have your initial
inviscid solution on the hub.
HARP: No , we throw that away right at the beginning . . .  one effect
• 
- that we don ’t get by starting on the hub is the fact that . . .  we have
• 
- 
- to assume when we start right out that that was a slip whereas the
blade s are no slip. So the inviscid solution . . .  we start with that
• —---5. ~— -~~~~~ - - -~~ •——•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~







• but as soon as we get our f i r s t  viscous solution we throw the invis-
cid solution away.
MORETTI: How do you get the inviscid solution ?
HARP: By the method of Katsanis and McNall y.
MORETTI: John made the point that ten hours of 7600 computer
time . . .  I would have neve r s cheduled that.
DEIWERT : I’m somewhat familiar with what Wallit has done -
maybe I can she d a little bit of light on it - on this method. I think
it ’s a firs t-orde r explici t finite different method to solve the
Navier-Stokes equation but he gets by, I thin k, with really rela-
tively short times because he uses a fairly coarse mesh and it ’s
my feeling that he ’s not getting into sublaye r scale at all. So what
he is in effe ct really doin g is lowe rin g the Reynolds numbe r by put-
ting in a very lar ge viscosity . So I think he ’s reall y in effect  get-
ting a laminar solution for what you think are turbulent flows. On
the laminar flow you ’re probably getting laminar solutions.
MC CROSKEY: On that last point, how many points do you typical-
ly have acros s the turbulent boundary layer?
HARP: Now this is compressive. Did you say acros s the boundary
layer?
MC CROSKEY: Yes.
HARP: One to three. Not many. But one has to weigh all factors -
you get a lot of mesh points in the boundary laye r and then you ’re
talking about tens of hours on the CDC 7600 so it’ s a tradeoff be-
tween try ing to open the mesh and , by the way, that was the rea-.
son we ran the laminar case with the viscous fluid in the f i r s t  case
• I to be able to have a viscous fluid and open the mes h up and have
shor t machine time. We did that in about half an hour. Less than
half an hou r , I believe it was.
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SHOCK-FITTING IN TRANSONIC FLOW COMPUTATION
• M. M. Halez
Flow Research , Inc.
Los Angeles , California
H. K. Cheng
University of Southe rn California
Aerospace Engineering Department
Los Angeles , California
SUMMARY
Weak shocks are the main feature of man y transonic exte rnal ,
as well as internal, flows of practical interest.  For flow field
calculations , shocks are either captured or fitted.
In both unsteady and ite rative (relaxation) calculations, the
shock-capturing te chnique depends upon an implicit (or explicit)
artificial  viscosity. When added to the inviscid model , thi s addi- -
•
tional vis cosity renders the discontinuous solution smooth, and
results in a shock region or a transition laye r in which the gradient
is large but finite . As a result, a small grid size is needed in
this region. The accuracy of the captured shock solution is im-
proved only by grid refinement, which leads to lengthy and costl y
cal culations . The advantage of thi s technique lies in its capability
• to capture shoc ks automaticall y (i. e . ,  without special treatment
of the discontinuity). The viscous term is active only in the shock
region and “accura te ” inviscid solutions can be obtained elsewhere.
• On the other hand , the shock-fitting technique treats the shock
- 
- 
as a discont inui ty  (infinite gradient)  across which jum p conditions
(derived f rom conservation of mass , momentum and energy)  are
____________ j
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- satisfied while the differential equation is valid in the upstream
and downstream neighborhoods ; hence , the grid size is controlled
• only by the accuracy requirement of the inviscid solution (whe re
the gradient is not large), leading to much more economical calcu-
lations. The disadvantage of the shock-fitting approach is the ad-
ditional program complexity which must be introduced in order to
impose the prope r jump conditions at those locations where shocks
occur in the flow field. In unsteady calculations (to obtain the
steady state ) the f i r s t  technique (shock-~capturing) was used by
Magnus and Yoshihara , while the second (shock-fitting) was used
by Grossman and Moretti to solve the Euler equations in the tran-
sonic regime .
In 1970 , Murman and Cole solved the potential equation within
the transonic small-disturbance approximation by a line relaxation
method which used type-dependent finite-difference s chemes.
This approach effectively introduced enoug h viscosity to guarantee
stability and smoothness of the solution ; howeve r , the prope r jump
conditions were not satisfied. Late r , Murman introduced a fully
conservative scheme (shock-point operator) which successfully
produced solutions with “correct ” jumps only in the limit of van-
ishing grid size. This scheme give s good results if the flow down -
stream of the shock is subsonic; if the downstream flow is super-
sonic , the shock is smeared out.
Cheng and Hafe z used line relaxation with the Murman and
Cole finite-difference s cheme but with a shock-fitting procedure
based on the transonic small-disturbance shock polar. The finite -
difference equation at the shock point is replaced by a nonlinear
algebraic relation derived from the discretized shock relations .
The use of these approximate shock jump relations results in a
much simpler shock-fit t ing procedure than do the techniques which
• are based on the characteristic relations (such as have been used
• for the unsteady Eule r equations). Consequently, solution accuracy
- :  which is comparable to that which is obtained in shock-capturing
• techniques can be obtained with much coarser  gr id spacings , and
with only minimal increases in program complexity.
In passing, we notice that near the root of an embedded shock
the transonic small-disturbance equation admits a weak singularity
‘Zierep-Oswatitsch) which has to be fitted in order to relieve the
requirement for grid refinement at this location.
For the full potential equation , Jameson extended Murrnan ’s









4 shock-fitting procedure is currently underway.
In this paper , the pr evious wor k of Cheng and Hafe z will be re-
viewed brie fly and some new preliminary results, based on Gaus-
• - sian Elimination rathe r than iterative line relaxation technique,
will be presented.
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
For two-dimensional flows , the transonic small-disturbance
equation , in te rms of a perturbation velocity potential , can be
written in the following form (see Hafe z and Cheng);
- 
~x~~xx 
+ 4’yy = 
( 1)
- 
- whe re K is the similarity parame ter. The irrotationality condition
is simply
~yx 
- 4’xy 0 . 
(2)
Equations ( 1) and (2) admit a weak solution which is consistent with
the Rankint -Hugoniot relations unde r the tran sonic small-distur-
bance assumptions, namely,
dxD 2• < K - 4  > - (— )  (1 ’)x dy
( —
~~~~~) y~~~~~~ x~~’ 
(2 ’)
whe re < > and II 1~ denote the avera
ge and the jump acros s the shock
x = x (y). Equa tion (2 ’) signifies the continuity of the tangential
v~1ociPy component acros s the shock and can be replaced by
1[4 11 = 0 .  (2”)
Combining Eqs. (1) and (2 ),  we have the shock polar,
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A shock-fi tting procedure based on Equations (2”) and (3 ’) is
used. Equation (2”) assures the existence of an intersection of the
surfaces belonging to two sides of the shock . The rid ge where the
two surfaces meet, therefore, locates the shock boundary. The
f i r s t  grid point downstream of the shock is identified as S. P. The
fi nite-difference equation at thi s point is replaced by a discretized
version of Eq. (3’) using one-sided finite-difference approximation
of the quantities 
~~~ 4 ,  as shown in the sketch below .
N~shock shock~~~~~~~~~~~~
• (A) (B)
Different algebraic equations are derived for different shock inclina-
tions .
- 
•.? ~: .~~Some numerical results for transonic flow s ove r a parabolic
airfoil have been obtained using this shock-fitting procedure with •
Murnian ’s line relaxation method for both embedded and bow shocks ,
as discussed in Hafe z and Cheng and as shown in Figures 1 and 2




A Direct Inversion Method
The nonlinear equation (Eq. 1) F(4) = 0, is solved iteratively
by a variant of Newton’s Method (False Position),
-






J (K4~i )~~~~ +~~~~~~4fl ~~
Notice if 4,11 in the Jacobian J is replaced by a cons tant 0 , Eq.
(4)  can be ~~~itten in the form of the unsteady transonic small -
dis turbance equ ation; namely,
~ 4x~ = (K - + 4’yy ’ (4 ’)
A fully implici t version of Murman ’s scheme is used with
Gaussian Elimination to invert the supe r big matrix. A shock-
fitting procedure is incorporated as follows : at each iteration,
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shock points are locate d us ing Eq. (2”) , as shown in the ske tch
below.
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SHOCK-FITTING FOR UNSTEADY TRANSONIC FLOW
• SMALL-DISTURBANCE EQUATION:
• FULLY IMPLICIT SCHEME = 0.1r:O.6
— INVERTING MATRIX BY u~,
:
~ O.O775GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION
— I N I T I A L  CONDITION:
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
— STEADY STATE: _ _ _ _ _ _
10 ITERATIONS 30
— COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS : 43 SEC a 200K
(MURMAN PROGRAM: 9 SEC 6 60K)
• • 
Figure 2b
The finite -difference approximation of the differential equation at
-
; S. P. is replaced by a finite-difference version of Eq. ( 1’) where
the right-hand side is evaluated from previous iteration, namely
• x -xdx D. D .- D j +1 ax— = and — = 0 .dy Ay dy 0
(More accurate formulae can also be used. )
The matrix at each iteration is inve r tible even with the inclu-
sion of shock relations at S. P. The steady state is reache d afte r
10 iterations for 20 x 30 unknowns (Ax Ay 0.1 , M = 0. 06 and
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seconds of CPU time on a CDC 6600. (Using line relaxation with
the previous shock-fitting sub-routine added to Murman ’s program
takes only 60K and 10 seconds to get the same resul t s .)  In prac-
tice , Gaussian Elimination is not recommended for large systems.
It is used for finite-element calculation (fewe r unkn owns ) and it has
been shown that the introduction of the shock relations will not make
the matrix s ingular or disturb the convergence of ite rations .
REFERENCES
Hafe z, M. and Cheng, H. K. (1975): “Convergence Acceleration
and Shock-Fitting for Transonic Aerodynamic Computations , ”
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DISCUSSION OF THE HAFEZ-CHENG PAPER
• DODGE : In te rms of shock fitting - in the light of looking at turbo-
• machinery problems - would you like to make a comment on what
you feel the feasibility of that sort of approach is when you ’re talk-
ing about a sys tem of very nonregular shocks where typically in
Schlie ren pictures of turbornachines in inte re sting cases you may
find as many as four or five shocks in a lot of intersection s and a
lot of complex structure .
HAFEZ: For a multiple shock sys tem the logic of the programming
may not be as easy as for that of a single shock. In the forme r case ,
shock capturing (with shock-point operator) may be easier.  How -
-
, eve r , the problem with internal flow, I believe , is that involving
the velocity potential - if you have a good model and you suppl y the
• boundary conditions with the velocity potential , the shock fitting
proce dure may, in fact , be very attractive . I have not worked on
• inte rnal flows , but I understand that Dr. William Rae of Caispan ,
Buffalo tried shoc k fitting for inte rnal flow and he has not, as yet,
obtained results . The problem is of interest when the number of
• g rid poin ts is ve ry small ; in this case a shock smeared on two or
• 
th ree g rids would badly spoil the accuracy of the flow description.
• I






EFFICIENCY GAINS OF SECOND ORDER ACCURATE METHODS
WITH SHOCK FITTING
Czeslaw P. Kentze r





At least eight-fold gains in computing efficiency of transonic
flow methods may be reali zed using second orde r accurate diffe r-
encing throughout. These gains are los t if explicit shock fitting is
not used. It is suggested how to combine second orde r schemes
with shock fitting techniques to retain the hig hes t possible compu-
ta t ional efficiency while treating transonic flow s as approximately
i r ro tati onal .
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to discuss the formulation of a tran-
sonic boundary value problem with regard to the computational ef-
ficienc y. Tran sc.nic flows , whether inte rnal or external, are char-
acte r ized by the presence of shock waves as downstream boundaries
of imbedded supersonic zones. We shall f i rs t  argue the advantages
and efficiency gains of approximating shocked transonic flows by
potential (irrotational) flows and then limit the discussion to the
advantages and limitations of solving the potential equation in the
¶ presence of shock waves.
- ~- :  POTENTIAL FLOW APPROXIMATION
Wheneve r the assumption of irrotational flow is appropriate ,
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the introduction of the velocity potential reduces the number of
primitive physical variables to one scalar function. From the
point of view of computational efficiency, it is to one ’s advantage
to reduce the number of scalar variables because the computing
• time , the storage requi rements , and the cost of computations are
- - all approximately proportional to the number of variables. Thus
the use of the velocity potential as a single scalar unknown will , for
example, increase the computational efficiency five-fold as corn -
4 pared to a formulation of three-dimensional pr oblems in terms of
- 
• density, pressure and three velocity components . Consequentl y,
the advantage of the potential flow approximation lies primarily in
the gains in computational efficiency.
The occurrence of shock waves introduces discontinuous jum ps
in entropy. If the entropy jumps are small (weak shocks ) and if the
shock waves are long and have small cu rvature , then the entropy
gradients downstream of the shock will be small. By C rocco ’s
theorem, the vorticity will be likewise small and could be neglec-
ted. It appears , therefore, that such flows may be approximated
by potential flows without undue loss of accuracy.
ORDER OF ACCURACY
The relative efficiency of computational schemes may be meas -
ured in te rm s of computing time s (or , what is equivalent, computing
cos t) required to attain a given accuracy of the numerical results .
• For continuous solutions a convenient measure of the numerical
- . 
- accuracy is the order of the leading term in the truncation error
whic~ decreases as h, the mesh spacing, for fi r st order  methods ,
as h for the second orde r methods , etc. Thus , in orde r to increase
the accuracy by a facto r of four , h has to be halved in the case of
second order methods and has to be reduced to 1/4 h for a f i rs t
• orde r method. The number of mesh points along eac h coordina te
must be doubled in the firs t case and quadrupled in the second. In
th~ee-dirnensional calculations the total number of mesh points
must be increased by 8 and 64 for the two cases , respectively. As
a consequence, second orde r accurate methods are at least eight
times more efficient in terms of computing time in regions whe re
• solutions are continuous. Howeve r , if the governing equati on is •elliptic everywhere with the exception of a fini te imbedded hype r-
bolic zone , the overall accuracy of a given computational scheme
will be only as good as that at the least accurate mesh point. Thus
it is imperative that the desired order of accuracy be scrupulously
~
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maintained ove r the entire computational domain.
DISCON TINUOUS SOLUTIONS
The argument in favor of more accurate methods fails when the
solution ceases to be continuous due to the spontaneous appearance
of shock waves as is the case in transonic flows .
First  we observe that the so called “shock capturing techn iques ”
rely on the convergence of the fini te-diffe rence solutions to the
weak solutions of the partial diffe rential equation being solved.
The weak solution s manifest themselves numerically as “smeared-
out shocks ” usually of thickness of 3h or greater.  In such a shock
laye r of finite thickness all higher order  derivatives of the solution
are lar ge and tend to infinity as h —~~ 0. The finite thickness of the
shock is a result of a balance between the tendency of the discon-
tinuity to be come steeper , resulting in larger numerical values
of the highe r derivative s, and the numerical dissipation propor-
tional to these derivatives tending to diffuse the discontinuity.
Highe r order methods have ‘!n umerical viscosities ” of highe r orde r
in h and admit smaller dissipation effects thus producing thinne r
shock waves accompanied by larger numerical er r o r s .  Consequen-
tly, the advantage of us ing higher order methods is seriously corn-
promised by allowing a discontinuity to be represented by a transi-
tion zone of a finite thickness. If the shock points are not handled
carefully, lar ge os cillations in the form of “over-shooting, ” “un-
der-shooting ” and “wiggles ” des troy the usefulness of numerical
solutions not only locally, but of ten in the entire computational do-
main. Very fine meshes must be used , at least locally, in order
to maintain a reasonable accuracy. The cos t of calculations in-
- • -; creases and the efficiency suffers .  One must stress the fact that
before shock waves may actually form in the computational domain ,
the cha ractc~ristic surfaces may tend to form an envelope . The
occurrence of such envelopes signals a formation of a shock wave .
Even if a shock formed in such a fashion is infinites imally weak ,
second orde r methods are expected to react unfavorably to the fact
that the higher derivatives are large. First  order  meth~ ds will
not only ignore the singularity, but will obscure it to the point that
the incipient formation of a shock wave may escape detection alto-
gether.
Another as pect of the loss of accuracy of the “shock capturin g ”
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shock. On thin airfoils or wings a slight change in the conditions
upstream or downstream of the shock may cause a dispropor tional-
ly larger change in the shock position. Thus the lif t , and in par-
ticular the drag and moment, may change by amoun ts exceeding
• the tolerated limits of accuracy. Numerical solutions become of
little value when they respond strongly to the change in the nume r-
• ical technique . Figure 11 of J. D. Cole ’s article[ 1], illustrates
this phenomenon. A change from a non-conservative to a conser-
vative differencing of the shock points moves the shock loca tion
downst ream by approximately 10 percent chord. A non-conserva-
tive diffe rencing does not satisf y the shock j ump condi tions which
are the property of the potential equation ~to be refer red  to as the
“isentropic shock jump conditions “). Thus a non-conservative dif-
ferencing corresponds to different  jump conditi ons. Cole ’s exam-
plc gives , the refore , an indication of the magnitude of e r rors  in
the shock position connected with changes in shock jump conditions.
On the othe r hand , Steger and Baldwin, [2], calculated an identical
supercritical flow by a similar relaxation technique and then evalu-
ated the wave drag using exact Rankine-Hugoniot conditions and the
isen tropic shock jump conditions . The exact conditions resulted in
a 30 percen t increase in the drag coefficient. We must conclude
that errors connected with shock positi on and shock jum p conditions
exceed the margins of engineering calculations .
It is possible, as ably demonstrated by Cole , to execu te numer- - •
ical calculations of a given system of equations with a surprising
accuracy. The accuracy was checked by comparing drag as calcu-
lated from the pressure distribution and from the momentum inte-
g rals in the Trefftz plane . Since this problem was calculated unde r
the assumpti on of irrotati onal flow and isentropic shock, the demon-
stra ted accuracy is no indication of errors  resulting from these
assumptions.
STATE OF THE ART
I With S. D. Cole ’s pape r as an example of the most refined cal-
culations of transonic potential flows , we may conclude that we
have available methods that calculate accurately and ef f iciently
solutions to the partial differential equations of potential flows in
reg ions of continuous solutions and that such methods are success-
• 
f ful because they apply numerical analogs of the isentropic jump
condi tions carefully along a line of points which line represents• f the location of the shock wave . In the sense that the line of shock
¶ points is automatically determined by the program, Cole ‘s method
____ 
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may be viewed as being akin to the “shock fitting techniques. “ The
objections to Cole ’s method may be summarized as follows .
1) Since the positi on of the shock is not known and the isen-
tropic shock conditions are applied only along a single line of
points , the computational mesh must  be rathe r fine so that the —
shock may move freely ove r the mesh until it se ttles to a suf -
ficiently accurately defined steady position.
:1 2)  Since the shock must be dete rmined as a part of the solu-
ti on of the boundary value problem, the shock and its position ,
as well as the solution eve rywhere else , depend uniquely and
continuously on the boundary conditions for the velocity poten-
tial . The shock conditions should be viewed as boundary con-
ditions given on an unknown boundary. To every set of shock
conditions there must  correspond a shock wave of certain shape
and location. The isentropic and the exact shock conditions
must produce shocks of different shape , extent and location
thus influencing the rest  of the flow field at transonic speeds .
3) The i.sentropic shock conditions agree with the exact Ran-
kine -Hugoniot conditions only at Mach number of unity (see ,
e. g .,  Figure 1 of Stege r and Baldwin , [ 2 1)  and underestimate
M2, the Mach number afte r the shock, e. g.,  at M 1 = 1. 3 we
have M2 . 70 for the isentropic relations instead of 0. 75 forthe exact shock relations. Even though shock waves at M1 =
1.3 are relatively weak, their position on thin profiles may be
quite sensitive to the influence of the downstream Mach nurn-
ber.
4) The computational s cheme at supersonic points (equation
4 . 10 of [1]) is of f i rs t  order accuracy due to noricentered (or
“upstream ”) diffe rencing. While it is true that such differen-
cing preserves the basic local domain of dependence, the
schemes that preserve the hyperbolic domain of dependence
need not have to be noncentered. Interpreting relaxation pro-
cedu res as integration with respect to some pseudo-time, we
observe that it is necessary fo r stth ility that the domain of
F dependence of the partial differential equation be contained in
the domain of dependence of the numerical solution , while sta-
• 
- bility and consistency imply convergence. Consequentl y, the
use of noncentered schemes is unnecessary and it reduces the
local , arid possibly the global accuracy thus affecting the ef-
ficiency of the calculations.
- — 
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We wiU discus s now some known techniques which would im-
prove the efficiency of Cole ’s and similar methods . The objection
1) has to do with the conflicting requirements for the resolution of
the de tails of the locally continuous and locally discontinuous solu-
tions . Treating the shock as an explicit discontinuity removes the
demand fo r high resolution of the shock wave requiring but a mod-
era te mesh point density in the entire flow field. This alone will
increase the computational efficiency of each iteration step many-
fold. Explicit shock fit ting has been used with success by, e. g . ,
M. Salas , [3], and Marconi and Salas , [4], while the state of the
art is discussed by G. Moretti , [5].
Once it is decided to treat the shock explici tly, it becomes a
trivial matte r to impos e the exact rathe r than the isentropic shock
conditions. This take s care of objections 2) and 3).
A second order accurate centered finite-difference scheme
for hyperbolic points was proposed and used by the author in [61.
The scheme preserves the domain of dependence and is uncondi-
tionally stable . When applied to the full potential equation the
scheme is implicit, bu t when the mixed derivatives are absent
(e. g. ., in the small perturbation transonic equation ) the scheme is
explicit and remains unconditionally stable . Thus also the objec-
tion 4) may be removed.
PRESENT RESEARCH EFFORTS
As a continuation of the work on second order accurate relax-
ation schemes reported by the author in [6], research is in pro-
• gress with the objectives of developing suitable shock fitting rou-
- • 
tines. When type-dependent difference schemes are used , the
finite-difference equations applied on the opposite sides of a shock
must be interpreted as analogs of two different partial differential
equations rathe r than of a single equation of mixed type . The tech-
nique used by the author in [6] was to model a relaxation procedure
afte r a suitably chosen time-dependent process. Thus the exact
potential equation for time -dependent compressible flows ,
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is approximated subject to the following rules:
(1) The right-hand side is always approximated by centered
differences in orde r to maintain a compact computational module
and to maintain a second orde r accuracy in space while being con -
sis tent with the steady state diffe rential operator;
- - (2) The approximation to the temporal operator on the left-
hand side must render the relaxation scheme type-dependent , that
is , the numerical information mus t propagate in all the directions
at subs onic points , and it mus t not propagate upstream at super-
sonic points .
The na tural choices sa tisf ying the above rules are
a~ ~
2
4 - ~~~~. (~~. V)V4 
(1 )
at subsonic points , and
u = a2 v24 - ~~~~. (~~ . V)V~ (2)
• at supersonic points . Equation (2) admits a single characteristic
and, wi th u0 an arbitrary positive constant, leads to unconditional
stability and carries numerical information only downstream in the
direction of the stream velocity U~~ > 0 . Equation (1) is modeled
afte r a diffusion process while Equation (2) resembles a telegraph-
er ’s equation or the time-dependent small perturbation transonic
equation . The hyperbolic equati on (2) dete rmines the poteptial on
the upstream side of the shock while the parabolic equation ( 1) al-
lows for the ups tream influence of the solution on the subsonic side
of the shock. The fact that not both of the equations are hyperbolic
with respect to time requires a modification of the exact proced-
ures of shock fitting proposed by the autho r in [71.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The relaxation procedu res cur rently being investigated by the
author offe r the possibility of solving efficiently complicated tran —
sonic flows , e. g . ,  three-dimensional shocked flows . The formula-
tion combines the efficiency of second order methods with those of
the shock fitting techniques. The formulation is exact except for
the assumption of irrotationality downstream from the nonisentropic -~~~~
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shock (Rankine-Hugoniot shock). It is felt that the assumption of
isentropic shock is much more serious than that of isentropic flow
downstream of long and almost straight shocks . The latter assump -
tion pe rmits the introduction of the velocity potential throughout
the flow accompanied by a five -fold reduction in the number of
equations (in 3-D flows ) and a five-fold increase in computing ef-
ficiency.
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DISCUSSION OF THE KENTZER PAPER
MORETTI : Could you convince us by showing us more examples
than jus t telling us that it works ?
KENTZER : Well, the example that I had was one without fitting
the shock wave , therefore the accuracy suffered. In case of shock
k capturing, you might get oscillations back - you call them wiggles.
They shake the solutions . The shock oscillates and this is not a
• • - nice thing.
MORETTI: This happens in YOUR method ; it doesn ’t happen in ,
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• KENTZER : Well, i t depends on how much time one spends in re-
fining the program . My point of today ’s talk was that one has to
combine the second orde r method with shock fitting ; othe rwise
you lose the advantages of it. It’s worse than the first order
method, unless the shock is fitted explicitly.
MORETTI: I’d like to have a quick reaction from either Dr. Cheng
or Dr. Hafe z on the matte r .
• CHENG: We are  afraid to go into the second order  te rms
because when you go to the second order, your truncation error will
be very large, if you have a singularity like that behind the shock.
Now , unless you are not interested in what’s going on near the body
- but you are interested in what ’s going on on the bod y and if we
don ’t do anything - do not fit the singularity - the Oswatits ch-
Zierep singularity, 4’x behaves like x log x , x being the distance
from the root of the shock - so because this s ingularity is rather
weak the f i rs t  orde r scheme suffices , but you can never claim ac-
• curacy for the second orde r derivative of your solutions . For
the f i r s t  derivative , say 
~~~~~
‘ 
you might say that to the leading order
it is all right , but now if you go to the second order , then it is hard
to convince me that your truncation er ror  is not large . But you
have a shock; if you want to f i t  the shock you had better fit the
singulari ty too , - if you tal k about the second order; that is my
feeling.
MUR MAN: There has been a considerable amount of work done on
second orde r schemes for the transonic flow equation : Garabedian
and Korn proposed a scheme which they have in their prog ram.
There is no shock fitting involved, but the hyperbolic scheme is
second order .  But even in reg ions of smooth recompression,
H isentropic recompression shock-free airfoils where shock fitting
is not an issue , the second order methods have stability problems
and you can show this by doing a stability analysis; and in decele r-
ating flows the re ’s a stability problem. Seebass and Yu have done
considerable looking into second order methods also with shock
fitting and they have proposed some schemes which are stable in
decelerating regions but not conservative. The re are people look-
ing into those improvements in the basic method. Today, most
of the pr oposed improvemen ts don ’t seem to give a sufficient im-
provement - except for problems where the flow is changing so
rap idl y and there are discontinuitie s and so on - so that these insta-
bilities develop anyway. On the second point on the anal ys i s  - the
L conve rgence anal ysis  using the time dependent problem analogy -
-—
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I think the work of Tony James on - in papers in the last couple of
years along the same lines you ’re talking about - has been used
extensively by people doing transonic analysis ,for  deriving more
efficient iteration algorithms .
KENTZER: I’m very glad there ’s work done alon g these lines ad-
vocating the use of higher order methods combined with shock fi t-
H ting.
• NOTE ADDED IN PROOF: [Reply by the spe ake r to E. M. Murman~s- I comments J
In decelerating flows we expect space-time focusing of charac-
teristics to occur. Multiple-valued solutions lead to shock forma-
tion . Even if the steady state solution is shock free , the transient
might contain shocks . The presence of shock wave s will destroy
the usefulness of higher orde r methods when shock fitting is not
used. Thi s may explain your bad experience with second order
methods .
It may be particularly important to fit shocks explicitly in the
design of supercritical shockless airfoils in order to determine
time histories of shocks and their eventual disappearance in the
limit of steady state flow. First order me thods , combined with
“shock capturing, “ will smear any weak shocks to the point where
the ques tion of the existence of shock waves could not be answe red
with any de gree of certainty.
SICHEL: There is also an analytical analog of the shock fitting vs.
- • the shock-capturing that has been done in the case of nozzle flows .
I’ve done some work on that; Tom Adamson has done some work
- . on that. The idea is that you start  with a small disturbance equa-
tion bu t include a compressive viscous te rm and then you can find
analytical solution s in which the shock is captured or automatically
appears in the solution. And then Adamson, and Adams on and
Richey, have extended this idea in looking at nozzle flows, where
instead of putting in the viscous te rm you , as i t were , int roduce a
• 
• shock at the appropriate place - you find that there is one place
whe re the upstream analytical solut ion and downstream analytical
solution can be connected with an appropriate shock wave . I
think it might be interesting at some point to do some sample prob -
1cm where you compare the numerical solution of this type with
what I think is an analytical analog of exactly the same problem . 
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SOLUTIONS TO INTERNAL TRANSONIC FLOWS VIA PARAMETRIC
DIFFERENTIATION
W. Whitlow, Jr. and W. L. Harris
Depa r tment of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge , Massachusetts
INTRODUCTION
The recent advances made in our understanding of unsteady.
internal transonic flows may be attributed to research efforts that
are experimental, analytical, and numerical in their basic approach
or emphasis. With the numerical effort  somewhat in the forefront,
a need for more analysis and experimentation is present. This
paper addresses the need for more analysis and physical modeling
of the phenomena. Within this research program, it is our objec-
tive to generate a mathematically self-consistent and a physically
plausible predictive algori thm for unsteady, internal t r ansonic
flows . Such a predictive algorithm would be of optimal utility if it
- 
- were useful ove r a r ange of a se lected paramete r which charac -
terizes unsteady, internal transonic flows . Using parametric dif-
fe rentiation [1, 2 , 3, 4], we have successfully initiated our effor ts to
• generate the desired predictive algorithm.
• Parametric differentiation provide s a means by which both the
— - small perturbation transonic potential equation and the full tran-
sonic potential equation and approximate boundary/initial condition s
may be linearized in phase space. The transformed linear system
of equations is obtained in such a way that the physics of the prob-
1cm remains untransfcrmed. Hence , the difficulty of defining boun-
dary condi tions associated wi th the linear , complex hodograph
me thod is not a limitation or undesir able fea tu re of the method of 
-
- -
parametric differentiation. The linear equation in phase space
also has the advantage of being solvable by a variety of techniques
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and methods not applicable to the original, untransformed, govern-
ing equation. For example, the physically motivated method of
-
• J superposition of elementary flows may be exploited as a means of- solving the linear equation in phase space.
Following a brief review of the concepts upon which the method
of parametric diffe rentiation is based, the results of applying the
method to simple Meyer flows are presented.
THE METHOD OF PARAMETRIC DIFFERENTIATION
Essentially, the method of parametric differenti ation Is a pro-
• ~
• cedur e by whthh nonlinear problems involving pa rameters may be
solved by transforming the nonlinear problem to an equivalent linear
problem in some parameter space. It is noted that not all nonlinear
- equations , with appropriate boundary and initial conditions , are
transformable to an equivalent system of linear equations by this
method. The procedure is outlined below.
• Suppose the nonlinear governing equation and boundary condi -
• tions are given by
N[ u~ (x , t; )~• )]  = 0 (1)





‘ t; X )  = 4j ~ (3)
where N is a nonlinear operator, ~~iis the dependent variable, i and
t are the vector space coordinate and time, respectively, X is a
parameter and the subscript B denotes the boundary. A solution is
assumed to be of the form 4s = 4 ( 2 , t; K 0) whe re is a limitingvalue of K .  The equivalent Finear problem in 2, t, K space is ob-
- 
tam ed , assuming the transformation is possible , by diffe rentiating
- •  
Eqs. (1), (2) and/or (3) with respect to the pa rameter. One obtains
the following results
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t, K )  = ~‘B (6)
where
:~ g(i, t; K) 
84~(~ , t, K )  (7)
Whereas N is a nonlinear partial or ordinary differential operator,
L is a linear differential operator. Once Eqs. (4) - (7) are solved
to obtain g(i, t, K ) ,  the value of the dependent variable at a diffe r-
ent value of K ,  4(i , t; K 0 +AK), may be obtained by quadraturewithout restriction on the range of K othe r than those imposed by
the basic formulation. The equivalent linear system of equations
has been obtained at the expense of an increase in the number of
independent variables. Any “non-linearity” of the equivalent • -
-linear system of equations is confined to Eq. (7). Obviously, the
nature of the computational problems depends upon L, 4i0(i, t; K )and the quadrature to obtain 4(i,t; K 0 + t~K).
Note that Eq. (7) yields - -
K + ~~K
4,( , t;K~~+&~) = ~~~~ t ; K 0) + f  ° gdX (8)K
0
The integration indicated by Eq. (8) requires that the base solution
4
~~
(i, t; K )  to be known. See Figure 1.
A successful application of the MPD requires an answer in the
affirmative to the following questions:
(a) Is parametric differentiation applicable to the proposed
problem ?
4 (b) Are the physical implications of the results obtained via
the MPD plausible in the proposed problem ?
• (c) Is parametric diffe rentiation cost-effective in the proposed
- • ~~
• -~ problem area? • 
-
- ~ (d) Are solutions obtained a weak function of 
the base solution?
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Figure 1. Iteration Procedure .
ANALYSIS
The problem to be investigated is that of perturbation fr om aninviacid , steady, sonic, irrotational , two-dimensional stream mov-ing in the X-direction (see Figure 2). These perturbations havebeen studied for a simple acceleration from subsonic to supersonicflow (Meye r flow) by Adamson, et al. [5, 6, 7, 8] and Whitlow [9] .





Figure 2. Coordinate System .
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The equation governing the perturbations, as derived by Adamson
and Richey [8], for viscous flow, is
~~x~xx 
+ 4)yy - 4~xt 
- 4 + K8 ~~~~~ + .~~~ ~~~~ 0 9
where 4 (x , y, t) is the perturbation velocity potential, T is a charac-
teristic time associated with the disturbance , ~ is a measure of theextent of the transonic region in the transverse direction, and K
is a measure of the shock thickness. For inviscid flow, K 0 , 8
and our problem reduces to solving the nonlinear equa tion
4 4  + 4  - 
..A 4 - J. ~ = 0 (10)x x x  yy T~~ xt tt
Choosing our characteristic parameter as
K = 1 (11)
and applying parametric differentiation, the equation to be solved is
- - ~~~ g + g - g~~ - K
2g~ 2 K 4~~ + ~~~xt 
(12)
The problem now becomes to solve a linear partial differential equa-
tion with variable coefficients .
An noted earlier , In order to employ the method of parametric
differentiation, a known base solution, 4(x, y, t; K 0) mus t be avail-able to initiate the calculations . Thi s solution was taken from work
- • conducte d by Adaxnson, et al. [5 , 6, 7, 8]. Those investigators used
the similarity method to obtain expressi ons for 84/ax (x , y, t; K
I I and 84/8y (x, y, t; )~~) . Those investigators have obtained resul~s
which lead to a base solution of
4(x,y, t; K 0) = Zbx
2 
+ 8b2xy2 + 8b3y4
+ x(4b~ - 2K~3’) + y
2 (8b2 13 - 2K
213”) ( 13)
where /3 = /3(t) .
The shape of the nozzle wall was chosen to be
y = 1 + . 0Z [~JY+ x2 - ii (14)• wall
_ _ _
p 





This corr esponds to a gently varying nozzle , and, for convenience
of computation, the throat is located at x = 0. The chosen nozzle
is also r igid , imposing the condition that (d/dt )(84/ 8 y) = 0. This
condition leads to an expression for 13
U 
-~~~~~~~~~~~





was set to zero , and c , the intersection of the sonic line with
the nozzle cente rline in t1~e limit t -~~ ~, was calculated to be .1155.For simplicity, c2 was set equal to unity, and /3 now reads as
2bt -
- -~~
- 13 e k - .1155 (16)
The boundary condition at the nozzle wall is
af 8f 3
- ~‘ —~~~~ - -~~~ —~~~~ + — ~ (~~~ ) ( 17)at ~ 8x (Y +l )  8y
where w << 1, y is the ratio of specific heats (1. 1~ for this case),and f is the deviation of the nozzle contour from some constant- ‘  wvalue. For the case treated here
= .OZ [Jl + x 2 - i] ( 18)
In phase space , the boundary condition becomes
Of
— — c  ~~~~~~~ ( l o t‘8 y ’w - 4’ ‘ 8x ‘4
The transfo rmed equation for g, with K = K , has been solved
numerically by Whitlow [9] using finite differenc~ s. All derivativeswe re computed us ing a combination of forward and central diffe r-
ences , switching to backwards diffe rences in y at the nozzle wall.
Choosing n , m, p to represent an x , y, t nodal point, the derivatives
are approximated as
4 g = ~~~~~~~~ 
- 
~~~~~~~~~ 
(20a )x 2~ x
Li _ 
__ _ _ _-- -— ~~~~~~~~~~~- • ~~~~~ •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ d
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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g - 2 g + gn+ 1, m,p n,m ,p n-l , rn ,p
(ax )
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2g  (20c)y 28y
g - Z g
g n,m+ 1,p n , rn





8n , m,p +1 - 2~ n~m,p  
+ 8n,m,p- 1
- 2 ( e)(st )
- 
8n+l , m,p +1 - ~~ _j ,~~ ,p +1 - ~~+i ,~~ , p_ 1  ~~~n-1 , rn ,p -1-
(20f)
where ~x, ~y, ~t represent mesh spacings in the x, y, and t direc-
• t ions , respectively. At the nozzle wall
g = ~~~~~~~ 
- 8n,m-l ,p  (Z i a )
y
g ~~~~~~~ 
- 2~~ , m_ l ,p + ~~~m_ 2 p  (2 1b)
yy
For this s tudy, ~x , 5y and ~t we re chosen as .01 , . 01~, and .01 .
res pectively.
The procedure used to calculate the flow field was to fix p, fix
n, and calculate g for all m; n is then incremented andn~+1 m n+ 1g is again ~oth~ ufed for all m. This procedure is re-• n+l rn rt+Ipeaf4d ~id~tit the entire flow field is computed for a fixed value of p.
The value of p is then incremented and the procedure repeated un-
•~~~~~~~ 
til the flow field is computed ove r the desired time range . This
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Figure 3. Procedure to Compute tl~ Flow Field .
- 
- The computation of g requires some initial values
- 
- of g to be specified. The”itiktThX’ ~~~ required to initiate the calcu-lations is shown in Figure 14. To specif y the initial data g(n , rn , p, K )
was related to 4(n ,m,p; K )  as
4(n,m, p;K
g(n ,m,p, K ) = - 2 ° (22)° ( l + K )
The mesh point (ii , m, p) = (2 , 2 , 2 ) was selec ted to co rr es pond to
the spatial point (x, y, t) (0 , 0, 0). Hence, the computation of 
- 
-
m ~ requires the specification of initial data for t <0 .  As-
- 
sumi’ng ‘tViat g grows with time 
~~~ m, 1 
was related to g 
~ 
by
g = . O l g  (23)n m , 1 n ,m, 2
I- 
- •
- - - S
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- , Figure 14. Required Initial and Boundary Data to Compute the Flow
Field .
It should be noted that the relati onship between g and gn rri~, 1 n. m, 2as well as that between g(n , m, p, K ) and 4(x , y. t; K i are not m e
only possible re lationships , and ot~ers may be and ~ hould be tried.
- 
The above procedure will compute the flow field for K = K 0.
A procedu re which will compute the flow field for various values
of K has also been worked out. In orde r to compute the flow field
- 
for the various values of K , K is incremented by A K .  4(n , m, p ; K 0
- 
+ A K )  is approximated by
4(n , m,p; K + A K )  = 4(n ,m,p; K 0) + A X g(n ,m,p, K )  (2 14)
-i and the required initial data is computed as before. The flow field
U






is then calculated as mentioned above , and the entire process is
- ~
- repeated until the flow field is computed ove r the desired range of
- - K .  This procedure has been carried out for a por tion of a flow
field. To compute the portion of the flow field required 20, 000
- bytes of storage and . 1142 minutes on an IBM 370. The results are
summarized in Table 1.
- - 
Having calculated g for various K ‘s, the potential at any value
/ of K can be computed by
K
- 4(x ,y, t; K )  = 4(x,y, t; K )  + f  gdk (25)
H
0




K ‘l’5,2,4 g5 2 1 4  7,Z,4 g7 2 14 U6 2 4
.01 (K=X ) .037 -3.21 .1116 - 14 .9 3. 73
.02 2. 14 3. 59
.03 .059 .215 .144 . 259 4. 25
H .04 . 0954 . 0904
H .05 .06 1 . 0472 .14 61 .021 1 14. 225
1 .06 .0233 - .013
.07 .0617 .0099 .145 9 - .0315 1 4 . 2 1
H .08 .0017 - . 042 4
.09 .06 17 - .0036 .1453 - .O l i.9 1~.18
.10 - . 007 1 - .0531
.11 .06158 - .00 954 . 144 .0557 14. 12
I
_ _ _  •I - L. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —_ - - - -~ -.- - - —5—— —5- _ _5__5_ _ _ _ • - - —---—5-- -. -
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Durin g the course of this study, it has been demonstrated that
the me thod of parametric differentiation is successful in removing
the nonlinear ity from the gove rning perturbation potential equation .
A ri gid nozzle of specified shape has been chosen , and the bounda-
ry condi tions , in phas e space , have been formulated. A base solu-
tion corresponding to a rigid nozzle has also been found, using
similarity results obtained by Adams on , et al. [5 , 6, 7 , 8].
Finite difference approximations to the derivative s of g have
been developed , and the gove rning equation in phase space has
been written using those approximations. The nozzle wall condi-
tions in phase space have also been approximated in finite diffe r-
ence form. The initial and boundary data necessa ry  to compute
the flow field has been identified, and an expression connecting the
bas e solution , 4(x , y, t; K ), and the chosen characteristic parame-
ter has been written and aiffe rentiated to yield the necessary initial
and boundary data. A computer rou tine has been wri tten , with the
specified initial and boundary data as input , that compute s ( a4 / a K )
and , even tually, 4 and at all points in space and time over a
ran ge of characteristic parameters.
In this stud y, the method of parametric differentiation has been
extended to a new level of complexity. Before this investigation
was unde r taken , the method had been used to study problems in
two space dimensions with time fixe d or one space dimension with
time varying. Here , the method has been extended to two space
dimensions with time varying.
One may ask what are the advantages of using parametric dif-
- J ferentiation to linearize the problem ove r solving the potential
equa tion numerically. The pri~nary reason is that parametric
differen tiation removes the nonlinearity from the problem, and in
doing so , red uces t~e amount of computing needed to obtain solu-
tions of the governing equation. For the sample calculations pre-
s ented he re , the computation time and required storage we re very
reasonable . When using p? ametric differentiation , one can obtain
• solutions for all characterist ic times and observe how they vary as
the time is changed. It should be noted that in try ing to solve a
nonlinear equa tion , one is not guaranteed a unique solution ; this
is no problem with a linear equation. Hence , it is seen that para-
metr ic  dif ferentiation has great potential for application s to the
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DISC USSI ON OF THE WHI TLOW-I -J ARRIS  PAPER
ADAMSON : You ’re using the similarity solutions which are only
valid for one wall shape , so I imagine that in your calculations this
- - - -— 
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holds true, does it not?
HARRIS : Yes. My understanding of the Meye r flow solutions which
yo u developed - the stream lines in fact do correspond to the wall
for the rigid wall-condition .
ADAMSON: The point is that you can ’t take an arbitrary wall with
a similarity solution .
• 
- HARR IS: Oh, sure.
ADAMSON: Yes. That ’s true also for this method ?
HARRIS: Yes. That’s cer tainly the case.
HAFEZ: How is this different from Golub and Bellman for a meth -.
- 
- od to conver t the boundary value problem to an ini tial value pr ob-
lem ? The point he re is that you embed your problem in a higher
dimension, like solving the steady problem by an uns teady approach.
So you increase the computation time of the numbe r of un knowns
because you have one more dimension .
HARRIS : No , it does not really increase the number of unknowns ;
it does increase the number of independent variables. To derive
the unknown you want - like the stream function - is a direct quad-
ra ture of g.
HAFEZ: But if we have a boundary value problem in 2-D , you can
make it easily an initial value problem in 3-D.
S HAR RIS: Yes . The method is basically one of extending the solu-
tion by analytic continuation, if you will; it ’s quite similar to the
work tha t Van Dyke is now developing in which he generates his
highe r orde r series on a computer. We do not do that; we simply
get ours by formalized quadrature .
- - - - - - -  - - - •  -
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OF A TRANSONIC COM PRESSOR
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Wi thin the last several yea rs , the development of numerical
te chniques to solve transonic mixed-flow problems has led to a
numbe r of significant advances in the calculation of such mixed
flows in turbomachinery. A result of these developments , some
of which have occurred quite recently and are re porte d at this
workshop, is that the capability presently exis ts for calculating
accurate inviscid solutions for an important class of transonic
compressors and fans . At the present time, apparently, the most
general and successful of these techniques are based on time -
• ma rching and finite -difference procedures for solving the Euler
equations , such as developed for example by E rdos , et al. [i i .
Steady state , or conve rged periodic solutions , are obtained asymp-
totically in time, almost inevitably with subs tantial computational
requirements. These developments , howeve r , form the basis of
the present work which is directed primarily toward supplementing
these calculations, wi th a view toward reducing the computational
re quirements now necessary. Although the current  work has been
* Research supporte d by NASA Lewis Research Center under Con-
tract NAS 3-19738.
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unde rway for only a few months and our specific results are still
modest, we are confident that the procedures we are devel oping
will lead ra pkL ; to signif ican t progress in the prac tical solution
of these problems.
DESCRIPTION OF METHOD
The obj ective of the present work, which is outlined in the
- 
- f irs t figure , is to provide a means for turbomachinery calcula-
tions, particularly where it is necessary to carry  out a number of
calculations for closely-related flows such as are needed in a
parametric design study. We have initially chosen to study the
• transonic compressor for reasons which will become apparent
la ter.
The basic idea underlying the method is to make use of a pre-
vious ly calculated base solution to dete rmine first-orde r changes
in the flow field due to variations in one or more of a variety of
geometrical or flow field parame ters. The assumptions which
we have adopted are that the basic flow is inviscid , i r rotational ,
and steady. While these assumptions are not absolutely essential
and could be relaxed, we feel that this framework is sufficiently
accurate to provide results useful in a practical sense and still
not too complex to preclude adequate checking of the technique .
The fundamental assumption associated with the perturbation solu-
• tion is that the magnitude of the excursions from the bas e solution
lie within the range of a linear perturbation analysis.
GOAL : To ECONOMIZE TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR CALCULAT IONS,
PARTICULARLY PARAMETRIC EVALUAT I ONS
METHOD: UTILIZE A KNOWN OR BASE SOLUTION TO DETERMINE FIRST—




- OR FLOW FIELD PARAMETERS
ASSU~FTI O~IS: 1. INVISCID, IRROTATIONAL, STEADY FLOW
2. EXCURSI ONS FROM BASE SOLUT ION WITHIN SCOPE OF LINEAR
PERTURBATION ANALYSIS
Figure 1. Basic Concepts
-  
_ • - • _
~~~~~~~
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 











BLADE-TO—BLADE SURFACE OR REVOLUTION STREAM CHANNEL ~~ MER IDIONAL
Figure 2. Model Problem. Transition Flow on the Blade -to-
• Blade Surface of a Single Row Compressor Rotor
The model problem which we have chosen to study is that of
transonic flow on the blade-to-blade surface of a single row com-
pressor rotor as indicated in Figure 2. Included in the formula-
tion, which is carried out in the ro tating coordina te system de-
• fined in that figure , are va r iations in the str eam channel thickness
b and radial divergence r in the me ridional flow plane as shown
in the sketch on the right. The basic reasons for this particular
choice are (a) that this problem provides an ideal test of our per-
turbation technique as it is rich in a variety of parameters which
can be varied, and (b) that solutions for the more accurate repre-
- sentations of such flows are substantial in cost in terms of corn-
putational time. Also, and quite significant , is the fact that for
special subcases of the general p roblem , seve ral diffe rent meth-
ods are available for solving the basic flow. These include small-
disturbance transonic [2] and full potential methods [3], in addition
to the Eule r equation solutions mentioned previously. This is im-
portant from the point of view of potential applications of the meth-
od since it provides another basis for measu ring the relative ef-
• ficiency of the technique.
The level of accuracy of the base solution we have initially
chosen to formulate the method on is the full potential
tIc: . •~~
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- VELOCITY POTENTIAL : U , V •
DIFFERENTIAL EQUAT I ON : - ~~~~~ + 
- A~} Oyy ~ 2~~~y~~y A~ø~[~ ~~
- H ~~ - WHERE
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
— 0 p.riod ic





Figure 3. Equati ons of Motion
representation, for which the differential equation and boundary
condition s are indicated in Figure 3 in a coordinate system rotating
with the blades. We note that the variations in stream channel
thickness b and radial dive rgence r enter as terms on the right-
• hand side of the familiar two-dimensional potential equation.
The perturbation analysis associated with this formulation of
the base problem is outlined in Figure 4 which indicates the decom -
positi on of the potential into a base plus perturbation component ,
and then the form of the governing linearized equation which then
results for the perturbation component 4’. In the gene ral case ,
all of the coefficients in the differential equation for 4’ are func-
tion s of the base solution 4 . However , for simpler cases , such
as when the base flow is taken as a small-disturbance potential
solution , a numbe r of the coefficients wifl simplif y or vanish.
Some of the typical perturbations that will be considered are
S - . indicated, and include changes in geometry, flow parameters and - ‘
operating conditions. Of course , under certain fl ow condi tions ,
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DECOIFOSE: 0 — 
~0 
+
t WHERE 0o BASIC-FLOW SOLUT ION
0 —  PERTURBATION COMPONENT RESULTING FROM CHANGES




LI IEARIZED EQUATION FOR 0’:
~~XX 
+ B0’,,, + C0~ + D0~ + E0 S — F
• WHERE [A~B.. . ,,FJ ARE FUNCTIONS OF 00(x,v)
TYPICAL PERTIJRBAT IO4S:
GEo,~~-rR 1c~~. ELQI~i OPERATING CONDITIONS
• THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION S INLET MACH NO. S PRESSURE RATIO
- 1 S CAMBER DISTRIBUT ION S INFLOW, OUTFLOW S TOTAL PRESSURE,
• SOLIDITY ANGLES TEMPERAT URE
Figure 4 . Perturbation Analysis
independently of others. It is important to recognize and account
for this in dete rmining the perturbation solutions. In order to
solve the linearized equation for the perturbation potential 4’, we
are employing a finite-difference procedure us ing a successive - -
•
line overrelaxation algorithm. The method is based on the Murman-
- 
- Cole differencing scheme and uses the equation s in appropriate con -
servation form to properly account for ellipti c, hyperbolic , sonic,
and shock points . Consequently, shock perturbations will be auto -
matically accounted for in the method.
I
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Some preliminary results obtained from the pe r turbation pro-
cedures are shown in Figure 5. Here comparisons are made for
results obtained by varying the thickness ratio of an unstagge red
nonlifting cascade composed of biconvex profiles in a flow with
oncoming free-stream Mach number M~, = 0.60. The plot on the
left displays the results for a pitch-to-chord ratio, H/C = 0. 75.• The solid lines indicate the results obtained by using the basic solu-
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solutions were obtained by solving the transonic small-disturbance
potential equation and were calculated by using the code TSFO1L
[2]. The solid line results for thickness ratios r equal to 0. 06 and
0. 08 are meant to be compared with those indicated by the dashed
line s which were obtained by us ing the perturbation method to-
gether with the basic flow solution for thickness ratio equal to 0. 07.
The good agreement between the two results is impressive consid-
ering that at this spacing the flow is relatively sensi tive to changes
- J in geometry -- our numerical experiments show that this fl ow
chokes at M~, just unde r 0. 7. Also, a change in /thickness ratio
of 1 in 7 is 14%, which is not a small perturbation. Finally, to
obtain some idea of the magnitude of the nonlinear effects present
in thi3 example, we have indicated with dotted line s the results of
linear theory for r = 0. 06 . Compar ison clearly indicate s that non-
linear effects are sizable for this geometry at even this low a
Mach numbe r , thereby illustrating that a nonlinea~ calculation isrequired.
Analogous results are presented in the plot on the right for a
pitch-to-chord ratio of 2. 0. In this case , where the flow is not
confined , the perturba tion results are essen tially identi cal wi th
those predicted by using the basic flow method.
With regard to future work , the final fi gure indicate s the three
essential tasks on which we plan to concentrate . These include
de termination of the range of validity of the various perturbation
solu tions when utilizing representative base flow solutions , exten-
sion to supercritical, choked, and supersonic flows , and examina-
tion of the effect on accuracy and computational time of us ing van-
- 
- 
ous base flow solution methods .
RANGE OF VALIDITY OF VARIOUS PERTURBATION
— 
SOLUTIONS
• SUPERCRIT ICAL, CHOKED, AND SUPERSONIC FLOWS
H
• EFFECT OF VARIOUS BASIC FLOW METHODS
I
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DISCUSSION OF THE STAHARA, et al. PAPER
- 
- OLIVER : I think the idea of trying to find an alte rnative to execu-
ting an entire nonlinear calculation when you change parameters
for design studies is a very admirable one, bu t it seems to me that
there is a fundamental limitation here which is crucial for studying
supercritical transonic flows which are the ones of major interest;
that is, I think the linear perturbations are just not appropriate for,
in fact, even small perturbations. The variations az~ inherentlynonlinear and the simplest example of that is that the shock will not
- 
I be transported properly - you cannot relocate shocks - by linear
analysis. At least I don ’t believe you can . Do you-have any com-
men ts about that fundamental limitation ?
STAHARA : I’m aware of it. Until we really get into it , I don ’t
have any results , actually, to bols te r what I feel but I think there ’s
going to be some range that we ’re going to be able to consider. I
think there ’s an important point here. The reason we want to go
with a linear analysis is that obviously we’re going to do the calcu-
lation once for a nnit change in whatever parameter we’re consid-
ering. So that calculation once it’s done, is done once and for all
and i t is valid for a range . Now what you ’re saying is that range
is obviously going to be too small to be meaningful in a practical
sense. I don’t know.
OLIVER : What I’m saying is that I think it ’s incorrect.  I don ’t
thin k it ’s correct even to the smallest range because of its inherent
IH
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ADAMSON: We have found, in our studies of nozzle flow, for
- 
- example , that it is possible - using asym ptotic analyses - to
loca te the shock using linearized equations , and then in the region
very near the shock, presumably the nonlinear equation would hold.
But there were certain cases even there, where the solution to the
nonlinear equation is so simple , that in reality the shock shape ,
etc. - everything we calculated - was found using linear equations .
-
S 
So there are some range of parameters where this is possible.
STAI-IARA: [NOTE ADDED IN PROOF]: I think that this point can
be clarified a great deal by consideri ng the manner in which the
linear perturbation problem is formulated and the solution actuall y
carried out. Consider the simple example of transonic flow pas t a
wedge profile with M~ , > 1. Now let’s say that the wedge angle is
perturbed slightl y, all else remaining the same. The bow shock
would move to a new location slightly removed from the original
or base flow location, and the rest of the flow field would also be
per turbed slightly. Now, at f i rs t  glance , it would seem that one
could offe r the argument that ove r the region that the shock has
moved the perturbation quantities cannot be considered small or
linear since they, in effect , are the cause of the shock movement ,
and thus mus t, in this region at least , be as lar ge as the base flow
quan tities. However , this reasoning is misleading in the sense that
it does not prope rly represent the mechanism by which the pertur-
bation problem actually move s the shock. Conside r the manne r in
which the perturbation problem is actually posed. We split the
solution into the nonlinear base component plus a small linear per -
• 
- 
turba tion. This obviously leads to a linear differential equation for
the per turbation. Regard now the boundary conditions for the pe r-
turbation . These conditions are written for the new flow situation
and involve specifications at the new wedge surface and bow shock
which are at different locations than those of the base flow. In par--
ticular , the bow shock j ump condition is to be satisfied at the new
shock loca tion. To implement this condition , however , a Taylor
series expansion is used to transfer that condition back to the old
base flow shock location. With the flow solution split into the base
plus linear perturbation , the Taylor series expansion serves to
provide the shock bounda ry conditions that must be sa tisfied by the
linear perturbation at the old shock wave location . This condition
involves , of course , the unknown displacement of the shock, but it
tur ns out that this displacement can be eliminated , by appropriate
manipulation, in favo r of base flow properties. Thus , the linear
H : . 
- - 
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perturbation problem is now formulated on the skeleton of the old
-
- base flow problem. One then pr oceeds to solve for the linear per-
turbation . With the solution for the linear pe rturbation in hand,
-
- 
the motion of the shock wave is solved for by a separate calculation.
This is the fundamental mechanism by which the linear pe r turbation
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ON THE PREDICTION OF VISCOUS PHENOMENA IN TRANSONIC
FLOWS
George S. Deiwert
NASA Ames Research Center
Moffe tt Field , California
I-
ABSTRACT
Viscous phenomena in transonic flows , such as viscous -invis-
cid in tera tions , flow separation and buffeting, can be numericall y
simulated on mode rn computers. The equations appropriate to
desc ribe such flows are the Navier-Stokes equations for compres-
sible flows . Efficient and accurate computing algorithms exist ,
anc are being fur ther developed , which solve these equation s for
flows about configurations of arbitrary geome try. For low Reynolds
number , wholly laminar flows , the system is closed and directl y
amenable to solution . For highe r Reynolds numbers , where the
flow is turbulent or transitional, it is necessary to close the sys-
tern of equations by means of turbulent transport models. Unfor-
tunately, while many transport m odels exist for relatively simple
flows , they remain the pacing item in the simulation of viscous ef-
fec ts in transonic flows .
Using algebraic eddy viscosi ty models , several flows over air-
foil configurations are computed and compared with experiment.
Whe re the viscous effe cts are weak (e. g . ,  attached boundary layers ,
we ak viscous -invis cid interaction, or small scale separation ) the
computations are quantitatively ade quate . Where viscous effects
are stron g (e.g. , large-scale separation , buffe ting , or stronger
I ~ viscous -inviscid interaction), the computations are only qualitative -
I ~ ly correct. It is suggested that the key to predicting viscous ef-fects in transonic flows lies in the understanding and prediction of
turbulen ce phenomena.
- — 
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The prediction of viscous phenomena in transonic flows invol-
ves descriptions of both boundary laye r and inviscid flow regions
and their interaction with one another. For flows whe re the boun-
dary layer remains attached, the two flow regions can usually be
analyzed separately and their inte raction dete rmined iteratively.
This generally requires solving the compressible Euler equations
for the inviscid field and the boundary-layer equations for the vis-
cous region near solid surfaces. When the viscous -inviscid inte r-
ac tions are strong, and there is flow separation or even buffeting,
it is more reasonable to solve the Navier-Stokes equati ons for corn-
pressible flows. These equations describe the coupling between
the viscous and inviscid regions and describe the elliptic behavior
in regions of flow separation. They can be solved on modern com-
pu ters by finite difference algorithms .
A particularly att ractive algorithm has been developed by
MacCorrnack [1-2] ; it is explicit and is second-orde r accurate in
both time and space . Application of this method to transonic flows
is described by Deiwert [3 -6] and is the method used in the present
paper. Briefly, the time dependent Navier-Stokes equations are
written in integro-differential form for an arbitrary fluid element
volume.
-~~a -.
~~f U d v o l + f  H~~n. dsvol S
whe re U is the veclor of conservable qu~~itities in the volume ele-
ment, ~tis the vecto r of forces and flux s acting on the surface of
the volume, and i~ is a unit normal vector to the surface element ds
abou t the volume. For two-dimensional flow the vectors U and Fl’
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and are unit vectors in orthogonal x, y space , p is the mas s
d~nsity, ~
‘u and v are the veloci ty components, e is the internal en-
er gy, T is the temperature , and is the complete stress tensor.
These equations are solved in rectangular Car tesian space for flow
through volume elements of arbitrary geometry. Thi s precludes
the necessity of coordinate transformations and lends itself to sim -.
pie extension to three-dimensional flows.
In the present examples the volume elements are defined by a
body oriented mesh such as illus trated in Figure 1. The mesh ele-
ments are small in regions where viscous effects are expected to
be important, and large in inviscid regions. The transition from
small to large mesh regions is achieved both by mesh stre tching
and by mesh patching. Typically, mesh patching is implemented
approximately at the sublaye r - boundary layer inte rface and at the
boundary laye r - inviscid flow interface . At these mesh interfaces
the algorithm is locally first-orde r accurate . The mesh stretching
— 
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is geometric and is small in regions of large gradien ts and larg e
in regions of small gradients , thus preserving the over-all second-
• orde r accuracy of the method. Typically, the mesh spacing is con-
stant in the sublayer region .and highly stretched in the inviscid re-
gion. This permits the use of free-stream and Neumann boundary
conditions with relatively few mesh points , thus achieving the de-
sirable effect of mapping transformations.
It is the purpose of this pape r to discus s the prediction of vis-
cous effe cts in t ransonic fl ows of ae rodynamic interes t using the
above method. Many of the concepts apply equally to flows in tur-
bomachinery and the transition of the one field of interest to the
othe r should be straightforward.
LAMINAR FLOWS
For wholly laminar flows the Navier-Stokes equations are exact





• z du av av
H =
8u dvr = r  =xy yx 8y 8x
and the heat fl ux can be written as
YI L ae -~ 8 e -k V T  ~~~~~~~~ ex + ~~ 
ey )
where V is the isentropic exponent (C IC ), P is the molecular
Prandtl numbe r , and p~ is the coeffici!ent
’~f mo~iecular viscosity.
For the low Reynolds numbe r associated with wh olly laminar
flow the viscous regions can be thick and especially susceptible to
separation . For airfoil configurations of reasonable thickness this
can lead to stall or even buffeting at quite moderate angles of attack.
While these laminar flows pose many interesting problems , their
importance in transonic flow s of aerodynamic interest is primary
academic Many of the importan t features of these flows can be
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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and have been treated by incompressible analyses. The larger
class of transonic flows is turbulent and is discussed in the follow-
ing section.
TURBULEN T FLOWS
Mos t transonic flows of interest are at high enough Reynolds
number such that the flow is either turbulent or transitional eithe r
near the solid boundaries or in the near wake . While , in principle ,
the Navier-Stokes equations describe these flow s, the length scale
of the turbulent motion varies so widely that it is not practical to
attempt to resolve it by finite difference procedures. Instead, the
Reynolds averaged form of the equation s are used and the conse-
quent Reynolds stress terms are described by empirical model
equations . In this case the fo rm of the governing equations remains
unchanged and, by using the eddy viscosity effect , the components
of the stress tensor are approxima ted by
2 du Ov Ou
~~~~~
2 du dv av
• Ou dv= = - (~~~+~~~~~(—  + — )
• xy yx d y 3x
• I and the heat flux as
k V T  = _ V ( I L+€) [~~.!~~ ÷ d e;P a x x  3~ yr
~
where c is the dynamic eddy viscos ity coefficient and Prt is the
• total (molecular ax~i turbulent) Prandtl • number. The key to suc-
cesaful flow field simulation in this case is in adequately des crib-
ing the turbulent transport by eddy viscosity model equations .
The simplest forms of these equations are algebraic, depending
only on the local mean flow properties. More elaborate models
• include partial differential equati ons of the same degree of complex-
ity as the Navier-Stokes equati ons being solved. Unfortunately, it
is not intuitively clear that for the transonic flows of interest he re
_ _ _ _  __ ~• .. . • • . • .~~ ••~~-•-•~• . • •~ -• ...~ •-~~-• • •-~~ -, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the mo re elaborate differential models proposed to date will per-
• form significantly be tte r than algebraic formulations (e. g . ,  see
[6].
To illustrate the influence of including turbulent transport in
the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations , flow fields have been
computed for two different air foil configuration s for which experi-
mental data are available for comparisons . An algebraic eddy vis-
cosi ty model was as3umed and flow conditions chosen where both
large and small viscous-inviscid interactions are expected.
Biconvex Circular Arc
• The first  configuration is an 18 percent thick biconvex cir cular
arc at zero angle of attack. This configuration is selected because
even in a symmetric configuration at zero angle of attack it can cx-
• hibi t both trailing edge and shock induced type separation . This
confi guration was also inve stigated expe rinientally by McDevitt ,
• et al .[7] who found that at zero angle of attack for free-stream
Mach numbers below 0. 76 the flow field was steady, exhibiting onl y
small scale trailing edge separation ; and for free-stream Mach
num bers greate r than 0. 78 the flow field was steady, exhibiting a
massive me rged shock induced - trailing edge separation . Oil flow
• photographs illus trating these two flow configurations are shown in
Figure 2. For ma ch numbers between 0. 76 and 0. 78 , uns tead y
buffe ting is likely whereby the flow rapidly oscillate s between the
• two steady flow configurations , alte rnately between the upper and
lowe r surface. While it is beyond the scope of the present work to
investigate unsteady transonic turbulent flows, the two steady flow
configurations have been considered and comparisons with experi-
men t are shown in Figures 3 and 4 . The edd y viscosity model used
was the ‘~model 2” reported in [5] and [6].
• Figure 3 shows expe r imental shadowgraphs of the flow field
ove r the aft portion of the airfoil for a Mach numbe r of 0. 74 and
0. 79 and a chord Reynolds numbe r of four million. Included for
comparison are computed Mach contours and velocity profiles.
The shadowgraphs at the top of Figure 3 are of the aft region of the
experimental flow field corresponding to the low and high Mach num-
• hers. The shadowgraph at the left , for the lowe r Mach number ,
shows a nearly normal shock at about 63 percent of chord. The
boundar y layer behind the shock remains attached , yet shows sub-
stantial thickening. Near the trailing edge , it separates , denoted
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the massive thickening of the viscous region itself . The shadow -
graph at the right shows an oblique shock at about 65 percent chord.
The flow behind the shock is separated , as evidenced by the flow
pattern behind the shock, and reattached downstream in the wake .
The separation bubble is quite thick, as evidenced both by the
existence of the oblique shock necessary to turn the flow and by
the thickness of the viscous region itself.
Computed Mach contours for the same flow conditions are
shown immediately beneath the shadowgraphs. Lines of cons tant
• Mach number are shown in increments of 0. 02. For the lowe r
Mach number case on the left the shock is centered about the 73
percent chord, in agreement with the computed surface pressure
distribution. The boundary layer behind the shock thickens but
remains attached until near the trailing edge where it separates.
The flow field details indicated in both the shadowgraph and con tour
plot are remarkably similar in character although they diffe r in
quantitative detail. For the higher Mach number flow on the right
the shock is normal away from the airfoil surface and becomes
oblique in the interaction region. The shock is centered near the
70 percent chord near the surface. The flow field behind the shock
is separated and reattached in the wake . Except for  some diffe r-
ences in shock position and orientation , the computed flow field is
remarkably similar to that given by experiment in a qualitative
sense.
Finally, at the bottom of Figure 3, computed velocity vector
plots near the airfoil surface indicate the magnitude and direction
of the flow. For the lower Mach number the separation region is
small and confined to the vicinity of the trailing edge. For the
higher Mach numbe r the se para tion region extends from the shock
• impingement area into the wake and is noticeably thick.
Surface pressure comparisons for the two flow configurations
• are shown in Figure 4 . The inviscid solutions agree with experi-
ment over the forward half of the airfoil but are inaccurate in pre-
dicting shock strength and location, and in predicting the pressure
• level near the trailing edge . When the aft pressure recovery is
strong, indicating that the shock-boundary laye r interaction is
weak, Figure 4(a) , the viscous solution agrees well with experi-
ment, predicting reasonably well the shock strength and location.
• The only significant diffe rence appears to be near the airfoil trail-
ing edge where the experimental pressure distributions do not iridi - •
cate as extensive a separation re gion as does the numerical compu-
tation. Good agreement between computation and experiment is 
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Figure 4(a) . Surface Pressure Comparisons for 18 Percent Thick
Biconvex Circular Arc. M~~ = 0. 775 , Re~ = 2 x 1 0
6,
also obtained at the channel walls , indicating that the streamline
contouring used was reasonably acc ura te and was effe ctive in this
case for minimizing wall inte rference effects .
At the highe r Mach number (Figure 4(b)), where separation is
near the foot of the shock wave , the viscous solution does not pre-
dict the shock location and strength correctly, and g reatly over-
predicts the pressure recovery ove r the aft portion of the airfoil.
At the channel walls the agreement between computation and expe r-
iment parallels that at the airfoil surface , - upstream of the airfoil
shock the ag reement is excellent but downstream the numerical
method ove restimated the pressure recove ry and disagrees with
experiment. This is probably due , in part , to inadequa te turbulent
: modeling in the vicinity of the separation point and throughout the
separated region. Also contributing to the disagreement d own-
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Figure 4(b). Surface Pressure Comparisons for 18 Percent Thick
Biconvex Circular Arc. M~ , 0.786 , Re~ = lO x 10
6.
and lower walls were contoured to match an inviscid flow solution
at a slightly lower Mach number.  The channel wall boundaries
should, of course , be the same in both the numerical simulation
and experiment for a proper comparison.
Shockless Lifting Airfoil
The second configuration considered is the shockless lifting
ai r foil developed by Garabedian and Korn [8]. This airfoil is nearl y
12 percent thick and is designed for shockless flow at M~~ = 0. 75.
It was investigated experimentally by Kacprzynski , et al. [9] , for
both the design condition and a variety of off de sign conditions.
Computed results are presented in Figures 5 throug h 7 for a
free-s~,ream Mach number of 0. 755, a chord Reynolds num ber ofZ l x l O  and an angle of attack of 0. 12 degrees. The eddy viscosity
II —---~~-•— -. • -~~~~~ - • • • ~ • - • ~~-• •- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •—
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model used to describe the turbulent t ransport  is an algebraic mix-
ing length model with relaxation in the flow direction to p~ir tial1y
accoun t for turbulence history. Based on ideas discussed in [6] ,
the model is given by
H r- —11/2• 2 1  8 u 2  d v Z
• 
= P l~ [( i—) +
1. 0.41 y [1 - exp(-y/A)J
A = 2 6 [ - ~~• p 2 2 1 2w ~ (
O(u + v  ) /
• I ~L W
where E . is the eddy viscosity coefficient in the wall sublaye r , 1.
is the rr~ixing length in the wall sublaye r , A is the van Driest damp-
ing paramete r , and i~ is the outward normal to the airfoil surface.
For the outer boundary laye r re gion and the trailing edge
2 1  0 u 2  d v 2 l l / 2
E I ( )  + ( )
• 0 o k a y ax
I = 0.O9~~~~- y ~~
• whe re E and are the edd y viscosity coefficient and mixing length
• respectively in the oute r and wake regions , S is the boundary laye r
- on wake thickness, and y is the location of the dividing streamline
which corresponds to the airfoil surface and wake centerline when
the flow is unseparated). Inside the separation bubbles the viscos-
• ity is given by E = E y/y  ove r solid surfaces and E = E in the
wake . Turbulez~ce h?stor~,r is conside red by a simpfe re?axation
express ion  given by
E(x , y )  = ( l _ r ) E eq (x I Y) 
+ r E
eq
( X_  Ax,y)
whe re r is a relaxation paramete r less than unity (0. 3 was used in
the present solution). Transition was assumed at 10 percent chord.
This simple model should yield reasonable results when the
flow remains attached but is suspect in regions of reverse flow.









Figure 5. Computed Isobars for Garabedian-Korn Shockless Ai r-
foil , M = 0.755, Re = 21 x io 6, a = 0. 12°, U t / c  = 7 .3.
Furthe r discussions of algebraic turbulence models can be found in
[6] .
The computhtional mesh contained 78 points around the airfoil
• and wake and 34 points from the airfoil surface to the far  inviscid
• field. The inne rmost mes h contained 4 poin ts distributed over a
dimensionless length, 11/c, of 0.0 001 , and the boundary layer mesh
contained 12 points distributed ove r a dimensionless length of
0 . 0199. The mesh is extended radially a distance of 5 chord lengths
and downstream of the trailing edge a distance of 6 chord lengths .
Steady state was assumed afte r a dimensionless time of U t /c = 9.
Figure 5 shows computed pressure  contours at a dimensionless
• time of 7. 3 for intervals of E~p/p~~ = 0. 02. The flow ove r the up-
per surface is supercritical and essentially shock f ree .  The flow
ove r the lowe r surface is subcritical. Corresponding computed
Mach contours at intervals of 0. 02 are shown in Figure 6. Both
the boundary laye r and the location of the wake are discernible in
this f igure .  Both figures indicate a shock free flow for which the
configuration was designed and tend to confirm the validity of the
~~~~~~ ____ ~~ _ _ __ L~~~
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Figure 6. Computed Mach Cont9urs for  Garabedian-Korn Shockless




Experimental and computed surface pressure distributions (at
• a dimensionless time of 9) are shown in Figure 7 . For compari-
son , the inviscid results of Garabedian and Korn are included.
The improved agreement of the viscous results with experiment as
compared with the inviscid results is dramatic. In fact , the vis-
cous solution shows excellent agreement with experiment. There
is a small pressure  plateau in the computed distribution on the up-• , per surface at the trailing edge of the airfoil which is not discerni-
ble in the experimental results. This is due to increased displace -
• ment effects of a boundary layer that is near separation. This may
be the f i rs t  hint of a breakdown of the turbulence model or may be
due to slight differences in the details of the airfoil geometry ‘at the
trailing ed ge. (For example , the experimental airfoil  model has a
• finite trailing edge thickness whereas the analytic airfoil has zero
th ickness . )  The expe rimentally measured shock at the uppe r nose
• region is not resolved by the coarse computational mesh used in
this reg ion. To fu r the r complicate matters  the shock occurs jus t
where transition was assumed and is probabl y near where transit ion
• - - ---~~.-•~~--• -• • • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~•~~~~~~~~~ -•-~-•-—•~~~~~~~~~~ • - •-- •
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Figure 7. Surface Pressure Comparisons for Garabedian-Korn
• Shockless Airfoil, M = 0. 755, Re = 2 1 x 106 , a = 0. 12°, U t/c
= 9 . 0.
2 actually occurs. The slight disagreement be tween computation and
experiment on the lower surface can be attributed to two causes:
f i r s t, the circulation is different because of lack of adequate reso-
3 lution of the forward shock on the upper surface and secondly, the
numerical solution isn U t really fully converged at a dimensionless
time of 9. In fact, the computed pressure distribution is slowly
• approaching the expe rimental values as time is advanced. Due to
the nearness of the far field boundaries reflected wave s begin to
reach the surface at a dimensionles s time of 10 and impose a see-
ond order disturbance on the solution. Hence , the solution was
stopped at U~~t/c = 9.
• CONCLUDING REMARKS
- 
Us ing a simple algebraic eddy viscosity model to describe the
L.., ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ : ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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turbulent transport process the compressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions have been used to s imulate three transonic flows . In the
f i rs t, flow ove r an 18 percent thick biconvex circular arc at zero
angle of attack, the viscous -inviscid interaction was weak and
separation was confined to a small region near the trailing edge.
Except for the de tai ls in the separation region the agreement be-
tween computation and experiment was excellent.
In the second , flow over the same geometry but at highe r
Mach number , the viscous -invis cid interaction was strong with a
massive separation region extending from the base of the shock to
• the near  wake . The agreement between computation and experiment
was excellent ahead of the interaction but only qualitative in the
interaction region. The primary reason for the lack of good quan-
titative agreement in the interaction region is the use of an inade-
quate turbulence transport model.
In the third, flow ove r a 12 percent lifting configuration designed
for shock free flow, the viscous-inviscid interaction was weak with
no flow separation. Except for a small region near the nose on the
uppe r surface whe re the computational mesh was too coarse , and a
small region on the uppe r surface at the trailing edge where analy-
tical and experimental airfoil configurations diffe r , the agreement
• be tween computation and expe r iment is excellent.
In each of the three sample cases the viscous solutions show 
-
•
considerable improvement ove r corresponding inviscid results -
• even in the third case whe re there we re no shocks or separation.
Thus , the importance of including the viscous terms is clear.
Equally clear , and probabl y the most critical, is the importance
of turbulence modeling. When the flow remains attached the sirn-
- 
J 
pie algebraic type models , such as used here , seem to be adequate .
Even for flows with small scale separation reasonable results may
be obtained. For flows where viscous -inviscid interactions are
strong and where there is large scale separation , the simple models
are  not adequate and computed results are only qualitative.
• It is suggested that the key to successful prediction of viscous
effects in transonic flows is in the turbulence modeling. Without
= adequate descriptions of turbulent transport  any prediction methodis incomplete . In the words of Bradshaw [ ioJ ,  ~a numerical pro-
cedure without a turbulence model stands in the same relation to a
comple te calculation method as an ox does to a bull . I
_ _
t~~ r 
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DISCUSSION OF THE DEIWERT PAPER
MORN: Could you explain on that las t picture what you ’ve done abou t
angle of attack? It isn ’t clear what you would take for the tunnel in-
cidence, what you would have run for the inviscid solution, or what the
desi gn run would be - since there wasn ’t a design anyway because
Mach 0. 75 was the design . How would you know what the wall cor-
rec tion could be ? How did you decide what lift or an gle of attack to
run at?
DEIWERT: I decided the lift and angle of attack because the pape r
that you had published co-authored with Garabedian , Kacprzynski
and Ohman had a lot of experimental results in it and a lot of invis-
cid solutions . So I picked a case whe re the re were both experimen-
tal data and your inviscid solutions at the same conditions . I didn ’t
do anything about the tunnel effects , but I did get hold of a more
• recent code of Baue r and Morn and ran it for the same conditions
and put those results on here [extra slide], too. Those are shown
= by the dots and you can see that this is jus t simple boundary layercorrection and it makes considerable diffe rence ove r the strai ght
inviscid solution. I think that probably the tunnel effects are slight
because both viscous solutions show pretty good agreement with the
• experiment. I think that the Navier-Stokes solutions are probably
• slightly better; they aren ’t fully conve rged here and they are slight-
ly dropping down , bu t I think this shows that viscous effects are
important.
MORN : I think your results are quite good. Did you run lif t and
• angle of attack at the geometric incidence in the tunnel or did you
say let ’s t ry to match up the lif t , or what ?
DEIWERT : No , I don ’t try to match up the lift; I just picked the
Mach number , Reynolds numbe r , and angle of attack that were pub-
lished in the paper. -
P MORN : I see. That ’s the angle of attack tha t was run in the tunnel ,
that 0. 12 ‘1
DEIWERT : That’s right. 
•
OLIVER: I have two que stions. The firs t one is how the various
• zones for the eddy viscos ity are distinguished in the calculations. •
I. e., how do you decide at each point what value of edd y viscosity
to use?
I 
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DEIWERT : Ove r the boundary layer , I used the Clauser formula-• tion to compute eddy viscosity all the way across the viscous re-
gion . Then I start from the wall and use the Prandt l mixing length
• • theory with the van Driest damping factor and just start computing
eddy viscosity as I go away from the wall . As soon as this exceeds
the local value of the Clauser formulation, I switch to the Clauser
formulation. In the separation bubble I have used different formu-
• lations . These have all been published in a recent AIAA paper
• given at Hartford and this probabl y explains it better than I cannow because jus t about every run I make I change the turbulence
model trying to get something that works better. I haven ’t had a
whole lot of success, of course, but in these kinds of flows it ’s
really kind of an ar t and you don ’t really know where the boundary
layer is.
OLIVER: The reason I ask is that it sort of strikes directly at
what we mean by prediction. As you pointed out the viscosity model
or the turbulence stresses - how in fact those are going to be pre-
dicted - is precisely the question, and it really controls the whole
nature of the solution.
DEIWERT: That’s right.
OLIVER: If we use the expe r iment as a guide to detect where all
the zones are , we come closer and close r basically to describi ng
an experiment as opposed to predicting something that we don ’t
• know. It seems to me that the more the calculation relies on a
priori information fr om the expe riment about where to s t ructure
the zones , the less it is a predictive tool and the more it is a des-
cription of something that happens. Real prediction involves get-
ting to things that are unknown - predicting ahead of time - predic-
• I ting without knowing ahead of time.
DEIWERT : That ’s right. All my computations were total predic-
tions ; I didn ’t use any experimental input but I think at this stage ,
• since turbulence is the problem, in my opinion, tha t we need to use
- these experiments to guide us in developing turbulence models . I
think that ’s the crux of the whole problem here. That ’s the unknown :
• How do we model the turbulence ?
OLIVER: The othe r que stion I had was my suspicion that it ’s prob-
ably the inviscid solution that is time-controlling in the calculation .
• 
•~~~~; I assume you ’re using a time-dependent numerical method (yes)
- and that it’s the Couran t condition (hope fully, that’s so). Essential-









controlling the computational progress.
• DEIWERT: Yes , but that ’s been removed now.
OLIVER : Could you jus t comment briefl y on that?
DEIWERT: All these solutions you ’ve seen today - what you ’ve said
is true - that the inviscid stability condition controls the time-step.
• It’s the inviscid stability condition in a fine mesh. MacCormack’s
new method - which is being incorporated into this code now , but
hasn’t been debugged - removes this limiting cri teria and we aren ’t
= limited by the inviscid time-step in the fine mesh, but rathe r theinviscid time step in the oute r mesh - so it ’s a much more happy
si tuation. It ’s an un published method, by the way, but it should be
published this June , I think.
ROBERTS : I wonder about the physical phenomena shown in the tun-
nel when you were showing your movie and you ha~i a normal shock
at the lowe r Mach number that , it seemed , did not separate the
boundary layer. The boundary laye r separated downstream near
the trailing edge. Is that correct?
DEIWERT: That ’s right.
ROBERTS : And then at the highe r Mach number you observed an
oblique shock (yes). Is the oblique shock something that occurs in
free fli ght or is that a tunnel phenomenon ?
DEl WERT : That ’s free flight. I think the flow wants to have the
smallest pressure jump that it can , so an oblique shock will give a
smaller pressure jump. Also you have to have an oblique shock to
go along with the turning of the flow at the point of separation.
ROBERTS : I. the oblique shock oblique to the chord of the airfoil
or is it oblique’ to the flow also.
DEIWERT: It ’s oblique to the flow.
RUNSTADLER: I would ag ree with the statement that was made
jus t  a moment ago that the whole turbulence modeling is cer tainly
the hear t  of how accurately one can predict what ’s going on. Also,
• being realist ic , knowing that turbulence is a very difficult subject
and be ing inte rested In the design app lications of trying to get as
good a toni available as possible , could you quickl y tell us what you
have in mind r e,a t ~~e to trying different turbulence models ; because
_____________________________________________________ - • ~~~•~~~~~ • 
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it is basically having experimental data available and try ing to
- dial all the parameters , that you need to come up wi th the kind of
solutions that really represent reality.
DEIWERT: I don ’t really have any good ideas so next month I’m
• going to Imperi al College and try to get Bradshaw to help me out.
• I’m going to stay six months with him on this very problem so may-
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NORMAL SHOCK WAVE - TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
INTERA CTIONS IN TRANSONIC FLOW NEAR SEPARATION *
T.C. Adamson , Jr. and A.F. Messite r
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor , Michigan
I - ABSTRACT
The problem of a normal shock wave impinging on a flat plate ,
• turbulent boundary layer is considered for the case where the ex-
terna l flow is transonic. Asym ptotic methods are employed. It
- is shown that there are two oute r regions , including the outer part
-
~~ of the boundary layer and the external flow , in which inviscid flow
governing equations hold , and two regions near the wall , in which
Reynolds and/or viscous stresses need be taken into account. The
solutions in the outer regions lead to the pressure distribution on
the wall, for which an analytical expression is presented , valid un-
der those conditions when sepa ration is imminent but has not yet
occurred. The solution s valid in the inne r regions lead to a sep-
ara tion crite rion.
• INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with solutions found for the problem
of a normal shock wave impinging upon a turbulent flat plate bound-
ary layer in transonic flow , when sepa ration is imminent. The
• method of matched asymptotic expansions is used in obtainin
g the
*Support for this work , by NASA-Langley Research Center , Grant
















solutions. It is hoped that this presentation will illustrate the
utility of asymptotic methods in gaining an understanding of the
structure of the interaction region. It is believed that it is only
by careful application of these asymptotic methods that one can
find the detailed description of the interaction region that is need-
ed to understand the interplay between the various physical mech-
anisms near and at separation . Moreover , this work is not con-
sidered as an alternative but as an aid to computational s tudie s .
That is , the solutions illustrate the scale of the interaction re-
gion as well as the analytical form of the solution near the singu-
larities , and in some cases provide the actual solution in the in-
teraction region .
The first work on shock wave -turbulent boundary layer in-
teractions in transonic flow , using asymptoti c methods , was done
by Adamson and Feo [1] and Melnik and Grossman [ 2] . Othe r
analytical studies of the general problem by Bohning and Zierep
[ 31 , and Inger and Mason [ 4] have involved approximations
which are not asymptotic in nature. Adarnson and Feo [1] con -
side red the case where the shock is weak and oblique ; thus , if
M -l = O(E ), where M is the Mach number of the flow exte rnal to
thg boundary laye r , ai~d u is the friction velocity made dimen-
sionless with respect to the critical sonic velocity in the exte rnal
flow , the case they considered was u2 < <E  < < u  . In work finished
soon af ter , Melnik and Grossman [2] Tpresented Tsolu tion s for the
case where the shock wave is normal , and str onger , i .e . , E = 0(u ).
In both papers , it was indicated that it appeared that E = 0(1) was
a condition for separation. Here , we conside r the case whe re the
shock is normal and strong enough that separation is imminent ,
El i . e . ,  E >~ u , and show the resulting structure of the interaction
region and t~e wall pressure distribution found under this condi-
tion. A discussion for the strong oblique wave case was given by
Ad am so n [5] .
In the next section , the problem is fo rmulated and the asymp-
totic structure of both the undisturbed boundary layer and in terac-
tion region are discussed and compared. In Section 3, the solu-
tion s valid in the inviscid flow regions are presented, as is the
wall pressure distribution. In section 4 , the inner regions near
~~• 
the wall, where Reynold s and viscous stresses are important , are
discussed
The flow is assumed to be two-dimensional and compressible ,




and to consist of a gas which satisfie s the perfect gas law and has
constant specific heats.
PR OBLEM FORMULATION AND STRUCTU RE OF THE INTER -
ACTION REGION
The problem considered, and the notation used is shown in
Figure 1. We consider a normal shock wave in the external tran-
sonic flow , impinging on a turbulent boundary layer on a semi-
infinite flat plate, at a distance L downstream of the leading edge .
Ove rbars indicate dimensional quantities. The dimensionless,
with respect to L, time averaged thickness of the boundary laye r
at the intersection of the shock wave and boundary laye r is of or-
der 6 , and the extent of the inte raction region in the flow di rection
is. of orde r A. The coordinates X and Y are made dimensionless
with respect to L, with origin located at the intersection of the
shock wave in the external flow and the flat plate . The velocity 
*components , U and V, are made dimensionless with respect to ~e’the critical sonic velocity in the external flow , and the pressure ,
P, density, p ,  and temperature , T, are referred to their critical
values in the external flow also.
The incoming external flow velocity and Mach number are de-
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• Figure 1. Sketch Showing Flat Plate , Boundary Laye r , Shock
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U l + E  (la)
C
Me = 1 + E + •. .,  ( i b )
= where, because the flow is transonic , E < < 1, and Equation ( i b )
for the Mach number follows . The flow parameters of primary
importance are , then , e and the Reynolds number , defined as ,
(2 )
Rather than use the Reynolds numbe r directly, however , we intro-
duce u , the undisturbed flow friction velocity evaluated at the in-
tersec~ion point, defined as follows,
IT . IF ~~~wi 1 eu =  — /;~f— (3)
~~~~~ 
a c V Wi
whe re the subscri pt w refers to conditions at the waU, and the
addi t ional subscript i indicates initial or undisturbed conditions
at the point X = 0. Solutions, then, are valid in the limit as Re
~ or u~. -. 0 , and as E -~~ 0 , such that the limit € -~~ 0 is takenafter the limit u —‘ 0; E >> u
T T
Before cons ide ring the interac tion region , we describe firs t
the structure of the undisturbed compressible turbulent , flat plate
boundary layer in asymptotic terms; this description of the un-
dis turbed boundary layer is essentially the sam e as that g iven by
Melnik and Grossman [ 2] . The typical two laye r structure for
the undisturbed turbulent boundary laye r is illustrated in Figure 2 ,
which contains a sketch of the velocity profile . In the outer , or
veloci ty defe ct laye r , which has a thickness of the order of 6 be-
cause the wall laye r is so thin compared to it , the stretched Y
coordinates and the asymptotic expansion for the U velocity corn-
ponent are ,
Y = 6 y  ( 4 a )
U = U  + u  u + . . .  . ( 4 b )e ‘r Ol
Thus , y = 0(1) in the velocity defe ct region . Now , in gene ral , UT = ‘ -!
~$ 
-- • - --~~~~~~~~~~ - —-S~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~
- - •~~~~ ~~~~~ - - S - -~~~~- -  
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EXTERNAL FLOW Ue :I+E
______________  VELOCITY DEFECT REGION
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
U~ l+ E+ U t U01
(y) +’”
• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
0(8)
H _ _ _ _ _ _
WALL REGION U~ Ut ~Oi ~~ ~~~~~~~~~ O(3~)
Figure 2. Sketch Showing Typical Velocity Distribution and Two
Laye r St ructure in the Undisturbed Turbulent Boundary Laye r , at
X =0 .
u1. (x) and u01 = u01 (x , y )  are found by substituting expansion s simi-
lar to that shown in Equation (4b ) into the boundary layer equation .
For exam ple , u01 is found f rom the equation of mot ion in the x
direct ion , in which inertia and Reynolds stress terms are the most
• impor tant te rms. Here , however , it is possible to use the result s
of Maise and MacDonald [6}  to write the expansion for U for a
compressible bounda ry layer in terms of a corresponding incom-
pressible boundary layer. Furthe rmore , because the interaction
region is so thin in the flow direôtion , we need only conside r the
firs t  terms in a Taylor expansion for U in the x directi on [1]
Thus , Equation (4b) is an expansion for U = U(0 , Y) ,  written there -
fore in terms of UT = constant, as defined in Equation (3), and in
te rms of u01(y). As it turns out , the variations due to compress -
ibility may be accounted for by defining u1. as in Equation (3), and
u01 is the variable part of the corresponding incompressible flow
velocity distribution. Therefore [ 7] , as y -. 00 , u01 —‘ 0 and
U - U ,, , the exte rnal flow velocity, and as y -, 0
u01~~~a 1 n y + ~~ 0 
(5)
• where a and 
~ 
are con stants , a being the inverse of the von
Ka rman constant , K . The expansion for U is essentially the same
as that used by Melnik and Grossman [ 21
In the wall laye r , (see Figure 2), the important te rm s in the
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- • Reynolds stress terms. It is easy to show that in this case the
order of the thickness of this region is 6~ = O{ (Re UT )
4] . The
stretched Y coordinate and expansion for the U velocity component
are , then , writS~nat  X = 0 ,
— -lY= 5.y; 6. = (Reu) (6a,b)
U u  ‘~~( + .. .  (6c)
• T 01
whe re ~ = 0(1), and~~01 ~oi(9~). As ~ —~0 , u01
_C 0 , so the no sli p
condition is satisfied. Following Van Driest ’ s [ 8] analysis , it
can be shown that with a constant stagnation enthalpy, and a mix-
ing length (or modified mixing length ) model for the eddy viscosity ,
as y ’oo
~~ sin ~~~~~ 
uT (a l Y + ~~ 1 ) ] +  ... (7)
If Equation s (5)  and (7) are matched , and if we choose parame-
ters such that
6 = u  (8)T
then one finds that
— 






Finally, if Equations (6b ) and (8) are substituted into Equation (9a),
it is seen that the asymptotic relationship between u and Re is ,
b
0
= a m  Re (10)
Antici pating the re sult that T IT = 1 5(~_~~ ~~~~ one can show thate w \y+1/ e
~~ • - -I
_ _  
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for E < < 1, b0 = sin
4
The changes in the flow field brought about when a normal
shock impinges upon a turbulent boundary layer are illustrated in
Figure s 3 and 4 , where the structure of the interact ion reg ion ,
- 
• 
- found using the asymptotic methods to be discussed , is summa-
rized. It should be emphasized that the sketches in Figures 3 and
4 are not drawn to the proper relative scale , i .e.  they are not
asymptotically correct. Thus , A >> A~ and 6 >> 8 ,~, so to the
scale of A and 8 , one would not see the region orde red by A~~and
6 
~~~; 
the sketches are drawn simply to illustrate the regions which
must be considered and their relative positions. Starting with the
external flow and working toward the wall, we see in Figure 3, that
one mus t consider two inviscid flow region s . The so-called oute r
inviscid re gion is scaled by the order of the the undisturbed bound-
ary layer , and a corresponding A (to be derived) in the x direction .
In this region , which extends far into the external (to the boundary
layer) flow , one sees a normal shock enter ing the velocity defect
par t of the boundary layer. The so-called inner inviscid region is
scaled by the distance from the wall to the undisturbed flow sonic
line , 6 ~, and a corres ponding A* << A. Now, 6 * is a very im-
por tant parameter because the extent of the upstream influence of
the interaction is measured by the orde r of the extent of the sub -
sonic flow in the undisturbed boundary layer. In this case , be-
cause E >> u , the sonic line must be located in the logarithmic
part of the u~disturbed belocity profile . Thus , from Equations
(4b ) and (5) , if Y = ö y = 6~~y and the sonic line is defined to be
located at y ” = 1.
-
~~~~ 0 Icr - E /auT +
6 J6 e e (11)
• I Thus , since E ~‘~> u , it is seen that in this case , 6~ is exponentially
small compared toT 6 .  The extent of the upstream influence ,
0(A,~), wi ll be shown later , to be ex ponent ially small com pared to
A. Finally, then , in the inne r inviscid region , the thickening of the
subsonic flow caused by the upstream influence , causes com pres-
sive characteristics emanating from the sonic line , to coalesce
and fo rm the shock wave which becomes more and more nearly
normal as it passes through the boundary layer and becomes the
shock seen in the oute r inviscid layer.
Two important points concerning the solutions in the inviscid
— -• — --~~~
.--- - - •- •-- .—-—-•- - ~~ —--• 
•-
~
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- - Figure 3. Structure of the Inviscid Flow Part of the Interaction
Reg ion for the Case Whe re the Incoming Shock Wave is Normal ,
Showing the Inner and Outer Inviscid Flow Reg ions .
• I -
• INNER
INV I SCID OUTER INV ISCID
REGION REGION
REYNOLDS STRESS SUBLAYER




Figure 4. Structure of the Interaction Region Near the Wall , 
—
Showing those Region s in Which Reynolds Stresses (Reynold Stress
Sublayer) and Both Reynolds and Viscous Stresses (Wall Layer)
are Important .







flow regions should be kept in mind. First , although there are
other region s between these inviscid flow regions and the wall,
region s in which Reynolds and viscou s stresses must be accounted
for , these othe r regions will have the same characteristic X -di-
mension, but vanishingly small Y-characteristic dimensions ,
compared to the X and Y-characteristic dimensions in the corre-
sponding inviscid flow region . Hence , to the orde r desired , OP/
8Y = 0 in these other region s, and the lim it form of the inviscid
flow pressure as y~ -~ 0 (inner inviscid region) or y 
—
~~ 0, (oute r
inviscid region ), is the pressure at the wall. Second,because the
flow is not separated , i .e.  the case of incipient separation is con-
sidered , the matching condition for the V velocity component as
-
~~ 0 , or y -~~ 0 is , as found previously [1, 2] V~ (x ’ , 0) = V(x , 0)
= 0, to the orde r considered. Hence , since no functional fo rm for
V need be found by matching, the inviscid flow reg ion solutions
may be found independently of the near wall region soluti ons . The
resulting wall pressures are then used in the wall laye r solutions
to find the relation for the wall shear stress.
Two analytical solutions will be presented for the wall pre s -
sure . The first is valid in that pa rt of the inner inviscid flow re-
gion where the shock wave is fully formed; the second is valid in
the outer inviscid flow region. The re sult is a wall pressure dis-
• tribution valid eve rywhere in the interaction region except at the— beginn ing where the pressure first  beg ins to diverge from the up-
stream , undisturbed pressure .
The so-called near wall regions , not shown in Figure 3 for
— reasons of clarity, are located between the inviscid flow regions
• and the wall , and are illustrated in Figure 4. Beside s the wall
- - J region , which is located in the undisturbed flow, it is found nec-
essary [1, 2] to add an extra region , the Reynolds stress sub -
layer. Thus , if one considers the form of the equation of motion
in the X direction to the desired order of approximation , it is seen
that in the wall region only Reynolds and viscous terms arise ,
while in the inviscid flow regions , ine rt ia and pressure gradient
terms are found. No terms are common to both regions ; physi-
cally this means that there is no mechanism by which momentum
can be t ransferred laterally from one region to the other. There-
fo re , another region , in which inertia , pressure gradient , and
Reynolds stress term s are of equal order , must exist between the
• wall and inviscid flow regions. The mechanism by which momen-
turn is transferred laterally is then , of course , turbulent transfer
— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _
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as given by the Reynolds stress te rm s, so this additional region
is called the Reynolds stress sublayer.
In summary, then, the inviscid flow region solutions lead to
a wall pressure distribution and the near wall region solutions
- - 
lead to the shear stress along the wall, which , hopefully , leads
• to a separation criterion.
The general gove rning equations from which the particula r
equations valid in each of the above mentioned regions are derive d ,
- 
— are , of course , the Reynolds equations , the energy equation , the
equation of state , and , where necessary, an equation stating the
closure condition employed. Here , adiabatic flow with both the
Prandtl number and turbulent Prandtl number equal to one , is
— considered, so that the stagnation temperature is a constant.
Finally, it should be noted that U is defined in term s of the
time ave raged velocity component , U , but
V 2 <p ’ V ’ >
whe re_fluctuating velocit~ ~omponents are nondimpnsionalized by
~ 11’ IT and p ’ = /~~~ u ; ~~~ = (T . /~~ 
i 2
T V e w e T T wi. WI.
IN VISCID FLOW REGION SOLUTIONS
Inner Inviscid Flow Region
— The inner inviscid flow region , sketched in Figure 3, is that
region in which the flow field changes from its undisturbed form
as a result of the upstream influence of the interacti on. This up-
I • stream influence manifests itself by the adverse pressure gradi-
ent causing the flow to decelerate , thus thickening the subsonic
region , and finally causing compressive waves emanating from the
sonic line to coalesce and form a shock. Thus , the characteristic
length associated with this region in the V direction is 6~ , thedistance from the wall to the undisturbed sonic line. If the corre - -~~~~ -
sponding characteristic length in the X direction is denoted by A~ ,then in this region , the stretched independent variables are written 
- - - • -~~~~~-~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --
- ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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as
* *X = A ,,x Y = 6 ~~ y (12 )
From Equations (4b), (5) and (11), one can show that the undisturbed
flow velocity component, U , is , U = 1 + uT aln y
* + . ..,  that is
the flow entering the shock wave has a velocity differing from
sonic velocity by a term of O(u,.). Hence , the flow velocity leaving
• the shock must ha ve variations from sonic value of the same or-
der and one can therefore write the following asymptotic expan-
sions for the velocity components and pressure.
U = 1 + U u~~(x , y
*) + ~~~~~~ (l 3a)
* * *V =  v 1(u ) v 1 (x , y ) + .. .  (l3b )
* * *P = P ( l + u P1 (x ,y ) + .. .  ) (13c )
* * *p = P  ( l + u  p 1 (x ,y  ) +. .  ) (l3d )
* * *T = l + u  T1 (x ,y ) + . . .  (l3e )
where 
~i 
(UT ) is to be determined and we have anticipated that p 0 =
P and T = 1.e 0
From a considerat ion of the Reynolds stress transport equa-
tions (e .g . ,  Ref. [9]  , or following the steps shown in Ref. [ 10)
for compressible flow), one can show that in this region , inviscid
flow equations hold at least up to and including term s of second
• orde r (u~ ) in U , P, etc . Thus , up to second order , the gove rn-
ing equat ions reduce to the fol1o~wing:
au au i a pp U~~~~ + p V~~~~~~ -~~ ~~ (l4a )
av av 1 ai
•
~~~~~~~~
• p U~~~ +p V j~ = -~~~~ ~~~~~ 
(14b )
T + j1 U2 = (l4c ) 
+
P = p T (l4d )
—5- ___________ 5 —— ~~~~~- -• •--- -~—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~~~~~~~~ .-•
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+ ~~~~) = 0  (l4e )
a2 = T (141)
where the so-called gas dynamic equation , Equat ion (l4e ) derived
from the continuity equation, replaces the continuity equation , and
where a is the dimensionless (with respect to 
~~~~~~~
) local speed of
• sound.
I
If the expansions , Equations (13), and the stretched variables ,
Equations (12), are substituted into Equation s (14), one finds from
the energy equation , (l4c), that since the first  term in the expan~sion for U is one , that the first term in the expansion for T is one ,
i .e. T0 = 1. Likewise, from the equation of state , then p o =Also, one finds that
1/2á~~ = u  ~~ (l5a )
(l5b~
and that
P~~= u~~+ f ;~ (y
*) (l6a)
* *1~~~~l—4 = —  —i (l6b )
8x ‘~‘
* *T1 = - (y-l)u1 (l6c)
- J 
* * *P =T + p (l6d)
* *
* 
8u1 0v1(y+l ) U
1 
—~ (l6e )
The results shown in Equations (15) were obtained by requiring the
balance of terms shown in Equations (l6b) and (16e). These orders
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bance theory.
* *Since P + yu1 = constant across a shock wave in transonic
• flow , and fair upst’ream of the shock wave Pj~ = 0 and u~ = a in
it is seen that
* * *f1 (y ) = y~~~~~y (17 )
so that Equation (l6b ) become s
* *• av Du~.1 a
*
_ 
* *ax ay y
Hence , Equations (l6e) and (17 ) are finally the governing equations
to be solved; they may be used to de rive one nonlinear equation
for u1~. It is seen that the flow in this region is rotat ional due tothe rotation of the incoming flow .
Although a general analytical solution to the nonlinear equation
for u~ is not available, a simila r ity solution has been f3un d for• x’~ >> 1 and y~ >> 1. Thus , the solution is valid in a reg ion inte r-
mediate to the inner and outer inviscid flow regions , where the
shock wave has been formed. It is not valid for x ’~ = 0(1), y ’~ 0(1),
where the compression w~.ves are beginning to coalesce . The
solutions found for u~~, v1 and P1~, and the similarity variable areas follows:
Is2 \
-
~~~ u1 = - am y -a In ~
-
~j  +1) 
(18a )
* 1/2 * 1/2 1 -l S
• V
1 
= -Za (y+l ) ( am y ) [tan ~~~~ - (l8b )
* r * Vi —I’l _ .Y LZ(~I n Y  +a l n (~~T~ + l)j (l8c )
S =  
* * 1/2 
(18d )
y (a l n y )
The shock wave is located at S = 0, and the wall pressure can be
found by writing P~~in the limit as S -, ~~. Thus , since ~ e 
1- ~~ 
• • - _ _ _ _ _ _• — — ••——- -.• •~~ • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ~~~~~~ ----~~~:~~...sS-. 





+ u 2 ’ya ln x + . . .  (19 )
It is this form , valid in the limit as x -~~ ce , which mus t match• with the wall pressure found in the outer inviscid region , written
- I in a form valid in the limit as x 
—
~~ 0.
Outer Inviscid Flow Region
in the outer in viscid fl ow region , which is scaled by 6 , the
order of the thickness of the boundary laye r , one sees a normal
shock entering the boundary layer , which is represented by the
velocity defe ct layer; this region is sketched in Figure 5. To or-
der € , the incoming velocity is unif orm and the shock is there -
fore planar; because there are variations from this uniform in-
• coming velocity , in the boundary layer , there are cor rec tions to
the shock shape , as will be seen.
As shown in Figure 5, the incoming velocity outside the boun-
dary laye r is U = 1 + € , while in the boundary laye r , it is U = 1 + E
+ u u + ... . Because the upstream influence is confined to
T. 01 . . . . . .the inner inviscid region , which is vanishingly small to the scale
of the outer inviscid reg ion under considerat ion , one need conside r
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• • Figure 5. Sketch of Flow Structure in the Outer Inviscid Flow Re-
gion , for the Case Where the Incoming Shock Wa ve is Normal.









since the incoming flow is 1 + € plus corrections of order u , the
velocity downstream of the shock is 1 - € plus terms of ord~ r UT,
and we choose to write the expansions for U , V and P as follows,
for reasons which will become apparent later.
U = 1 - € + u u01 (y ) + u u1 (x , y ) + . . .  (ZOa )
V = ~ 1/2 U (v+l )l/2 v1(x , y) f ... (ZOb )
P = 1 + y E  + u P
1 +
... (20c)
with sim ilar expansions for p and T. The stretched variables y
and x are defined as
Y = 6 y, X = A x  (Zla , b)
Again , using the Reynolds stress transport equations [ 9, 10)
one can show that inviscid flow equations hold in this region at
least up to te rms of second order. Hence , the governing equa-
t ions are , again , Equations (14). If the expansions given in Equa-
tions (20) and similar expansions for p and T and the stretched
variables , Equations (21), are substituted into Equations (14), one
can show that A O(u € 1/2 and , in fact , we choose to define A
as T
1/2 1/2
A = (y-f l) € U ( 2 2 )










= - ~~ ~ —~-- = -~~~— (23b )
so that a potential exists for the perturbation velocity compon ents .
From Equation (l4e), the governing equation for this potential :
function is found to be
—- + - — = 0  (24)
Ox 2 By2
:~~~
p - - — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~ ~~~~~~~~ — - :~-- :i:T ~~-- ~~r’~~~
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1. e .,  Laplace t s equation holds downstream of the wave , with the
following boundary conditions :
(x , 0) = 0 0 < x <oo (25a)
u r n  
~ l 




(O ,y)  = -2u01(y) 0 < y  < ce (25c)
u rn ~~~ (x,y)  = 0 0 <  y < oo (2 5d)
x~~ oo
A solution for 4~ may be found by employing a source distribu-
• - tion along x = 0 (i. e . ,  along the shock wave ) to give the proper
value of 4~J~~’ 
and symrne~ric in y so that v1 = 0 at y = 0. That is ,
— I one considers a half plane problem symme~tric about y = 0. The
solution may be written as follows ,
2 0 0  24 1(x , y) = - 





U 1 =~~~~~~= - 7  J —~~ — —i (27a )-co x + (y-~~)
2 .00 (y~i )u 01(11) div1 = 4 1~~=~~ — J j  -i--.-— (2 7b)
-00 X + (y -r~)
and from Equations (20c), (23a) and (27a), it is seen that the wall
pressure distribution is , then
(28)
Now , as y-  0, since u01 (y) is considered to be an eve n functionof y,
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and as x-~ 0, the main contribution to this integral occur s near
= 0, where u01(1) ain ~~ , from Equation (5). In this case , then ,
H a s x- ~~0,
(x , 0) = - 2 ain x + . . .  (2 9 )
Finally, from Equations (12), (Zlb), (15, (22) and (lu), one can
show that ,
x = A ~~x /A 
(30a)
.
u -1/2 -~3 /a -€ /a u
As/A = ((~~~+l) 
~~
) e 
0 e T ( 30b )
Now, using Equations (30), (29) and (28), one can write the limit-
ing form (as x -~ 0) of the outer solution for in inner variables .
The resulting equation should match term by term with the limit-
ing form (as x~ ‘oo ) of the inner solution for P , Equation (19).
Upon performing the indicated substitutions, it i.7 seen that the
outer solution not only matches with the inner solution , but con-
tains it. Hence , Equation (28) gives the solution for P valid
throughout the interaction region except at its initiatio~~ where the
pressure first begins to increase from its undisturbed flow value.
If the shock position at any value of y is denoted by x (y) ,  and
if [ U] = U~j  - U~ where the subsc ript s u and d denote con~ itions
immediately upstream and downstream of the shock respective ly,
then
d x  
- 
[v]
H d Y  - 
- 
[ U ]
and one can wri te , in stretched variables ,
: ;~ = € ~ ly (0, y )  + . ..  (31)
whe re 
~ iy 
is given by Equation (27b) .
Numerical calculations for P I F 0, the ra t io of wall pressure
to upstream stagnation pressure,” and x , the shock shape, have
_ _  
- • ~~~~~~- -—- -- .•--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~ - •-—~~~~~~ _- _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
-_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  




been performed using Cole & [ 11] form for U 01,
u01 = aln y - (1 + cos ~ y) y <1 (32a )
= 0  y > l  ( 32b )
and for e = 0.16 7 (M e = 1.20), and u = 0.028 (Re = 0 .954  x 106 ).
The Mach number chosen is , accor~ ing to Gadd [ 12] , one very
close to the limit for unseparated flow ove r a flat plate , i .e .  con -
ditions are those for inci pient separa tion . The result s are shown
• in Figure s 6 and 7. Available experimental data at the given Mach
numbers and Reynold s numbers ( e . g . ,  Gadd’ s data [ 12] for axi -
symmetric flow) appear to require correction for effects of geome-
try, and so comparison with such data must await extension of the
present results to include these effects . Howeve r , the available
experimental data corroborate the general pressure  distribution
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Figure 6. Calculated Wall Pressure Distribution for € = 0.167
(Me = 1.20) and UT = 0. 028 (Re = 106 ), PorNormal Shock Wave
Interacting With a Turbulent Flat Plate Boundary Layer. 
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Figure 7. Shock Shape Corresponding to Conditions Given in
Figure 6.
found , and more importantly, corroborate the shock dis placement
- -~ shown in Figure 7. Thus , as a result of the interaction between
the shock wave and the boundary laye r , the incoming shock is no
longer planar , but is displaced forward , by a dis tance of several
• boundary laye r thickness-es for the chosen parameters .
NEAR WALL REGIONS
The near wall regions consist of the Reynold s stress sublaye r
- j  region and the wall region, in each of which Reynolds shear stress
te rm s arise . Thus , a closure condi tion is necessary,  that is , a
- 
• model for the Reynolds shea r stress must be chosen . Although a
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the gene ral form of the solution is not dependent upon the specific
model used , exce pt that it must be such that as the undisturbed
flow is approached (x~ - 00 ), the velocity has a logarithmic
variation in the ove rlap reg ion between the wall and velocity de -
feet  reg ion 8.
Only a very brief discussion of the solutions in the near wall
layers is given he re because the details of the calculations neces-
sary to de rive a sepa ration criterion are beyond the scope of this
paper and a descri ption of the calculations of only the f i r s t  order
terms in the wall shear stress merely recapitulates work described
elsewhere [ 1, 2] . Suffice it to say that if the inviscid region
solutions shown he re are matched with the Reynolds s tress sub -
layer solutions , and the Re ynolds s t ress  sublayer solutions are
matched with the wall layer solution s , a relation for the wall
shear s tress  can be derived which is of the same form , but differ-
ent in detail from the solutions show n in References  [11 and { 2]
The differences come about because of the functional differences
• in P~ and P as e increases in orde r , relative to u . The details1 . 1 .  . . . Tof the calcuiation s involving the highe r order terms necessary to
derive a separa tion crite rion will be given in a subsequent paper .
An importan t point to be noted here is that in the calculati on s
referred to above , the te rm~ retained in the equation of motion in
the flow direction are such that the equation reduces to
h {~~u2 p < u ’ v ’ > +  ~ = 0  (33)
in the wall region . Now , this equation cannot be valid when sep-
ara tion occurs. Tha t is , the only te rm s are those due to Reynolds
and viscous sh~ar stresses.  Howeve r , when separat ion occurs ,
and a re ve rse flow exis ts , i t must  be that pressure and shear
forces are of equal orde r in the wall reg ion . Thus , opposing
forces must  be of the same order , if the flow is to be turned , and
in fact , reve rsed . Therefore , at the most , Equation (33) may
hold only up to inci pient separation , and any theory which holds
for the separated case must  contain an explanation of how the
Reynolds and viscous shear stress terms decrease in magnitude
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DISCUSSION OF THE ADAMSON-MESSITER PAPER
OSWATITSCH: I am conce rned about a little detail at the beginn-
ing of the shock which you have sketched. According to our con-
siderations, I think that if the sonic line goes round as you
sketched and he re you have conve rging Mach lines iii this case and
the shock star t s ,the sonic line goes at an angle and not tangent ial
to the shock.
ADAMSON: I think you are right. I can’ t even blame it on the
ar tist because 1 drew itl Our solution was valid beyond where
• this shoc k has sta r ted so I really wasn ’ t very careful with the
drawing. Thank you.
MURMAN : 2 questions: (1) In this initia l reg ion in which you can ’ t
compute the initial pressure rise from the similarity solution , do
you anticipate that this region will be solved numerically in sort
of the same way Melnik and Grossman presented their  solutions ?
ADAMSON: It could very well be , but we ha ve an idea that we can
get an approximation to this solution also. The trouble is that it’ 8
rotational flow . The problem is , I guess , how rota tional.
MURMAN: It also seems that it would be nonl inear .
ADAMSON: Yes , that is true .
MURMAN: (2)  I don’t understand what the difference is between
the inner inviscid reg ion and outer inviscid region physically.
The inner inviscid region contain s the boundary layer , too?
• 
- 
ADAMSON: Physically, the diffe rence is tha t one region is or-
dered by the thickness of the boundary laye r and one is ordered t - -
• • by the distance to the sonic line . E . g . ,  in Melnik and Grossman ’ s
case - they ’ re of the same order. But in this case , the dis tance
• • : to the sonic line is ve ry small compa red to the boundary layer
____  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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-• thickness. So therefore you have to look at anothe r reg ion. The
point is tha t the thickness of the subsonic region orders the up-
stream influence so that this inner inviscid region is an impor-
tant region.
MURMAN : But in the oute r inviscid region the shock is specified;
that ’ s the init ial shock locat ion , is that right ? Then in the inner
• inviscid re gion the shock moves?
ADAMSON: Actually, the shock position and shape ( i . e . ,  it is
normal) is set to orde r epsilon , but there are correction s to the
shape of order u.1., in both inviscid regions.
MC CROSKY: This looks very interesting . I don ’ t understand the
signifi cance , in the beginning, of setting u1. equal to 6 and then
what that might do later to you r ordering for the flat plate case , as
you ’ ye done he re . Is that consistent late r on with having E large
-
• 
• compared to u1. which mean s also compared to 6 ?  Would this in
fact limit you if you tried to look at the more complicated case of
a boundary laye r that ’ s exposed to an adverse pressure gradient
without the shock wave and then a weak shock on top of that ? That
is to say, a supe rcrltical airfoil with an adverse pressure gradient
and a very weak shoc k wave, so that this order E much , much
greate r than u.~., if u~. is equal to 6 , wouldn ’ t really be appro -
priate any more ?
ADAMSON: I think insofa r as the flat plate boundary layer is con -
cerned u1. and 6 are of the same orde r and making them equal is
just simply a way of getting rid of a constant. I think that that
rema rk would hold also for the case you imagine but it w ould just
be a diffe ren t constant , but I’ m not sure ; I’ ll have to look into
that.
HAFEZ: The change of the orde r of the wall layer - how would this
I / feed into the inviscid solut ion ? I mean , suppose we have a sep-ar at ion bubble , a very smooth separation bubble downstream .
The streamline would be deflected and the shock would be changed
• in the inviscid solution . How would this interaction show up in
the formulation ?
ADAMSON: In the inner reg ions? (yes)  Well , the way we picture •
this is that the existence of a separation bubble will cause a dis -
• placement in the flow which will cause a diffe rent shock structure .
It will cause a lambda shoc k to fo rm , and you will no longer have
just a straight normal shock. . - -
~ 
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INTERACTIONS OF NORMAL SHOCK WAVES WITH TURBULENT
BOUNDAR Y LAYERS AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS
R. E. Melnik and B. Grossman
Grumman Aerospace Corporation
Bethpage , New York 11714
ABSTRACT
Inviscid and boundary laye r techniques have proven to be ac-
curate and useful methods for predicting flow fields ove r solid sur-
faces at high Reynolds numbers. It is generally recognized tha t
the boundary layer approach breaks down in strong interaction re-
gions at sh3ck waves and trailing edges on lifting airfoils at tran-
sonic speeds. In this note we show that boundary layer methods
break down because of the appearance of singularities in the sec-
ond-orde r inviscid solutions at shock waves and trailing edges.
We discus s the nature of the singularities that arise in inte ractions
with fully developed turbulent boundary layers. We will also brief-
ly describe the structure of local ‘Thne r solution s ” developed, by
the author and his colleagues at Grumman for interactions without
flow separation us ing fo rmal asymptotic te chniques. We show that
the solution in each of the strong interaction regions has a three
layer structure.  The flow in the oute r most laye r is described by
a “Lighthill type model” of inviscid rotational flow . Normal pres-
sure gradients acros s the boundary laye r are importan t, while
• Reynolds stresses have no direct influence in the oute r laye r of
each of the inte raction zones. The trailing edge studies point to
the importance of the pressure drop produced by the momentum
deficit in the highly curved wake behind an airfoil. Results ob-
• tam ed in the shock interaction studies explain why static pressures
behind normal shock waves do not approach the full Rankine-
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Inviscid and boundary layer techniques have proven to be ac-
curate and useful methods for predicting flow fields ove r solid sur-
faces. It is generally recogni zed , however , that the boundary
laye r approximations break down in strong interaction regions.
Although the interactions of shock waves with turbulent boundary
• layers are known to produce significant effects on the flow field
and have been studied for many year s, they remain poorly under-
stood. Recently , pr ogress has been made on the development of
rational theories for analyzing turbulent shock wave -boundary
layer interaction problems [1-3]. These works considered prob-
lems involving weak transonic shock waves interacting with full y
• developed turbulent flows at high Reynolds numbers.
In Ii] ,  Adamson and Feo considered ver y weak, oblique shock
waves which did not pene tra te into the boundary layer. The flow
remained supersonic throughout, and the press u re rises were
small and did not separate the boundary laye r . In [2] and [3], the
present authors consider ed cases of normal shock waves with
somewhat large r shock strengths . Under these conditions the
shock waves penetrated into the boundary laye r , and the flow field
was essentially transonic, involving mixed regions of subs onic and
supersonic flow outside the boundary layer. Although the shock
strengths conside red were an orde r of magnitude large r than s tud-
ied in [ii, the y were s till relatively weak and did not involve boun-
dary laye r separation . The two theories were entirely consistent,
with the Adamson -Feo theory [i] appearing as a special limiting
case of [z] and [3] in a weak shock limit.
• In the present discussion , we will review the the ory of [2] and[31 for interactions of normal shock waves of moderate strength
with turbulent boundary layers on flat surfaces. As in [2], the
boundary layer is assum ed to be at tached throughout the in teraction
and the flow field is conside red two dimensional. The theory is
based on a formal asymptotic expansion of the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions in the limit of Mach numbe r M —’. l and Reynolds numbe r
R -.~~~~. The analys is is consistent with the physical ideas developed
by Lighthill [4], where it was shown that supersonic interactions
could be treate d mainly as an inviscid rotational flow , linearized
about the velocity profile in the upstream boundary layer. Our
analysis ([2] and [3]) formalized Lig hthill’s ideas and generali zed
his mode l to include nonlinear mixed flow effects that are impor-
tant in transon ic inte racti ons . In additi on the new theory (and also
• [11) gave , for the first time , a treat m ent of the inne r , diss ipative
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layers that properl y accounted for the logarithmic behavior of tur-
bulent velocity profiles near walls .
The interaction equations developed in [2] were sol ved by a
finite difference technique to obtain the shock shape and p ress u re
dis tribution . The results for the surface pressure were compared
with several sets of expe rimental data including those of Gadd [51.
Although the comparison showed good agreement in the initial
s tage s of the pressure rise , the agreement on the downstream side
was poor . The large diffe rences were due to the failure of the ex-
pe rimental data to approach the downstream static pressure given
by the shock wave relations .
In the later stud y [3], we dete rmined the reasons for this dis -
• 
• crepancy and modified the theory of [21 accordingly. The compari-
son with Gadd’s data [5] in a circular pipe was repeate d using mod-
ified interaction equations and a more accurate finite difference
method. The new theoretical results are shown to be in good agree-
ment with the experimental data throughout the entire pressure
rise.
In Section 2 , we conside r the behavior of second order bounda-
ry laye r solutions near points where shock waves impinge on tur-
bulent boundary layers. We discuss the nature of singularities that
arise in interactions with fully developed turbulent profiles.  In
Section 3, we brie fl y sketch the main fe ature s of the strong inte r-
ac ti on theory [z] and [3]. In Section 4 , we discus s some results
• obtained from numerical solution of the interaction equations . We
also present a comparison of our results with Gadd’s da ta and with
results of the weak shock theory of Adamson and Feo. In Section 5




2 . SECOND ORDER BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY
It is well known that the asymptotic developments underlying
inviscid/boundary laye r theory provide a rational approximation to
the solution of the full Navier-Stokes equations in the limit R —’. ~~~~.
However , these approximations completely fail in strong interac- ‘
tion problems. When shock waves are involved, the failure of the • -
. 4  s tandard theory is signaled by the appearance of singularities in - •
the second order outer solution , as illus trated in Figure 1. The •
lowest orde r inviscid solution imposes a jum p in pressure on the
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Figure 1. Second Orde r Boundary Laye r Theory
leads to jumps in the boundary laye r integral parameters. The
magnitude of the discontinuity in displacement thickness
[ 1  B
1~~~~
-
through a normal shock wave is given in the figure for the limiting
conditions R-~ ~~~, M - 1.
• The second order inviscid solution is obtained by solving the• linearized perturbation equations written in Figure 1, where x, y
are the nondimensional coordinate s along ~j~d n~ rmal to the plate ;
and are the perturbation potentials;~~ , are the displace -• ment thicknesses just upstream and downsfream of the shock wave ;
and M , M are the Mach numbers from the f i rs t  orde r inviscid. 1 2solution. The solution of this system behaves as the flow ove r a
smail step, and this leads to a source singularity in the velocity
• components u 2, V2. The source strength
, o , is dete rmined by







It can be shown from the shock wave relations that the source sing -
-. ulari ty leads to a logarithmic s ingularity in shock position . The
• second orde r solution represents an “oute r s olution , 
“ in the sense
of the method of ma tched asymptotic expansions . The strong inter-
action theory developed in [2] and briefly described in the following
section is an ‘~inner solution , “ which is valid in a small, local re-
gion nea r the shock impingement point.
3. STRONG INTERACTIONS THE OR Y
The main features of the interaction problem are sketched in
Figure 2. The flow is controlled by two basic parameters, the
free stream Mach numbe r and the Reynolds numbe r , R , based on
- • the distance , L*, between the leading edge and the shock impinge -
• • ment point. For convenience, a small parameter , E,  equal to the
fric tion velocity, is introduced in place of the Reynolds number
according to the relation
€ = ~JCf / 2 1/log R (1)
• where Cf (R) is the skin friction coefficient of the undisturbed
boundary° laye r just  upstream of the shock wave. The theory is













change across the shock wave is the orde r of the velocity varia tion
across the oute r or wake part of the turbulent flow. This leads to
the bas ic interaction paramete r
K (M 2 - 1)/c M2 ,t 00 00
which is held fixed in the double limit process. This limit implies
weak shock wave s and fully developed turbulent boundary layers.
The theory leads to the multilayer structure indicated in Fig-
• ure 3, where we indicate the ratio of the length scale to the ref-
er ence length, L, appropriate to each region . In the regions up-
stream and downstream of the interaction zone , the flow has a con -
• ventional inviscid/boundary layer structure, with the boundary
layer exhibiting the well known law of the wall/law of the wake
two layer structure (see discussion in [2] . The additional parame-






• The interaction zone divides into three regions: ( 1) an oute r
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1 external inviscid flow, (2) a wall laye r which is a continuation of
• the wall laye r in the upstream boundary layer , and (3) a blending
-~ layer separating the oute r and inne r layers. The oute r laye r is
basically an inviscid, rotational stream, while the inner layer is
a conventional equilibrium layer wi th the total shear stress , lami-
nar plus turbulent, constant across the layer. The Reynolds stres-
ses are fro zen to their ups tream values in the outer laye r and are
-. determined by the local value of skin friction in the inner layer.
• 
• This leads to a discontinuity and mismatch of the Reynolds stresses
in the oute r and inner regions . This discontinuity is resolved by
the blending layer solution. The derivation of the governing equa-
tions , boundary and matching conditions for each of the regions
• is given in [2] along with further details and discussion.
In the present study, we will be concerned only with the solu-
tion in the oute r region . This will lead to a theory for the dete r-
mination of the shock shape and pressure distribution. The outer
• solution is formulated in terms of stretched coordinates, x,y, de-
fined in terms of physical coordinates, x~ ,y* by
* 1/2 * * * *x € ~~ x, y ~*y, ~~ 
= € L  (2)
where is the boundary laye r thickness in the undisturbed boun-
dary layer at the shock impingement point. The velocity compo-
• nents , u , v, are normalized with respect to free stream velocityand are expanded in the form
u 1 + € [ u0




c i y)] + .~~~~. (3a)
= €3/ 2 4~y
(X i Y)  + ... 3b)
• i  where 4. is the perturbation velocity potential and u0(y )  is the defect
part of the upstream velocity profile . We represent it as a Coles ’
law of the wall/law of the wake form
• 1u (y) —log y - ‘— j l  + cos TTyJ (4)
- • 
where K = 0.41 is the von Karman constant, and is Coles ’ wake
- • 
pa rameter. Substitution of these expansions into the Navier-Stokes
equations ~~ada to the following equation for the perturbation poten-
• •


















, is the ratio of specific heats . Equation (5) is the nonlinear
transonic small perturbation equation generalized to account for
weak upstream nonuniformities gene rated by the turbulent flow
near the wall. A linearized version was proposed by Robinson
[7] for shock wave boundary interaction problems . Robinson ’s
linear theo ry was appropriate for the s tud y of the reflec tion of
• very weak disturbances from the boundary layer.
In [z] we obtained solutions to Eq. (5) for normal shock waves
• using a (nonconservative ) mixed flow diffe rencing scheme of Mu r-
man and Cole [81. The results were compared with data of Gadd
[5] for flow in circular pipe at M~~ = 1. 12 and with data of Vidal ,
et al. [9] for flow in rectangular channel at a nominal Mach num-
ber of M 1. ii.. The comparisons showed reasonably good agree-
ment only in the initial stages of the interaction. The comparison
showed very poor agreement on the downstream side , due mainly
to the failure of the experimental data to approach the downstream
static pr essure given by the shock wave relations .
In [3], it was found that the reason the data did not approach
the appropriate shock values downstream was due to the three
dimensional nature of the experimental configuration. The bounda-
ry layer thickening through the shock wave reduced the equivalent
area outside the boundary laye r , which resulted in a highe r velocity
in the downstream region . In [3], we showed that although this ef-.
fect was formally of higher orde r , it was numerically significant.
It was shown that good agreement could be obtained with Gadd ’s re-
suits if the flow geometry was more accura tely represented. Thus
in [3], the basic formulation leading to Eq. (5 ) was extended to axi-
symmetric flow in orde r to represent Gadd ’s pipe flow experiment
better.
For axisyrnmetric flow , Eq. (5) is replaced by
[x ~ + M~~(V + 1)(u 0 +4~ )14~~ 
- 4
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where
* * * * *=€ D /2~ = S ( D  /2L ) = 0(1) (D = pipe diameter)
where x and (€ Y~~YC ) are cylindrical coordinate s , with y measuredfrom the wall of the pipe. The right side of Eq. (6) is formally
• negligible and the flow is locally two dimensional near the wall in• the limit € 0. With this te rm retained, Eq. (6) is a composite
equation valid both in the strong interaction region near the wail
and in the weak interaction region in the interio r part  of the flow
• near the axis , y € 1y .
The numerical solution of Eq. (6) with a symmetry condition
on the axis , y = Yq€
1 is far  easier to accomplish than the solution
of the equation s with the far field matching conditions involving a
logarithmic singularity in shock position (see Fig. 1). In addition ,
• retaining the right side of Eq. (6) leads to an important correction
accounting for the equivalent area reduction in the far  field , down-
stream of the shock waves. For inviscid flow downstream of a
normal shock in a circular pipe , the strearnwise velocity should
approach a value given by the shock relations appropriate to Eq.
(6). However, many experiments suggest that the velocity does
not approach the value given by the shock relations. As sketche d
in Figure l~., we show that this is due 
to the thickening of the boun-
dary laye r through the shock wave , which acts to reduce the area
of the flow outside the equivalent bod y formed by the boundary
• laye r dis placement surface on the walls of the pipe . This reduc-
tion of equivalent pipe area acts to speed up the flow in the down-
stream region . The magnitude of the velocity correction can be
computed from Eq. (6) by carrying out a mass flow balance far
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is the value given by the shock relation. Equation (7) was evalua-
ted using the initial profile given in Eq. (4) .
Thus , in this study, the following boundary conditions are em-
ployed in the solution of the composite equation given in Eq. (5)
x - -~~~ 0 < y < c ’y (8)
4)x U Z x -~~+ w  0 < y < €
’y
y = O , ~~~~~ 
(10)
whe re u 2 is given by 
Eq. (7). Equations (8) and (9) require  the
solution to approach uniform flow far ups tream and downstream of
the inte raction, while Eq. ( 10) requires the normal component of
velocity 4) to vanish on the wall and at the axis of symmetry.
In [z], we solved a two dimensional version of Eq. (5) and Eqs.
(8) - (10) without the downstream boundary condition correction,
using a nonconservative difference scheme. In [3], we solved the
full system of equations given in Eqs. (6) - ( 9 )  using a fully conser-
vative diffe rencing technique([ 10] and [11]). We employed a non-
- 
• 
unifo rm grid obtained by mapping the uppe r half plane to a finite
rectangle with a concentration of mesh points in the boundary layer
- • and nea r the shock wave. The x, y mesh contained 48 x 80 points
• with 16 points in the boundary layer. A typical solution required
about 4 minutes CPU time on an IBM 370/168 computer.
4. RESULTS
In this section we discus s the results of applying the theory of
the previous section to the experiment of Gadd [5] for a normal
• shock wave in circular pipe with an upstream Mach numbe r M
1.12. Fitting the velocity profile form given in Eq. (4) to Gact~ ’s
measu~ed profile upstream of the interaction yielded c 0. 034 ,
- • D* /2~ = 18. 66, = 0. 5, K = 5. 98.0 t
• ~- •~~~~~~- • • • -• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Figure 5. Computed Pressure Distribution within a Pipe
*
The solution for the ratio of static pressure , p , to s tagnation
pressure  p~ is given as a function of x~ /~~ for several value s of• * 0 0y across the pipe in Figure 5. This f igure illustrate s the transi-
tion from discontinuous pressure distributions outside the boundary
layer to a smooth , continuous distribu tion at the surface.  This re-
stilt also shows evidence of the rapid , exponential decay of pres -
sure dis turbance upstream , and the slow, algebraic decay (Lip
x~~~) downstream. The pressure  distr ibution in the flow field clear-
ly shows a smooth precompression, followed by a discontinuous
j ump to the post shock value , and then by a more gradual expan-
sion to the asymptotic far field value, which is lower than the value
• behind a M~~ = 1. 12 normal shock wave . The post shock expansionis consistent with a ring source behavior of the far  field solution
-
• induced by a nearl y discontinuous displacement surface .  The re-
suits in the figure also show large normal pressure  variations
through the boundary laye r near the shock wave , which decays
ups tream and downstream of the interaction zone .
The theoretical solution for the pressure  distribution on the
• wall is compared with the experimental data of Gadd in Figure 6.
Als o included in the figure is the asymptotic level (denoted by D
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Figure 6. Surface Pressure along a Pipe
• values obtained with several other approximations . The agreement
of the new resul ts with experiment is substantially improved ove r
the results presented in [z]. The improvement is due primarily to
the use of the mass corrected far field boundary condition retention
• of the M~~ factor in the coefficient of in Eq. (6). The magnitude
of the latter effect in the far field is given by the difference between
the Kt 5. 98 (s ymbol ~ ) result and the X t = 7 . 5 (symbol +) result ,
• whe re the M~ , facto r was set equal to one. The paramete r
= (M 2 -
is the limit form of inte raction parameter. The K~ = 5.98 point ( 0 )
also corresponds to the values of s tatic pressure given by the exact
Rankine-Hugoniot shock wave relations. The diffe rence between
• the symbols ~ and D shows the influence of the mass flow cor-
-~ 
rection on the far  field pressure level. This result clearly demon-
strates the large effect  of the wall boundary layers in reducing the
effective area of the pipe and in accelerating the flow in the far
I field.
• - The small pressure gradient evident in the data in the down -
stream region of the pipe is like ly due to weak interaction effects
generated by boundary laye r growth in the far  field that have been
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Figure 7. Computed Shock Wave , Sonic Line , and Characteristics
In Figure 7 we show the computed shock shape , sonic line , and
-
• 
compression waves genera ted by the curved sonic line upstream of
• the shock wave . The straig ht compression waves were determined
afte r the solution was completed from the computed velocities at
• the edge of the boundar~ laye r. The shock wave crosses the x-axis
at the pipe centerline y /~~ = 18. 66. This result clearly shows
the long range effect of the source-like flow in the subsonic reg ion
• behind the shock wave . The flow behind the shock wave pushes the
1 shock wave forward until it run s into the upstream compression
waves generated by the interactions. The compressions oppose
the downstream flow and deflect the shock wave downward, result-
ing in smooth continuation of the shock wave into the sonic line with-
in the boundary layer. Although the characteristics tend to merge
• together near the shock, there is no indication of wave focusing to
form anothe r leg of the shock pattern. Thus , in this case , there is
no evidence of a Mach reflection or of the appearance of a super-
sonic tongue.
-I-

















As a final point, we conside r the behavior of solution to Eq.
(5) in the limit -‘ 0 corresponding to the weak shock limit con-
sidered by Adamson and Feo [ii . In [2]. it was shown that this
• limit leads to a singular perturbation problem with the outer region
of the present study splitting into two layers , consis ting of the
original rotational laye r and an oute r much talle r irrotational re-
• j gion. The pressure is cons tant across the inner rota tional laye r ,
• and the flow here behave s like an inviscid boundary layer. The
solution in the oute r layer is gove rned by the usual nonlinear , i r ro-
• 4 tational transonic small disturbance equation. The s olutions in
the two regions are coupled, with the inner layer generating fl ow
deflections in response to pressure gradients imposed by the outer
solution. This results in a free interaction descripti on for turbu-
lent flow, with the solution independent of downstream conditions.
The solution upstream of the shock wave is gove rned by s imple
wave solutions of the small disturbance equation and can be found
in closed form.
• In the notation of the present paper the solution for the pres-
• sure can be written in the form
p1(x,0) = - 4) = - (z - 1) ( h a)
A / y + l  I l - z 2x = constants +~~~~~ ‘V log
f X~ L
— l  12z 2 ÷+2 3 tan 
~~ )  
( l l b)
where
A — 
3~J~T~~l (~r +  1) (lic)- 
2
The limit solution agrees with the soluti on first  obtained by Adam-
son and Feo [ii . In Figure 8, we compare the above solution with
• • 
- 
the numerical solution of the full equation [Eq. (5)] for 7. 5,
- 
• with the two solutions matched at the sonic point. In the figure ,
we show the pressure computed from the full solution at the wall
-:~~~ 
and at the edge of the boundary layer. Although there are relative -
ly large pressure changes across the boundary laye r fo r this case ,
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Figure 8. Comparison of Weak Shock Solutions of Eq. ( 11) with
Numerical Solution of Full Equations for = ~~~‘ 5
is ass umed to apply at the edge of the boundary layer.
5. CON CLUSIONS
Seve ral gener al conclusions can be drawn f rom the present
work:
.4 . The relatively good agreement with Gadd ’s da ta tends to
validate the theoretical model.
. The flow downstream of the shock exhibits a ring source
type characte r . The results indicate that the reason the
experimental pressures do not approach the Rankine-
• Hugoniot values downstream is due to the reduction of
equivalent area of the pipe by boundary layer growth
through the shock.
The theoretical solution leads to a very simple shock pat-
te rn . There is no evidence of a Mach re fl ec tion or of the
fo rmation of a supersonic tongue for the case considered.
~~~~~- — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
•
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• . The theory indicates that the streamwise length scale for
an unseparated interaction is
* / 2  *• ~~x ~~~ IM - l ~~ ,0
which is less than a boundary laye r thickness for Mach
numbers near one.
The moderate shock strength theory of [a] and [31 is con-
sistent with the weak shock solution of Adamson and Feo
[ii in the limit -‘ 0.
The results point to the importance of sidewall boundary
layers in wind tunnel experiments. This implies relatively
large three dimensional effe cts in nominally two dimensional
channel flow experiments . We suggest that basic experi-
mental studies on shock wave-boundary layer interactions
• should be carried out with axisymmetric geome tries in or-
der to validate theoretical models .
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• DISCUSSION OF THE MELNIK- GROSSMAN PAPER
• HAFEZ : Without allowing interaction between the inner laye r and
the inviscid layer, we don’t expec~ hat the viscous effect is mean-
ingful . Actually, what you took care of is the defect of the velocity
in the common shear layer and this is a continuity matter. And
• you took care that the incoming flow profile has shear or vorticityand the vorticity sticks to the streamline and then the conclusion is
that nothing spectacular happened. Yes , because what you ac tually
solved is the small disturbance equation and you left the similarity
• paramete r a function of what ? So we don ’t expect much out of it.Nevertheless, I admire the way you fixed the downs t ream condition
so that you got good agreement with the experiment. But , I feel
that unless we have the interaction between the viscous layer and
1 ~ the inviscid layer , we cannot have meaningfu l viscous effects - I
mean separated flow , even with a small bubble and deflection of the
streamline and these interactions coming in - especially if you use t 
-
£ 
the computer and if you have a composite solution and solve this
problem numericaUy - and especially if we have some results using
boundary laye r equations in the separated flow , which is s imple to
-
~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~
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MELNIK: When I said nothing spectacular happens , it didn ’t mean
I expected anything . I felt all along that I understood these inter-
actions and didn ’t expect anything to happen. What I’m saying is
that if you take into account the Mach numbe r profile in front of
the shock wave, for these unsepara ted cases and take into account
in the channel the fact that the boundary laye r gets thicke r through
the shock wave , just those two very simple physical ideas explain
almost all shock boundary layer interactions without separation.
No complica ted patte rns ; the next step is - (comment in background)
- well, there ’s nothing viscous about it. My comment was : I don ’t
believe many of these interactions are viscous . I believe that if
• we solve the inviscid Euler equations, taking into account the vor-
ticity in the boundary layer , we ’ll explain most of the data. I be-
lieve secondly that for separated flows - for laminar flows - it is
clear that we don ’t need the Navier-Stokes equations . Carte r , M.
Werle , and T. Davis have shown that you can do flows with separa-
tion bubbles using the boundary laye r equations . The next step is:
what happens to turbulent separated flows ? I think you ’re going to
get something simpler than Navier-Stokes equations but more com-
plicated than the boundary layer equations . You need normal pres-
sure gradients but I believe we need nothing more than the inviscid
Euler equations with upstream vorticity. When we have a scheme
to do that, then we ’ll be able to do flows with separation, I believe.
ADAMSON : You mention that you thought that your solution would
include ours in the upper limit and I disagree because I think that
• there is one fundamental difference between the solutions. Your
source strength at the wall is O(Me _ l )  which, in my notation, would• be of orde r c .  The source strength we get is of orde r u .  Now ,
for the case you ’re looking at , where c is of order u , that makes
no difference bu t if you get to stron ger and st ron ge r shocks then
this would make a diffe rence . Our source strength isn ’t that large
and, in fact , we do not predict a jump in displacement thickness -
at least to the order that you mention . So there is a diffe rence.
MELNIK: 1 wasn ’t saying it was the same. All I’m saying is that
the equations we ’re solving numerically include the linearized equa-
tions that you have in your model and that if we could find a numer-
• • ical solution to our system of equati ons , we have all the te rms and• all the boundary conditions in the stronger shock case, and we





• ADAMSON: I’m talking about the boundary conditions ; I reall y
don ’t agree with that.
~1~
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MELNIK : 0. k. We can talk about it a little bit further.
- • MURMAN : On the last slide you showed where you talked about the
airfoil problem and the observation that the pressure downstream
of the shock doesn ’t bear much relation to the normal shock value
and you wonde red what you are going to do about that. It seems to
me that both your pape r and Tom Adamson ’s dealt with the flat
plate case where there was no curvature.  In the airfoil case , there
I is a curvature effect which does allow a mechanism for a normal
pressure gradient , and for a lowe r pressure  to exist on the surface
than will exist somewhere out in the fl ow field behind the s tronger
- 
_ shock. I think this is the mechanism that will allow you to compute
a solution for an airfoil problem tha t does have a much milder
pressure rise through the shock on the surface , bu t ou t in the flow
field may have a stronge r pressure rise. I can show you some
things similar to that.
MELNIK: There are two speculations . One of them is that it’s the
curvature effect. I looked at the equations, the formal s t ruc ture
of those terms , and they don ’t seem to be large enoug h to explain
it. So right now, I would say we just have to speculate . We have
• some ideas we ’re going to try. But I believe that is the central
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A prediction procedure has been developed for transonic flow
through turbomachinery cascades which couples the inviscid fl ow
and the blade surface boundary layers , resulting in a mutually com-
patible solution. This procedure utilizes the Time-Dependent
Computation technique for the inviscid flow solution calculation ,
and the Stratford and Beavers integral method for the blade surface
boundary layer calculation. The procedure has been applied to
pr edictions fo r seve ral cascade confi gu rations, and the inviscid-
• flow/boundary-layer interaction calculation has proved to be stable
and convergent, with no evidence of strong-interaction instability
for supersonic f lows . For mos t cascades , including those typical
— 
of high Mach number fan roto r tip sections, the computed results
~ 
j showed little effect of the boundary layers on the flow distribution.
For one cascade with supersonic inflow and subsonic outflow , the
inclusion of the blade boundary laye r effec ts produced a lar ge ef -
fec t on the cas cade passage flow conditions.
INTRODUCTION
The development of a computational procedure for predicting
the blade -to-blade flow through a tux’bomachine blade section in the
transonic regime has become of prime importance in recent years .
• The Time-Dependent Computation Method (TDC) has been studied
as one approach to calculating transonic cascade flows . References
1’
i~
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[i -3] report the apj lication of TDC methods to cascade flows in the
transonic reg ime. A General Electric Aircraft  Engine Group corn -
- 
• pute r program has been developed which employs the TDC method
to calculate the inviscid transonic flow through turbom achine blade
sections.
Considerable experience has been gained with the TDC method ,
- through analysis of the flow through many cascade geometries for
• which ei ther experimental or alternate theoretical pressure distr i-
butions were available. The results of these comparison analyses
seemed to indicate that , if the blade surface boundary-layer effects
had been included in the analytical prediction , bette r agreement
between prediction and expe riment would have been achieved. In
particular , shock/boundary-layer interaction effe cts appeared to
be very important in some cases.
A program was the refore undertaken to develop a method for
- • correcting the inviscid flow calculation for blade surface boundary
laye r effe cts within the framework of the TDC procedure. A
boundary-layer calculation method was selected on the basis of
reasonable accuracy without unduly burdenin g the TDC computation
in te rms of pro gram modification and computational processing
time . The method selected was an integral-momentum technique
developed by Stratford and Beavers [5].
• The following sections briefly describe the combined inviscid/
boundary-layer transonic flow cascade analysis technique , followed
• by a presentation and discussion of some results of computations
• made with the combined procedure.
TDC INVISCID ANALYSIS
The approach used to apply the time-dependent calculation
me thod to transonic, inviscid cas cade flows is similar to those
P derived in [1-4]. The basic approach is similar to that of [2 1, but
is more general in that variable radius and streamtube thickness
effects are taken into account. A sketch of the cascade system is
shown in Figure 1.
.•
~ 
- With the TDC approach , the stead y-state solution is sought as
• the asymptotic limit for large times of an initial flow distribution
which is allowed to vary with time. Using a finite-difference grid
- representation of the flow field , the solution is updated at small
time inte rvals until changes in the solution are no longe r significant,
• ••;••
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• at which time the flow field is considered to have reached its
steady state condition .
• When shock formations appear in the transient flow evolution ,
the numerical solution procedure becomes unstable unless specific
• • steps are taken to accommodate the shock formations . The apr
proach used in the TDC cascade program is to model all shock
formations as rapid but continuous changes in flow properties
through the use of the “ar tificial viscosity ” technique [a]. A
coordinate transformation is employed so that bounding grid lines
will coincide with the blade surfaces , forming a channel be tween
two adjacen t blades in the cascade . The numerical algorithm for
solving the time-dependent equations of motion is basically a two-
ste p predicto r -corrector procedure . The alternating-direction
field-sweep techn ique is also employed, resulting in savings in
both computational time and program storage . Special equations
are used when computing blade surface boundary points which are
based on unsteady method-of-characteristics theory. The pro-
cedure ass times that the axis ymmetric streamsurface-of-revolu-
tion properties (radius , meridional flow angle , curvature, normal
distance between stream surfaces)  are fixed input conditions.
BLADE BOUNDARY LAYER ANALYSIS
As was outlined in the Introduction, the blade surface bounda-
ry laye r effects on the inviscid flow were speculated to be impor-
tant in some cases. To account for these effects , a method for
4 
computing the blade surface boundary layer properties was re-
quired. An integral method was deemed the most practical , from
the standpoint of minimal computation time while providing rea-
sonable estimates of boundary layer displacement thickness dis-
tributions.
( I
The boundary layer method selec ted was that of Stra tford and
Beavers , proposed in [5], and discussed extensively in [6]. This
method is essentially a correlation of several othe r integral meth-
ods , and employs a simple algebraic expression for momentum
thi ckness and dis placement thickness as a function of local Mach
number, Reynolds number, and equivalent fiat-plate length dis - • -
tance along the surface (defined as that distance over which a • 
-
boundary laye r growing on a flat plate would acquire the same •
thickness as the real boundary laye r at a given location on the
actual surface).
— -k - • •
- 
~
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Figure 2. Blade Surface Geometry Boundary Layer Corrections.
BLADE SUR~’ACE CORRECTIONS
Once the boundary layer calculations have been made, the
blade surface geometry is corrected for  boundary laye r displace-
ment effects . Referring to Figure 2, the effective coordinate s
of the lower and upper surfaces forming the blade passage are
given by b(x) and h(x), respectively. The corresponding surface
- • 
slopes are b’(x) and h’(x). Let the physical (hardware) coordi-
nates and slopes be denote d by subscript “0”. Given a displace-
ment thickness distribution and along surface b0(x) and
h (x), respectively, the effective coordinates and slopes are then
calculated by adjusting the surfaces “inward ” and amount ~~ secf3;
su rface slopes are found by a least-squares error  curve-fitting
procedure. The new values of b(x) , h(x) , b ’(x)  and h ’(x) are then
used to continue the TDC inviscid solution for a pre-selected
number of time steps.
THE ‘~WAKE ” REGION
Prope r treatment of the wake behind the trailing ed ge of the
L
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• Figure 3 . “Wake” Region Model.
blades is a difficul t tas k when using a coupled inviscid/boundary -
laye r calcula tion system. This task is fur ther  complicated by the
fact that the location of the trailing-edge stagnation streamline
and its downstream trajectory are not explicitly known from the
inviscid TDC solution.
For these reasons , a simple method for  handling the boundary
• 
~ • laye r wake which accounts for effective flow area reduction in an
elementary fashion was selected. Figure 3 shows qualitatively
how the wake region is treated. The bounding uppe r and lowe r
• gr id line s of the flow field downstream of the trailing edge are
positioned to approximate a trailing-edge streamline. The dis-
placement thickness is assumed to vary linearly from its trailing-
ed ge value (at the last grid point on the blade ) to a value equal to
the trailing-edge momentum thickness at the downstream boundary.
The upper and lower grid line s are then adjusted “inward” usin g
the calculated displacement thickness .
— .











THE COMBINED INVISCID/BOUNDARY-LAYER CALCULATION
SEQUENCE
The calculation sequence begins as in the inviscid case , with
an initial condition specified throughout the flow field. The invis -
cid TDC calculation is then commenced, for a pre-dete rmined
• numbe r of time steps ; say 50, for examp le. From the blade sur-
• face distributions prevailing at this point in time , the blade surface
boundary layer displacement thickness distributions are next com-
puted , using the Stratford and Beavers procedure.  From the re-
suiting displacement thickness distr ibutions so obtained , the blade
surface  and wake boundary grid line coordinate s a id  slopes are
adjusted to their “effective ” values. The TDC inviscid calculation
• is then continued for another pre-determined numbe r of ti~~~c steps
using the “effe ctive ” geometry.
The above procedure is repeated until the flow field solution
has converged to a steady state . The boundary layer calculation
is t~quasi_ stead y, “ in that no time-dependent solution is soug ht ,
and the boundary-layer is assumed to respond immediately to what-
eve r sur face  pressure  distribution prevails. Also , the boundary
laye r is not (necessarily) update d every time step, but onl y at selec-
• ted intervals , e . g . ,  every 50 time steps.
EXAMPLE CALCULATION RESULTS
Utilizing the combined TDC/boundary-layer  calculation pro-
cedure for transonic cascade flows , three example cases were
tested. The following paragraphs discuss the results of these
computations.
(a) Transonic Fan Pitchline Selection Cascade:
The f i rs t  example of a combined inviscid TDC and boundary-
layer calculation is shown in Figure t~. This example geometry is
a pitchline cascade section for a transonic fan rotor , characterized
• by a low supersonic (M 1 
1. 1) upstream relative Mach number
and appreciable cambe r in the blades. Figure 1~ shows blade sur-
face pressure  distributions for three different  conditions , as fol-
lows :
(1) Inviscid TDC solution with no boundary laye r correc-
tions ;
4 
(2) thvi~~cid/boundary-laye r combined solution , boundary
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Figure 1~. Transonic Fan Rotor Pitchline Section Cascade : Effect
of B/L on Blade Static Pressures .
laye r thickness held constant afte r indicated point of
• separation ;
(3) Inviscid/boundary-laye r combined solution , boundary
• layer thickness calculation continued through separated
re gion .
The first  combined TDC/boundary-layer calculation provided
for maintaining displacement thickness constant beyond separation ,
should separation be encountered. As is seen from Figure 14, the
boundary-layer corrections had little effect  on the surface pres-
sure  distributions using this approach. When the same calculation
was repeated with continuation of the boundary layer computation
through the separation zone , however , a small but significant
change in the inviscid flow pressure distribution resulted.
Figure 5 shows distributions of boundary layer dis placement
thickn ess , for both methods of handling separation . The distribu-
tions are similar up to the point of separation, afte r which the sec-
• ~• ond approach computes a considerable rise in ~~~ beyond the sepa-
• ‘
- ration point. Also shown in Figure 5 is a boundary-layer calcula-
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Fi gure 5. Transonic Fan Rotor Pitchline Section Cascade : Blade
• Surface Boundary Laye r Displacement Thickness Distribution.
Stratford and Beavers prediction accuracy could be assessed.  The
Walz method is an integral momentum method with verif ied engi-
neer ing accuracy. It is observed from Figure 5 that , up to the
point of separation , the Stratford and Beavers method gives good
results . The small deviations near the leading ed ge are due to
the fact that the Stratford and Beavers method assumes a turbulent
boundary laye r starting at the leading edge and ignores the laminar
re gion followed by transition to turbulent flow.
(b) T ransonic Fan Tip Secti on Cascade:
A typical fan tip section was also analyzed. This cascade is
character ized by a supersonic inlet relative Mach number , M
• 1 .5 , and a near-sonic exit relative Mach number. The airfoil
-• 
section has relatively little cambe r , and the blades have hig h (6 1°)
• s t agger .  Figure 6 shows the surface pressure distributions ob-
• tam ed for the inviscid TDC solution with no boundary laye r correc-
tions ; and for inviscid TDC solutions with boundary laye r correc-
• -
. tions , wi th the boundary laye r calculation continued throug h the
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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- The results shown in Figure 6 indicate that the boundary layer
• had little effect on the inviscid solution. Figure 6 als o shows the
boundary layer displacement thickness distributions obtained.
(c) Supersonic Fan Pitcbline Section Cascade:
• A pitchline section from an 1800 fps tip speed fan roto r was
• • analyzed. This cascade has a relatively high inlet Mach number
- 
(M 1 1.3) ,  but also considerable camber , and a subsonic exit• relative Mach number (M 1 = 0.7) .  Figure 7 shows the surface
pressure distributions obtained with and without boundary laye r
• corrections . This particular case demonstrate d a dramatic change
in the inviscid flow field as a result of the boundary laye r correc-
• tions.
The inviscid flow field without boundary layer corrections
shows a two-shock sys tem , with a weak obli que shock in the front
• of the blade passage and a strong normal shock s tanding near the
exit of the blade passage. The weak oblique front  shock actually
is locally a normal shock where it stands off in front of the blade
leading edge , due to the large leading-edge wedge angle and blunt-
ness .  Reacceleration of the flow around the leading edge , howeve r ,
produces supersonic expansion wave s which weaken the shock f ront
and cause it to become oblique as it propagates across the passage.
• The flow after the shock reaccelerates to rathe r high velocity rela-
• tive to inlet (M = 1. 1~) before forming a no rmal shock to meet the
required back pressure.
- , The effect  of the boundary laye r corrections was , in this case ,
to move the rear normal shock farther forward in the pas sage.
• The shock is weake r because the flow has not reaccele rated as
I much before encounterin g the normal shock , and there is now s ub-
s tantial subsonic diffusion of the flow afte r the shock.
Shown in Figure 8 are static pressure  contour plots for the
• - solutions obtained (a) without boundary laye r effects , and (b) with
• boundary laye r effects , respectively. These figures dramaticall y I -
i l lustrate the importance of including boundary laye r effects for
this particular confi guration.
DISCUSSION
The results presented in Figures 1~-8 demonstrate asuccessful
inviscid/bounda ry-laye r interaction calculation method for transonic
- ----- -__________ _ _  —-p - -~~~~~~~~
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cascade fl ows . It had been speculated that the iterations be tween
the inviscid calculation and the boundary-layer calculation would
be divergent, especially in the supersonic flow regions. This
speculation was based on previous experience with attempting
inviscid-viscous interaction calculations , e.g. , Reference f9 },
using conventional techniques.
— Considering the supersonic flow over a concave surface , the
boundary layer growth tends to increase the effective flow turning
(com pressicn), which in turn increases the adverse pressure grad-
• ient of the boundary layer , which causes a more rapid thickening
of the boundary laye r , which increases -the effe ctive flow turning,
which in turn increases the adverse pressure  gradient, etc . ,  e t c . ,
to destruction of the calculation. This type of self-feeding calcula-
tion instability is at least partially a result  of using a hyperbolic!
parabolic computation method, where both exte rnal inviscid flow
and boundary layer flow are calculated simultaneously by step-by-
• step marching downstream from an initial value datum line .
The combined calculation procedure does not exhibit thi s self-
feeding instability for diffusing supersonic flows . The pr imary
reason is that the inviscid TDC method pe rmits feedback upstream
through the propagation of unsteady waves. Also , the f ac t  that the
TDC method uses artificial viscosity for shock modeling provides
-~~ I some suppression of instability.
.
~~ ~
It is worth noting that , because the shocks are modelled as
rapid but continuous changes in flow properties , the boundary laye r
calculation does not have to negotiate a discontinuity, thus enhanc-
• ing the stability of the calculation procedure.
A physical explanation for the lack of apparent sensitivity of
the inviscid flow to the boundary disturbances caused by the pres-
ence of the boundary layer is offered on two f ron ts .  First , the
- 
I 
flow in a cascade is (primarily) a channel type of flow , and hence
• ¶ the response of the inviscid “core ” to a contraction in flow area
due to bounda ry laye r dis placeme nt is to accelerate , reducin g ad-
- verse pre ssure gradients, and therefore thinning the boundary
layer. Second , the inviscid flow is much more sensitive to change
• in blade surface slope (8~~*/a S) than to displacement (~~* ), and
these tend to be small except near separation. Some experimental
evidence that boundary layer displacement effects on the inviscid
flow are small is presented in Figures 9-11 , taken from [io ] . •
These figures show comparisons of equal-velocity contours from •
the prediction method described herein with laser-velocimeter
‘8
•A 
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- 
measurements. These measurements were taken on a high speed
• fan rotor at several spanwise locations . There seems to be gen-
erally good agreement with the measurements, and the s olution ;
obtained with and without boundary layer corrections differed ve ry
little, on the orde r of that shown in Figure 6.
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DISCUSSION OF THE GLIEBE PAPER
OLIVER: In the second calculated case of the supersonic fan,
• which showed the most s ignificant impact of boundary laye r on the
shock locations , do you have any comparisons with data for those
cases?  Also, I wonde r if in the cases that you did show, the anal yt-
ical velocity contours were indeed calculated with boundary laye r
correc tions and compared more favorably than those without boun-
dary laye r corrections .
GLIEBE : For the case for which there was a dramatic change I
do not have data. It happened to be a blade section , for the last
three slides , which was farthe r down toward the hub and no meas-
urements were made on that section . On the sections for which I
showed Laser velocimeter measurements, the calculation was
done wi th and without the boundary layer correc tions , and in fact ,
the difference was very small. It was kind of like the diffe re ce
you saw on the supersonic tip section cascade.
OLIVER: I assume in those calculation s the Stra t ford-Beavers
criterion did not indicate separation.
GLIEBE : I think in the las t two calculations, in fact , the separa-
tion point was predicted. It happens close to the trailing ed ge so
• that it doesn ’t have a chance to affect the solution - the flow field -
very much before exiting from the cascade .
FARN : Have you done any analys is for turbine blades ? And , if
• • 
yes , is the boundary laye r , in fact , important?
GLIEBE : Yes , I have and no. There has been one case where it
did make a diffe rence. This is on a turbine rotor where the inlet
Mach number was sufficiently high that a supersonic bubble oc-
curred on the suction surface near to the leading edge , and the in-
viscid prediction of that supersonic bubble showed a much higher
Mach numbe r before the te rminal shock than did the inviscid cal-
culation ; in that case there were surface pressur e measurements
from a cascade test which tended to verif y the cou pled boundary •
laye r inviscid solution rathe r than the inviscid one alone.
~~~
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~ FARN: When you put the boundary laye r in, if you have shock,
- waves impinging on the boundary layer and the disp lacement th ick-
•
• • ness is not smooth, do you have to numerically smooth i t?
- GLIEBE : It turns out that because of the artificial viscosi ty ap-
~
‘
• ~. proach for modeling shocks , the pressure  rises across  the shock
are not discontinuous and neithe r is the disp lacement thickness.
It’s a rapid but continuous change , so there ’s no need to smooth i t .
FARN : Are you confident using . ombination boundary laye r and
I inviscid solutions to predict the loss in turbine and compressor
cascades ?
GLIEBE: I don ’t think this procedure will predict  the losses .  I
don ’t believe the shock losses that the inviscid calculation gives
me because of the numerical e r ro r s  that can be encountered in
using the artificial viscosity approach. We have not tr ied to
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REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON TRANSONIC FLOW IN
TURBOMACHINERY
William D. McNally
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis t ra t ion
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
In this pape r I would like to review the st a tu s  of exper imenta l
• 
• work on transonic flow in turbomachinery,  which  is be ing  conducte d
- 
‘ throug hout the United State s and in some locations in Europe . If
all the engine companies , government labora tor ies , sma lle r com-
panies , and universities involved in turbomach ine ry  resea rch  and
development are considered, a tremendous amoun t of work  is under -
way. Howeve r , in this Worksho p we are p r imar i l y c o n c ern e d  w i t h
analytical methods for calculating internal flows in t u r b o m a c h i n e r y .
Therefore , I will concentrate on the modern exper imenta l  te chr ;i q~~~s
of hig h response and laser supported instrumentat ion . With these
te chniques , detailed steady and unstead y data can be obtained ins ide
of and in the vicinity of transonic blade rows. Such data LS sore l y
needed by the analyst  for the ve r i f i ca t ion  of his compute r codes.
A detailed picture of the general tu rbomachinery  blade row
• problem is shown in Figure 1. The blade passage includes  r eg ions
• of relatively ideal flow , which are complicated by shocks off the
blades and dampers , blade and end wall boundary layers , tip
clearance flows , corner  boundary layers and vort ices , a v ar ie t y  of
• econdary flows , leading ed ge separation bubbles , t r a i l i n g  edge




leg ions , and unsteady effects due to blade row in terac t ion , up-
• s t ream distortion , and flutte r . This is an extremely complica ted
flow situation, which presents many obstacles to both anal ysis and H
tes ting .
$ t ii - ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L p • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . •
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Figure 1. Roto r Blade Row Flow Phenomena
• To design and analyze such machinery, a wide variety of tech-
nique s have been developed , many of which have been discussed at
this workshop.  These include velocity gradient and streamline
curvature  methods , subsonic 2-D stream function te chniques , tran-
sonic time -marching or shock-capturing techniques , relaxation
• -
• methods, floating shock-fitting approaches , 2 -D and 3-D method of
character is t ics, perturbation methods on both linear and nonlinear
equations , hodograph techniques , viscous marching solutions , and ,
recently, full Navier-Stokes s olution. And these are onl y some of
the approaches.
Faced with a varIety of design and analysis te chniques, the
experimentalist  should sense a very strong demand for good , thor-
• ough experimental data , both inside and in the vicinit y of all types
• of t~irbomach ne ry  blading . Such data is needed both to ass is t  in
the formulat ion of theoretical models , and also to verif y the many
-t 
- 
anal ysis approache s which are being developed and applied.
Breakthroughs in mode rn experimental techni ques have now
• made it possible to obtain some of the data which is requ i red .  I
am speaking of such items as:
- • 
1 .  Hi gh Response Transducers
• • 2. Hot W i r e  Probes
3. Hot rum Gages
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• 4 . Laser Velocimetry
5. Laser Fluorescence
6. Laser  Holography
For what f ollows , I will report  on how these techniques are being
• used to obtain transonic flow data in turbomachinery.  There are
• many groups using these te chniques , so the detail on any one of
them will be minimal. However , in all cases , responsible individ-
uals are  listed and references  given , and they can both be ~-on s ui-
• ted for further details . Some individuals listed are not specificall y
doing transonic research, but are obtaining useful data for  model-
ing flows or verif ying analytical codes.
The f i r s t  work discussed is that being conducted at the la rge
engine companies: Pratt & Whitney (and United Technologies Re-
search Center) ,  General Electric, Allison , and AiResearch.  This
work is summarized in Table 1.
I will f i r s t  discuss Pratt & Whitney.  The overall p ic ture  on the
use of high response instrumentation, hot wires , and hot f i lms at
Pratt  & Whitney can be obtained f rom John T. Carroll , while de-
tailed work on this instrumentation is being done by Howard Grant .
Pratt  & Whitney is making extensive use of Kulite s in bo th compo-
• nent and multi-stage work.  Kulites are used in probes downst ream
of components to dete rmine the unsteady blade performance.  They
also have been used in the casing to do som e mapping of shocI ~s in
the tip region. More recently, holograms have been used to dete r-
mine the location of tip shocks and then LDV used to get quanti tat ive
values of velocity. Kulites are also mounted on the blade sur faces
to measure  both sta tic and dynamic pe rformance.  Unstead y phenom-
ena s tudied include rotating s tall , the development of su rge . and
flutter .  Surface-mounted Kulite s have only been used in the f ron t
stage of machines because of the temperature  sens i t iv i ty .  In orde r
to elevate the temperature range over which Kulites can be used ,
r I they are often water-cooled when used in the casing or in probes
in the late r s tages.
Hot wires have been used for turbulence measuremen t s  in the
front  stages of machines and in cold combustion tests up to a Mach
numbe r of 0. 5, and temperature of 5330 K (5000 F). Hot films are
used on probes up to 0. 5 Mach number  and 644° K (700 0 F), and on
blade surfaces to s tud y boundary layer t ransi t ion, separat ion , and
shock location up to a Mach number of 1 and 755° K (9000 F). Both
the t ransducers  and the hot film s can function adequatel y up to
• 50 , 000 g ’s of centrifugal loading. Most of the details of this work ,
ELI • • • ~~~~~~~~~ •
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- - High Response and LDV Testing by the Large Engine Companies
1. Pratt & Whitney -- High Response
3. T. Carroll Rig - - Component tests
H. Grant Tests - - Kulites in probes and rakes to
dete rmine unsteady performance
Kulites in casings to map shock
patte rns and track rotating
stall
Kulites on blades for surge
warning, and to s tudy rotating
stall and flutter
Reports - - Some
2. Prat t & Whitney - - High Response
• R. Maz zawy Rig - - Component & single stage tests
• Tests - - Kulite and hot wire probes to
determine unsteady perfor-
mance with distortion
Repor ts - - Some
R. Mazzawy Rig - - Multis tage tests
Tests - - Kulites in probes & oute r casings
to study unsteady performance
Hot films on walls & blades to
study development of stall
and sur ge
• Reports - - No
~ i
3. Pratt & Whitney - - High Response
H. Stargardter Rig - - Fan flutte r rig
Tes ts - - Kulites on blades to s tudy un-
steady loading
Hot films on blades to dete r -
mine boundary layer separation
Reports - - Some
IL~ 
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• TABLE I (Continued)
4. Pratt & Whitney - - 4Velocimeter
• G. Alwang Rig - - Supersonic cascade and fan
: 1  C. Williams components
Tests -- Two velocity component , within
blade passages at several
• radial planes , to determine
velocities and map shock
structure
Reports - - Some
• 5. United Technologies Research Cente r - - Hig h Response
B. Johnson Rig - - 5 Ft. subsonic rig
J. Bennett Tests -- Kulite total pressure  probe s &
hot wire probes to dete rmine
time dependent per fDrmance  -
pres sure , velocity & flow
angle
Hot film gages to locate s tall
Reports - - Some
6. U. T. R. C. -- High Response
F. Carta Rig - - 5 ft .  subsonic rig
Tests - - Kulites & hot films on blades ,
and Kulite & hot wire probe s ,
to determine time dependent
performance 1 both distorted
and undistorted
Reports - - No
F. Carta Rig -- Flutte r cascade , subsonic sections
Tests - - Kulites & hot film s on blades
- I to stud y separation and hig h
incidence stall flutte r
- • Reports -- Some
7. U. T.R.  C. -- Velocimeter
3. Bennett Rig - - Supersonic cascade
B. Johnson Tests - - Two velocity component, inside
K. Owen fan blading, to determine
velocities and shocks
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8. General Electric - - High Response
D. Prince Rig -- Components, new fan stages and
some inlet core stages
Tests -- Kulites in casing ove r entire
blade row, to map shock
• s tructure in tip region
Reports - - Yes
9. General Electric -- High Response
M. Thomas Rig - - Turbine components
Teats - - Kulite a in total and stati c probes
behind turbine blades , to
compare stead y sta te and
time-varying velocity diagrams
Reports - - No
10. General Electric -- High Response
W. Steenken Rig -- Full scale engines
W. Tesch Tests - - Kulites in compressor face
rakes to define inle t d i st o r i ion
• in space and time
• Kulites in shroud above each
stage , to stu d y mismatch of
s tages as engine goes into su r ee
• Reports - - No
11. General Electric -- Velocimete r
D. W~ sle r Rig -- Model compressor and turbine
M. Thomas stages
Tests -- Two velocity component, within
blade passages , to dete rmine
velocities and map shock
structure
Reports - - Yes
L~~ 
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• TABLE I (Continued)
12. Allison -- High Res ponse
R. Alverson Rig - - Experimental hig h ti p speed roto r
• Tests -- Kulites in shroud , to map shocks ,
detect ro tating s tall and surge ,
and iden tif y flutte r
Reports - - No
R. Alverson Rig - - Full scale engine
Tests -- Kulites in casing & Kistler  in
probes , to s tudy distortion &
detect rotating stall & surge
Reports - - Some
13. Allison -- Velocimeter
J. Fagan Rig - - Supersonic wind tunnel with tran-
s. Fleete r sonic airfoil sections
Tests -- Two velocity component , in in-
terblade passages & blade
exits , to define flow & meas-
ure turbulence intensities
Repor ts - - Some
14. Allison - High Response
S. Fleeter Rig - - 4 ft. subsonic rig
Tests - - Kulite s on blade surfaces  to
• study blade loading
Kulites in total p ressure  probes
to stud y roto r wakes
Reports -- No
S. Fleeter Rig -- Flutte r cascade
• Tests -- Kulites on blades to dete rmine
• unstead y p ressu re  with blades
• in flutte r , or under forced
-j v ibrat ions
Re ports -- Yes
15. AiResearch -- High Response
• - E. Palmreute r Rig - - Full scale engine
Tes ts - - Kulites in casing above each
blade row , to detect ro ta t ing
stall and surge
Reports  - - No
- • • • • - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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particularly instrumentation development advances , are not repo r-
- 
-~~ ted in the open lite rature , although some information is given in
contract  reports . Some details on transducer and hot film develop-
ment are contained in [1].
Robert  Mazzawy has been responsible at Pratt & Whitney for
using high response instrumentation to s tudy the response of both
single stage and multi-stage machines to inle t flow distortion. In
a s ingle stage rig with 0 .7 hub-tip ra tio and low camber blades , he
has used both high response probes and hot wires , f i r s t  with uni-
form inlet flow and then with screen generated distortion . He has
obtained quantitative measurements of the non-steady losses and
• turning of blade rows under both undistorted and distorted conditions .
Some details of this work were reported in [2].
Mazzawy is also s tud ying responses to distortion in multi-
stage rigs , with 7 to 12 s tages. Blade and wall mounted hot film s
are used to obtain a qualitative measure of where r otating s tall
orig inate s (usually in the front s tages) and whe re surge beg ins
(usually in the back stages).  Attempts are then made to redesign
the blad ing where rotating stall ~ccurred, and consequentl y post-
pone surge.  Kulite s are used in this work in wall statics and in
total p r e s s ur e  interstage rakes , and upstream and downstream of
g the eng in ’ . These give quantitative value s used to evaluate unstead y
pe r fo rmance .  Generally, reports are not available on this multi-
stage work.
Hans Stargardter is using high response instrumentation at
Pratt in a 472 rn/s (1550 f t / a )  research fan rig to stud y flutter.
Stall flutter is being investigated at about 70% speed with a tip
speed of 305 r n / s  (1000 ft/s). Conventional strain gauges are used
to measure  the amplitude and f requency of vibration as well as the
in t er-blade phase angles. Blade mounted Kulite s (6 on the sucti on
side and 10 on the pressure  side) are used to study the nonstead y
s u r f a c e  pre ’~sure distr ibution both in and out of f lut ter .  Blade sur-
face hot films are also mounted at the same locations as the Kulites
to dete rmine  nonsteady surface  velocity and boundary laye r separa-
• t ion point. Blade motion is measured by recording, with high speed
motion pic tu res , the reflection of laser light from tiny su r f ace -
mounted mirrors and diffraction gratings. This blade motion work
• is reported in [3], and the othe r work will be reported in the f u t u r e .
• • • Laser dopple r velocimeter work at Pratt & Whitney is under the 
•
-
• di rection of Gilbert Aiwang. Carl Williams can also be contacted
b r  details of the work. A 2-component LDV system was developed
• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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in a f ree  jet , and late r checked in a supersonic  cascade with sing le-
stage fan blading . Recently, the sys tem has been applied to rneas-
ure flows in a JT8D fan engine. The technique has also been used
• to s tudy velocity levels and to measure  turbulence intensity in ex-
perimental combusters. In fan blading the system is being used
to dete rmine the velocity field within the blade row and also to map
the shock structure in the tip region. Tangential variation is ob-
- ‘ 
tam ed at each radial plane. Har ry  Griswold is comparing LDV
• measurements with results from analytical codes. Some aspects
of the Pra t t  LDV sys tem are reported in [4].
Alwan g reports that althoug h laser holograp hy has been used
at Pratt to obtain 3-D shock locations in fan blading, that at the
• p resent time LDV seems like a more f ru i t fu l  technique . There-
fore , the shift in emphasis is now strong ly in that direction.
At United Technologies Research  Cente r , a grea t  deal of work
is underway in addition to the program at Pratt  & Whitney. In the
• area of high response instrumentation , both Bruce Johnson and
• John Bennett have been doing the development work. They have
done much of this work on total pressure probes and hot wire
probes in the 1.5 mete r (5 ft) diameter, low-speed rotating rig
with a single row of subsonic blading. Using Kulites and hot wires  - -
total pressures, velocities , and flow angles are obtained, and
performance measurements are compared to those obtained with
conventional instrumentation. Hot film gauges have been developed
to check stall characteristics on both turbomachinery and helicop-
ter blading. Some details of the hot film gage work are repor ted
in [5], while the other development work has generally not been
reported.
Frank Carta and his co-workers have been using high response
instrumentation to stud y both distort ion and f lu t ter .  In the 1. 5
mete r (5 ft)  diamete r , low speed rig with a rotor alone , he is u s i n g
Kulite transducers and hot films on blade surfaces , and also hot
f• wire probes in the interblade regions , to get a basic unde r s t and ing
of the blade surface and interblade flows unde r both dis tor ted and
undistorted conditions. Tests will be run in three s tages:  f i r s t ,
with an empty rig plus distortion screens in order to dete rrnin &~’
• ~~~ • 
circumferential velocity variations in the incoming flow genera ted
• by the screens alone. Second, sc reens will be pulled and a r o t o r -alone test performed to obtain undistorted p r e s su re -r a t i o  weig ht-
flow characteristics for several rotor speeds. Finally, screens
• 
- will be added again to apply the distort ion to the rotor and to take
unsteady aerodynamic Info rmation in the passages and wake reg ions





along several  speed lines. An attempt will be made t~ get the
blades into rotating stall.
A triaxial hot wire probe with total pressure  Kulite direct l y
above it can be traversed circumferencially and radially within
one-half chord of the trailing edge . Six Kulites on both sides of
- • a single blade will be used to calculate lift and moment. Neigh-
boring blades will have conventional static taps in the same loca-
tions to obtain steady state time averaged values. The unstead y —
components from the Kulites will be superimposed on these stead y
state values.
Carta is also using Kulite s and hot films on blade sur faces  in
the UTRC os cillating flutte r cascade where he is stud ying subsonic
compressor blade sections . Twenty Kulite s are mounted on one
- • blade at cente r span in orde r to s tud y unsteady effects  as the blades
a r e  dr iven in a prescr ibed pitching motion. Hot films are used to
s tud y transition and separation. Some of this work  has been re-
ported in [6].
- • 
Laser  dopp ler velocimetry techniques are being developed and
applied at UTRC by Bruce Johnson , John Bennett , and Kevin Owen.
A two-com ponent sys tem is being used presently and a 3-component
sys tem is unde r development for use in the 1.5 mete r (5 f t )  ri g.
The 2-component sys tem has been used extensively in the 1 .2  me-
ter  x 1. 8 mete r (4 x 6 ft)  subs onic tunnel to stud y flow fields about
helicopter blading [7]. It has also been us ed heavil y in combus tion
w o r k  [8 , 9, io] . The sys tem has been used to s tudy a subsonic fan ,
L i  i],  and is now being applied in the supersonic cascade tunnel to
obtain velocities and map shock patterns in transonic fan blading.
This late r work  is not yet reported.
The General Electric effort is quite similar to that going on
j  a~ Prat t  & Whitney and likewise concentrates on the use of hig h
re sponse  ins t rument at ion and LDV. David Prince and Marshall
‘1 Thomas are the people most respons ible for the developme nt and
use of hig h response techniques at G.E.  Prince has been using
Kulite s in the casings above all new fan stages (except where tip
shroud s interfere) and in some inlet core stages to predic t  shock
s t r u c t u r e  in the ti p region [12]. Seven or eight Kulites are moun-
ted directl y above the blade tip, with 3 more upstream to de t e rmine
i ~~ apparen t  inflow to the blade , and anothe r pair downstream to
s t ’ ~~d y the relative outflow. Of the 8 Kulites above the blades , at
1ea~~t ~ a re  needed near the f ront  of the blade to d i s t i ng u i s h  between
n-~~ n~ 31 ~ud .-~l~ . - j c j e shocks at the passage e n t r a n c e .  Some resu l t s
LI - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I TZ1~~~T6~
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of this work have been reported by G.E.  [13] and also by NASA
[14]. =
Cur t  Koch at G. E. is responsible for some te s ting in a 1.5
- 
- mete r (5 f t )  diamete r low speed mult i -s tage ri g where hig h response
i4~strumentation is being used with 46 rn/s  (150 f t / s )  ti p 
speed
• blades. A rotating transducer, moving with the rotor , is used to
s tud y wake s t ructure  behind the blades. Surface mounted hot films
are used to study boundary layer transition and separation.
Marchall Thomas of G.E. has been using Kulites in probes
downstream of various turbine rotors and stages with high subsoni c
outlet flow. Included are a hig h p res sure  turbine stage for the Air
Force , an intermediate p r e s s ur e  ratio NASA core stage, and a
low pressure  ratio but highly loaded research  turbine stage . Time
vary ing velocity di~agrams and flow angles are being determined
at various radial locations and circumferential  positions relative
to the vane trailing edges at a short distance downstream of the
vanes. Some of this work will be reported s oon for NASA, but the
work for the Air Force is propr ie tary .
William Steenken and William Tesch of G. E. have been using
high response instruments to stud y the development of s tall and
surge  in both military and commercial full-scale machines.  Ku —
lite s are used in the walls (2 per s tage)  and in compressor  face
rakes to study these transients in somewhat the sam e way as they
are  s tudied by Mazzawy at P ra t t .  All of this work  is pr op r i e t a r y .
David Wisler  and Marshall  Thomas are developing and app l y-
ing the laser velocimetry system at G. E. Wisler has been using
LDV on a scale model of the rotor for a 550 rn/s  ( 1800 f t / s ) ti p
~ . I speed fan stage. An improved LV optics sys tem and signal proces -
sor have been developed.
Velocities are dete rmined and shock s t r u c t u r e  is mapped at
10, 30 and 50% immersion from the casing both near stall and
along the operating line . The instrumentation is set  to record at
8 axial locations on each radial plane , and a continuous tangential
variation is obtained as the blades sweep by. Shock ju mp condi-
• t ions and change in angle across  shocks can be dete rmined with
this 2-component sys tem. The results are being used to verif y •1
• 
analytical codes used in design. Verification of the LDV system
is re ported in [15], while LDV measurements  on the scale model
compressor  and comparisons with theory are reported in [16]. •~~ •
Work is also underway at G E on a 3-componeni LDV systen3
—rn ~~~~~~ —-  — •5---.• ----
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Marshall Thomas is using the G. E. LDV system on an Air
Force high pressure turbine stage. Measurements are taken at
10 axial locations at the rotor midspan, and again a continuous
tangential variation of velocity is obtained. Details of this work
• for  the Air Force are proprietary.
Allison is likewise doing high response and LDV work , and
applying these te chniques in S. Fleeter ’s flutter cascade . Richard
Alverson, wo rking with a high-tip-speed experimental rotor , has
been using Kulites mounted in the shroud primarily to detect rota -
ting stall and surge. He is also using Kulites to some degree to
map shock patte rns and identif y the onset of flutter.  He has used
Kulites in the shroud and Kistlers  in probes to study d is tor t ion  ef-
fects and to detect rotating stall in a full scale machine. Some of
- • 
the full scale engine work is reported in [171, while the high speed
rotor work for the Air Force is classified.
John Fagan and Sanford Fleeter have been working on the de-• velopment of an LDV system at Allison. The y are developing this
- - 2-component system in their supersonic wind tunnel on a cascade
- • = of compressor airfoils which represent the 90% span section ofsome 550 rn/s (1800 f t / s )  tip speed blading. Only inter-blade pas-
sage and blade exit surveys have been done to date , with no in-
blade work yet. They do not plan 3-component work in the near
future. The system is als o being used in the Allison heat t r ans f e r
cascade facility to measure turbulence intensities in hig h tempera-
ture regions. The wind tunnel cascade work is reported in [181.
Fleete r at Allison has been us ing high response instrurnenta-
tion in several ways. He will be using Kulites in dynamic total
p ressure  probes to study rotor wakes in Allison ’s 1.2 m (4 ft) dia-
meter subsonic rig. Twenty surface Kulites will be mounted on
this low speed blading near mid-span to s tudy blade loading. In
his flutte r cascade , Fleete r uses strain gauges to measure  blade
def lcc t ions .  He uses Kulites on the blade surfaces (6 per su rface ,
or 12 on a blade ) to study the time dependent pressure  d i s t r ibu t ion
with the blades harmonically oscillated in a torsional mode or
• undergoing forced vibrations from an oscillating inlet flow. Hot
- 
- films are also used on the blade surfaces  to detect boundary laye r
separ~ dons and transition. This cascade work is well documented







AiResearch is using some high response instrumentat ion in
- t he i r  mult i -s tage axial compressor work.  E . Palmreute r has
mounted Kulitc ’s in the shroud near leading and trai l ing ed ges of
ft ::
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• each blade row to de tect both rotating stall and sur3e.  This work ,
however , is not reported.
-
• The holography work at AiResearch, done for NASA on the
489 rn/s (1600 ft/s) lightly loaded fan s tage , has not been continued ,
but is tho roughly reported in [22, 23]. LDV work is j us t  getting
underway at AiResearch .
Many smalle r companies are also involved in turbomachinery
development of one form or another.  The work being done by some
of these companies is summarized in Table II.
Among the smalle r companies , one is doing s ignif icant  LDV
development, and that is Creare  Corporat ion.  Peter Runstadle r
is in charge of this work , where 2-component LDV is being used
to stud y the flow in the entrance tip region of the inducer and also
in the vaneless space at impeller discharge of an 8:1 cen t r i fuga l
compressor .  LDV will be used to define the im peller exit flow
F and the flow about the d i f fuser  leading ed ge and in the d i f fuse r
throat. This will be done for  several settings of the impeller rela-
tive to the d i f fuser .  The Creare  LDV system is thoroughly de-
veloped and has been reported [24]. LDV data f rom the compressor
will be reported in the near fu ture .
Gary Ludwig at Calspan has been making extensive use of
crossed  (2-component) hot wire probes to s tud y rotating s tall phe-
nomencn in the reworked f ront  s tages of a J79 engine , run at low
speed. Blade tip speeds do not exceed 60 rn/s  (200 f t/ s ) .  Radial
and circumferential  distributions of axial and tangential veloci ty
• 
- 
and flow angle are obtained both upstream and downstream of ro tors
and stators.  Factors such as inception of rotat ing s tall , number
of s tall cells , propagation speed , and the influence of d is tor t ion on
stall are studied. Several piezoelectric t r ansduce r s , mounted in
the shroud, have also been used in this work  to stud y the inception
and propagation of rotating stall . Reference [25] is an older repor t
on this work;  several othe r reports will be published in 1976.
At Northe rn Research , Willem Jansen has used both hot w i re s
• 
• and Kulites in work  being done on centr i fugal  compressors  in the
6:1 to 9:1 range. Kulite s are used in a probe at the impeller exit
to s tud y velocity and angle fluctuations . Hot wires  are used at the
inlet and at vaned diffuser  discharge to detect rotating stall and
surge in flows with velocities up to 180 rn / s  ~6O0 f t/ s ) .  Some of
• 
I ~ this work is reported in [26].
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Hi gh Response and LDV Testing by Smaller Companies
1. Creare -- Velocimeter
P. Runstadler Rig - - Centrifugal compressor
Tests - - Two velocity component,
in inducer inlet, im-
pelle r ex~ ~~, & diffuser
inlet, to study entrance
flow , transi tion flow
from impelle r to diffu-
ser , & diffuser flow
Reports -- Yes
2. Caispan - - High Response
G. Ludwig Rig -- Full scale engine
Tests -- Transducers in shroud ,
to detect rotating stall
Reports - - Yes
3. Northern Research -- High Response
W. Jansen Rig -- Centrifugal compressor
Tests - - Kulites in probe at im-
peller discharge , to
dete rmine velocities
and angles
Hot wires near vaned
dif fuser , to detect ro-
tating stall & surge
Reports - - Yes
— —----~ 
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each blade row to detect both rotating stall and surge.  This work ,
however , is not reported.
The holography work at AiResearch, done for NASA on the
489 rn/s (1600 ft/s) lightly loade d fan stage, has not been continued ,
but is tho roughly reported in [22, 23]. LDV work is just getting
underway at AiResearch.
Many smaller companies are also involved in turbornachinery
development of one form or another.  The work being done by some
of these companies is summarized in Table II.
Among the smalle r companies , one is doing s ignif icant  LDV
development, and that is Creare Corporation.  Peter Runs tad le r
is in charge of this work , where 2-component LDV is being used
to stud y the flow in the entrance tip region of the inducer and also
in the vaneless space at impeller discharge of an 8:1 cent r i fuga l
compressor .  LDV will be used to define the impeller exit flow
and the flow about the diffuser  leading ed ge and in the d i f fuser
throat. This will be done for  several settings of the impeller rela-
tive to the diffuser . The Creare  LDV system is thoroughly d -
veloped and has been reported [24]. LDV data from the compressor
will be reported in the near fu ture .
Gary Ludwig at Caispan has been making extensive use of
crossed (2-component)  hot wire probes to s tud y rotating stall phe-
nomenon in the reworked f ront  s tages of a J79 engine , run at. low
speed. Blade tip speeds do not exceed 60 rn /s  ~200 f t / s ) .  Radial
and circumferential distributions of axial and tangential veloci ty
and flow angle are obtained both upstream and downstream of rotors
and stators.  Factors such as inception of rota t ing s tall , number
of s tall cells , propagation speed, and the influence of d is tor t ion  on
s tall are studied. Several piezoelectric t ransducers , mounted in
the shroud, have also been used in this work  to stud y the inception
and propagation of rotating stall. Reference [25] is an older repor t
on this work ;  several othe r reports  will be published in 1976.
At Northe rn Research, Willem Jansen has used both hot wi res
and Kulites in work being done on centrifugal  compressors  in the
6:1 to 9:1 range. Kulites are used in a probe at the impeller exit
to s tudy velocity and angle fluctuations. Hot wires are used at the
inlet and at vaned di f fuser  discharge to detect rotating s tall and
surge in flows with velocities up to 180 m/s  ~600 f t /s) .  Some of
this work is reported in [26].
t 
—
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Seve r al universit ies are doing very good work using both hig h
response instrumentation and LDV. These efforts  are surn rn a-
rized in Table III. One of the universi ties , MIT , has pioneered
an entirely new technique , laser f luorescence, for  both quali tat ive
and quantitative measurements within blade rows •
The blade-down compressor test  facilit y at MIT , unde r the
direction of Jack Ker rebrock, is now quite well known [27]. Kulite
high response t ransducers  are used in total and static p ressure
probe s and in the oute r casing at several locations in f ront  of and
behind a s ingle test rotor. The propagation of shock waves and
noise from the front end of the compressor  has been extensively
studied as well as the decay and merging of wake s downstream
from the blade trailing ed ge [28]. The new laser f luorescence
technique in which sheets of laser light are used to fluoresce the
argon- f reon  test gas , seeded with butane-dione , permits  the
visualization of shock wave s and boundary laye r regions,  as well
as an accurate quantitative mapping of the density field within the
blade row [29, 30].
At Virginia Polytechnic Insti tute, Walte r O’Brien is using Ku-
lite high response instrumentation on axial fan blade rows in a low
speed rig, to stud y blade response to c ircumferent ia l  inlet flow
distort ion.  Shortly this work  will be extended in a high speed r ig .
Five Kulites have been used on the blade surfaces  at mid-span,
and the data transmitted from the rotating machinery using FM
radio telemetry techniques. This work has been thoroughly repor-
ted [31 through 35].
At Penn State , Robert  Henderson is l ikewise stud ying the res-
ponse of a compressor axial flow fan blade row to inlet c i rcun~f,~r-
ential dis tort ions.  Henderson ’s rig pe rmits  tes t ing with a full
stage, with rotor-stator spacings varying up to 2 chord lengths,
and rotor tip speed up to 100 rn/s (325 ft/s). Only rotor alone
tests are reported to date [36, 37]. The unsteady normal force
and pitching moment on a chordwise element of the ro tor  blade is
determined from strain gage readings on a torque tube and force
cube built into the blade. Tests cove r sinusoidally vary ing circum-
ferent ia l  distortions with diffe rent numbers  of distortion cycles.
Also at Penn State , B. Lakshminarayana has been using triax-
ial hot wire probes to stud y the wake development behind con-ipres-
sor rotor blade rows . The probes have been used in a s ta t ionary
mode [38] and also rotating with the blade s [39] in the region f rom
the trailing edge to one chord downstream. Probe measurements
-- -~~~~~~~~ --~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -----rn-—— -”~~~—-
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High Response and LDV Testing at the Universities
1. Massachusetts Institute of Technology -- High Response
J. Kerrebrock Rig - - Blowdown rig, axial rotor
W. T. Thoinpkins Tests - - Kulites in total and stat ic
probes , & Kulite s in cas-
ing, to dete rmine shocks
& noise out front end , &
s tudy wake decay down -
st ream
Reports -- Yes
2. Massachusetts Institute of Technology - - Laser Fluorescence
J. Kerrebrock Rig - - ]3lowdown rig, axial roto r
A. Epstein Tests - - Photograph laser-illumuna-
ted fluoresced gas , to
st udy shocks & boundary
laye r s, & to map dens ity
through the blades
Reports - - Yes
3. Virginia Polytechnic Institute -- High Response
- - W . O’Brien Rig - - Compressor rotor
Tests -- Kulites on blade surfaces,
to de ter mine uns teady
• response to c i rcumfe ren-
tial distortion
Reports - - Yes
4. Penn State - - High Response
R. Henderson Rig -- Compressor rotor
Tests - - Strain gages built into blades
to determine unsieady res-
ponse to circumferential
distortion
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5 . Penn State - - Hig h Response
B. Lakshminarayana i~~g - - Low speed compressor
h~ j - le s
Tests  -- Triax ia l  hot wire probes
L.~ stud y wake develop-
ment and boundary l a y ’  r~-
Re pt .~r ts  -— I es
6. Naval Postgraduate School - - High Reponse & LDV
R. Shreeve Rig — - Tr~ r ,sonic compressor  st ~s t ~
D. Collins Tests -- Kulite & hot wire  probes .
& Kulites in casing, ~o
dete rmine perforrnanc~
and study shock struct’~:
Two velocity component
LDV within blade rows ,
to determine velocity
levels & s tud y sho cks
Repor ts  - - No
7. Purdue University -- Velocirnete r
H. D. Thompson Rig -- Two-dimensional  wind tunnel
Tests - - Two velocity component ,
to define flow and con-i-
pare to analysis
:1 
Repor ts  - - Yes
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
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p e r m i t  the dete rmination of instantaneous velocities , turbulence
inte nsi ty ,  and Reynolds stresses in all three directions . These
me.i~~u iemen t s  have been made in a low-speed sing
le-stage com-
pressor  rig with heavily loaded blading and a ti p speed of 76 r i / s
2 50 1 t / s ) ,  and also in an axial flow fan ri g with a single row of
low-loade d fan blades and a tip speed of 30 rn /s  (100 f t / s) .  In the
single stage compressor rig, the rotating probe measurements
“ :fli  3 oon be made with the probe inside the blade row [40] to s tud y
l L e  end wall boundary laye r development.
A~ the Naval Postgraduate School, work has begun us ing  
bo th
~i i t e s  and LDV to study the flow through a transonic compress ci
~~~~~ In work  under the direction of Raymond Shreeve , 26 Kul i te s
have b ’-.en mounted in the casing above the entire stage in o r d e r  to
r~~~~~~~. shock s t ruc ture  and define the flow in the rotor .  A K u L t ~
probe and hot wires  will als o be used downstream of the r o t or .
I h e r e  are no plans to use hot f i lm s or Ku li tes  on the blade sur fa -
~es.  Daniel Collins of the Pos tgraduate  School also p
lans to rna lc .
LDV measurements  in this compressor  stage.  None of this w o r k
r epo r t ed  yet.
At Purdue Univers i t y, H. D. Thomps on has been m a k in g  LDV
i~~~~~~~~~ts in a 2-D laboratory wind tunnel us ing  v a r ious  noz-
/ i e  conf igu ra t ions .  These have compared f a v o r a b l y -~v ith  o the r
in~~as ,r en ient s  and with analytical solutions [41 - 43].
Finally, Table IV summarizes  the LDV and hig h response
4 .~7 O r k  being conducted at the various gove rnment  
l abo ra to rie s  h e r r
I i abroad. The most  thoroug h program us ing  these  t e c h n i q u e s
i s  ths; one underway  in German y at the DFVLR by Du c t u r s  \~ ~ e r ,
• E c k a r d t , and Schodi . This work  is being done on both a x i a l  and
-~en t r ? fu g a l  compressor rigs.  On the axial machin e s
, We ye r and
9 1 1 5  co-workers  have used Kulite s in the casings to def ine  sh ” ~ ~paW ‘n s  and in total p r e s su re  probe s to s tud y wave developnien ’
In a -entrifugal compressor with vaneless diffuser reg ion .
. th  hi gh response instrumentation and laser  velociri ie t ry  h ave
e n  used. Eckardt  has mounted t r ansducers  in the cas ing  ~. i t I u~
i h c -  roto r region and on the front  and back walls of the d i f f u s e r  to
1~Ic’asure static pressure. Transducers are also used in total
r” !~- 1r e  probes downstream of the impel ler  in the b.. ~~~‘‘~~‘ of
• i e less  d i f f u s e r  region in o rder  to stud y the j e t -w a k e  L~u~ ’ .
i- - s  u n s t e a d y  p r e s s u r e  is imposed on a t ime-ave raged  value o h -
l u n ed  w i t h  a sp ec ’al  pi tot—probe attached to a ~taxi dard p r e s s - i r s
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~




- High Response and LDV Testing at Government Laboratories
1. DFVLR - -  High Response
H. Weye r Rig - - Axial compressor rigs
D. Eckardt Tests - - Kulite type in walls above
rotors, to define shock
patterns
Kulite type in probes behind
rotors , to s tudy wake devel-
opment -
Reports - - Yes
2. DFVLR - - High Response
D. Eckardt Rig - - Centrifugal compressor ri g
Tests - - Kulite type in casing to give
static pres sure
Kulite type in probes down-
stream of impelle r , to study
jet-wake flow
Shielded hot-wire probe , to
s tud y flow angle in jet-wake
region
Reports -- Yes
3. DFVLR - - L2F Velocimeter
R. Schodl Rig -- Centrifugal compressor rig
D. Eckardt Tests - - Two velocity component, at
five cross-channel planes
through the compressor, to
define the flow, and the
jet-wake region
Re ports -- Yes
4. AFAPL - - Hig h Response
A. Wenneretrom Rig -- Axial compressor rig
Tests - - Kulite s in casing, to map
shock patte rns









- T. Bogia Rig -- Full scale engine test
Tests - - Kulites in total pressure
rakes in inlet to study
circumferential and radial
dis tortion
Reports - - No
6. NASA Lewis -- High Response
W. Britsch Rig - - Single stage compressor rig
Tests - - Kulites in probes behind ro-




Hot wire probes behind ro-
tors , to study unsteady
velocity & flow angle
Hot fi lm probes b~efore rotors
to track stall patterns
Reports - - No
7. NASA Lewis -- High Response
J. Adamczyk Rig -- Flutte r rigs
W. Stevans Tests -- In-house and contra ct te s ts ,
to study various forms of
flu tter
Reports - - No
• 8. NASA Lewis -- High Response
T. Moffitt Rig - - Turbine test facility
Tests -- Kulites in probes behind ro-
tor , to s tudy secondary
flows & wake history
Reports - - No
• 1 
9. NASA Lewis - - Velocimeter
R. Seasholtz Rig - - Turbine annular cascade
L. Goldman Tests - - Two veloci ty component ,
behind vanes , to measure
performance , an d define —
wake re gions
Re ports - - Yes
~~~~~~~~ LA _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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transducer.  In orde r to s tud y the strongly fluctuating flow ang le
at the impeller exit , a special shielded hot -wire  probe is used
which protects the wire from the des t ruct ive  jet  flow. This probe
als o pe rmits location of the wakes relative to the blade tips at the
impeller exit. This high-response work is reported in [45 - 46] .
Also, at DFVLR , R. Schodi and D. Eckard t  are applying
Schodl’s L2F laser velocimete r technique [47 , 48] to s tud y the
.4 flow in this sam e centrifugal  compressor  [49]. Tw -component
LDV measurements  have been obtained at 5 d i f fe ren t  optical meas -
• u r ing cross-channel planes throug h the compressor  f rom the induc-
er leading edge to the impeller exit. These planes are at 8, 43,
59, 87 and 101% along streamlines in the meridional plane. The
complete cross-channel  velocity profiles are given at these 5 loca-
tions and clearly show the wake region from the 59% profile on.
Secondary flow patte rns have been studied ~ well as the jet-wakeinteraction.
A small amount of hig h response work  has gone on at both the
Air Force Aero-Propuls ion  Lab and at the Navy Propulsion Test
Center. At AFAPL, A. Wenners t roin  was responsible for in-house
tests where Kulites were  placed above the roto r blades in a sing le
stage compressor  rig. These were  used to map shock pa t te rns
and to detect  the presence of stall.  This w o r k  is not repor ted .
T. Bogia at the Navy has been using K u l i t e s  in total p r e s sur e  rakes
to study time-varying radial and circumferential distortion s corn -
ing into full stage engines. This data is all p r o p r i et a r y .  No LDV
work is being done on tu rbomachinery  at eithe r of these cen ters .
Finally, at NAS A Lewis Resea rch  Cente r , both hig h response
and LDV work  are underway.  In the sing le stage compressor  rig
at NASA , Werner  Britsch is developing 3-Kulite probes to measu re
total p ressure  and angle behind the rotors . Hot wire probes are
also being developed for  use behind rotors  to measure  velocities ,
flow angle and temperature rise. Hot films are used on probes in
front of the rotor to dete rmine stall pat terns  and to tr ack  rotat ing
- 
- stall. Kulites will be used on the blade surfaces in the future.
None of this work is reported.
H John Adamc z yk and William Stevens of the Compressor  Branchat Lewis are setting up a test program to stud y various type s of
flutter. This work will begin soon and will obviously make use of
various forms of high response instrumentation. ~ :-;~-
Ii Thomas Moffitt of the Turbine Branch at NASA will be us ing
‘.1 —
It- - - - P
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Kulites in probes to survey on several axial planes in front  of the
stator and behind the rotor of a single stage high pressure core
turbine to be tested soon in NASA ’s large turbine test  facil i ty.
A s tud y of the wake history behind this high - rad ius - ra t io  and low-
aspect-ratio turbine with its large secondary flows will be made.
This work will begin soon.
LDV work is unde rway at Lewis by Richard Seasholtz and Lou i s
Goldman in NASA’s turbine s tato r annular cascade faci l i ty .  Two -
component LDV is being used [so] to measure  the per fo rmance  be-
- - hind the s tator vane from a Pratt 375 engine against  the per formance
determined by conventional instrumentation [51]. A d i sc re t e  point
method was used initially but has now been replaced by a much las -
ter continuous scan method. The vane from the high pressure core
turbine mentioned above will be te sted this year in the annular  cas -
cade using LDV. Two-component, and eventually 3-component ,
LDV will be used to define the flow behind these vanes and late r
both types of LDV will be used within the blade rows . An LDV s ys-
tem is also under development at Lewis for the s ing le s tage corn -
press or test facility.
That concludes my review, in which I am ce r ta in  some groups
were  neg lected; I hope none mentioned were m i sr e p r e s e n t e d .
From my background in analytical code development . I am most
— 
impressed with the need for experimental data to ve r i f y these
codes. After compiling this review, I am li kewise  imp r e s s e d  w i t h
the fact that this data is now on its way. I am mos t i m p r e s s e d  in
this regard  with the work being done at the m a j o r  engine  companies ,
Creare , DFVLR and MIT. As far  as techniques are concerned , i t
seems obvious that LDV is the most  promising techni que for  the
near  future for  the quantitative mapping of internal  flow and shock
— 
s t ruc tu re  within blade rows .
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DIS CUSSION OF THE MC NALLY PAPE R
KORN : Do you know of any work on supe r~~ritica 1 cascade blades ,
i . e .  test ing,  and possibilities of doing that type of testing ?
MC NALLY:  No , I don ’ t. Are there people f rom engine companies
(here)  who are doing that sor t  of thing ? Or f rom Lang ley ? I didn ’t
contact anyone at Langley because I was part icularly concerned with
turbomachinery  type blading, but I think they would also be using
these techniques heavily.
KORN: I don ’t think that Langley does cascade testing.
MC NALLY: I don ’t know of any group using that sor t  of blade .
WOOD: I wanted to point out  one area of work that is certainl y not
opera t iona l  now but certainly promising in the fu ture , which you
reall y di dn ’t touch on at all. And that’ s the area of work  including
l a s e r  Raman and laser absorption ins t rumenta t ion which , hopeful ly ,
we will develop to the point of being able to de te rmine t e m p e r a t u r e
and density distr ibut ions, species concentrat ion , that  sor t  of th ing
in hot flows. Now that is not so applicable to compressors  as it is
to t~i rbj nes  and combustion, but I think i t  is something that oug ht
to be pointed out because there is a lot of work  going on in it , qui te
a b~t being suppor ted  by P ro j ec t  SQUID. In fact, we had a work-shop on it a while ago and the resu l t s  of that  a re  published and
avai lab le .  If you want any more informat ion  on the proceedings of
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*FLOW IN A TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR ROTOR
I
J. L. Ker reb rock
Massachusetts  Insti tute of Technology
Gas Turbine Laboratory
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02 139
• ABSTRACT
- H Some results of a comprehensive s tud y of the flow through a
transonic compressor rotor are presented. The rotor produces
a pressure ratio of 1.6 at a tip Mach number of 1. 2 , has a cylin-
drical casing, sloped hub, and MCA blade sections. The gas den-
sity has been measured in the rotor by gas fluorescence, which
reveals details of the shock and boundary layer s t ruc ture  as well
as den sity in the passages. Time resolved measurements of the
flow jus t  downstream of the roto r give the blade wake s t ructure ,
which is related to the features shown by the fluorescence. Of
particular interest is a complex three-dimensional separation
near the sonic radius. The flow through the rotor has also been
computed -in three dimensions by a time -marching technique , and
the results of this computation are compared to those foun d by
flow visualization.
INTRODUCTION
This presentation deals mainly with the experimental aspects
of a comprehensive program of research  on the aerodynamics of
L 
*The research reported here was supported by the NASA Lewis
• Research Center under Grant NGL 22-009-383 and in part by the
General Electric Company and Pratt  8z Whitney Division, United
~~~~~, ~~ Technologies Corporation.
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transonic compressors which is pursued in the MIT Gas Turbine
Laboratory. In addition to the experimental work , which is built
around the capabilities of the Blowdown Compressor  Facility, the
program includes development of a l inear ized theory for hig h work
transonic rotors , described at this Workshop by Professor  3. E.
McCune , and development of a three-dimensional transonic compu-
tational capability, described by Dr. D. A. Oliver. Professor
McCune discusses the correlation of the l inearized theory with the
experiments to be summarized here, and the three dimensional
• 
• computation will be related to experiment in this discussion.
•
1
The Blowdown Compressor Facility has been described in de-
tail elsewhere , so will not be discussed at length , howeve r a sum-
mary of its unique characterist ics will be given for background.
It has made feasible two new diagonist ic  techniques , a quantitative
density measurement  by laser-induced gas fluorescence and simul-
taneous time-resolved local measurement  by means of miniature
p r e s s ur e  t ransducers  of the stagnation p re s sure , static p ressure ,
and three components of Mach number .  These two techniques to-
gethe r yield information about the details o1 the flow in the roto r
• which has not been available in the past. Comparison of the expe r-
imental results to the linearized theory and to the results  of the




I A caveat concerning the transonic rotor is in order. It was
designed by simple techniques to produce a pressure ratio of 1.6
at a tip Mach numbe r of 1. 2 and to be more or less typical of op-
• 
- erational rotors. It was not intended to show an advance in the
ar t  of compressor  design , and indeed it doe s not. Since the data
• to be discussed he re was acqui red , a stator has been added to
comple te the stage. The stage shows a p ressure  ratio of ove r 1. 52
at the tangential Mach numbe r of 1. 2 , with an eff ic iency of 0.87 .
That the s tage performs this well indicates the roto r flow is prob-
• abl y not  dori~inate d by unusual loss mechanisms and can in this
-
• sense he considered typical.
THE I3LOWDOWN COMPRESSOR
The concept of the Blowdown Compressor  is diagrammed in
Figure 1. A rotor (or stage ) is positioned between two tanks ,
separated from one , the supply tank , by a diaphragm. The see-
ond , or dump tank , is evacuated and the ro to r  broug ht to speed in
the vacuum. ~ he diap hragm is rup tu red  allowing the gas f rom the
- 
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Figure 1. Scale Drawing of Blowdown Compressor Facility, Sized
for 23. 25-inch Diameter Rotor.
H supply tank to flow through the rotor for a time of the orde r of 0. 1
• second , during which the rotor is driven by its inertia. By suit-
able matching of the roto r ’s moment of inert ia and the supply tank
pressure, the rotor slowing can be matched to the decrease of
soun d speed in the supply tank, so that the rotor operate s at nearl y
constant tangential Mach number throughout the test time . The
• axial Mach number is set by a choked discharge into the dump tank.
The size of the MIT apparatu s was dictated by the requirement
that high response pressure t ransducers  should resolve the unsteady
flow to about the tenth harmonic of blade passing frequency,  result-
ing in a rotor of about two-foot diamete r and the facility shown to
scale in Figure 2.
A typical time history for one test is shown in Figure 3, whe re
the pressures  in the supply tank (p1), ahead of the rotor (p2 ), be-
4 1 hind the rotor at the casing (p 3) and in the dump tank (p4 ) are shown .
The re is an initial period of very unsteady flow , followed by a test
time of about 40 ms , which is terminated by unchoking of the throt-
tling orifice . Du r ing the 40 ms the pressures  all decay, but in j -
: constant ratio. The power input to the rotor is deduced from its
- • 
~
- rate of decele ration . During the 40 ms , a probe can be traversed
- - -
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Figu re 3 . Variations of Supply Tank (p 1 ), Rotor Inlet (p2), Rotor
Outlet 
~~~~~ 
and Dump Tank Pressures for a Near-Design Full
Speed Run without Stall. The Position of the Downstream Travers-
• ing Stagnation Probe as a Function of Time is Shown at Uppe r
Right.
across the annulus to give a complete survey upstream and/or
downstream of the rotor , and pressure transducers can also be
installed in the casing.
As an indication of the capability of the facility for time reso-
lution , the output of a pressure transducer (Kulite ) mounted jus t
upstream of the roto r is shown in Figure 4. At the top of the figure
the complete test history is shown. Next, a small portion during
the test time is expanded to reveal a well developed set of rotating
- ; stall cells and the individual blade passing signatures. Finally,
• the form of the shock-expansion patte rn is displayed in de tai l in
- 
I the oscilloscope picture. The point is that the pressure is obtained
• quantitatively on all time scales from D. C. to a high harmonic of
blade passing from a single transducer . Drift problems usually 
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Figure 4. Static Pressure Upstream of Rotor on Three Time
Scales, for Run with (Single Cell) Rotating Stall. At Top is Blow -
- • down Time Scale. In the Cente r , Several Stall Periods are Dis-
played , and at the Bo ttom , Details of Pressure for a Few Blade
Passing Periods.
associated with the semi-conductor type transducers are virtually
eliminated by the short  test time. Furthe r , to provide a full cali-
bration of the transducers , the dump tank is opened to the air
shortly after the end of the test, sweeping the facility through the
full p ressure  range of the experiment  for cal ibrat ion.
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d
bandwidth Iron-i D. C. to 80 kHz and is then digitized for automatic
data reduction.
DENSITY MEASUREMENT BY GAS FLUORESCENCE
The clean , hospitable environment  of the Blowdown Compres-
sor and the freedom to choose the test gas more or less  a rb i tra r i l y
stimulated an examination of optical d iagnost ics .  A method was
sought which would pe rmit  three--dimensional  resolution of the flow
with simpler interpretation than that r equ i r ed  in holographic meth-
ods and preserving the time resolution.
A te chnique of density measu remen t  b-,r gas f luorescence which
meets these criteria was developed by Epstein [2]. An organic gas ,
Biacetyl, added to the Argon-Freon  tes t  gas in small fract ions , is
excited by a flashlamp-pumped d ye laser .  It f luoresces , emit t ing
radiat ion of slightly longer wavelength than that from the laser ,
with an intensity proportional to the exciting light intensity and
proportional to gas density. The level scheme for the mc~.ecule
is shown in Figure 5. The fluorescence is very  fas t  (10 5) ,  so
the time resolution is set by the laser at about 0. 5i i s .  The inten-
sity is independent of gas temperature. A phospho rescence als o
occurs on a longer time scale ( 1 m s ) ,  at a longer wavelength,
and is temperature sensitive , offering future potential for combined
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Figure 6. Schematic of Ballistic Range Optics.
The geometry of the optical setup is shown in Figure 6. A
small m i r r o r  is used to project  the laser light into the blade pas-
sages as a thin ( 1 mm) sheet roughly no rmal to the blade axis ,
thus defining a two dimens ional cut of the flow through the passage , 4
the radial location depending on the ang le of the mir ror .
Due to the low quantum efficiency of the process ( .~ 1O~~) the
- 
- emitted light cannot be directly photographed , but must  be amn pli-
-• Lied by an image intensifier. Financial limitations of the program
necessitated the use of an intensif ier  of the type produced in quan-
tity for dark vision applications. Such devices have high gain but
substantial  noise and image distortion. Most of the deficiencies
of the photographs to be presented are traceable to this image in-
t ens i f i e r .  Bette r devices have been developed for astronomical
and othe r scientif ic applications , and one is being procured for
• f u tu re  experiments .
By careful  calibration of the film , digital microdensi tometry,
correct ion for  distortion in the image intensif ier  and nonuniformi-
ty in the laser beam , the photographic negative can be converted -
to a quantitative map of gas density [Z}. Figure 7 indicates the
d” .zree of success achieved since it shows a photograph and cor-
I
; 
• rected map obtained in quiescent gas. The uncertainty in densi ty
is about  5 % and this is largely due to the image in tens i f i e r .  A
precis ion of + 2% is expected with the bette r quality in tensi f ier .
L ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Typical photographs are shown with their  density plots for
severa l  radii in Figures  8 to 11. A cut near the tip (Fi gure 8)
shows a well defined bow shock and passage shock , the latte r te r-
• minat ing in a lambda at the suction surface  of the blade . A sepa-
ration can be d iscerned  behind the lambda shock if the negative is
pr in ted  with h ig her  c o n t r a s t .  The densi ty  map shows a ratio of
about 1.3 across  the bow shock , an ove rexpansion down to about
0.85 on the suction s u r f a c e , a re turn to about 1. 25 across the pas-
• sage shock then di f fus ion to a dens i ty  rat io of about 1.4 at the tr a i l -
ing ed ge.
At a smalle r radius ( r/ r T = 0. 83) the lambda shock has disap-
- 
- peared , as shown in Figure 9, even thoug h the passage shock is
s till quite s t rong.  A dark  patch , indicating low density,  app ears
- 
• 
behind the shock surface  intersection . Both in comparison to Fig.
8 indicate a s t rong three-dirnensionali ty in the flow s t ruc tu re .  At
a s till smaller  radius , (Figure 10), ( r / rT  = 0. 80) the shock has
been r eplaced by a rap id compression. Finally, very near the hub
(r/r T 0.65) we see (Figure 11) a severe overexpansion on the
suction sur face  followed by a rapid recompression, then a gradual
ii  f fusion  to the outlet. These las t fea tures  will be correlate d with
the three  dimensional  computation la ter .
The s t ruc tu re  which seems to emerge from these maps has a
strong passage shock near  the tip, separa t ing  the boundary laye r
there and generat ing a blockage. At a smalle r radius this blockage
she ds a streamwise vortex off its inner end , result ing in the ve ry
- - low p ressure  patch. Inside this the boundary layer is well behaved ,
perhaps becaus e of strong radial flow in it , but the pressure  r ise
2 behind the ti p shock is felt by the flow at the hub , result ing in the
rap id recompress ion there .  Again , the flow is manife s tly three
d in - e n s i o nal.
• 
TIME-RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS
Time resolved measurements  have been made both upstream
and downstream of the rotor. Only the latte r will be discussed
here .  They were made with the probe shown in Figure 12. By
calibration it is possible to deduce the two flow angles , ct and 0 ,
~~~ s tat ic  p r e s sure  and the s tagnat ion p r e s s u r e  f rom the absolute
p r e s s u r e s  measured by the four semiconducting s t rain gage di a—
-
. 
I 1 l r a g m s .  The f requency response of the probe is limited by its
‘!i~n en s i o ns tc about  40 kHz , which is some 10 times the blade pas-
s in g f r e q u e n c y  in  the Blowdown Compres so r .
- I
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Figure 12. Sketch of Four-Diaphragm Probe Showing Air Angle
Definitions .
Typical time histories ove r a few blade passing periods are
shown in Figures 13 and 14. The axial and tangential Mach num-
bers shown in Figure 13 show a regular  blade-to-blade per iodicity
typical of the behavior in the near wake s at small radii. The to-
- tal and stati c pressure histories of F igure  14 on the othe r hand
show an irregulari ty which is typ ical of the tip region . It is argued
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Figure 13. Mach Numbe r Components . R/ R T  = 0. 738. 0.1 Axial
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Figure 14. Total and Static Pressure Ratios . R / R T  0. 870.
the wake flow to evolve into a set of vortices parallel to the axis
which represent one of the eigenmodes of the duct flow with strong
rotation.
By combining samples of such data obtained at different  radii .
but all from the same test , it is possible to generate maps in r
and r O of each of the flow properties.  It must  be borne in mind
that these are not instantaneous resolutions of the flow , but corn-
posite s of a series of flows which are not periodic near the tip.
Neve r theless , they reveal some interesting features of the flow.
Figure 15 shows a map of the stagnation pressure  derived in this
way. It exhibits strong local peaks at the radius where the stream -
wise vortex was identified in the photographs , but is otherwise
ra ther  uniform.  Figure 16 shows the pitchwise Mach numbe r , M 0,
which is representative of the work distribution. The regions of
hi g h M 0 are also regions of high s tagnation temperature and ap-
pa rently resul t from excess viscous (and radial flow) work done
on the wakes.  This identification is supporte d by the entropy dis-
t r ibu t ion  shown in Figure 17 , the local maxima of entropy coinci-
ding with the regions of high M 9 . The peaks of 
s tat ic p r e s su re
shown in Figure 18, which coincide with those in the stagnation
p r e s s u r e  shown in Figure 15, lie on the p res su re  side of the wakes .
t Their  existence is confi rmed by the density map of Figure 9.
Measurements  at a distance of about one chord downstream of
th -2  rotor show that in the oute r par t  of the annulus the wake flows
have  reorganized into a cellula r vor tex s t r u c t u r e  with a 9 spacing - -
of about 1.4 blade spacings. The radial Mach number  d is t r ibut ion
of this flow is shown in Figure 19; as noted above it is argued in
_ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Figure 17. Entropy Rise Map. 0. 1 Chords Downstream of Rotor.
[3] that the cellulai? vortex flow is an eigenmode of the flow in the
annulus with a strong rotation .
From the time resolved measurements, 9 or time averaged
values at any radius can be computed. They will be compared in
the next section to predictions of the three dimensional computa-
k tion.
RESUL TS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTATION
Except for inaccuracies resulting fro m finite grid spacing and
lack of full convergence , the three-dimensional computation should
represent an exact inviscid solution for the flow throug h the rotor.
Comparison of its structure to that of the actual flow field should
then reveal the results of viscous shear.
Figures 20, 21 and 22 show comparisons of the measu red
and computed exit air ang les , axial Mach numbers , .and tangen-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Figure 18. Static Pressure  Ratio Map. 0. 1 Chords Downstream
of Rotor .
is very close to the inviscid value except near the tip, where a
separation was noted in the photograph. From Figure 21 the
measured axial Mach number is much lower near the tip than that
computed, while from Fig. 22 there is an excess of tangential
Mach number near the tip. Both support the idea that boundary
laye r fluid of high energy but low axial Mach numbe r is accurnu-
lated near the casing due to radial flow in the boundary layers and
wakes.
The three-dimensional computation also yields de tailed dis -
tribu tions of all flow properties throughou t the blade passages.
Samples of the Mach numbe r distributions near the tip and hub are
shown in Figures 23 and 24. In Figure 23 we see a severe ove r-
expansion on the sucti on side , as noted in Fig. 8. The overex-
pansion and rapid compression near the tip on the suction side is
also evident on Fig. 24 , in agreement with Fig. 11. This ag ree-
ment supports the contention that the rapid recompression is due
to the radial inflow induced by the shock near  the ti p, as it seems
inviscid in origin.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
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Figure 19. Radial Mach Number Map. 1.0 Chords Downstream
of Rotor.
Finally, Figure 25 shows three stream surfaces derived from
the computation. The surface is displaced rad ially inward on the
suction surface at all radii shown , but most s trongly near the hub.
There seems to be no evidence of the s trong radial shear which
this would produce in the experimental maps of the radial Mach
number, so perhaps viscous effects suppress the shift .
CONCLUDING REMAR KS
The program of research on transonic compressors , of wh ich
a part has been reviewed here , and the remainde r by Professor
McCune and Dr. Olive r , is meant to provide sufficiently detailed
knowledge of the actual three-dimensional flow so that rational
approaches can be evolved for reducing the secondary flows and
the associated losses. The viability of the Blowdown Compressor
____________________ - . _  7. .?b~~~~~~~~~~ a - ~~’---- -- A - - 
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Figure 20. Rotor Exit Air Angles Relative Coordinate Frame
Theta Averaged Values.
and its associated in strumentation for providing the required ex-
perimental data has , we believe , been demonstrated. Furthe r,
the feasibility of a full three-dimensional computation of the invis -
cid flow has been demonstrated. The linearized theory provides
I: a valuable tool for understanding the effects of shed vorticity due
to radial variation of the circulation.
From the data on hand it is clear tha t the actual flow deviates
great ly f rom that implied by the design systems now in use , which
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Figure 23. Mach Number Contours for  Computational Blade to
Blade Surface Numbe r 15; Tip Surface .





Figure 24. Mach Number Contours for Computational Blade to
• Blade Surface Numbe r 2; Hub Surface.
- _ 
do not account for the strong radial flows due to both viscous and
- inviscid gapwise variations. But clearly the utility of such detail-
ed information can be demonstrated only by making use of it in the
design of a better rotor. Hopefully, such an improved design and
evaluation can be executed in a timely way.
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Figure 25 . Computed Blade to Blade Stream Surfaces• View as
Seen Looking Downstream .
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DISCUSSION OF THE KERREBROCK PAPER
MC DONALD: Is the laser fluorescence inhibited or quenched by
a i r ?
KERREBROCK: No. The phosphorescen.e is , but not the fluores-
cence.
MC NA LLY: Would you comment a little about how difficult the
fluorescence technique is to apply and how much of an effort  it
would be to train someone else to do now what Epstein does.
KERREBROCK : It’s difficult to judge individual capabilities but
E pstein is not a usual guy. He did it as a Ph. D. student in a period
of about three years and he had to reinvent the dye laser in the pro-
cess. I think that basically it’s very easy to use ;  the only thin g
that was really diffi cult about extracting this quantitative data othe r
than getting the dye laser to work was the series of corrections
that had to be made. When you take data which has built in distor-
tions of the factor of 3 and try to correct it back to within 5 percent
— you realize you have to be pretty fast idious.  But with a bette r
image intensifier, all of that would be unnecessary.  I really believe
that that technique can be used routinely at least in this facil i ty to
- • 
- get density maps ± a couple percent. You jus t  f ire  it; take a pic-
ture. That’s it. There isn’t a lot of complicated data reduction
required.
RUNSTADLER: What ’s the concentration used?
KERREBROCK: It’s biace tyl. Butanedione , which you eat every -
day; they use it to flavor butter. Smells terrible . It ’s 20 mm
out of about 500.
KUNSTADLER : What does that do to your speed of sound level ?
-
- - KERREBROCK: We change the argon freon mixture to compensate
for that.
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RUNSTADLER: Give a measure of how much.
KERREBROCK: It doesn ’t make much di f ference.
:, RUNSTADLER: Two per cent?
KE RREBROCK: Yes. The only thing diff icul t  about the butanedione
is that it is an inflammable chemical so you can ’t jus t  dump it out
in the air without some thought , and it smells. We did this for
two or three years;  just  before we got finished they caught up with
us and then we had to put in a li quid ni t rogen t rap to catch the stuff
for the last two runs .
RUNSTADLER : What ’s the upper ... I was thinking about using it
for the centrifugal compressor work which goes up to quite high
temperature ratios , 8:1 or 9:1 p ressure  ratio. What ’s the uppe r
temperature ratio for eithe r flash point or chemical breakdown ?
- 
- KERREBROCK: It ’s pretty high. At least 200 ° - 300° F. The
real problem here is not that , but rather condens ation of the stuff
when you go through expansion.
RUNSTADLER: I see. Do you have any reports ?
KERREBROCK: Yes. There ’s a gas turbine report  by Epstein
which I’ll be happy to send you. It was also presented at an AIAA
meeting last winter.
MC NALLY : Would you comment on the potential of this technique
for obtaining velocity plots as opposed to density plots .
KERRE BROCK: The possibility there is because the phospho rence
has a long lifetime - something like a millisecond - you can think
of firing the laser and then you essentially mark  the fluid. Then if
• you watch the drift  of the phosphorent fluid in time you can use it
very much like a hydrogen bubble techn ique. That ’s a way of meas-
uring velocity, potentially. There ’s also a potential for a direct
temperature measurement because the phosphorence is quite tern —
perature sensitive and the fluorescence is not. So the ratio of the
two intensities is a direct measurement of temperature.
DODGE : If you ’re injecting this s tuff in a mixture of gas , you would
- 
- not get discrete traces like you could in a hydrogen bubble , isn ’t
that right ?
__ _ __ _ 
__
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KERREBROCK: No, the point is with the hydrogen bubble you
mark  the fluid by making a little bubble. In this case you mark it
by causing the s tuff to fluoresce with a collimated laser beam.
DODGE: You mark a single spot , then watch the spot move ?
KERREBROCK: You can mark a line. You can draw a line throug h
the fluid and it’ll fluoresce for a millisecond, then you can watch
it move .
DODGE : Why did you choose an image intensifier rather than
photomultiplier?
KERRE BROCK: Becaus e we wanted a picture . In a photomultiplier
all you get is one numbe r .
DODGE : You can scan but it makes the reduction of the data a
great deal simpler.
KERREBROCK: That’s true and you could use this technique to
get local time-resolved measurements. Then we would be back
to trying to make a picture out of a bunch of squiggly curves. I
have big arguments with Alan Epstein on this ; we finally settled
on the picture taking because it’s nice to have that qualitative in-
formation. But I think both are valuable techniques.
MIKOLAJCZAK: I am a little confused on the data you showed
where you show the angle at the exit from the roto r and then you
show the tangential velocity and axial velocity. If I remember
right, the axial velocity at the hub is much higher measured than
predicted and the tangential velocity is much lowe r measured than
• predicted. And , yet, you come out with the same ang le at the hub.
Are you using the same set of data to arrive at that conclusion ?
• KERREBROCK: Yea. The angle is the relative angle in the roto r
and that resolves the problem. The angle that I showed is beta
prime , the angle in roto r relative coordinates , and it’s rig ht on.
But what that’s saying is that the absolute magnitude of the velo-
city vector is considerabl y larger in the relative coordinate sys tem
than it should be. So that gives you a larger axial velocity but a
smalle r tangential velocity. Rig ht?  It still has a positive s tagger
at the hub.
MIKOLAJCZAK: What really saves you is the lock of the wheel
speed to give you a good or reasonably close angle agreement,
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KERREBROCK: No. I think they ’re consistent.  You see , if you
say that the angle is rig ht on the blade angle , then if you say the
• 
~
- magnitude of the velocity vector in the relative coordinate sys tem
r is larger than it should be , that will give you a deficiency in ab-
solute tangential velocity at the hub and an excess of axial velocity.
Maybe that’s the point that’s missing,  Alex , tangential Mach nurn-
-





















COMPARISON OF PREDICTION OF TRANSONIC FLOW IN A FAN
WITH FLOW MEASUREMENTS TAKEN USING A LASER DOPPLER
VELOCIMETER
A. A. Mikolajczak
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
East Hartford , Connecticut
INTRODUCTiON
In recent years extensive effort  has been directe d toward
prediction of flow in turbomachines. At P&WA we have an ac t ive
program directed at developing analytical predictions and at th ~
acquisition of accurate flow measurements to check and refine the
analytical models whe re necessary.  We believe that improvement
in flow prediction in transonic stages will allow us to
increase efficiency of fans and compressors
L i  . increase tip speeds to achieve reduced number of stages
identify blade geometries to increase blade durabi lity  so
that peak compressor performance can be retained over
long engine life .
In this presentation some velocity measurements made in a
transonic fan will be shown and compared to flow predictions .
FLOW MEASUREMENTS
To provide a data base for checking transonic flow predic-
-• tions velocity measurements  were made in the intrablade flow field
- - 
- of a t ransonic fan us ing a dual beam , confocal , backscatte r optical 
— • . - - 
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Figure 1. Velocity Measurement  in the Interblade Flowfield
system looking through a 3-inch window placed in the compressor
case (Figure 1) . By t ravers ing the op tic s and by vary ing the delay
time be tween t r igger  signal and the acquisi t ion of velocity samples ,
measurements  were made in a large port ion of the rotor intrablade
flow field .
L 
The optical system (Figure 2) was developed at P&WA and
has been described in detail by Walke r , et al. [1]. The two pairs
of laser beams are of d i f ferent  color and are orthogonal to each
other. At the focal point of the beams , r e f e r r e d  to as the probe
volume , two perpendicular interference fr inge patterns are formed.
• One such fringe pattern is shown in Figure 3. When a particle
traverses the probe volume burs t s  of light are emitted in the
fringe pattern and translated into velocity by the optical system and
the associated electronics. Two velocity components are de te r-
mined simultaneou.ly, from the two f r inge  pat terns .  A large num-
ber of readings are taken at every location in the flow and a histo-
gram developed. A typical his togram is shown in Figure 3. It
shows a distr ibution of the numbe r of measurements  obtained in
different  velocity intervals and allows the average velocity during
the sampling time to be determined.
The flow was seeded with Di (2 -e th ylhexy l) phtalate (DOP).
The seed particle size was estimated to be less than 2 microns in
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Figure 3. Histogram
diamete r , which is sufficiently small to allow the particles to move
essentially at the gas velocity . The velocity spread observed in
the histograms was thus attributed directly to the unsteadiness
which exists in the flow during the m e a s u r e m e n t  time. This un-
steadiness , expressed in te rms of s tandard deviation normalized
by mean velocity, was calculated to be approximately 9%.  Using
I 
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Figure 5. Measured Gapwise Velocity Distribution
a large number of measurements the accuracy of the average velo-
city was calculated to be within 12% ove r a 95% confidence level —
interval.
The velocity measurements shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7 were
obtained in a transonic fan on a cylindrical surface at 80% of the
span outboard of the hub as shown in Figure 4. The local blade
chord was 3. 8 inches , the gap to chord ratio was . 72 . At the de-
sign ti p speed ~~ 1550 feet per second the relative Mach number at
the measur ing  station was 1. 3 and the fan total pressure  ratio was
1.67.
Velocity distribution was determined in approximate ly 80%
of the blade passage. The twist  and camber of the airfoil outboard
of the measuring surface produced a shadowed region in the vicinity
of the p res su re  surface from 0 to 50% chord and near the suction - 
- 
- -
sur face  from 50% to 100% chord. Accurate measurements we re
possible to within 0. 1 inches from blade sur faces .  Gapwise
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absolute velocity distribution taken at 50% of axial chord is shown
in Figure 5. Both the axial and the tangential velocity components
gave an excellent definition of the passage shock. Velocity meas-
urements were found to be very  repeatable as evidenced by dupli-
cate data points shown in Figure 5 which were obtained at d i f fe ren t
test times. Chordwise absolute velocity dis t r ibut ion measured at
mid-gap is shown in Figure 6. Both velocity components gave a
very sharp definition of the shock location . The chordwise abso-
lute velocity distribution, shown in Figure 6 , has been converted
• 
- to a velocity relative to the rotor and is shown in Figure 7.
COMPARISON WITH ANALYTICAL PREDIC TIONS
The LDV measurements are compared to a quasi - three-
dimensional passage analysis  in Figure 7. The blade-to-blade
calculation procedure has been developed by Ni and is based on
his thesis work [2] . This t ime-marching f ini te-difference approach
has been developed to allow calculation of unsteady aerodynamic
coefficients required for flutte r predict ions.  Ni has extended his
calculation procedure , which already accounts for shock losses , to
include stream tube contraction and stream tube radius change
through the blading .
For the predictions shown in Figure 7 , a relatively coarse
calculating grid (20 x 20 points ) r equi red  approximately four  min-
utes on IBM 370 computer. The stream tube contraction ratio ,
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Figure 6. Measured Mid-Gap Velocity Distribution
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Figure 7. Comparison of Quasi Three-Dimensional Flow Predic-
tion with Measurements
measured across the blade row to be 0.85 , was assumed to be dis-
tr ibuted linearly in the chordwise direction. It is apparent that the
calculated shock is smeared ove r three grid points and that it is
predicted to occur somewhat downstream of the measured shock.
The predicted exit velocity is approximately 9% lower than meas-
ured.
As a f i r s t  orde r correction to the inviscid analysis , the boun-
-: dary layers on the blade surfaces were calculate d using the Fish-
McDonald [31 finite difference boundary layer procedure , and the
flow field recalculated assuming that the blading thickness distribu-
a tion has been increased by the bo undary laye r displacement thick-
ness (Figure 7 ~. The predicted shock location has moved forward ,
howeve r the exit velocity has remained unaffe cte d by the thin boun-
• dary laye r calculated for this very efficient blade section . The
agreement between measurements and predictions is very good
considering that a ve ry coarse calculating grid was used , a simple I - •
boundary laye r correction was applied , and it was assumed that
the flow in the calculation stream tube was unaffe cted by the adja-
• 
cent  stream tubes , that the blade leading edge was sharp, and that
the stream tube convergence could be distributed linearl y.
To eliminate some of the above restrictions and to assess
- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~‘ - ~~‘~~ ‘~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~ - - __________ __________-- -~~~~~~~~~~~~ ---- _ _
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their  importance we are currently developing a full y three-dimen-
sional analysis , as described by Tony Ganz earlier at this work-
shop, and also a conformal mapping and relaxation approach [3]
for quasi-three-dimensional calculations which will allow us to de-
sign finite leading edge airfoils.
CONCLUSIONS
Accurate intrablade velocity measurement  techniques have
-
• been developed and are being applied successful ly to measure  ye-
locities in tran sonic blading.
Acceptable quasi- three-dimensional  anal yses  have been de-
veloped. Howeve r comparison be tween predictions and measure-
ments indicate a need fo r :
improved boundary layer analyses which take into account
shock interaction and boundary layer separation
extension of the passage analyses to include airfoi ls  with
blunt leading edges . This capabili ty is needed to allow
designers to identif y hig h per formance  pract ica l  blading.
additional detailed flow measurements .
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DISCUSSION OF THE MIKOLAJCZAK PAPE R
KERREBROCK: I was very much impressed a while back in read-
ing the von Karman lectures by A. M. 0. Smith in which he des -
cribed the way that people have been able to actually use boundary
• laye r theory to predict the points of separation and , in fact , the
details of the pe rformance of ver y high lift wing systems. It oc-
cu rred to me that we just don ’t do that for compressors, even
though they have very high lift systeim . Do you think it is feasi-
ble if we had sufficiently detailed information about the flow field
in a compressor to really design a compressor blade in such a
way that it minimizes boundary laye r loading and thereby minimize
the losses ?
MIKOLAJCZAK: Yes. In fact , they ’re trying to do that in some
of the work done by Professor  Korn and some of the work in house.
The difficulty is that we have to have a reliable boundary laye r pro-
cedure f i r s t  and Harry MacDonald has been developing one for us
that ’s been ve ry successful. We hope to use that in conjunction
with these techniques, to do just that - to give us very  low loss
blades. The othe r feature that people don ’t recognize is that these
designs have to operate well off design and this is where a good
boundary layer analysis is really useful to you. Because you mus t
have enoug h stability margin and a very  low loss profile and that ’s
the combination you have to strive for .
PLATZER: I wonder if you could tell me a little more about Ni’ s
2-D oscillating blade compute r program. This is a time marching
technique , isn ’t i t?  (yes) Have you computed for  purely transonic
flow the re ?
Mfl<OLAJCZAK: No. This will work for any velocity. You can go
from subsonic to supersonic.
— 
PLATZER:  How do you make it 3-D?
MIKOLAJCZAK: It ’s quasi 3-D because it puts in the stream tube
convergence which is in essence like a 1-D analysis which you cor-
rect. You change , in fact , the velocity through the streamline.
PLATZER:  Do you assume that as far  as the inflow is concerned
- 
• 
you have subsonic flow close to the hub and s upersonic flow close
to the tip ?
MIKOLAJCZAK : No , I am so r ry  if I gave you that impress ion.
-“-- --——--
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Ni’ s analysis is essentially a 2-fl  anal ysis .  But it has a correc-
tion. If you take a streamline throug h a rotor , in a 2-D case the
streamline height remains constant. If you do have a convergence
of the streamline , the streamline shape changes as it goes throug h
a rotor.  What he does is make a correc t ion  for  that change in t ii.
streamline height. But if you are asking me , if that streamline is
L subsonic here or supersonic there , I don ’t know what he does at
that point.
PLATZER: The problem I thin k one is s t ruggl ing with is what kind
of initial conditions one has to p r e s c r i b e  in the case of a mixed
subsonic/ supersonic  inflow or at leas t  that is the problem I am
strugg ling with, because in the supe r son ic  pa r t  you would have to
satisf y the uni que incidence condition , wouldn ’t you (ye s )  and
toward the subs onic part  you would have to come up with some kind
of transit ion into the subs onic part .
MIKOLAJCZAK: I don ’t know how that one ve ry  special s t reamline
is handled. It’s a good point, though.
FARN:  You emphasize using an easier  method to predict  shock
loss in one of the slides. (yes) Are you quite happy with the ac-
curacy ?
MIKOLAJCZAK: Well , he has checked this out. Certainly, in the
one-dimensional flow he gets excellent accuracy.  We still have to
do some more checking in the multiple shock system. We ’re not
yet quite satisfied.
FARN : When you say 1-fl you mean he checked the 1— D  nozzle ?
MIKOLAJCZAK : That ’s right.  You get  an excellent agreement
that way.
— FARN: My experience shows that for  one-dimensional  flow you al-
most get exact loss but for  2-f l  you cannot count on it.
MXKOLAJCZAK : We ’re looking at this rig ht now. It ’s quite hard
- - 
to separate out the various components of the loss when comparing
predictions to measurements . And this is the par t  we t re t ry ing to
unravel rig ht now. But in some calculations we ’ve done , we ’ve
found that the thing overpredicte d a làt.
- j
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NONINTRUSIVE MEASUREMENTS OF THE FLOW VECTORS
WITHIN THE BLADE PASSAGES OF A TRANSONIC COMPRESSOR
ROT OR
• R. Schodl & H. Weyer
Deuts che Forschungs - und Versuchs anstalt
for Luft - und Raumfahrt E. V.
- I Institut for Luftstrahl antriebe
5 K~ ln 90, Linder H~ he , Germany
ABSTRACT
In this paper a nonintrusive flow velocity measuring method
on an optical basis is described. This technique has been developed
for applications in turbomachines, where extremely difficult  test
conditions are normally present. Some results of flow investiga-
tions within the blade passages of a transonic compressor rotor
are discussed to demonstrate the new possibilities offered by this
technique for future research work on turbomachines in orde r to
increase the performance and efficiency as well as to develop the
aerodynamic calculation method.
-; INTRODUCTION
For experimental investigations in turbomachines, especially
for  detailed flow studies within the rotor blade channels , optical
measuring method s are required.
- - Using the well established Laser Doppler technique , flow ve-
locity measurements become often more difficult  in high speed
turbomachinery because of the unfavorable test conditions. This is
especially t rue , when in addition to the high speed problems , the -:
flow channels are  very narrow.  There often a strong background-
- ~- -~ — • 
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radiation is generated by laser light reflections at the hub and at
the casing windows rendering any measurements more diff icul t .
Considering this situation the development of a new optical
measuring technique was initiated, which should rende r such dif- .
• ficulties easier to be solved. Based on a proposal of Tanner [IL
a new opti c and a data processing system was developed , resulting
in a compact measuring apparatus , which is very easy to handle
and which allows to change the measuring point without any read-
justments of the optical arrangement.  This technique is alread y
described in detail by R. Schodi [2] and is called “Laser-Dual-
Focus ” (L2F) method.
DESCRIPTION OF THE LASER...DUAL FOCUS METHOD
Similar to the Laser Doppler technique the Laser-Dual-Focus
- - (LZF) velocimeter measures also the velocity of small-light scat- .
tering-particles as they are normally contained in every fluid. The
principal diffe rence, howeve r, lie s in the fact that the f r inge pat-
tern in the probe volume is replaced by two discrete light beams.
The result  is a ‘lig ht-gate ” with - compa red to LDV - a 100-t imes
greater  light concentration and a corresponding hig h s ignal/noise-
ratio.
The details within the L2F-control  volume are shown in Fi g-
ure 1. As a result of focusing,  both beams have a converging!
diverging cross-section. The minimum beam-diameter is abo,,t
5-10 ~m, the distance between the beams is fixed to about 0. 5 i nn ~
and along the optical axis tlie photo-optics detect p a r t i c l e - s c a t t e r e d
light ± 1 mm off the focal plane . A part icle pass ing both light beam s
in this range produces two successive pulses of scat tered li ght.
Given the distance between the two laser  beams , the time elapsed
between the pulses yields the velocit y of the flow perpendicular  to - -
• I the optical axis.
[j In order to registe r this double-pulse, it is necessa ry ,  how-
eve r , that the plane containing the laser beams is parallel to the
flow direction ; consequently, it is possible to determine the flow
direction. The flow angle resolution of this technique depends on
the beam diameter-to-distance rat io and is for  the set-up described
- 
¶_ a b o u t + l d e g .
The optical L2F-ar rangement  is i l lustrated schematically in
Figure 2 . The cente r of a polarization (Rochon) prism , used to
— — ---- — ~~~‘
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Figure 1. Principal Sketch of L2F-Measuring Volume .
split the initial laser beam (detail A), is located at the focal point
of the immediately following lens L 1. As a result, the beam axe s
leave the lens parallel to each other.
As illustrated in the enlargement of Figure 2, two parallel
- - beams are formed, each of which is highly focused in the focal
point of lens L 1 such that the ‘light-gate
” desired is created.
Detail
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
- 
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Figure 2. Optical Set-U p of the L2F-Measuring.
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A second lens complex L2 is installed to increase the distance
- - between probe volume and measuring apparatus to the desired length ;
the same lens system L, picks up the backscattered light , which is
then turned by a perforaled mir ror  to a microscope. By means of
• the following optics each of the photomultipliers is adjusted to one
of the focused laser beams. The microscope optics and the double -
hole aperture minimize the noise level, due to background radia-
tion, so that measurements down to 1.5 mm off the flow channel
walls can be performed. The setting angle a is changed by twist-
ing the beam splitter.
Signal processing is carried out with modern electronic
equipment of sufficiently high time response, operating in a start-
stop mode . In laminar flows only a few measurements are needed
to evaluate the velocity vector. Turbulent flows , however , require
a conside rably greater number of individual measurements . In
orde r to analyze such a flow ade qua tely, it is expedient to adjust
the setting angle a in 8-10 steps around the mean flow direction
and to take up to 1, 000 measurements at each step. The collected
data are then classified - by means of a multichannel analyzer -
to probability density distributions .
— a:  1,50 Angle Between
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Figure 3. Probability Density Distributions for Different Positive
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ferred to the Same Number of Particles Entering the Probe Volume.
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Figure 3 shows probability density distributions correspond-
ing to different setting angles a. At the abcissa the time is plot-
ted which the particles need to pass through both laser beams.
The quantity of each t ime-measurement , corresponding to a dis-
• • tinct velocity in the turbulence spectrum, is arranged along the
ordinate.
The probability that a particle, traveling along a streamline,
will be irradiated by both laser beams is maximum when a 0°,
corresponding to the mean flow direction. The peak of that distri-
bution curve indicates then the mean velocity whereas the width at
the baseline illustrates the maximum velocity fluctuation.
Actually, the mean flow direction can only be detected by an
estimation at the beginning of the measur ing process; then magni-
tude and direction of the average velocity as well as the degree of
turbulence, parallel and perpendicular to the mean flow vector,
can be evaluated accurately by a complete statistical analysis of
the probability distr ibutions [3].
In order to carry out measurements within the blade channels
of turbomachine rotors , a t r igger  unit , consisting mainly of a
Pockels cell , has been provided. The laser beam is in ter rupted  -
controlled by a blade tr igge r  signal f rom the rotor - and released
to a disc rete point in every blade channel to take the measurements
until enough data for  an adequate statistical evaluation are ga thered .
Mo re detailed info rmation on this technique is given in [4]; the
pape r deals with measurements in wind tunnels , in turbulent tube
flows (L2F-results are compared with hot-wire measurements)
• 
- 
and in an axial compr essor stage ; fu r thermore, additional equip-
ment for compressor tests is described - a window cleaning device
and an apparatus for air-flow seeding with 0. 5 ~im diam. Si02-
particles.
FLOW INVESTIGAT IONS OF A TRANSONIC AXIAL COM PRESSOR
STAGE
During one and a half years , the Laser-Dual-Focus veloci-
meter is operating at our compressor test s tands. Besides the
prel iminary tests in the subsonic axial compressor extensive in-
;- vestigations in a high loaded centr i fugal  compressor have been
car ried out [5]. Furthermore , this technique is used very  success-
fully to analyze the roto r flow of a transonic axial compressor [61.
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ TT~ TT~ T~
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This transonic stage has been designed for a total pressure
ratio of 1. 5, a mass-flow of 17.3 kg/s and a rotational speed of
20 , 260 rpm [7]. The rotor inlet-diameter is 400 mm , the blade
hei ght 100 mm. The rotor blades consist  of double-c i rcu la r -a rc
profiles near the hub and of multiple -c i rcu la r -a rc -prof i les  f rom
50 to 100% blade height. The performance data of the stage and
the results of detailed investigations of the flow -field using conven-
tional measuring methods are described in [8].
The investigations with the nonint rusive  te chnique were con -
• centrated on the rotor flow anal ysis  at 55% design speed with a
mass-flow of 8 kg / s .  This is an operating point between maximum
isentropic efficiency anc~ surge  line , where also detailed resul ts  of
quasi-three-dimensional potential flow calculations (not including
friction fo rces )  we re available for  the ro tor .
Figure 4 shows a par t  of the compressor  flow path. The
• horizontal lines denoted by the numbers  1 to 11 designate the
computed stream surfaces  along which the blade-to-blade calcula-
tions were  car r ied  out , the ver t ica l  line s - numbers 1 to 38 -
indicate the axial planes. The theoretical results are available in
the intersection points of both the line types. In consequence, it
was obvious to ca r ry  out the experiments with the LZF-veloc imeter
as far as possible in the same points . Ove r one blade spacing as
• fa r  as 15 distinct measur ing  points were  selected - especially j u s t  -•
downstream of the rotor. Inside of the blade channels, howeve r,
it was not always possible - due to the s t rong blade twisting - to I -
measure immediately in the vicini ty of the blade p re s sure  and suc-
tion surfaces , except near the tip.
The dashed lines in Figure 4 demonstrate the actual le ading
and trailing edge position of the roto r blade s at 55% speed; the
thick full line s indicate the blade pos ition at rest .  During opera-
tion the blades become considerably untwisted ( —  2. 5 deg. at tip)
- I and - at the same time - tilte d upstream. It is evident , that the
diffe rence in the blade position leads to discrepancies between the
real flow and the corresponding calculated data , because - above
all - the experimental incidence angles do not agree with those of
the computation.
The Figures 5 to 7 represent  the relative flow Mach numbe r
distribution Maw in the planes 14 , 19 and 38 (compare Fig. 4) ,
shown in a perspective view against the flow direction. The corn-
puted data are always plotted on the left hand diagrams, the expe r-
imental results on the rig ht hand graphs; thereby the circles mark
I
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Figure 4. Compressor Flowpath with the Computational and Meas-
uring Grid .
the measuring points .
Figure 5 illustrates the relative Mach number distribution
jus t  upstream of the rotor blade row (plane 14) and demonstrates
the s trong effect of the roto r on its upstream flow-field. Furthe r-
more , it makes evident the increase of the relative velocity from
hub to tip and also from blade pressure to suction side . The reby,
the same tendency of flow behavior is observe d with the computed
and the test results . In the rig ht hand plot the small area of re-
duced relative velocity near the blade leading edge indicate s roughly
• the pos ition of the stagnation streamlines. U p to 70% blade height
- • 
the calculated and measured relative Mach numbers agree quite
well , whe reas in the tip region (near the suction side ) the calcula-
ted velocity decreascs considerably below the experimental values ,
~ —~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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primarily due to numerical problems in the consequence of the
high inflow Mach number. Another reason may be the flow sepa-
ration in the sharp corne r of the oute r casing jus t  in the leading
H edge plane (Figure 4) .
Figure 6 shows the relative Mach number (Maw ) distribution
short behind the blade leading edge (plane 19). Again , a tenden-
tiously good agreement between theoretical and experimental data
is achieved. Stronger differences occur only in the tip reg ion .
Figure 7 represents the distribution of the relative Mach
numbe r Maw in plane 38, jus t  downstream of the blade trailing
edge. Remarkable in these plots is the blade wake , clearly iden-
tified by the experiments. The extrapolation of the blade trailing
edge to the measuring plane - under consideration of th~ circum-
ferential velocity component - indicates the wake being in the ex-
tension of the blade suction s ide .
The tendency of calculated and measured distributions agrees
quite well, howeve r , the me asured values always exceed the the-
oretical data due to boundary-layer and flow separation displace —
ment which surely occur in thi s off-design point where the s tage
is operating near the surge line.
Figure 8 illustrates as a furthe r noticeable result of the
measurements behind the roto r that the relative flow ang le varies
strongly within the wake . In this case the variation amounts to
- 
• about 20 deg.
- i Comparing the measured results with the calculated data
great differences exist which have been expected, becaus e the po-
tential flow theory does not predict friction effects as boundary-
layers , flow separations and secondary flows . These effects may
be bette r described surely by 3-D or quasi-3-D computational
methods including turbulent boundary laye r calculations, which
are jus t  unde r development.
- - - 1 Not only the amount and the direction of mean flow vectors
can be de termined by these nonintrusive measuring techniques ,
but also the flow fluctuations. This quantity is , e .g. , very helpful - -
in interpreting the development and the position of flow separation
and is als o discussed in [61. 
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The optical “Laser-2-Focus ” velocimeter is now in operation
for investigating the internal flow in mode rn axial and centrifugal
compressors since more than one year ago.
The obtained results up to now demonstrate the high capabil -
ity of the technique for experimental studies of the complex real -
-
- - flow patte rn in turbomachines. Three-dimensional flow processes
can be analyzed point by point , effects of strong streamline curva-
- 
- ture and of field-forces as well as the development of flow separa-
tion can be investigated, although measurements directl y inside of
blade - and wall boundary layers are yet difficult today. Howeve r ,
it seems realistic to study in detail 3-D shock waves - with respect
to their position and intensity - within the blade rows .
Experimental research work like this offers  new ways to ac-
complish step by step today ’s experiences of the real flow phenom-
ena in turbomachines. It will help to prove computational techniques
and to develop more realistic and reliable flow models as the basis
of theoretical work.
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DISCUSSION OF THE SCHODL-WEYER PAPER
KERREBROCK: What is the time resolution of the measurements ?
SCHODL : With respect to what question ?
KERREBROCK: How fa s t?  What is the frequency response?
SCHODL : It ’s not a Laser Doppler velocimeter , it’ s a v e r y
special velocimete r, not measuring f requency but time differences
and you can measure perhaps 10000 rn/sec with 1% accuracy from
the electronics part. From the optical par t , and from the intensity
decrease with increasing velocity, I believe, 1000 rn / sec  is a real -
istic uppe r limit for this technique.
KERREBROCK: What I’m asking is what’s the frequency response
in intensity; if the flow is fluctuating, then how hig h a f requency
can you resolve ?
SCHODL: As far  as I know, the re is no real method of today to
measure  the time response of flow fluctuations with optical methods,
There are some workers  I know who solved that problem but be- -
• 
i 
cause we measure particle velocity and the particles are so par-
ticulated, so slow , that it se ems to be impo ss ible in gas flow s at
the moment to solve that problem.
KERRE BROCK: Let me rephrase the question. You showed in this
last slide , fluctuation levels. In part icular , the re was a 40% fluc-
tuation level near the trailing edge of the suction side , is that a
j — time dependence in the roto r ?
r-~ 
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SCHODL : No.
KERREBROCK: You interpreted it as having something to do with
separation so that that implies an uns teadiness in the flow field.
SCHODL : Sure . Because separation leads to an increasing of
fluctuation tendency of turbulence. I don ’t say turbulence because
we measure in every blade channel and there are three things
which are overlapping. First, you have the turbulent flow ; sec-
ond, you have recirculation regions ; third, you have not the same
flow in every blade channel.
KERREBROCK: It’s the las t that I’m as king abou t . Whe ther your
technique can really tell you about blade -to-blade.
SCHODL : Yes. We have the chance to measure only one and the
same channel every revolution. We can compare it and we found
no significant difference to date .
RUNSTADLER : This is the same question I wanted to ask the last
• speaker. These are basically two component velocity measure-ments . I presume you will do what we hope to try to do and that is
to take a continuity balance on an axial machine. Have you made a
con tinuity balance to check the 3-D components that might be in the
in ter-blade row ?
SCHODL : As far as I know, uo , because the third component is not
taken into account and there is a very great third component, es-
pecially in the tip region because the casing has a very sharp cu rve .
Rt.JNSTADLER: You could do that except that you have a lot of
- j blade lean. So you get some shadow areas which make it difficult ,
I p resume, to make good mass balances.
SCHODL : Maybe not up to now, but a lot of results have been ta ken
- but not everything has been calculated.
iL~~~~~ 
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A TRANSONIC /SUPERSONIC SMOKE TUNNEL FOR THE INVESTI-
GATION OF CASCADE LOSS MODELS
William B. Roberts, Thomas 3. Mueller
and Vincent P. Goddard
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
In the past, the Hig h Speed Smoke Tunnels (HSST) at the Uni-
versity of Notre Dame have been used to visualize supersonic flow
patterns by means of smoke lines [1] and to visualize shock loca-
tion and intensity without probes in supersonic wakes [2].
A schematic diagram and test section photograph of the HSST
set up for preliminary cascade testing is shown in Figure 1. The
HSST consists of inlet screens, contraction, nozzle and test section ,
- - and diffuser.  The tunnel is of the air indraft type that can be con-
nected with up to three 1.48 m3/sec vacuum pumps . * The cascade
flow can be visualized and recorded using the smoke generator and
rake in combination with regular photography, a shadowgraph eye -
tern , a schlieren system and, in the near future , a The rmo Sys -
tems , Inc., 2-watt laser velocimeter. The tunnel has a contrac-
tion rati o of 100:1 between the inlet and throat and there are seven
screens at the inlet to reduce the turbulence of the flow. The pres-
ent cascade test section is 3.75 x 10. 8 cm (40. 5 cm 2 ) with an area
- -~ ratio of 1. 26 between it and the throat. The cascade is composed
of six flat plate blades with a leading edge wedge angle of 15°,
thickness ratio of 0. 046 , stagger angle of 35°, solidity of 1. 25 , and
aspect ratio of 1. 5. A streamline (i.e., steady flow smoke line )
~I.f three vacuum pumps are used , the tes t section ar ea can be as
high as 120 cm2 for choking.
_ _  ---~~
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Figure Ia. Schematic of Transonic/Supersonic Cascade Smoke
Tunnel
visualization photograph of this cas cade is shown in Fig~ire 2. The
smoke is generated by dripping kerosene onto electric strip heaters
and is forced by a blowe r through a ver tically and laterally adjusta-
ble smoke rake placed flush with the f irs t  screen at the inlet. The
Figure lb. Photograph of Cas cade Test ’Section
ILi.ir - - - --  --
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I- -
- Figure 2. Smoke Line Visualization of Cascade Flow at High
Transonic Mach Number
smoke is then sucked into the contraction and through the test sec-
tion in continuous filaments or lines. In the photograph of the cas -
cade section one can see the smoke filament streamlines intersec-
ting with the passage shocks (two of the smoke lines have been
- 
darkened to enhance the visualization of the flow).
From the deflection of the smoke lines through the shocks one
- can have an approximate idea of the flow field around the entrance
- region. It appears that 20% of the chord ahead of the leading
- 
edge there is an oblique shock nearly parallel to the cascade fron t,
with a normal shock in the passage standing near the leading edge. *
-~ 
From the approximate oblique shock inclination and smoke line
- - deflection the upstream and downstream Mach numbers are calcu-
• lated to be 1.45 and 1. 15, res pectively. This gives a nominal
-
- 
blade chord Reynolds number of ‘ 400, 000.
- As an illustration of the types of cascade flow visualizations
that will be possible in the future , Figure 3 shows some results
— from a supersonic wake flow study using simultaneous dire ct smoke
*The light opaque areas shown in Fig. 2 are caused by dirt depos-
- ited where the shocks interact with the side wall boundary layers. - -
L 
Howeve r , because of the interaction effects , the side wall shocks
are shown slightly ahead of the mid-span locations.
4 
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Figure 3. Simultaneous Smoke Line and Opaque-Stop Schlieren
Photograph of Supersonic Wake Flow [z]
lines and opaque-stop schlieren * photography. For s teady flow
the smoke lines can be used in conjunction with shock wave loca- l -
I. tion and model geometry to determine Mach numbers along stream-
lines. A correlation between this data and data measured using
pitot total and static probes is shown in Figure 4 for the Mach num-
ber downstream of the last recompression shock of Fig. 3. The
correlation is quite good. These visual techniques coupled with a
laser velocimeter (to determine velocities along the smoke lines)
will allow complete flow field investigation and determination with-
out the use of probes. This is especially useful in the high sub-
sonic and low transonic flow regimes.
Future research in the HSST cascade tunnel will be done on
shock location and intensity, shock wave /boundary layer interac-
tion, and wake flows for transonic axial compressor and turbine
cascades.
*A black background is necessary for simultaneous schlieren and
smoke photography. The black background is obtained using an
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Figure 4. Correlation o~ Smoke Line Shock Data and Pressure
Data for Mach Numbe-r -iuimediately Downstream of the Re com-
pression Shock [zI
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I DISCUSSION OF THE ROBERTS , ET AL. PAPER
MIKOLAJCZAK: I fully agreen that one can use a cascade in a - -
H limited situation to get good insig ht into the flow. Howeve r , I -:
I would like to comment that when you do put a cascade togethe r ,
- _ 
you need to take a lot of care. And from what I’ve seen on your
slides , this cas cade isn ’t going to be giving us any useful info rma-
tion.
H
ROBERTS : Oh, no. I agree.














ROBERTS : Let me comment on that. This cascade is very low
aspect ratio. It was operating very near complete spill where you
-
- 
- push a normal shock right out in front;  I think the blockage was
quite high.
MIKOLAJCZAK : Let me make a few specifi c comments . Can I
have that slide on. The slide showing the cascade pack and smoke
in i t? First of all , you say that this is a dump diff user and it is
not really. If you want to use a dump diffuse r , I suggest that you
have to start dumping uniformly at the trailing edge on both sides.
Othe rwise , you find that the flow is not periodic at the back (yes )
and the signal is propagated up fron t and eve ry passa ge is diffe r-
ent. That ’s the f i rs t  point. The second is that the shock up fron t
as you notice is not uniform and therefore it says that you have a
completely nonperiodic flow in the cascade . Every passage is dif-
ferent.  And you ’re going to have that even if you fix the dump dif -
fuser  problem, be cause you ’re not cancellin g the shock on the top-
side where it ’s reflecting back into your cascade and again messing
up the whole flow in a cascade. So I really suggest that you look
through the literature on cascades; there is a lot done at Pratt
and Whitney and a lot that ’s been done and published by Starken
which  will help you no end to set  up, I think , possibly useful  cas cades.
ROBERTS: Yes , I agree. Dr. Mikolajczak has bleed — bounda ry
layer bleed - at the top to alleviate this difficulty of shock-boundary.
I’m going to incor porate a scheme to connect up bleed at the top.
The purpose of this was to convince myself that I could see the
smoke through the thing, and with the idea that I use that smoke for
seeding. This is certainly not a cascade that I expect to get any
information out of , exce pt perhaps , to make some t races along
some of the streamlines perhaps with the anemomete r , as far  as
calibration is concerned. If we use the three vacuum pumps , we
will have the capability of going up to about 120 cm2 and if you use
that area jud iciously with the things that you ’ve talked about , I
think that we can have a prope r cascade in the traditional sense.
W ENNERSTROM: I have neve r seen smoke used at such high Rey-
nolds numbers.
ROBERTS : The Reynolds number for the cascade was approximate-
ly on the order of 400 , 000. The length of the cascade was about
2. 5 cm.
















~ ROBERTS: High in tensity strobes that were above the cascade and
below it, feedin g both sides of it , keyed to the high speed polaroid
-
- 
system. So when you fired the strobes , you fired the shutte r auto -
- ma ticall y, and obtained the m aximum light intensity in it. Unfor-
-
- tunate ly, again , there was no time to completely block the clear
I lucite walls and there waE some diffusion that v-ou saw in the side













A LASER VELOCIME TER SYSTEM FOR SMALL RADIAL TURBO-
H MACHiNERY
Peter W. Runstadler , Jr.  and Francis X. Dolan
Creare Incorporated
Hanover , New Hampshire
ABSTRACT
This paper describes the design and test of a laser Doppler
velocimete r to map the velocity fields in small , high speed turbo -
machinery.  This instrument is presently being used as a diagnos-
tic tool for the study of the basic fluid dynamics of the ind~~ er ,
impelle r and the diffuser regions of hig h pressure  ratio , small ,
centrif ugal compressors.
The LDV instrumentation has been optimized to permit  the
measurement of instantaneous velocities up to approximately 500
m/s , measured in absolute coordinates , within a rotating impelle r .
The results of this program have shown that the laser Doppler
velocimeter (LDV ) can make non-disturbing gas velocity measure-
ments and surmount the difficulties found in applying othe r types of
• 
aerod ynamic instrumentation , e. g .,  hot-wire anemometers , to
this measurement  problem.
The work reported herein has been supporte d by the U. S.
Army unde r NASA/USAAMRDL Contract NAS3-17860 .
INTRODUCTION
This instrumentation system has been developed for use as a
H diagnos tic tool in the s tudy of the basic fluid dynamics of high
4- 
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pressure rati o, centifugal compressors.  The use of a laser Dop-
pier velocimeter (LDV) was seen as an oppo r tunity to apply a novel
technique to make possible velocity measurements within the very
small passages of high pressure ratio, centrifu gal compressors.
The non-contact nature of the LDV made it ideally suited for ve l o—
city measurements in the critical flow regions of the centrifugal
compressor where small aerodynamic probes introduced sufficient
flow dis turbances to significantly alte r the com pressor stage per-
formance {i].
The details of the LDV sys tem design were tightl y constrained
to optimize the sys tem performance in the specific compressor
and test facility in which it is to be used. The LDV equi pment
was designed specificall y for  use in the low speed modeling (LSM)
compressor test facility at Creare Incorporated. This facility
maintains sim ila rity of geome t ry , Mach number, Reynolds num-
ber and ratio of specific heats , but utilizes lower rotational speed
by using as the working fluid a gas with a lower speed of sound
than air. High speed compressors  can be tested at rotational
speeds approximately 0. 65 to 0. 70 of the value that must be used
in air .  The basic advantage of the LSM facility for  LDV work is
that lowe r absolute fluid velocities in LSM testing reduce the de-
sign constraints placed upon the LDV instrumentation.
Some of the important  variables considered in specif ying the
LDV system were the size of the sampling volume relative to the
compres sor scale, available s ignal proces sing methods, data sam-
pling in a flow field with spatial and temporal fluctuations and the
positioning of the probe volume within the compressor  hardware .
- 
- The design and development program had, therefore, to consider
the following technical areas :
1) the LDV optics design needed to probe the compressor
hardware and test facil i t ies ,
• - 2) the LDV mechanical subsys tems design to permit prope r
— positioning of the probe measuring volume and to permit
remote opera tion of the equi pmen t during compressor
H test ,
3) the electronic equipment design required to provide for
data sam pling, validation, and storage , and
-
~~~~ 4) ensure that the equipment des ign met the specifications
for the aerod ynamic research  needs .
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Figure 1. Compressor Reg ions of Interest in LDV Measurements
— dis play the results thus far obtained with this LDV system.
OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
The principal objective of the LDV system is to make mean
velocity measurements in the centrifugal compressor in the re-
gions of interest  shown in Figure 1. This objective requires that:
1) the laser probe volume be moved to any position
within the measurement space and done so remotely
while the compressor is unde r test on the test stand ,
2) the probe volume dimension be small (compared
to the compressor dimension and expected velocity
gradients ) to obtain good spatial resolution ,
3) the highest anticipated velocities occurring
wi thin the compressor be measured, and
- -
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4) the velocity data be obtained when the impelle r
is at a known rotational position.
The LDV measures fluid velocity in a fixed reference f r ame .
The compressor hardware constraints permit onl y the measure - -:
ment of the flow velocity vector in a plane normal to the LDV opl.i-
cal axis. The optical axis is oriented in a radial direction in the
inducer and in the axial direction in the impelle r ex i t /d i f fuser
entry region. Therefore, the velocity vector is measured tangent
- 
: to circumferen tial plane s in the impelle r exit /diffuser entry region ;
however , because the actual mean flow velocity vectors are expec-
ted to lie primarily in these planes , this is not considered a major
problem in understanding the flow fields in these two regions.
From Figure 1, it is seen that the minimum passage size of
interest  in these s tudies is the dep th of the impeller ti p /d i f fuser
entry reg ion b,. Thus the passage must  be probed with the axis
of the input optics parallel to the compressor axis in order  to m a , i
this essentially two-dimensional velocity field. In o rder to meas-
ure the velocity profile across the depth b2 of the diffus er channel ,
the probe volume length I should be kept considerably smalle r
than b2.
At the outset of this work , the predominant frequency meas -
urement systems developed and used by others consisted of auto-
matic frequency trackers or automatic frequency counters.  Pr i -
man ly because of the possibility of signal drop-out in highly flue-
tuating flow fields , the frequency tracking method was eliminated
from consideration as the possible signal processor . A review of
• the frequency counting methods shows a decrease in the accuracy
of measurements as the signal frequency approaches the time base
frequency of the processor.  The error derives from the need to
count time base periods against an integral number of signal peri-
ods (or vice versa) .  This results in a digitizing e r ro r  because a
fr action of a period must always be missed.  A commercial fre-
quency counting system most readily available at the beginning of
this program was utilized. This system has a time base frequency
of 100 MHz and require s 8 cycles of Doppler signal for period
measurements . This unit also has a limit on the input Doppler
freque ncy of about 100 MHz.
H- - :  The basic frequency measurement  uncer ta inty  and the limita-tion on band width of the available Doppler frequency processordictated a limit to the maximum Doppler frequency, produced b y a
particle traversing the probe volum e, of approximately 80 MHz.
a_ r.
1-li. 









~ 400 mIs ), 
implies a minimum fringe spacing of 5gm.
This is larger than the desired optimum fringe spacing of 2i.tm.
- r This 5~~m spacing implies a probe volume longer than 
desired if
about 10 fringes are to be available for data processing by the
processor unit.
Since the probe volume length was considered to be a major
design constrain t, it was decided to allow an uppe r Doppler fre-
quency of 160 MHz. This would result in a shorte r probe volume.
But, this high frequency is well above the band width of the pro-
cessing electronics ( 100 MHz), and also results in count digiti-
zing e r ro r s  as high as 20% on individual velocity measurements .
This problem was solved by incorporating a fr & 1uency divide-by-
two circuit ahead of the processor , thereby shifting down to 80
MHz , the maximum frequency which must  be counted.
Afte r careful consideration of all design tradeoffs , the opti-
cal arrangement for the LDV sys tem has design parameters as
displayed in Table I. In summary,  thi s design meets the major
specifications and design constraints of probe volume size mini -
mization, yet is compatible with available electronic processing
instrumentation.
Figure 2 shows an unfolded, two-dimensional view of the op-
- - tical train of the LDV system. In orde r to position the probe
- 
- 
volume anywhere within the compressor hardware, part of the
optical sys tem was made traversable in three mutually perpen-
dicular directions.
The selected laser is one of the argon ion type with a maxi-
mum output of about 1400 mw at 514. 5 i~~anometers.  The output
beam diameter D1 is 1. 5 mm 
at the l /e relative intensity points
and has a divergence of 0. 5 milliradians.
This entire mechanical system has been designed to provide
reliable positioning and robust support of the delicately aligned
optical components and simple , accurate t raversing of the probe
volume relative to the compressor.
ELECTRONIC DATA ACQUISITION
A remaining major specification of the LDV system is that it —
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TABLE I — PROBE VOLUME AND I,DV SYSTEM
CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS
Parameter Description Value
0L laser beam diameter at input 0.875mmfocusing lens , at the 1/es
relative intensity points
f focal length of input lens 78.5+0.2mm
f/D L “f/number ” of inpu t  beam and 90lens
-~ beam intersection angle 11.2+0 .07°
diameter  of intersecting beams 0 .05 88mm *
at foca l  point of lens
probe volume length , intersection 0.602m*
length of two cylinders of diam-
diame ter 13A ’ ~~ a n g l e  IF
w probe volume width 0.0591mm’
S1 spacing of fringes in probe 2.6361.im’volume
N
1 number of fringes in probe 22’volume wld th w - -
df D/v x velocity to frequency conYersion 0.379 +0.003’factor MHz/ (m/s)
focal length ~ f collecting lens 98mm
pinhole aper ture diameter 125pm
A wave length of radiation from 514.5rim
l ase r
probe vol ume .ro sit io n l.. q 
~ 
0.15mm and
uncertainty + I deqr’e
of the impeller. This has been accomplished by strobing the data
acquisition system with a pulse synchronized from an impelle r
position indicator . By acquiring and storing data only for that
impelle r position, a velocity probability dis t r ibut ion (histogram )
is built up which measures the velocity for repeated rotations of
the impelle r only when the impeller is at a known and fixed posi-
tion.
The data window position and window width are set by a gate
control system. The control c i rcui t ry  is designed to sample once
per blade passage for each third impeller revolution. During the
f i r s t  revolution, the impeller speed is measured with a hig h fre-
quency clock. The next impelle r revolution is used to calculate
(based on the measured wheel speed) the desired delay time before
the gate is opened. The gate is actually opened arid closed during 
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Figure 2. LDV Optical System - Unfolded View
the third revolution. With one velocity measurement per gate
opening, and a gate opening for each blade channel (the re are 19
blade channels in this pa r ticular impeller design),  the maximum
theoretical data rate is about 5700 Hz when operating in this
fashion. The resolution of the gate opening position is 0. 1% of
blade pitch, with window width ranging from 6Ons to 6ms (0 . 1%
blade pitch to 100 blade pitches at 100% design speed).
The total electronic systems which detect , measure  and pro-
cess the Doppler signal are shown in Figure 3. The spectral res-
ponse of the photomultiplier tube (PMT) is S-20 with a cathode
sensitivity of 5Oma/W at 514. 5 nm. Output from the PMT is taken
to an instrumentation console from the test facility via an 8rn co-
axial cable . The signal is continuously monitored on an oscillo-
scope and is parallel directed to either the Doppler f requency
processor (DFP) or to the divide-by-two electronics (the output
from which is then fed to the DFP). The output from the f requency
processor may be selected as a measure of either the time re-
quired to process 8 Doppler cycles or its inverse , which is pro-
portional to the velocity of a particle t raversing the probe volume.
- 
r This data is presented at the output terminals in both analog and
- 
- 
- TTL compatible digital form along with a coincidence pulse of
about J~ x s  duration.
.
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Figure 4. Assembled LDV Hardware on Seismic Bed
In orde r to record and store the velocity data of a point velo-
city measurement, a pulse height analyze r (PFIA) is used to store
each output pulse from the DFP. The PHA accepts the analog
voltage signal and the coincidence pulse , and logs one count into
- - an appropriate channel corresponding to the voltage (velocity or
time ) level. Using the PHA, a velocity probability distribution
or histogram is built up. This histogram displays the numbe r of
counts versus channel numbe r or velocity. The information is
displayed on a CRT for a real time analysis and is stored in the
PHA memory for late r output onto punched paper which is used
for ultimate data reduction.
• 1  The complete optical /mechanical system is shown in place in
- - Figure 4 installed on its seismic bed. The top of the bed plate is
just below laboratory floor level to provide clearance under the
inlet plenum, which is wheeled ove r the assembl y for compressor
ope ration .
The complete optical train is shielded from dirt contamination
and possible damage by a cover shown in place in Figure 5. The
traversing periscope , shown protruding out of the large flat box,
is sealed to the box by a flexible rubbe r “boot. ” The small opening














- - Figure 5. Assembled LDV Hardware with Covers in Place
on front of the periscope head provides the output path for the fo-
cused beams to explore the turbomachinery region of interest.
- 1 CALIBRATION TESTS
- A set of calibration tests were made to measure  the t ransverse
velocity profiles in a freel y expanding jet , and to compare the re-
sults with pitot static and hot-wire anemometer measurements.
Results are plotted in Figure 6 as non-dimensional velocity U/U rnwhere U is the mas s flow averaged velocity at the jet  exit plane ,
as a fun&~ion of radial position, z/R. As the measurement plane
is moved furthe r from the jet  exit plane (y/D increasing),  the ye-
locity profile becomes more peaked as the jet core begins to dis-
sipate via turbulent mixing.
-
‘ 
The uns teady velocity components corresponding to the mean
velocitie s of Figure 6 are shown in Figure 7. For the LDV data ,
(u ’) 2 was taken as the s tandard deviation of the velocity probability
II__— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘- — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure 6. Non-Dimensional Velocity Profiles as Function of Axial
and Radial Position in Jet
distribution. The data is compared with values of velocity fluctua-
tion obtained from the hot-wire data.
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Figure 7. Turbulence Fluctuation in Jet as Function of Axial and
Radial Position
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Figure 8. LDV Measured Jet Velocity as Function of Calculated
Velocity
To further verify the LDV performance, a high velocity helium
jet was used. This facility was used to generate velocities to
nearly 500 rn/s  from a jet 3. 2 mm in diamete r . The maximum
frequency measured was 179 MHz, corresponding to a jet velocity
of 475 rn/s.  Figure 8 compares the measured and calculated
(isentropic jet nozzle conditions ) jet  velocities ove r a range of
100 to 500 rn / s  for air and helium jets . For these tests with velo-
cities above approximately 200 mIs , the divide-by-two sys tem
• was used to shift  the f requency range to a level compatible with
the Doppler frequency processor.
- I
COMPRESSOR CHECKOU T OF THE LDV SYSTEM
4 The LDV system was installed and aligned in the compressortest facility and a series of checkout tests were conducted to prove
the feasibility of the velocity measurements in the compressor.
In these tests , silica-coated , alumina particles were used for the
seed. The numbe r mean diamete r of the powder is about 0 .75  J.m.
Dispersion of this seed is accomplished using a fluidized bed, w ith
an air-driven vibrato r to prevent bed channeling . The t ransport










Velocity measurements were made in the inlet/inducer region
and in the diffuser  entry region at compressor rotational speeds
from 40% to 80% of design in air and low speed-of-sound model-
ing (LSM) gas (30, 000 to 42, 000 RPM actual).
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Figure 9. Continued (Diffuser Region Data)
as velocity his tograms photographed directly from the pulse height
analyzer CRT dis play. The abscissa is the channel number (1024
full scale ) corresponding to the time period for a velocity meas-
u rement, while the ordinate shows the number of occurrences at
each channel (velocity). Parts a through e are from the inlet/
- 
- inducer tests ; parts I through o are from the diffuser region
tests. Table II provides a key to these data photographs , including
pertinent probe location and data gating parameters .
I 
- 
The data from this brief checkout program has verified the
opera tion of the LDV sys tem unde r realistic compressor test
condi tions , and has pointed out the value of the velocity histograms
for interpretation of the data.
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CONCLUSIONS
This program has carried out the design , analysis , fabrica-
tion and test of a laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) system to be
used in the study of small , high speed , turbomachinery fluid dy-
namics. The important characteristics of this instrumentation,
which are of interest to its application in the research and develop-
ment of small turbomachinery , are as follows :
The LDV instrumentation has been optimized to permit the
measurement of instantaneous velocities up to approximately 500
m/s. measured in absolute coordinates, within a rotating impeller.
The LDV equipment accomplishes the velocity measurement
with a non-contact process. One of the most important motivations
for using LDV equi pment in this application is that the non-contact
pr ocess does not dis rupt the flow. This is important since even
the smallest probes used for conventional measurements in this
type of ha rdwa re have been shown to seriously disrupt the aero-
dynamic performance of the machine.
The optics design has resulted in a probing volume in the form
of an elli psoid of revolution with a minor diameter (width) of approx-
imately 0. 06 mm. The small probe volume necessitates the use of
small seed material on the orde r of 0 .75 ~im numbe r mean diamete r
in order to accurately measure flow velocities and to obtain high
data rates.
The system design has been configured so that the probe volume
can be positioned accurately relative to the turbomachinery hard-
ware. Electronics strobing equipment has been designed and fabri-
cated to permit repeated measurements of the flow velocity at any
fixed poin! within the flow region, and at a fixed posi tion relative
to the rotating impeller . The strobing system allows less than
0. 5% of blade pitch rotation of the impeller for a s ingle velocity
realization us ing the 19—bladed impeller , rotating at 53, 000 RPM.
Measurement times required for  a s ingle velocity realization are
approximately 0. 1 ~ s at 200 mis and approximately 0. 08 ~ s at
500 rn/s.
The output of repeated LDV measurements at a point permits
the development of a histogram of the flow velocity vector located
rela tive to the rotating impeller. Analysis of this histogram pe r-
mits the calculation of the mean velocity of flow at this point and
- - .~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ~~~~~~~~~~ — - -






the evaluation of some properties of the uns teady and fluctuating
flow.
- - 
The work accomplished has demonstrated the feasibility of
making detailed velocity measurements in small, high speed turbo -
machinery.
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DISCUSSION OF THE RUNSTADLER-DOLAN PAPER
DODGE : In tour window arrangement in the diffuser area , is that
actually a window on both sides of the diffuser passage ?
RUNSTADLER: That is a one-sided window. Everywhere in the
impeller we use a backs catter radiation technique. In the diffuser
we actually use a back reflected forward scatte r , so there ’s a
mirror  on the back door.
DODGE : You ’re depending on reflection, then ? Do you expect to
have reflection troubles ?
RUNSTADLER: We use the reflected signals in the diffuser pri-
marily because , even though we are using seeding, it’s much
easier to seed at the right place , in par ticular at the ent rance to
the impeller. When you get up into the diffuser , because of the
circulation effects of all that seed going through the wheel, your
density along any given streamline reduces greatly, so that what
- 
- we want to do is use that forward scatte r radiation which is an
orde r of magnitude large r in intensity than a back scatte r radiation. - - -
We get the signal to noise ratio up to where we don ’t have to spend
ten minutes taking some of the data points .
L-_ _ _  _ __ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~— - - -— - - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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DODGE : Have you had any experience and do you expect any dif-
— 
ficulty with oil and dirt  and all the othe r things when you go throug h
a centrifugal compressor?
~ 
~. - : - -  ~- 
- - -
.iWNSTADLER : -We’ve had all the experience with all the dirty
things - in the compressor -and we don.’t expect tt -to give us any prob-
lem. ein pa~~~ did . - -~~~~~~~~ - - - - - - - -
DODGE Is that an gver~~*pg rkg ? l-t
- - - - -  - - - - -
RU NSTADLER-: iYes. ~1t’ -s in a closed wind tunnel sys tem4 I didn ’t
desc ribe - that but it t s in a low a pe ed of sound clos~e d loop a ys tern
which we have to keep dir t  and oil -contamination from coming into ,
anyway - - - - - - I - - - -
DODGE: Quite often in a centrifugal compressor , particularly when
you get to these kind of p ressure  ratios and if you have a desi gn
that’s quite efficient, you 1ll discove r that you have back flow of ~he
diff use r region on the walls. Are you biasing your fr inges so that
you can see which direction the flow goes?
E UNSTADLER: No , we ’re not. We could do that , but we didn ’t
go to that extravagance. So we are going to incorporate our inter --
pretatión of the measurements  we made on this and other informa --
tion that we have such as seed particles that collect out on the walls
and afte r we run a sufficiently long time at a given stat you can ,
with a magnif ying glass , see residual flow patterns on the walls.
We can ’t detect that in the back flow.
DODGE : You don ’t know how fa r away it ’s going to be?
RUNSTADLER: Yes , that’s a problem.
DODGE: Perhaps you could see where it crosses over, where it
goes 90 degrees. Is that inducer designed to facilitate the velo-
cime ter measurement ? It seems to me to be a little longer than
conventional and more axial than the standard centrifugal d i f fuse r .
RUNSTADLER: Yes. It ’s a radial element design .
DODGE : The induce r is almost axial and very long , which is unus-
s a l  for the centrifugal diffuser .
t RUNSTADLER: It was only specificall y desi gned to keep the tip
radius axial for some distance . We would have had a slight w r a p
I-
_ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  




















~ on that tip radius. The turning of the blading is not specifically
tailored to do anything othe r than what we would normally have
d one .
DODGE: You wanted to keep a flat window ?
RUNSTADLER: I wanted to keep a flat window in there. And we
- - did -change that a~sp-’ect of thê ’dé~ i~~’- - I -~a ó~~th~ date that. - ~
ROBERTS:- could~you. comment ~ofl the seed material you used?
RUNSTADLER: Yes. Again to get a high signal to noise ratio we
are seeding. The seeding material we ’re using is a silica-coated
aluminum par~ticle, with- a number mean Ldiameter of 3/4 of a mi-
cron. Very~~az’row dl-s~tribution. The silica coating is done by a
commerciai. fi rm ti~at we obtaan -the particles from by a processthat they consider proprietary. What it essentially does - it keeps
the particles from agglomerating . We ’ve checked this the best
way we can with the flow system; - we ‘±- e even using a Coulte r coun-
ting technique to measure  what that would say the number of mean
diamet er-ls .  - It comes out o .k. ~~~~ — - ca~ )l r ~t -~~-~ 
I -
-
~~ k 1~~~~~~f l.  I;fl~~~~[ n t:) z~~ 
s i s  d e t t ~ ! Ilfl II H st .at ~ -: p r ~~~~ S ’ 1~~ (~
KERRErn~Oek: Do yo-u ~thin t~~that tbT~ ~~%
tCitá io~~~~~~~~u~~ 
-
l~ è~ between the impel1e~ tip and the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ of th€ ~~ dy flo ~~~~~~~~ 
r~-~~:on. 1 - c r  :-
~ -on ~t_’ r - ; : I 1 ~~ :1t~red th c ~- n a l v t ~ -~a ’ ~ c) ri ~~ ~~~ 
o i t i n  is
No ~~1 j ) e r t a I 1 l - . I (~~ -~~5l I I. ~ OflIC In II~~4~~~ I~~(~ 1’ -
- : s a t u p r t - s ~~ur-?  I e a -~~J r ~~fl1 f l( 5~ I~ s - n ~ c 1’~ I)ase .d  on T D \
- 
- KERREBROCK: Then what’s the utilIty- ol tF~ L~~V~~~~~~ sWé~n-ients ?
~ )Il1 1in ~ s. TL~— ~j~~e rflef l t iS ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t .  i 1’e ,i
(T- - j f ~- I , i c I n~~ L~~)e~
~-w-NSTADLerR~ Be~~auge ‘I be}i~+é that- the *instèadiites~ you are
I O j fl~~~ to pickI up tha r~~probably i~ a fUnctl~ ri of the blade to bl~ode
1-3 asstng frequency~- Now we~oat~~~ftd - we’- a ~ e t~iggeri~ng off the‘-lade rotat a~1 p~Miti’bn. We can make measurements relative tcactual design speed; we ’re down to 1/10 of a change in blade posi-
tion, that is , a percentage of the blade to blade pitch. What we
intend to do with these measurements is to actually trigger the
rn c’asurements we are making relative to various positions of the
— - ‘l tde position., In fact, one of the sl~de~ ~~~ w~s -p r e-limmavy ~~~~~~ -
..t -~~-iurement s and. yo!.i do , in4eed4, if yo*i ’re say averaging -ovo r
~~t :~- rotat i~ 11 of the impeller relative to its full 1~Iade to blade A ot-
- i - n , pick up a double velQci:1y d i s t r ibu t ion .  Very thst~r ict .  We
eliminate thai. bias to one ~r the other, depend~n g on rt v -iJe to close down the measuring point
I’ 
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.
V KERREBROCK: So you think there are important unsteady effects
due to periodic passing ?
RUNSTADLER: I do feel that the y are and, again , that’s based on
what limited infor mation I have and all of the data we ’ve taken in-
cluding high response Kulite data , but also some of the old work
that Boeing Company did with Schlieren. Looking in de tail , frame
by frame, at some of the high speed movies that have been taken,
I think I can see some unsteadiness relative to the blade passing
frequency. That is a problem that you are properly addressing V
here. The LDV technique, if you ’re not using a trapping system,
I don ’t thin k is practical today for the kind of thing we ’re talking
of doing here. If you have an inherently unsteady flow which is at
a periodicity or at a randomness which you don ’t know, then basi-
cally you ’re always going to get a heuristic average of what you
are measuring. It’s going to be difficult to separate out that type
of phenomenon.
—
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LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETER MEASUREMENTS IN A TWO-
*DIMENSIONAL TRANSONIC FLOW
H. Doyle Thompson
School of Mechanical Engineering
Purdue University
W. Laf ayette , Indiana 47907
ABSTRACT
A comparison is made of the sonic line location for a serie s
of two-dimensional nozzles as determined by static pressure
measurements , Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) velocity rneas-
urements , and an analytical solution based on a series expansion
in terms of the channel geometry in the throat region . For eve ry
geometry considered the analytical sonic line location is slightly
upstream of the experimentally measured sonic line based on
static pressure measurements. The sonic lines based on LDV
measurements fall between the analy tical and the static pressure
sonic lines. The agreement is excellent. The work demonstrate s
both the extreme sensitivity of transonic flow fields to small
changes in the boundary geometry and the potential of the LDV for
making very accurate and meaningful velocity measurements in
highly sensitive flows .
I
*The research reported herein was a team effort performed under
the sponsorshi p of the U. S. Army Missile Command , Redstone
Ar senal , Ala. ,  under Contract DAAHO1-7Z-C-0089. Those con-
tributing to the research include my colleague , Prof. Warren H.
Stevenson , and students , Ronald D. Flack , Michael Pedigo ,
Ronald Zammit and Karl Owen.






The Lnte rest in t ransonic flow at Purdue dates back many
years. The original interest was in the transonic flow region in
thrus t  nozzles. Although little work  has been done on transonic
flow in turbomachinery per se the problems encountered in th rus t
nozzles , particularly multi-s tream annular thrus t nozzles are
simila r in many ways . Much of the work is reported in [ii - [81.
RESULTS
Figures 1, 2 and 3 are typical of the comparison between the
LDV measurements, the static p ressure  measurements  and the
analytical solution for three slightly diff erent two-dimensional
geometries.
The three nozzles examined were  two-dimensional nozzles
with circular arc contours. They are designated as T6-6F , T4-8 ,
and T2-ZF.  The T designates two-dimensional nozzles , the num-
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curvature of the uppe r and lowe r circular arc contours respec-
L i  tively, and the F denotes a half-nozzle in hich the lowe r contour
is a flat surface at the plane of symmetry. The nozzle radii of
F curvature are non-dimensionalized to the half height of the throat
passage . All nozzles were one inch wide.
For the LDV measurements the axial velocity component was
measured in the throat reg ion , the velocity was converted to Mach
number , and isomache were constructed by linear interpolation
between measuring points . Fifty-five locations were probed in
nozzle T6-6F, while 25 and 31 locations were examined in nozzles
T4-8 and T2-2F , respectively. Histograms are available for all
of these flow points and all are similar. A typical histogram is
presented in Figure 4 where the percent of total signals processes
is plotted versus Mach number. The interval in Mach number is
005. This typical histogram is fair ly symmetrical and has a
standard deviation of approximately .012. The data rate was 283
samples/sec. The spread in the histogram is typical of LDV re-
sults for the internal nozzle flows and is attributed to several fa c-
tors , including :
a) a low level of turbulence ;
b) a variation in particle lag due to a distribution in
particle size ; -
c) electronic noise;
*
For example , if the centerline of nozzle T-6-6 (two symmetrical
boundaries with non-dimensional radii of 6) is substituted with a
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d) a finite tolerance on the 4 and 8 comparator in the
signal processor ;
e) some randomness in the direction of the particle
path relative to the probe volume ; and
f) optical distortions such as non - uniformities in the
Plexiglass sidewalls which produce slight distortions
in the vi rtual fringe pattern.
From peak values on the histograms Mach number profiles
were drawn . By linear inter polation of these plots sonic lines for
the three nozzles were constructed. In the figures the LDV sonic
lines are compared to static pressure data and an analytical solu-
tion. For the analytical solution , isomachs of 1. 00 and 1. 05 are
• shown. The LDV sonic line for nozzle T2-ZF has als o been com-
pared to static pressure data of Jacobs [9].
The analytical sonic lines and Mach 1. 05 lines shown in Fig-
ures 1, 2 and 3 were calculated from a transonic flow computer
program developed to calculate the transonic flow field in both
annular axisyinmetric and two-dimensional choked flow passages.
The calculation procedure is based on a serie s expansion of the
pe r turbatiun velocities around M~~l in te rms of the curvature of
passage boundaries in the vicinity of the minimum area cross
section. The passage boundaries need not be symmetric. Pertur-
bation velocities of the f irs t  three orders are calculated. The flow
passage is assumed to be choked and to have uniform inlet condi—
tions. The flow is also assumed to be inviscid , stead y ,  and irro-
ta tional. The details of the mathematical model and the compute r
program are contained in [3].
Pressures from seventeen .018-inch diameter staggered pres-
sure holes in the stainless steel nozzle blocks and twenty-four
- 018-inch diameter pressure holes in the plexiglass sidewalls
• 
spanning the throat region of each nozzle were measured with a
3 48 -part Scanivalve. The plenum pressure was also measured
and Mach numbers were computed assuming isentrop ic flow . The
details of the experimental program are contained in [ii, [zi, and [4].
For all three nozzles the LDV data fall between the static pres-
sure data and the analytical soluti on with less than two percent
difference between the LDV data and the static pressure  data .
The agreement between the LDV measurements, the static
p re ssure  measurements and the theoretical results are individually
“4







and collectively excellent. Certainl y, the inherent uncertainties
in experimental measurements could account for all the differences
as could the hig her orde r effects that are ignored in the analytical
solutions.
The results presented in Figures 1, 2 and 3 confirm that the
• LDV is a valuable tool for making accurate mean flow measurements
and that it is especially valuable in highly sensitive flows , such as
transonic flows, where it is essential  that the measuring device
does not disturb the flow.
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DISCUSSION OF THE THOMPSON PAPER
SOUTH: Aren ’t there any relaxation solutions for transonic noz-
zles ? That would seem to be an easy problem for Murrnart’s
scheme.
THOMPSON : When I started this work most of the schemes that
are presently being used were not available . I was aware of time-
de pendent schemes and things like that . I think there  probably are
some (relaxation solutions ) for some of these (nozzles) .  The re-
laxation scheme - the boundary geometry, input geometry, can
have some very sharp curvatures and , to the best of my knowledge ,
those schemes don ’t really give you much better results than any-
thing else. A number of people have used time dependent schemes
on these , too, to obtain a steady state solution. The problem be-
comes one of getting a fine enough grid on that type of thing and
in reas onable time to give you a reasonable solution. Some of them
are fairly good. We ’ve compared those kinds of things in some an-
I nular nozzles and some regular converging-diverging nozzle s , and
find that those schemes don ’t do much bette r than this , which is
cons iderably faste r and easier to program. It is easie r because
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The purpose of this brief presentation is to report work in
progress at the Turbopropulsion Laboratory at the Naval Post-
graduate School to determine experimentally the behavior of the
flow in a transonic compressor stage. * The intent is to develop
an input into the design method which accounts , in some way, for
- 
. the three dimensional and periodic nature of the flow. While this
has been the goal of continuing research efforts, no significant
change in the basic design model has been repo r ted. The essen-
tial three dimensional nature of transonic flow is acknowledged,
but no design method is three dimensional. Within the pseudo
two dimensional analytical framework, secondary fl ows are known
to become more significant as the blade loading is increased, and
• wall effects become impor tant as the passage depth is decreased.
While the effects are qualitatively known to be significant, the
under.ta ’iding that comes from favorable comparisons of observa-
tion. with analyses is lacking . First , definitive measurements
from different stage designs are needed to define the relative im-
portance of different effects and thus provide the basis for a repre-
sentative analytical design model. In order to achieve higher pe r-
formance from a new design without a costly empirical development
process, a design model which more nearly represents the actual
flow In the blade rows is essential.
*Supported by Naval Air Sys tems Command, Code 310, under the
cognizance of Dr. H. 3. Mueller.
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For these reasons a single stage transonic compressor was
designed and built at the Turbopropulsion Laboratory at the Naval
Postgraduate School [i]  and is in operation in a new compressor
test rig [21. Conventional measurements of the performance of
the stage were made to 65% of the design speed , at which sonic
relative flow occurred in the roto r [3]. Surveys of the flow down-
stream of the rotor were also made us ing different types of cali-
brated pneumatic probes [4] .
Instrumentation has been added to determine case wall pres -
sure signatures using Kulite transducers. Preliminary data has
been obtained at the rotor tip in the compressor using a single
transducer channel. Techniques for the acquisition and analysis
of real-time measurements are being developed using a periodic
flow generator.
In this presentation, the goals of the program are stated and
results of time-averaged flow measurements made in the initial
test program, which are considered to be relevant to the program
of real-time probe measurements, are given. The development
of techniques to be applied in the acquisition of real-time test data
is also reported. The purpose of the presentation is to communi-
cate work in progress.
PROGRAM GOALS
The primary goal of the real-time measurements is to deter-
mine the flow at the wall and from the roto r passages from meas-
urements made with fast response , but stationary sensors.  Figure
1 is a schematic illustration.
The least ambiguous of the measurements  shown in Fig . 1 is
the wall s tatic pressure patte rn . Kulite pressure transducers are
mounted flush with the case wall to record in real time the local
pressure  signature. The signature in the frame of the rotor is ex-
tracted from the time history through a change in coordinates using
• the rotation rate and wheel diameter. The wall pressure  signatures
indicate shock patte rns at the rotor tip and the measurements them-
selves are unambiguous. The interpretation of the measurements
however must allow for shock interaction with the case wall bounda-
ry laye r and tip leakage flows .
The indications of sensors positioned downstream of the roto r
are more diffi cult to interpret.  Ideally, the time his tory of the
— 
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Figure 1. Instrumentation to Determine the Flow in a Transonic
Compr ess or
veloci ty vector is required. If the velocity vector could be recor-
ded in real time as a function of radial position, the flow relative
to the rotor could be obtained by the change in coordinates des -
cribed above . However , no single ins t rument  is capable of meas-
uring air velocity at a single point in space at an instant in time.
Consequently, a multiplicity of measurements must  be made and
the interpretation of the measurements must  be shown to be self-
consistent. Hot wire and semi-conductor sensors have been selec-
ted for use at the roto r exit. Probes incorporating these sensors
must  f i rs t  be calibrated in known flows . Since assumptions must
be made when using probes calibrated in steady uniform flow s to
measure uns teady and non-uniform flow fields , r edundancy is again
necessary in the measurements. Laser velocimetry will be ap-
plied following calibration experiments in steady and unsteady
flows .
I
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COMPRESSOR AND TEST RIG
• The single s tage transonic (impulse) fan is driven by an air
turbine in a compressor test rig [2] designed for 450 horsepower.
The arrangement is shown in Figure 2. The compressor, (re-
fe r red  to as the TRANSX compressor)  has a roto r diamete r of 11
inches and a hub-to-tip ratio of 0. 5 at the rotor face. The design
pressure  ratio is 1.6 at a referred flow rate of 19 lbs. per second
and a speed of 30 . 460 r .p .m.  The compressor is throttled at the
intake . The flow from the stato r enters an axial flow st ra ig htener
• and turns 90° through a diffuser  to exit radially to atmosphere.  A
flow nozzle in the intake duct meters the flow rate and the torque
is measured by flexures against which the stator assembly is f ree
to rotate . Fixed probes have been used to measure the flow into
and out of the s tage to map the stage pe r fo rmance. Surveys of the
flow into and out of the stage and downstream of the roto r have been
c a r r i e d  out using multiple-sensor  pneumatic probes and combination
tempera ture  and p res sure  flow probes [4].
RESULTS OF TIME-AVERAGED MEASUREMENTS AT THE ROTOR
EXIT
Results of pneumatic probe measurements at the rotor exit are
of interest because effects were found which could be present  but
remain undetected in real-time probe measurements . These ef-
fects have variously been described as “interference effects , “
“probe blockage effects ” or “passage effects . “ For ~th ate’~-er
reason, a departure occurs during an application of a probe from
the behavior established while calibrating in uniform flow. Other
investigators have attempted to solve this problem by measuring
impact pressure , yaw angle and s tatic pressure  in separate sur-
veys with different probes.  In the present case , the axial clear-
ance between blade rows and access through the compressor wall
limited the choice of probes.
• Surveys of the flow at the exit of the roto r we re carried out
• using two different  probes which could be mounted within the avail-
able access. A combination temperature and pneumatic probe
developed by NASA [8] was selected because it could in principle
dete rmine velocity and loss distribution where the pitch ang le was
known to be small. A United Sensor Corporation 5 -hole pneumatic
probe was used to measure the velocity independently [41. Both
probes were  calibrated in a 7-inch diamete r f ree  jet.
A comparison of the radial distributions of Mach number which
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Figure 3. Radial Distribution of Mach Numbe r at the Rotor Exit
Determined Using Different Probes Calibrated in a 7 ”  Free Jet
were measured downs tream of the rotor using the two probes with
the calibrations established in uniform flow , is shown in Figure 3.
There was seen to be a disagreement of about 10%.
To determine the cause of the disagreement, surveys were
- ; made with both probe s of simple pipe and free jet flows , and com-
parisons made with wedge, Prandtl and cone probe surveys . It
was found that the two probes were subject to significant e r ro r s
as a function of distance from any flow boundary. In particular ,
the combination probe [8] required an immersion depth of fully 3
inches into a uniform flow before uniform conditions were indica-
ted. Since the corrections required for boundary effects were dif-
ferent, an ad hoc method of correcting the compressor measure-
ments was attempted. The two probes were recalibrated in an
annular axial flow channel having dimensions similar to those of
the compressor annulus. Howeve r , the calibration was established
ove r a range of Mach number at a number of radial displacements
and the results were represented as a function of position , no r -
-• malized with respect to the passage depth [4].
The result of applying the new calibration to the roto r exit
surveys is shown in Figure 4. Good agreement is observed ove r
the oute r 60% of the profile , which is now more nearly uniform.
Where the two distributions diverge, the e r ro r  is thought to be in
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Figure 4. Radial Distributions of Mach Number (as in Figure 3)
Following Probe Calibrations in an Axial Annular Channel
derived from the 5 -hole probe calibration agreed very  closely with
the values measured at pressure  taps at both the inne r (hub) and
oute r (case) walls . The flow rate obtained by integrating the probe
measurements agreed with the measured  flow to within 2%.
The conclusion to be drawn from these results is that probes
incorporating fas t - response  sensors for  real time measurements
must  be carefully applied to measure well known flows before
measurements of an unknown flow can be accepted. Calibration
in uniform flow is not enough, and redundancy in measurements
is clearly desirable .
I
REAL-TIME MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES —
Tests in which case wall static pressure  distributions in the
TRANSX compressor are measured using Kulite p ressure  trans-
ducers are unde rway. A brief review is given here of techniques
to be used in these and other real time measurements.
Data Recording and Analysis
A lb-channel digital data system has been built and the system
- - - programmed for real-time data acquisition in single channel or
sequential modes. Figure 5 shows the components of the system. •
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~ 
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Figure 5. Real Time Data Acquisition and Recording System
An analog-to-digital converter accepts up to 16 analog signals in
the range ± 1 volt. A microprogrammable computer controls the
sample sequence and frequency at up to 100 , 000 samples per sec-
ond. The digitized data is t ransfer red  from the compute r memory
throug h an HP 9830A calculato r to a rigid disk mass memory de-
vice. Data is late r analyzed on the HP 9830A and output on a line
printe r and x -y  plotter. The recording and playback processes
were verified using wave forms input from a sine wave signal gen-
erator.  An illustration of the recording and playback accuracy is
shown in Figure 6.
Transducer Response
An extensive program of real time measurements in compres-
sors is being conducted by Gallus [5]. Gallus refers  to the work
-1
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Figure 6. Comparison of the Digitized and Recorded Signal with
the 1 KHZ Sine Wave Input from a Signal Generator.  (. Data
Recorded and Plotted using System Shown in Figure 5. — Sine
Function Plotted for 1 KHZ Frequency and 1 Volt Amplitude )
of Weyer and Schodl [6], who carried out static and dynamic cali-
brations of Kulite transducers and attempted to simulate compres-
sor wave forms at high frequencies.
Two observations are made here with respect to this and
other published information on the response of Kulite semi-conduc-
tor transducers.  Firstly, measurements of the response of the
• 
- transducers to large pressure  amplitudes at frequencies above 5
KHZ have apparently not been documented. The linearit y of the
transducer at large amplitudes must  for the moment be accepted.
t Secondly, published conclusions concerning the variation in the
slope and intercept of the transducer output with temperature have
gene rally been confirmed in preliminary calibrations in the pres-
ent work. Howeve r , a temperatur e-dependent hysteresis effect
was measured which would make the intercept dependent also on
the recent temperature history.
Measurements of the response of Kulite sensors to large
I
• 
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Figure 7. Arrangement of a 10 KHZ Periodic Flow Generator to
Develop Measurement Accuracy and Techniques
periodic pressure amplitudes are being carried out using the pe-
riodic flow generator shown schematically in Figure 7 . An exam-
ple of the digitally recorded and reconstructed wave form is shown
in Figure 8. The flow generator is being used to develop the fol-
lowing data acquisition techniques for compressor tests .
On-Line Calibration
Since the temperature of each transducer is not ~a~own and
varies with the compressor operating condition , an on-line calibra-
tion technique is required. It is assumed that the transduce r
material does not follow the imposed temperature fluctuations , and
that the time-average of the pressure being measured does not
change as the calibration and test data are acquired. If the trans-
S duce r is linear , the outpu t voltage can be represented as
E A0( T)  4 A 1
( T )  ‘~~ — P~~~) ( 1 )
— - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Figure 8. Sample of Real-Time Recording of Impact Pressure
• — Generated as Shown in Figure 7. (Supp ly Pressure 10 PSIG.
Frequency = 1 KHZ)
where
E = output voltage , -
A (T) = intercept, which is a function of temperature,
• 
- 
A 1(T) = slope
, which is a function of temperature,
p = pressure at the t ransducer face,




p = p + p ’ (2)
where ~ is the time-average and p ’ the time dependent pressure








If a “continuous ” sample is taken of the transducer output ove r a
• time t 1, at each of three diffe rent known values of the refe rence
pressure, the time integrations given by Eq. (2) for the three sam-
pies at f i rs t  appear to be sufficient to determine A0, A 1, and p.
However , Eq. (3) can be written as




E = A z - A 1 ~ r 
(4)
wherein there are only two unknowns, A2 and A 1.
Thus , by using two reference pressures and integrating ove r
time the slope A 1 can be dete rmined explicitly, and the quantity
A2 
(which combines the unknown intercept, A0 and unknown timeaverage pressure ~) can also be obtained. However, a separate
— de termination of A0 or ~ is not possible, so that a measurement
• of the time ave rage c’i the pressure  is necessary to complete the
on-line calibratior procedure.
Results from different methods of determining time-average
pressures  have been reported by Weyer [9]. In the present work
provision has been made for the simultaneous use of time-averag-
ing de tectors and Kulite sensors at similar locations through the
- - 
machine.
An example of measurements made with a Kulite transducer
locate d at the roto r leading edge (but with the sensor surface down -
• stream of the plane of the leading edges) is shown in Figure 9.
The data shown were taken as “continuous ” samples at 10 ~~sec
• inte rvals at 50% of design speed with open throttle . The data
• were  reduced u sing the on-line calibration technique described
above with the assumption that the pneumatic pressure  tap at the
corresponding axial s tation at a periphe r al displacement of 45
recorded the time average of the pressure. The data from 18
- t periods of the wave form were plotted over a single period to show
the mean and deviation from the mean pressure distribution be-
tween adjacent blades of the 18 bladed rotor.
Synchronized Sampling • -
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Figure 9. Case Wail Static Pressure Signature Near the Rotor
Leading Edge from Continuous Digital Sampling at 100 KHZ
tape or digitized on-line and recorded at the maximum sample
ra te (100 , 000 samples per sec). Very lar ge volumes of data
have been recorded by other investigators using this approach.
Unfo r tunately, much of the data is later found not to be in a usable
form.
An alternative approach is to acquire the data in the form that
it is needed while controlling the experimental conditions . The
synchronized sampling technique illustrated in Figure 10 allows
- the properties of the flow to be determined at a point which is fixed
- 
with respect to the rotor. By triggering the sample acquisition
- using a once per revolution pulse and controlled delay time, a
point in the roto r frame can be sampled as many times as is neces-





- The frequencies and time delays required for synchronized
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Figure 10. Schematic Showing Requirements for Synchronized
Sampling
Figure 10. It should be noted that because of the aperture time of
the A/D converter (Fig. 5), the “spatial” resolution of the result-
ing measurement in the peripheral direc tion is limited to about
0.040.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this presentation, techniques being developed for real-time
measurements in a small transonic compressor have been des-
cribed. In the compressor tests now unde rway, “continuous ”
j  - sampling is used with an acquisition rate of 100, 000 samples per
sec. The “synchronized” sampling being developed and described
• - 
above is thought to provide a promising method of analyzing a
- - 
- 
complicated periodic flow by acquiring less data , but with closely
controlled paramete r variations .
— — 
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DISCUSSION OF THE SHREEVE PAPER
KERREBROCK: I think that you ’ve raised a very interesting philo-
sophical question and somebody ought to respond to it. This syn-
chronized sampling technique that you have is, in my view , a sys -
temati c way of throwing away information. If one says that one is
going to do real time unsteady measurements in a compressor,
and one uses a synchronized sampling technique like that , what
you’re doing is impressing upon it the assum ption that the flow is
periodic in blade passing. And that may or may not be true .
Since you raised the que stion , I just  wanted to reply.
SHREEVE : I’ll respond to that. It ’s just the opposite , you see.
If you sample that blade passing frequency,  you measure the un-
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A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF NUMERICAL AND EXPERI-
MENTAL CASCADE DATA
R. A. Delaney
Detroit Diesel Allison Division General Motors Corp.
Indianapolis, Indi?na
Time -marching numerical methods have received considerable
attention in recent years for solving transonic cascade flows . Many
publications have been writ ten concerning the application of these
methods to both turbine and compressor cascade s [i - 5].
The author ’s experience with time -marching methods has shown
that they yield good r es ults f or turbin e cascade fl ow s;  however , in
the high Mach number compressor cascade application, comparable
accuracy is not achieved. The primary reason for this appears to
be inaccurate modeling of the compressor airfoil leading edge re-
gion. The usual approach in solving for the leading edge point of
compressor airfoils has been to treat the blade as if it were infi-
nitely thin at the leading edge and to assign the flow direction there
along the blade mean camber line. —
• L- started, hig h Mach number compressor  cascades , the un-
covered portion of the blade suction sur face  has a s trong influence
on the entering flow field. In fact , the upstream fl ow angle is
uniquely determined by that par t  of the blade suction surface lying
upstream of the left-running Mach line intersect ing the leading
edge of the airfoil  (unique incidence principle). A s chematic of
the entrance region fl ow field , showing Mach line s and shock wave s ,
is presented in Figure 1. Shock waves generated at the blade lead-
ing edges coalesce and weaken as they propagate upstream of the
cascade to yield uniform conditions at upstream infinity. Normal—
ly, mechanical integrity requires  that the airfoils have finite lead-
ing edge radii and shock waves generated at the leading edge are
1- 
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Figure 1. Cascade Entrance Region.
detached as shown in Figure 1. Entropy gradients developed in the
flow field as a reeult of shock detachment can have a significant
effect on the flow field.
A s tudy was undertaken to quantif y the effect of leading edge
radius size on the flow field. A stead y-flow me thod of charac -
teristics (MOC ) analysis for started supersonic compressor cas -
cades was employed in thi s s tud y. This analysis accounts for en-
tropy gradients in the flow and incorporates the Moeckel [6] bow
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Figure 2. Characteristic Grid for MCA Airfoil Cascade. a =
1.26, 
~
. = 66.4, M~~ 1.62.
To demonstrate the accuracy of the MOC analysis , results for
two multiple circular arc (MCA) cascades are compared with ex-
perimental data. The numerical  results for the f i r s t  cascade are
shown in Figures 2 and 3 where the characterist ic network and
blade surface pressure distribution are shown , respectively. Also
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Figure 3. MCA Cascade Pressure Distribution , Ma, = 1. 62 .
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- • Figure 4. Characteristic Grid for MCA Airfoil Cascade . o = 1. 0,
y = 74.8°, Ma, = 1.97 .
shown in Figure 3 are the solution from a time-marching method
and experimental data obtained from the Detroit Diesel Allison
supersonic tunnel facility. Excellent agreement is shown between
— the experimental data and the MOC data on the airfoil suction sur-
face. Also, good agreement between the data is shown on the blade
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pressure  surface up to the mid-chord point on the airfoil where
the solution was terminated (a trailing edge shock wave impinges
on the surface at this point and , as yet , has not been accounted
for in the analysis).  The results from the time-marching method ,
on the other hand, show poor agreement with the experimental
data ove r most of the airfoil  surface and indicate more accurate
treatment of leading edge is needed.
The second MCA cascade analyzed is shown in Figure 4, ove r-
laid with the characterist ic network.  The blade surface pressure
distribution for this cascade is shown in Figure 5 , along with ex-
perimental data . Again , there is good agreement between the
MOC solution and the experimental data .
A double circular arc cascade was used to s tudy the effect of
leading edge radius size on the upstream flow field. The results
of this s tud y are presented in Figures 6 and 7 whe re upstream
flow angle and mass averaged total pressure ratio across the up-
stream shock wave sys tem are plotte d versus upstream Mach
number for different  leading edge radii.  Both f igures  show a sig-
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Figure 7. Cas cade Entrance Region Total Pressure Loss.
6 . the ups tream flow angle intreases with increasing leading edge
[
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ radius . The explanation for this trend is that as the leading edge
radius is increased, the effective flow area is reduced; thereby
- - decreasing the axial velocity component and increasing the inlet
flow angle. As shown in Figure 7 , the to tal pressure  loss ac ross
the upstream shock wave sys tem increases with increasing leading
edge radius . Thi s result  is clear , since as the leading edge radius
is increased the strong shock wave losses generated at the leading
edge represent a greate r part of the total shock loss.
In summary, it has been shown that the size of the leading
edge radius has a significant effect on the upstream flow field in
hig h Mach numbe r compressor cascades. It is concluded that
more accurate treatment of the leading edge radius in time -march-
ing analyses is needed to improve the ove rall accu racy of the
method.
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DISCUSSION OF THE DELANEY PAPER
DODGE: Is that a Moeckel method that you ’re using to calculate
those shocks ?
— 
• DELANEY: Right around the nose , yes.
DODGE : How do you establish the s tagnation streamline to calcu-
late that ?
1 DELANEY: The s tagnatiox~ streamline is located by requir ing a
continuous bow shock from both sides of the airfoil. This proced-
4 ure involves a modification of the Moeckel model for a symmet r i c
bodies.
— DODGE : The othe r question applies to your general statement:
you ’re basically doing a rotational method of characteristics cal -
- - culation whe re you have total pressure  loss behind your summed
up bow waves and if you get a large number of them it gets to be
- ]  s ignificant. Would you give an assessment  of how important the
- two effects are ? One effect you ’ve already mentioned is the effect
the leading edge radius has on the total blockage and hence , it
- 
- - 
raises the unique incidence angle . That effect would be predicted -
should be predictable - by any inviscid method which has adequate 
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resolution of leading edge reg ion even though you pointed out that
it may not be practical. However , the rotational part is the effect
which you can ’t take into account unless you trul y do have entropy
• changes across the shock waves. Have you 
a feeling for what the
ratio of the two effects are ?
DELANEY: The shock loss vs. the flow angle ? (yes) I don ’t have
a feeling for that.
MC NALLY: You stated that you thought it would be prohibitive to
• - t ry  to resolve the flow around the leading edge nose using some
finer resolution of the time marching method. Why do you feel the
mesh would have to get so fine in order to adequately pick up the
• flow there that it would be impractical ?
DELANEY: As an example , if you had a leading-edge radius (nor-
malized by chord) of 0. 005 and with constant grid spacing , you need
a couple hundred panels ins ide the passage in order to get one point
on the leading edge. The other approach is to magnif y that region
as was discussed ye s terday; but I still feel that if done properl y
by coupling the magnified region solution to the overall cascade
solution, the run times would be too large to make this a practical
approach.
MC NALLY: Wh y couldn ’t you have a refined mesh jus t  within that
one region ?
DELANEY: Again , I think it would be prohibitive. Introducing a
fine mesh there which is sufficient to resolve the proper ty  gradients
in that region seriously limits the allowable time increment and
therefore a very large numbe r of point calculations are requi red.
GLIEBE : I had a question concerning your method of characteris-
tics solution . How many cascades do you have to stack before you
achieve periodicity ?
DELANEY: Normally, it’s on the orde r of four or five .
GLIEBE: My second question is really a comment. It ’s been my
experience compa r ing solutions with the time dependent method
vs. method of characteristics for a cascade where flow is all supe r-
sonic, that the time dependent method will locate the shocks rea-
sonably well. The problem of leading edge radius - there are ways
to handle that if you carefull y place your grid points in f ront  of the
leading edge such that your unique incidence will be sat isf ied by the
I’
• I.. 
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suction surface flow angle.
- -
- 
DELANEY: You ’re not intending to add numerous points in that
region apparently. You say you still calculate unique incidence ?
GLIEBE : Yes , that’s right. It ’s primari ly set by the suction sur-
- 
- face angle and the effect of the leading edge radius is pret ty much
confined to regions close to the blade. I was wondering if you had
any comparable experience.
- I DELANEY: It ’s been our experience that we don ’t calculate uniqueincidence - at least the way we handle it. Now , what we ’ve done
is to essentially assign the flow angle at the leading edge of the
blade . I know a lot of code s that do that. There are probably bet-
ter ways of handling that situation.
GLIEBE : In our technique , we don ’t specif y flow angle ; we specif y
upstream angular momentum and allow the solution to find its own
flow angle. We do, indeed , generally find that the flow angle
solved for does correspond to unique incidence.
DELANEY: What do you do right at the leading ed ge of the blade ?
GLIEBE : It’s a kind of modification of the blade leading edge points
such that you don ’t spuriously put mesh points on the leading ed ge
radius and generate unduly large surface angles for a grid that is
so coarse that it jus t  can ’t be handled numerically. You kind of
have to allow the blade surface to transition from the flow angle
far  upstream onto the blade sur face .  I admit that this is a kind of
crude approach in the design system whe re you ’re t rying to anal-
yze a design you ’re contemplating building that works very well.
In the off design situation I’m not too confident. I think that if you
want to account exactly for the leading edge radius effect , it prob-
ably could be handled in the time dependent f r amework  by a suitable




calculation for isolated airfoils .
DELANEY: I agree , but the f igures  he gave yesterday for comput-
ing time were somewhat shocking. I’m afraid that ’s the same sit-
uation in this case. 
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THE EFFECT OF LEADING-EDGE THICKNESS ON THE BOW
L I  SHOCK IN TRANSONIC ROTORS
F. A. E. Breugelm ans
- von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics
INTRODUCTION
The importance of thin leading edges is well recognized in all
supersonic flow problems. The application of this principle in the
transonic compressors led to very good performance. These
bladings became very sensitive to foreign object impact and ero-
sion , causing a serious performance penalty. The trade-off to
make is between an improve d mechanical resistance and a slig ht
increase in the losses due to the thicker leading edge.
Such a study leads to the bow wave analysis as treated in [ I ]
and [z] for the shape and loss prediction. It turned out , during a
discussion at the ASME-Houston Meeting in March of 1975 , that
many people were using this analysis , but nobody could get good
agreement with the observed loss levels .
A new modified approach is proposed which provides a closer
agreement with some available experiments. This analysis has
been applied for DCA, MCA and S-shape bladings. A typical DCA








A. REVIEW OF THE THEORY
The Moeckel Method
An approximate method for the detached shock wave predic-
tion has been proposed in [1]. The method is based on a simplified
expression of the continuity principle and as sume s a hyperbolic
shape between its foremost point and the sonic point , and being
asymptotic to the free stream Mach lines. The sonic line between
the shock and the body is straight and its inclination depends onl y
upon the free stream Mach number. The shock location relative
to the body sonic point becomes a single-valued function of the
Mach number.
A simple geometrical method is also proposed for the body
— sonic point and the shock location prediction. In [2], Love reex-
— amines the methods for shape and detachment distance prediction
and tries to extend the range of application through proposed mod -
ifications.
The compilation of the data on the detachment distance provides
us with refinements for the nose shapes.
The study of the shock shapes indicates that the Moeckel ap-
proach is very satisfactory at the supersonic speeds and that the
proposed hyperbolic shape remains valid at distances far  beyond
the sonic point on the shock wave .
The Proposed Approach
The cascade configuration is basically different from the mod-
els considered in [1] and [2]. The periodic nature of the configura-
tion , the multiple shock pattern crossed by the fluid from infinity
up to the leading edge and the additional compression or suction
surface expansion requires some modification to the analysis of
[1] and [21.
The asymptote , which is compute d as a function of the Mach
numbe r and has a well defined location with respect to the leading
edge , is not valid in a cascade. The value at infinity is the inlet
Mach number and the relation between the inlet Mach numbe r and
flow angle can be computed by the Levine method. This computa-
tion provides the location of the Mach line at infinity which is the
asymptote.
L ______ _____________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________
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The location of this Mach line on the stagnation streamline is
different from the previously computed values and will therefore
produce a different shock shape .
The shock Mach number is also different from the inlet Mach
F- number due to the suction surface curvature. The shock loss and
• shape have to be computed on this basis with a piecewise adapta-
tion of the Mach number as one proceeds along the shock wave.
The analysis of the su personic cascade fl ow shows that, as
one proceeds along a streamline from far upstream to the leading
edge plane, there occurs a crossing of an infinite number of shock
waves. The losses in such a process suffe r from a multiplication
effe ct and are larger than the integrated los s along one detached
shock wave.
The detachment distance is computed on the basis of the lead-
ing edge Mach number and the relations of [1] and [2] .
These principles are applied in a computing procedure of which
some results , obtained on a DCA cascade , will be discussed.
B. APPLICATIONS
The above mentione-i analysis has been applied to a DCA blade
section of [5], to MCA and S-shape blade sections of [o].
The nose thickness effect , applying a factor of 3, has been
analyzed on the DCA configuration .
This blade section o -~gina1ly come s of roto r 2D, [9], and is
within one degree of the 30% span blade section of rotor 14 [81.
The Blade Section and Cascade Geometry
The blade and cascade characteristics are given in Table I.
The nose thickness variation is obtained by cutting back the
leading edge plane and assuming a circular nose shape . No blade
surface modifications are assumed. The blade leading edge and
the blade surfaces do not entirely follow these assumptions during
an erosion process. However , a thicke r leading edge in the de-
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Thickness/Chord : 4, 66%
Solidity : 1,4618
Stagger : 51°35
Leading edge radius : 6% (t/C)max
Inlet angle : 56° 14
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The Figure 1 presents the cascade lay-out and the various nose
thicknesses.
The Total Pressure Ratio in the Leading Edg e Plane
The Moeckel analysis and the new one have been applied for
the complete Mach number range and the three leading edge thick-
nesses.
The results for the M~~ = 1. 58 case are compared in Figure2 where the blade to blade total pressure ratio is presented.
The slowe r decay of the shock strength, compared to the
Moeckel shape, is observed for the different nose thicknesses.
The total pressure rati o at the leading edge (stagnation stream-
line) corresponds to the normal shock value .
The variation in nose thickness produces a different suction
surface expansion and explains the different values , al though the
cases have the same relative inlet Mach numbers.
This procedure has been applied for all Mach numbers up to
the limit of axial sonic flow in the leading edge plane and the pitch-
wise integrated pressure ratios are presented in Figure 3 as a
function of the inlet Mach number.
“
I
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Figure 2. Pitchwise Total Pressure Variation
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The presentation as a total pre ssu re loss coefficient is given
in Figure 4.
The Total Pressure Rati o at Different Axial Stations U pstream of
• the Leading Edge
The total pressure  ratio at different  axial stations allows a
comparison with experiments, pe rformed closely to the roto r lead-
ing edges.
The pitchwise integrated values for the DCA cascade at M~~ =
1. 58 are presented in Figure 5. The axial distance is chosen as
a percentage of the blade chord. It is shown that these losses are
concentrated very near to the leading edge plane and cannot be de-
tected during the classical inle t flow exploration. Only exper iments
within a few mm from the leading edge plane can detect the total
pressure  loss due to the bow shock s t ructure.
The analysis of the bow shocks at a constan t. axial distance up-
s tream of the blade leading edges indicates:
f i r s t , an increase of the total pressure  los s when the bow
shock is generated;
afterwards, a fu r ther increase, with smaller slope , due to the
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Figure 5. Variation Pitchwise Integrated Losses at Various Axial













and , finally, a decrease when the shock becomes more obli que
and moves towards the leading edge plane .
This Mach number dependent trend is confirmed by the calcu-
lations at 2, 4 and 6% axial distances upstream of the leading edges
(Figure 6).
Comparison with Measurements
No direct measurements on a rotor model are available for
the blade section that has been analyzed, but different indirect
data are available in order to cross-check the analysis .
The wall pressure measurements with fast response instru-
mentation do suggest a stronger shock than predicted by the Moec-
kel method [9]. It is recognized that wall effects mask the real
shock s t ructure .
The blade element data of [7] indicate a much stronger loss
than expected from the original bow shock analysis.  The DCA
cascade of the analysis is very  close to the 30% span section of
Rotor 14 from [7]. The prediction of Figure 14 in [7], is compared
H
ax distance
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with the modified Moeckel analysis and the new one. The loss in-
.crease of the rotor experiments is confirmed. A 3. 5% increase
• - in the total pressure loss coefficient is observed for a leading edge
- 
I 
blockage increase from 3% to 6% (Figure 7).
The measured pressure loss level and Mach number dependent
trend of the supersonic rotor of [6] have also been confirmed. The
total pressure loss variation of Figure 10 from [6] could be recom-
puted by the new analysis. An exact agreement is not yet obtained
since the back pressure influence on the bow shock position is not
fully incorporated.
Finally, some confirmations of these loss levels have been
obtained from supersonic cascade investigation .
CONCLUSIONS
A better agreement with the experimental observation is ob-
tam ed when taking into account the specifi c cascade features.
The analysis suggests a non-negligible loss level for the bow 
- 
-
shocks in the transonic compressors.
The axial extension, as computed in the new approach, can —
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REVIEW OF SESSION I ANALYSIS: BASIC FORMULATION FOR
TRANSONIC FLOW PROBLEMS IN ROTORS
W. D. McNall y
NASA Lewis Research  Center
First , a few comments about the individual papers; it ’s diffi-
cult to comment on some of the individual presentations without
seeing the entire papers and I fo und that particularly true with r e —
gard to the f i rs t  speake r , Dr.  Oswatitsch. But , in his pape r , Pro f.
Oswatitsch did cite some earl y references which show that some of
the equations which are now getting very active treatment because
of the advances that have come along recentl y in compute r technol-
ogy, have really been around for  quite a good numbe r of years .  He
showed us some results in which there was not very good agreement
between theory and experiment, part icularly at blade leading and
trailing edges which pointed up some of the difficulties which we
have to be aware of in using these methods in transonic flows -
difficulties which are primari ly brought about because of the adja-
cent blade rows which we have in compressor  cascade geometr ies .
Then he pointed out the difficulty in making use of t ransonic simi-
larity principles in the general tran sonic 2 -D or 3-D blade row
problem because of the large number of interconnecting variable s
and influences which one has in such problems. He then warned of
the rapidly changing conditions that we have in flow passages when
flows are near Mach 1, which again warns us that we must be ex-
tremely careful in applying prope r techni ques when we ’re t ry ing to
analyze this region. I do look forward to reading Professor : - - -
Oswatits ch ’s complete remarks which will be covered in much g r e a t -
er detail than we could go into in the time that we have here. :
- - 









With regard to Jim McCune ’s talk, the old-fashioned aerod y-
namics that he used seems to me to get a little bit better every year.
He keeps adding more and more effects into his analysis and I get
an uneasy feeling that someday he ’s going to come and report  at one
of these meetings that he has the entire problem analyzed, us ing
his analytical techniques , and the rest of us are going to be out of
work.  These methods, and I include within that category the work
that Bill Rae presented also - these more analytical type approache s ,
- ; I think, should be applied in situations where , within the boundaries
of the assumptions that have been made, they can give us useful in-
fo rmation to use in designs . Certainly, there are limitations and if
you recognize them ahead of time , I think we can make very good
use of these extremely rapid techniques compared to som e of the
othe r techniques that work . Probably they ’re getting more heavy
use from day to day. Another advantage is that they can be applied
to handle both the design problem and the analysis problem. I was
surpr ised at the results Jim showed in comparing with the runs on
the MIT compressor.  They really showed, I thought , quite good
agreement on his axial and tangential and radial Mach number com-
ponents . I was quite surprised at the results that he showed cc~ n-
pared to the real world. I personally anxiously await the comb ~ri-
son of Thompkins ’ 3-D solution with Jack Kerrebrock’s latest rc-
sults and with McCune’s analysis. I’d like to see all three aspects
of that MIT work brought together and I think they’ve all reached
the point now where they can be brought togethe r so that we can
weigh the various techniques against each other.
Dr. Katsanis indicated to us a viable and a simple procedure
for calculating the choking mass flow that he got for a portion of the
turbomachinery passage. From what I know of the technique , it
seems that it requires two fundamental things : First  of all , the
passages do have to be guided; 1 believe you have to know not only
the wall curvatures from the beginning to the end of the orthogonals
that you ’re integrating across , but you have to know the streamline
• curvatures  in between. Apparentl
y, it does require this guided pas -
s age assumption and also the curvature and geometry which you
need is sometimes difficult to obtain without doing extensive layouts
and that sort of thing. But , apparently, he has all this process
automated from other analysis codes that he uses in these blade pas -
sages so that it adds up to a very  simple technique to estima te what
the choking mass flow is through transonic blade rows . I don ’t know
if it ’s quite so easy in compressors where you don ’t intend to have
that guided passage type of geometry. There is onl y a very  small
portion of the compressor blade row where you can taken an ortho-
gonal f rom one surface and go across and find anothe r blade on the
— - - — - •• -—=--—--—.•-•——- --——---•—- -- .—- _~__ •_•___ - ____ ___•_______t__ _, •_ _• _____ _ •_____ _ _ _
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other side.
I thought Dr. Tom Adamson ’s pape r was quite interesting. He
showed us very nicely tha t for biconvex airfoil problems with inlet
shear flow that he had this difficulty with a forbidden inlet thass
flow reg ion which we have all believed, but he demonstrated it very
nicely. Obviously, there would be a similar situation in a real com-
pressor blade row . I was so r ry  that Dave Olive r wasn ’t here yes-
terday to comment on a question that came up. Is he here now ?
(yes) You started your solution with a unifo rm profile upstream
and then increased the shear as the calculation proceeded. Adam -
son asked the question whether or not the wavelets you found in
Mach number distributions were due to choking. Would you corn-
ment on it ?
OLIVER: I think there ’s no doubt that what he ’s talking about is
- 
- 
real. It has to do with the choking that takes place in a nonuniform
transonic flow. The conditions for which the calculation was run
are close to choking. At the time , we did the calculation, we had
no idea what exactly the choking limit would be. We could do it by
running different cases to find what it would be. I tried to estima te
that we would be on the safe side and that ’s how we set the operating
conditions that we did use. What Tom needs to decide (the question),
using his asymptotic estimate , is in fact the actual passage dimen-
sions that we used for calculation. I don ’t have a copy of the report
that goes with the pape r that he has , which has the exa ct dimensions
in it. I’m estimating that it was 1:Z , 3 but I have to look it up when
I get back to cambridge. So there ’s agreement that the effect  he ’s
talking about is real. In the calculation of the transonic shear flow
that was done , I tried to use some intuition about whethe r or not we
would be choked or unchoked. Torn had a question abou t whether or
not there was still an ups tream running wave, in that calculation ,
that had not com e to equilibrium although things were quite steady.
In the vicinity of the blade there was no doubt that we were at a
steady state . But , perhaps the upstream still had some reflections
to go through. The upstream running wave is a slow running wave
which you have to wait a good bit of time for , and it is possible that
we could have been in the choking range that he calculates and we
would have found , had we run a lot longer , an inlet interaction that
would have altered the inlet conditions. Does that answer the ques-
tion ?
MC NALLY: In speaking of 3-D solutions , that brings us to Tony
Ganz and l was pleased to see that some body else was hassled with
I know it ’s a big chore. I




realize from you r presentations tha t you ’re getting underway with
- 
- it although there ’s still some development to be done . There is
some question about the finite diffe rence methods and particular
treatments of the boundary conditions which were used , but I’m
sure as the work progresses that these things will be studied and
reported on. I was glad to see anothe r effort like that getting
underway.
With respect to John Erdos ’ work which , of course , I’ve been
quite involved with since we ’re the ones who asked John to do that
work , I can say that I think they have spent a good deal of time in
trying to work on all three of those codes. There is the basic blade
to blade stream surface solution - the transonic blade-to-blade
solution using time marching methods for eithe r a roto r or a stator
or the combination; now that is the f i rs t  code I know of using a
blade to blade solution with the time marching approach in which
the rotor and the stato r are taken into account together. The treat-
ment of the boundary conditions at that interface was quite complex ,
but apparently, it has all been worked through and it is working
quite well. Now it is our intention that we will not only use that
code ourselves but that we will publish the code and document it
quite well and make it available through COSMIC so that it can get
wider use; these publications are in the works right now. I expect
that code to be available to the general public in a matte r of a few
months. This is also our intention with the othe r two codes he is
working on. The second one is the meridional plane solution the
S2 surface, and the third one is an extension of the f i r s t .  The third
one is a blade to blade solution for a single blade row but the gim-
mick here is that it is able to handle inlet flow disto r tions. The
same sort  of logic that was applied in the interbiade region in the
f i r s t  code to handle the roto r stato r interaction - that same sort of
logic is going to be applied to handle the roto r interaction with the
disto r ted upstream flow. So all three of those codes will eventually
-; be available and we ’ll try to have them well documented. Rig ht now
the blade to blade code s do have the sharp leading edges assumption
built into them and in the initial runs we ‘ye made with them, we feel
very strongly that that needs to be improved. We need to take the
leading edge into account more explicitly so that we intend to extend
• those codes so that the y ’ll be able to handle the leading edge radius
problem.
I’d like to make one n-tore comment with respect to codes being
• available and that is with regard to the 3-D MIT code. An awful lot
of work has gone into the development of that one , also. I think it
would be good eventually if that code were made available to the
- —
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general public. We have that code now at Lewis ; there is still
development being done on that code . There are later versions
which exist at MIT ; the y would need some fu r the r development
in order to be able to handle a general hub-shroud profile . Right
now the way the code s tands , it is limited , I believe , to the hub-
shroud profile that they have at MIT , particularly downstream of
the blade row . With a few more extensions to that code , it ’s our
intention that we would eventually ma ke it available also through
the same process of documenting it and sending it to COSMIC .
Now, some general impressions : I thought there were a wide
variety of techniques discussed, anywhere from purely analytic to
full 3-D viscous solutions and these obviousl y take anywhere from
a few seconds on small computers to hours on the 7600 . It brings
up the topic which I think we might discuss a little bit and that is -
if we ’re going to build these codes into our design sys tems , some-
where we have to be awfull y careful to make sure  that we ’re not
overkilling the problem. I think we have to take a strong look at
what codes are available and what assumptions have been built into
them, and try to use the simplest code to do the job that we want
to do. As we ’ve moved into the tim e marching codes , we r ve learned
a lot about prope t application of upstream and downstream boundary
conditions and stability and accuracy quest ions and differencing
schemes and shock treatments and that sor t  of thing, much of which ,
now , we can t ry  to app ly in the develop nent of othe r codes. It
seems that the mathematicians have - that is , the impression I got
f rom listening to the talks at this meet ing - are really having their
heyday now with the relaxation solutions . This is the process that
always seems to happen. The mathematicians - and thank God that
they ’re t h e r e  - grab the problem and kind of beat it to death. Fi-
- 
- nally, when they get some of the hard quest ions answered 1 then it
• gets down to the applications stage and people design working codes
that reall y solve our day to day problems . I think the relaxation
procedures are getting a lot of work righ t now mathematically and
I think the time has come for them to be applied much more exten-
sively now in real blade rows. The only one I really know doing
that sort  of thing is Paul Dodge. Perhaps there are others that
I’m not aware of . I jus t  personally think the time is ri ght to really
t ry  to push for that kind of method for real blade rows .
One more comment: Besides the relaxation procedures which
are  a way of cutting computing timc fr om the time marching meth-
t ods , I think anothe r procedure that has to receive some strong con-
s ide ration and some discussion here is the use of implicit methods .
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Dr. Yoshihara implied that but I think that warrants some discus -
sion. I think these explicit schemes are just so bound to their cod-
ing conditions criterion which leads to large compute r time, that
we really need to try to look at what implicit schemes can be used
to cut this computer time down. I really didn ’t hear anything much
about that in thi s conference. I think we ought to discuss that a
little bit.




REVIEW OF SESSION II ANALYSIS : COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
0. Moretti
Polytechnic Institute of New York
Let me get rid of three papers, not because I want to get rid of
them , but because there are two mainstreams which probabl y need
a little bit more discussion. The three of them do not belong to the
mainstream and this is wh y I want to tal k about them f i r s t  - also
because I don ’t have anything to say - I’m not familiar with what
they are doing. One paper is concerned with the hodograph method.
I believe that there is much intr insic worth in hodograph methods
and as a former mathematician I love them. But I’ve not been work -
ing with these things for too many years and so I lost contact with
• them. So I admire them from a distance . I wish people would not
• admire them from a distance or not admire them at all. I think
these methods are valuable and interest ing and should be pushed
more and perhaps the combination with othe r me thods - such as the
usual computer grinding methods - would bring some truth.  So I
was happy to see these presentations by Dr.  Bolt, as much as I was
in Gdttingen when I saw many beautiful thing s made with a hodograph
method . I wish we had more of this. The technical thing which I’m
not familiar with is the parameter differentiation method presented
by Dr. Harris and I have to confess I am at a loss. There , too,
• perhaps there are possibilities which escape my -knowledge and are
outside my sphere of competence, so if somebod y else wants to dis-
cusss those things it is all right but I cannot do that. The third
item, which gets closer to what I’m familiar wi th but does go in the
opposite direction , is design techniques such as the one presented
by Dr. Korn. I am more familiar with testing methods. I don ’t
ever remember whethe r these are the direct  problems or the inverse
problems. One of them is direct  and one is inverse. Direct is the
‘I
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one I believe we are dealing with generally; you give the geometry
and try to get the flow field. Or , vice-versa! It ’s a matter of
opinion , you know! It is beautiful to have a design n~~ thod. But I
think that there are very few in the world, nowadays and most of
them are only for isolated airfoils . I think there are Nieuwland ,
Boerstol ,and Garabedian and Korn , Now the fact tha t Dr.  Korn is
presenting his method as applicable to cascades , etc. , seems to
me to be a very interesting adv ance , and we have to keep that in
mind , and I cannot say anything else of course. There is no corn -
petition , so we have to be glad that we have one .
A reg ion in which there is a lot of competition and also a lot of
controversy is the region to which most of the papers of yesterday
and today belong. I do not intend to go over each paper in particu-
lar , but I would like to give my general impression .
Here we have two essentially diffe rent problems - one is the
steady state and the other is the unsteady flow. Which one we are
interested in solving is the f irs t  thing we have to ask ourselves be-
fore saying which technique we want to accept and develop. So let ’s
talk about the steady state f i rs t .
I’m not particularly fond of steady state patte rns . But many
people have told me repeatedly that h aving steady state patterns is
very useful. So if you really want to have a stead y state pattern ,
1 would say, and I think Dr. Oliver said the same thing yesterday,
there is only one way of doing that thing nowadays and that is relax-
ation. There is absolutely no doubt that so-called time dependent
marching techniques are out of competition with the relaxation meth-
od , and the reasons are very well known . One is that only one un-
known has to be dete rmined so that the number of equations to solve
a re  ridiculously small - if you take one out you don ’t have any equa-
tions to solve anymore. That ’s very pleas ant. Besides , the algo-
rithm can be made very skinny and very fast. Besides , relaxation
has the goal of reaching steady state and couldn ’t care less for the
intermediate  steps . So if you can do the calculations in one step
you have solved the problem in the pe r fect form . If you can solve it
in ten steps , it ’s not that perfect but acceptable. If you use 1, 000
steps , something is wrong. Now we know that. Every improve-
ment  - ev e r y  way of accelerating these processes is welcom e and
we have such improvements now , thanks to the efforts of people at
NASA-AMES and Tony Jameson and others. I should mention what
Jer ry  South has presented yes terday, because it belongs to the gen-
eral  comment on this session . I was not aware of that technique
















and I think I’m going to take a good look at it. I suggest  othe r peo-
ple who are interested do the same. It seems to be very eff icient
and very  clever. So, we have these acceleration procedures and
therefore I’m sure that in a year or so these computations will be
performed in zero time ! We are getting close , ri gh t?  Very  close!
Another thing which has practically been solved already and on
which there is no controversy anymore is what is the domain of the
4 dependence for these calculations, what kind of grids do we use ,
etc. Yesterday we saw a couple of contributions.  For example ,
I was not aware of Dr. Rae ’s idea of taking that special gr id ;  that
seems to be somewhat different  f rom what Jameson has been doing
and has to be watched. These are facts which are accepted and
which seem to be extremely important  to get the good resul ts  we
want to have .
Anothe r thing which is not that much accepted yet seems to be
the shock fitting in connection with relaxation procedures . I’m
sure  that what Dr. Hafe z presented this morning is very  nice. But
it ’s jus t a personal feeling . I hope I’m rig ht. The only thing which
bothers me a little bit is this: why is it that many othe r people who
have been dealing with relaxation methods for a long time and whose
name I shouldn’t even mention but I do - Murman and Jameson , for
example - are a little bit reluctant to fit the shocks ? If they have
an explanation for that I would like to have it. Because it looks
like what Hafez is suggesting is so simple that the y should say,
“ah , well, “ and do it immediately ! If they don ’t do it it is prob-
ably because they have some good reason not to do it. Not being
a dealer in this business , I would like to know.
Anothe r thing which has to be mentioned as pa r t  of the improv-
ing state of the art  I would say is a more extended usage of mapping
- ;  and stretching. I saw with pleasure that lots of them are here .  I
enjoyed seeing what Jameson presented yesterday about these ana-
lytical mappings. I have some mappings for some problems of my
own which I am enjoying tremendously these days and therefore
- - - - seeing the log (1 - sinh z) made my heart  bounce with joy ! I think
that these mappings are going to be very useful.  Apparently, then ,
we are in very good shape as far  as relaxation methods are con-
cerned. It ’s a pleasure - only three years ago we didn ’t even know
that relaxation could be used - three years - four years ago.
That’s beautiful.
Using a time dependent marching technique to do the same 
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thing - to achieve a steady state - seems to me is a waste of time.
I t ry  to be sincere becaus e I started with that thing years ago. So
I don ’t think that there is any future in that. If somebody comes
out , as I heard would be possible, in the near future with some
idea of making those computations much faste r , it is simply be-
cause some art if icial  step is taken to overcome the diff icult y of
the Courant-Fr iedr ichs-Lewy condition which afte r all is a phys-
ical condition. So eithe r you want to follow the physics , or you do
something which is not physical. Now if you are interested in get-
ting the final result which is steady, and you are not describing
the unsteady physics , it is all right with me , but let’s not call that
thing time dependent calculation ; it ’s anothe r way of relaxing.
Let’s go on to unsteady flow. Unstead y flows , being unstead y,
have to be described by time dependent technique s and there ’s
nothing else we can do. It would be a contradiction of te rms. So,
unfortunately, there we have the problem of running times. That
problem is far from being settled. Running time , as we heard
yesterday, are outrageous , I would say. I’m so r ry  Dr. Yoshihara
is not here at this moment, but he knows that I use that word.
Evidently, not too much can be done to reduce the running time ex-
cept by inventing a completely new machine, but not the ILIAC IV .
The onl y thing which can be done is to reduce the number of points
to be computed. In orde r to do this , one has to be ve ry  careful
not to introduce big truncation e r ro r s  and not to introduce othe r
numerical disturbances.  This brings in the necessi ty for shock
fi t t ing,  of course , and other careful evaluations, for  example , of
external boundary conditions and the like.
Let us also mention one thing which was not mentioned yes ter -
day and that is initial conditions . Problems which are mixed sub-
sonic and supersonic have the bad habit of maintaining the initial
condition for the rest  of their life inside the computational region.
• So let ’s be careful with that. These are things which have not been
discussed here , and generally are not discussed at all. People
• tend to shy away from these things , because nobod y knows wha t  to
do with them. It is too bad because one of these days we are going
to end up with some results which do not make any sense and we
believe they make sense. That will be too bad!
l a m  impressed with Erdos ’ e f for t  to get this blade to blade
interact ion and his results . I wish him well. I hope that we will
see more and more of these things. I’m sor ry  if I’m invading
your (McNall y )  field - that was a paper which was in your session.
I want to talk about it  because there was nothing like that in my
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session. It’s a pity! It seems we stopped having something which
s t a r t s  making some sense in a ve ry  exact ing,  difficult p roblem.
I don ’t know about the running time of those calculations . Perhaps
since I’m happy you should not make me unhappy! Anyway, th is
running time business has to be straightened out, but it ’s not here
• \ that we can do that. It will take a few years , I believe.
One thing which I do not like to hear mentioned is nonlinear
instabil i ty because that does not  exist , and therefore I don ’t want
to hear of art if icial  viscosity because that has been invented to
eliminate the nonlinear ins tability ! I said that in the othe r building
seven years ago. And I keep repeating i t .  Let ’ s t ry  to do better
in working in cascade flow , because in othe r problems things are
not that good yet.
Finally, another partition which we can see in these flow prob-
lems is between inviscid flows and viscous flows. We have seen
something along the inviscid lines - let us take relaxation, and
Erdos ’ calculations as representat ive of something which is prom-
ising in inviscid flow. Now what about viscous flow ? I’m not that
happy about the viscous flow yet. But I believe , and this is proba—
bly a personal feeling and it may give you the full extent of my
ignorance in ae rod ynamics - I believe that most  of the phenomena
which occur and in which we are interested are mostly inviscid ,
and viscous effects are confined to small regions. That is the old
idea of the boundary layer , etc. What I mean is that it is not neces-
sa ry  to bother Doctors Navier and Stokes for  these things. Some
simpler approach probabl y will suffice , and we have seen such cal-
culations , again not in my session - some boundary laye r plus in-
viscid flow calculations. I think that that is the way to go , at least
for the time being. If we really want to put everything together
not in a patched up fo rm, but in a well combined form - let ’s do it!
- 
- But with this boundary layer idea in mind , one would simp lif y the
equations , t ry ing to march on as much as possible. If we don ’ t
want to do that , then we have to solve gigantic problems with an-
other machine - but we don ’ t have the time , and most  of us do riot
- • have the money.
I think that thi s more  or less s u m m a r i z e s  my impress ion  of
the session . I must say,  to conclude , that  I enjoyed every m i n ut e
of it .
4-
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JAMESON : I jus t  want to make a quick comment about the shock
fitt ing. I think that shock fitting looks quite pract ical  for  the s im-
pler flows but I don ’t know how to do it when you have merg ing
shocks like that triangular shock patte rn that I showed you on the
swe pt wing. I’m waiting for  someone else to tell me and I’ll be
very  happy to put it in my programs.
MORETTI : Tony, I think that you are cleve r enoug h to think of
something!
SOUTH: Dr.  Moretti  made a comment about the fas t  acceleration
methods for relaxation. For the benefit of most of the audience ,
I’d like to put in some words of caution. In the relaxation for the
ste ady state solutions , I guess the most  popular method for ac-
cele rating covergence is jus t  the old SOR (successive over relax-
at ion),  which is a good example because in a linear program if you
use any rela~cation factor grea te r’ than zero and less than two, it
is in fact s table ; it may not work  very  well but it is stable : 1. 999
will not blow the calculation but if you t r y  to do a transonic calcu-.
lation with 1.999, you won ’t last more than about two cycles.
MORETTI: I know that.
SOU TH : 0. k. I want to say that the same thing applies with this
new , well, this old method , to which  we are now giving some at-














- - little careful because the supersonic region will grow so rapidly
that the changes are no longer small. You can ’t talk about small
amplitudes. The calculation can jus t  blow off the compute r . The
same thing happens with ADI which Tony Jameson has done and
I’m sure the same thing can happen with the other acceleration
• 
- method which H. K. Chang and Jameson and Caughey have done
with extrapolation. So don ’t be too discouraged if you can ’t push
these methods to the ultimate in all cases because the nonl inear i ty
will lust  absolutely take you off the compute r . Just remember that
much caution should be exerc i sed .
MORE TTI : J e r r y ,  I didn ’t intend to put too much optimism in this ,
but perhaps I failed; I was too optimist ic for  a change. The fact
is that  a couple of years  ago we would not have thought of this pos-
sibility. This thing came out very  quickl y and very  efficiently, in
a certain limited r ange perhaps . But good people are working on
these problems and there is no reason wh y these methods could not
be extended in o i de r  to solve more di f f i cult cases. Where  they
work they work  beaut i ful l y,  and a c c u r a t e l y.
I have hea rd or seen something about  some other work at NASA-
AMES , which is along those lines more or less. Allegedly, it
make s in ten steps what should be done in 200 with the SOR. The
Jameson method also works  like that , somet imes .  There are
limitations, indeed , but who doesn ’t have limitations ? At least
we have cases which work and that ’s good.
SICHEL: Even in the f i r s t  session that was theoretical, I think that
about half of the papers did turn out to be numer ica l  in the end. So
I almost think in some ways this meet ing  was a numerical meeting
- 
- with a few analytical p apers  th rown in. I would also like to say
that I think it ’s worthwhile for  people also to find simple problems
in which they can get an anal ytical solution even if the problem
— doesn ’t necessari ly represen t  a r cal  cascade flow per se. But I
think that  flows in nozzles like the problem that Tom Adamson has
done with the shear  flow are  v e r y  valuable in showing what the
physics of the problem is and , in helping the people who do the
numer ica l  computations, I th ink those are  the very  things to do. I
th ink  it will be interest ing to have some problems where there is an
analytical solution , where  there is a numerical  solution , and where
perhaps the re is experimental  measuremen t. One of the things that -~ 1s t r u c k  me was the relatively simple conf igurat ion that H . Doyle
Thompson described toward the end of the session which again is
F the ty pe of con figura t ion for  which I think one could apparently do ~•experiments ; one could do various numerical techniques and one
U -~~~~~- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --~~- -~~~~~
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can also do som e anal ysis.
MORE TTI: What do we want to do in this context ? We want to
grow able to make very  complicated analyses of very complicated
geometries  and very complicated flows in those geometries , ri gh t?
Becaus e indus t ry  wants that. These are things which j ust  have to
be done. What you would like to see instead cannot work there be-
cause no mathematician has invented yet that kind of analysis which
we can use unde r those c i rcumstances .  I am afra id  that we ’ll have
to wait too long to see it. We have to resor t  to numerical  work .
This is why not jus t  this meeting but all meetings today are  numer-
ical meetings. The point I would like to t ry  to make is this:  The
emp hasis in my opinion should be put on analy tical work  in p r e p a r —
ation of the numerical work.  Analytical in the sense of putting
one ’s brain to work to analyze what ’s going on - what has to be
done. Nobod y should plunge into a complicated problem without
knowing his fluid dynamics well and also his numerical  analysis
well . This is the problem we are facing today: There are too
many people who do not know enoug h fluid mechanics and who do
not know numerical  analysis enoug h and want to compute . So
there  are too many papers published and too many million dollars
spent in things which could be bette r done. I agree with what you
are say ing but I would shift  the emphasis a little bit , say ing that
our analy tical methods should be re-examined in the light of the i r
numer ica l  implications and we should learn to in te rpret  those
anal yses numerical ly. When we know that , well , then we can make
a much better numer ica l  analysis - we will waste less time , spend
less money and get bette r resul ts .
KERREBROCK:  I th ink this is a very  profi table discussion but I
d i sag ree  slig htl y with P ro fes so r  Moret t i .  From the viewpoint of
someone who watches people do computations and theory and does
I ~ xpe r iment s , I would pose the problem this way: One has the ex-
• 
p e r irn e n t  which is the real world ; one has the 3-dimensional com-
puta t ion -~h~ -h , ii. we take the example of Dave Oliver ’s and Phil
Thonip kin~~ wui-k is , except for numerical inaccuracies , an exactinviscid colution to the boundary value problem. When one corn-
pares the two, one finds very large differences. There are two
ways you can go from that point: One can try to put the viscous
corrections into the computational scheme and this is surely very
difficult; it will take a long time. Or you can do an analysis which
relates one part of the inviscid problem to anothe r par t . This is
• :‘ the way I would interpret McCune ’s theoretical work - in the sense
that he has developed an inviscid theory which is capable of predic- •
• 


















- given some other aspects which must  be taken from experiments.
Now to be specific about that. If you take his theory and you put
into it the experimentall y measured  variat ions of circulation in a
spanwise direction , from this you can predict  some aspects of the
- 
• 
blade to blade variation - not all of them , hut some of the impor t an t
• par ts . I think there ’s a v e r y ,  ve ry  important  role for theory,
Mar ty  [Sichel], in relating par ts  of the problem , so that one
doesn ’t have to solve the whole problem in one piece. By work ing
at the thing from all directions like this , I think we can probabl y
develop a modeling technique which is practical.
ERDOS : I want to introduce one point that I’m su rp r i s ed  P ro fe s so r
Morett i  didn ’t br ing up. There a re  severa l  sur faces  of d i scon t inu i ty
in the flow fields that we ’re looking at in uns tead y aerod ynamics .
One is the shock wave ; the othe r is the sli p s t ream which is gener-
ated by an ai r foil undergoing pitch , or blade rows subjected to
periodic disturbances.  The theore t ic ians , I believe , a long t ime
ago recognized the importance of the motion of this vor tex sheet
on the unsteady forces  on the blade row. We ’re doing these things
numerical ly now. We ’ve accepted , I think , that you can get s o m e—
thing like a shock wave that ’s captured in the fini te difference
scheme in the conservation fo rm of the equations.  But the conser-
vation form of the equations , if you look at a contact su r face , sini-
ply tells you that the p r e s s u r e  and normal  velocity have to be con-
tinuous ; they don ’t tell you what  the magni tude  of the jumps are .
And they have to be de te rmined  by b o u n d a r y  condi t ions . The point
is: we fit the contact surfaces  and we believe that  their motion is
important to the unstead y solution , but  we accept a capturing tech-
ni que for the shock wave s because t h e r e  at least  we believe we gt~t
the jump condition correct l y and the motion of the shock co r r ec t l y.
S
MORETTI: Well, John , you are teas ing me now. You ’re r ig ht , I
forgot .  I should have said that ;  that ’s anothe r one of my pet stud-
ies. I’m surpr i sed  I didn ’t ment i on it. You know why, because a
number of the others  spo ke about  that yes te  i-day and so - you didn ’t
L - mention that yes terday  to that extent .  So you ’ re actually f i t t ing
the contact dis continuities. That ’s nice.  I don ’t know if you do the
rig ht thing, though, because , of course , having the intention of
doing it doesn ’t mean that one does it. Jus t  consider  the following.
I have found that if one uses my pet set of unknowns , that is pres-
sure , entropy and velocity angles - not velocity components , then
dealing with contact discontinuit ies is extremely simple and they
come out very nicely and there  are no problems.  You don ’t even .i~ - -
notice that you have to compute the d i scon t inu i ty .  The log ic of that
is minimal. If you use the other unknowns,  and you are  bound to
F ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘~~~- -•~-‘~~~~r-’ - - 
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use other unknowns if you want to use the conservation equation ,
then you ’re in trouble because you really have to make a dis con-
tinuity there to appear with its special logic and that is anothe r
burden put on the problem. The fact  is that (in two dimensions )
- 
I 
the direction of the velocity is continuous across the discontinui ty
and p r e s s ur e  is continuous as well and the onl y thing that is not
continuous is the entropy. So if you use that set , only the entropy
is the one you have to w or r y  about. That ’s very  easy to cope with.
I’m very much aware of the necess i ty  for that. There are cases
in which there are other discontinuities which are important  and
those are the gradient  discontinui t ies .  Sometimes even those dis-
continuities shoul d be considered and computed explicitly. In
othe r words , our inviscid flow fields which descr ibe  th~ mechanics
of continua are not continuous at all ; they are full of d iscont inui t ies .
We would probabl y be much bet ter  off if , instead of solving the
partial  differential  equation , we wo uld jus t  solve for  dis continuities
and let the res t  be un ifo rm flow in between. Think of that. Pe r-
haps j t ’s an idea.
FARN : We are fully aware of the advantages of going to stead y-
state formulation in saving of computing time. The reason we
went to unsteady formulation is the following. For a full y choked
turbine  flow , the mass flow rate is unknown. If you go to stead y-
state formulation , you have to use boundary condi t ions  which you
don ’t know. This was our f i r s t  d i f f icul ty  - wh y we didn ’t go in t h a t
direction. The second difficulty is: If you full y choke the flow ,
then the flow downstream of the sonic lines is not uni que.  It de-
pends on the back p r e s s ur e .  We don ’t know how to implement
[that] if we take a stead y s tate formulat ion.  I wish som bod y he re
- 
-! could answer this quest ion.
- - I MORE TTI: I’m not going to answe r that question! I’m t ry ing to
come out with a little paper on a very ,  very  s imple one -dimen-
sional  analysis t r y ing to fi gu re  out this business of the boundary
conditions ups t rearn  and downstream once and for all in a form
which sat isf ies  me;  but I’m not f in ished yet. Which means I’m
not sa t i s f ied .  In cer tain cases , you see very well that if you s t a r t
with a certain set of init ial  conditions , you are  going to have them
there inside your solution. You never  get a final solution which
m ake s any sense. So if you want to make a time dependent calcu-
• lation , be v e r y  careful  with the initial conditions . There  are cases
which are funny.  For example , you can think of an inf in i te  duct ,
- i cy l indrical at both ends but with d i f f e r e n t  d iameters  and wi th  a• t r a n s i t i o n  in b etween .  Think of a s t eady  (low t h e r e , ~nv isc id.  and
think of t h a t  a~: sub s n ei c  with the part icles moving f rom the n a r r o w
- 
- 
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end to the wide end . The p ressure  has to increase  in the direction
of the flow (that is a steady motion).  Now , that ’s physically im-
possible. But mathematically it is possible.  Physically, thoug h ,
you can get it as an asymptotic solution of an unstead y flow , by
- 
• 
properl y starting it from res t .  You will i~nd an uns tead y flow
which, in that transit ion and for  a length of the duct as large as
you want , looks like a steady flow wi th  an increas ing  pr e s s u r e .
The fact is that you have an expansion downstream due to the ini-
tial motion which takes care of compensa t ing  the p~ e s s u J  - r i se
- - and produces the motion. So that  you have ste ady flow in a region
bounded by two unsteady flows . Now that ’s a per fec t l y ~ it imate
solution and you come out with  tha t  solut ion numer ica ll y if you
want , ve ry  nicely, and it s a t is l i . -s  a mathemat ica l  condition in tha t
region as though it was a s tead y f l i v ~. 11~ - Mach number  d i s t r i -
bution there is correct .  But the “en t r ance ” Mach number  there
is nOt the Mach number  which an ob s er v er  would see at inf in i ty .
One has to define and qualif y exac tl y what  one is talking about
when making this calculation. What  in i t i a l  conditions are  there ,
etc. , etc. All of this is a long s t o r y  a~Ad v e ry  hard  to reduce into
discussion so now let ’s postpone that  f o r  ano ther  occasion.
ADAMSON: If I can twit you a little bit , P r o f e s s o r  M o r e t t i , it
sounds like this little papt~r you are ta lking about is maybe an anal-
ysis that you are making of a simple problem tha t  will hel p late r
with numerical  work!
OLIVER: One last comment on this same theme. I often th ink  of
the time that I use the compute r as the tinie that I do Bab ylonian
fluid mechanics and with due respects  to Gino Morett i  as a Roman ,
I often think of Babylonians and Greeks  as the way of thinking about
these two things. The Babylonians calculated the number  of pi , I
think, to 27 signif ic iant  f i g u r e s ;  the Greeks  proved that it was an
irrat ional  numbe r .
- I PLATZER:  I wonde r if I could get a st a t e n i e n t  on the meri ts  of po-
tential flow vs. nonpotential flow computat ion.  Murman y e s t e r d a y
cited very  nicel y Mike Var ra ’s book showing the conditions for po-
tential flow. I think some of you are aware of Professor  Kerre-
• b rock’s work which was presented at the Aerospace Sciences Mee t -
ing in 1974 which showed that in rotating flow - in flows which have
rotation - you cannot use the approach which we otherwise are used
to - that is , to superimpose potential flow disturbances on the
mean flow. Rathe r , in these flows , the shear dis turbances and




- potential flow dis turbances.  Now we have heard a number of
I ~ 
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approaches yesterday where potential flow was used and I wonder
whether I could get Professor Kerrebrock to make a statement for
the record . Or anyone else who wants to comment on it.
KERREBROCK: I really hesitate to approach this subject at this
-
• late hour.  It ’s a very confusing subject.  Let me see if I can say
what I think you ’ve attributed to me. The statement is that in a
strongly swirling flow , that is , in a flow with a strong rotation
about some axis such as you always have in a turbomachine if it
produces a substantial  amoun t of work , then one does not have
the situation where the fundamental  small disturbances in the flow
can be separated into three noninteracting types. Now , in the
nonrotating flow they do separate  into entropy, vort icity and pres-
sure  modes. These are noninteracting so that one can supe rim -
pose potential flows on turbulence and on entropy and the y satisf y
separa te  boundary value problems and every thing is nice and easy.
Now , in contrast  to this in a strong ly rotating flow , such as one
has in a turbomachine , a pr ior i  these three modes are all cou-
pled; they satisf y coupled different ial  equations. In particular ,
one finds , if one looks at the details of it , that the so-called tu r-
bulence mode is , in fact , capable of exhibiting oscil latory prop-
dgating behavior . All turbulence fields have associati ve pressure
fields to the f i r s t  order .  Let me get a little bit more precise.
The wake s coming off blades for  exam ple , have s t rong  p r e s s ur e
fields associated with them which then have to be taken into ac-
count in calculating the pressure  field of the blade.
JAMESON: Perhaps you could elaborate a bit more.  Suppose
there was jus t  one fan stage , and you didn ’t have to w o r r y  about
wake s coming f rom an earlie r stage. Would the dis turbance po-
- 
- tential superimposed on a rotational flow be a reasonable model
or not ? I think Earil Murman  seemed to produce some analysis
to suggest  that it mig ht be , but it ’s one of the points I wanted to
find out by coming to the meeting - what the general  opinion was.
KE R R EB R O C K :  Let me respond jus t  ve ry  quickly. I think the
answe r is that  i t  depends v ery  rn~ich on the s t r u c t u r e  of the mean
swir l  flow. But if the mean swirl ing flow has a large , let ’s say,
solid bod y rotation component (in othe r words , if it is strongl y
rota t ional ) ,  then one finds that  almost all of the dis turbances
which would normally be cha rac ter i zed  as vort ic i ty,  have propa-
gat ing charac te r i st i cs  so they have s t rong pressure  fields asso-
ciated with th rn which have to be taken into account , in the sense
that  you have to add thei r  p re s su re  field into that  of the potential —








MC CUNE : I thin k I can give what I r ega rd  as a splendid example
of what Professor  Kerrebrock  is talking about , if we go back to
old-fashioned aerodynamics again for a moment.  Suppose we mod-
el the viscous wakes behind a set of roto r blades with momentum
decrements , by two coun te r - ro ta t ing  vor tex sheets.  Now associa-
-
- - ted with those vortex sheets in the presence of rotation, because
of the a s y m m e t r y  associated with the rotation , is a ve ry  definite
• - p r e ssure  field. Or , alte rnatively if you like , an induced angle
flow at the rotor blade . In o rd e r  to s t ick to my old-fashioned aero-
dynamics , and to put in a model of the viscous effects  that are seen
-
• in the MIT blowdown facility and , of course , in all other turboma-
chines , one approach which we are  now taking is to compute the
convected vo r ticity with this model in a ro ta t ing flow and compute
the induced velocities. We f ind that  we a~ e get t ing  ef fec ts , which
are again superimposed on the mean flow, of the same order  as
those associated with a normal t r a i l i ng  vor t ic i ty  due to nonuni form
loading . And also the same orde r as the famous secondary flo~v
effects . This is a beautiful examp le , I think , of what K e r r e b r o c k
showed in 1974 .
OLIVER: May be being a bit in the middle , I’ll t ry  to answe r Ton y
Jameson ’s question. I am not an accepting - s o r t  of musing about
it - pract i t ioner  of the relaxation niethod. To nay unders tanding ,
it has not thus far  been possible to implem-~nt  a relaxation method
for the Euler equations . That doesn ’t mean that there  have been
insurmountable di f f icul t ies ;  it j u s t  means that  it has not been done
ye t. I don ’t thin k there ’s any reason to suspec t  that it ’s an impo s-
sible problem in any sense at all. But the fact is that the relaxa-
tion method has not been pe r fected for  the Euler  equations.  May be
somebody can tell me if that ’s not t rue .  In an actual turbomachine
• roto r , I think, when you conside r roto r -s ta tor  interact ions, inlet
H distortions , and othe r phemornena that  are  peculiar to tu rboma-
chines , you are in a regime of effects that  do , I th ink , d i s t inguish
that  field from external  aerod ynamics.  I think , ultimately, the
• need is for being able to t rea t  the full Euler  equat ions without  mak-
ing the potential flow assumption.  However , in a specific case , I
— think , of an inlet flow that obeys certain proper t ies  that Earl Mur-
man tr ied to lay out , and for  that case of inlet flow in a rotating
- 
I reference frame, a velocity potential will exist and the potential
flow procedure , I do believe , can be car r ied  out. For rotor -stato r
interaction, inlet dis tor t ion , and the cons idera t ion  of other  kinds
of wakes and gradients , in par t icular , some of the disturbances
that Jack Kerrebrock was alluding to earlier , I think the situation
requi res  a more gene ral approach and would ultimately be best
served by a relaxation procedure using the full Euler equations. —
$
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JAMESON : I think that mean s we still can have some fun in funda-
- mentals . I have been having a great time for the past five years.
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RE VIEW OF SESSION III VISCOUS EFFECTS IN TRANSONIC
FLOWS
H- R. E. Melnik
Grumman Aerospace Corporation
I’m not sure there ’s much left  to be said. We ’ve been ialking
about viscous and inviscid flows. Let me say a few words . In-
stead of jus t  summarizing the papers in the orde r presented , I
think a few comments about the genera l  problem of boundary laye r
effects should be made. In external  ae rod ynamic applications , it ’s
been clear for some time that b r  real loaded airfoils , that c a r r y
a lot of real loading, the effect of boundary  layers on things like
the lift can be very large even at large Reynolds numbers.  Com-
parisons with Ottawa data have shown that the effect of the bounda-
• ry laye r on cambering ove r the last few percent of the airfoil tends
to reduce the lift by as much as 30% - 50%. It ’s a bi g effect. You
— have to put it  into the calculation in order  to get meaningful results
in both the design and analysis problems. David Korn, Garabedian
and Baue r and others have been doing that. It’ s clea r that if you
- I make reasonable corrections to the boundary laye r near  the t ra i l -
ing edge or near the shock wave , you can get very accurate results .
I agree a little bit with Gino that perhaps Navier Stokes solutions
aren ’t completely necessary and may not be available for these
complicated 3-D problems for a long time. However , I think there
is a ro le for them. It remains to be seen how accurate they ’ll be.
I am now talking about Deiwert ’s work.  There is definitel y a need
to improve the Reynolds stress models that are used in the calcu-
lations and I understand that Steve Deiwert is going to be spending
his time on that . There ’s also a need to improve the overall de-
tail that the calculations provide. I think he ’s got to take a finer
streamwise mesh and then we can have something that perhaps
takes a lot of time to compute , but we end u p with an experiment —
______________ _____________
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in which we can turn off various effects and have a very  useful
device for  checking out more simple models. I think that might
-
. be the role. We can do things with the Navier Stokes equations
like doing an airfoil in a wind tunnel, and doing a very careful
calculation a few times to get a bette r way of handling wind tunnel
wall interference and checking bounda ry layer calculations. That
might be the role for Navier Stokes computations. It’s clear that
this work should continue . The question is whethe r or not therer should be widespread massive efforts  all ove r the country.  I
think working with the Navier Stoke s equation s requires  people
who know what they ’re doing . I think the AMES group does and
they are making progress .
As far  as eng ineering calculations are concerned , eithe r an
a i r c ra f t  company or an a i rcraf t  engine manufactur ing company,
I think, for the foreeseeable  future , will be res tr ic ted to boundary
laye r corrections and three of the papers were  along those lines.
It seems clear at the hig h Reynolds numbers - you ’re talking two -
three million or perhaps hig her in turbines or compressors , 20
million in a i rcraf t  - that dropping ve ry small te rms in a differen-
tial equatiJn make s a lot of sense. And as I’ve s aid , the exper-
ience has been that if you do the boundary laye r correct ion wisely,
you get useful  and accurate results . It ’s not clear at this time
whethe r we know how to do the shock interactions correct l y but
progress  is being made. I would expect in the next year or so
that they will be integrated into existing boundary layer / invisc id
computations. I did not have time in my talk to say much about
- - the trailing edge problem. I believe that not all the boundary
laye r corrections are accounted for in the trailing edge calcula-
tions and that we haven ’t been doing that r ight for about 30 years .
What ’s been left out is the thing that Jim McCune just  mentioned:
• behind a lifting airfoil is a curved wake and there is a momentum
deficit in the wake . That momentum deficit leads to pressure
drops in the wake that cause a downwash on the airfoil. Some of
the work that we ’ve’ done has shown that that effect is at least as
large  as the displacement effect we have very carefully been try-
ing to put in ove r the last couple of decades. 1 would say some
effort  has to be directed to taking into account wake curva ture
effects  in the boundary laye r model. That work is going on and I
expect again in a year or two that this effect will be completely
integrated into a boundary laye r code . This is all , of course , in
2 -D .  The thing that ’s impressive about all the difficulty is that
the real problems that we face in this area are 3-D. It ’s clear
that both the boundary layer and the Navie r Stoke s people are  go-
ing to do reasonable viscous calculations that  make sense in these
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machines. I have hopes for the local interaction approach in that
the flow will be locally 2-D even though it’s a complicated 3-ID
field ; the streamwise gradients  are small , and it makes sense
to think in te rm s of at least the local interact ion regions near
trailing ed ges and throug h shock waves  being pseudo 2 -D flowfielcl s
There ’s some hope that we can do complicated flowfields by
patching things together.
— j The whole question of flow separat ion comes up ove r and over
again in t ry ing to do calculations with tu rbu len t  separated flows.
It’s clear that the thing that we know the least about is how to
model Reynolds s t resses  in separat ion bubbles with closed st ream -
lines. In fact , at the Washington meet ing,  we had thoug ht about
having an invited speake r , someone like Anatol Roshko , to give a
talk based on the question : are  turbulent  separa ted  flows invisc id?
Can they be treated as inviscid solutions to the Euler equations
where the separation bubble j u s t  comes about becuase there ’s a
vary ing total p ressure ? I think numer ica l  experiments have been
done in the past and they look v e r y  promis ing.  Perhaps numeri-
cal solutions of the full Euler equations taking into account all the
vorticity in the flow field in the boundary laye r and coming into
the inlet and generated by the upst ream element is all we might
really need - s ome way of prescr ibing vort i c i ty  d is t r ibut ion in the
closed bubbles. This is going back to the Batchelor model. It
seems that that kind of approach has some promise of working.
Apparently, it’s clear from the numbe r of papers that have been
given at the meeting, there is p rogress  being made on the inviscid
flow. People are directing attention toward the important  p rob-
lems in that area. The lack of attention to the viscous interact ion
problem, the apparent lack of at tention , has me puzzled; I don ’t
understand. It seems clear that the boundary layer effects are
large. If you do an inviscid calculation , we ’re not going to have
• very good agreement with exper iments , par t icu la r ly for highly
loaded blades. It ’s surpr is ing to me that there  apparently hasn ’t
been v e r y  much attention given to this problem. I would expect
at a meeting at some point in the fu ture , there will be.
H
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DISCUSSION
OLIVER: A good bit of viscous work is incompressible. The peo-
ple who are working on it , work in very  low Mach numbe r ranges ,
and ar e  doing some very  fine work  there - perhaps not di s cus’~ed
at a meeting like this because of the ti- ansonic characte r of it. In
particular, I just want to mention that there is a calculation in
pr ogress  that I’m aware of , being done by Steve Llewellen and
Coleman Donaldson , that involved a separated bubble and a shor t . -
lin.~ boundary laye r , i . e . ,  an atmospheric boundary layer .  Ob-
viously, it ’s a very low Mach number problem which is bein g
treated incompressibl y. The bubble is being calculated and tu r-
bulence is being calculated according to the second orde r closure
model that Donaldson has been promulgating. The results look
very  good , very  promising. I think some of those techniques could
- 
- could be very profitably used by the people at Ames. Just a note
on that: There is some very  fine and fairly contemporary turbu-
1~ nce modeling which is being done in which the second o rde r cb s-
• u re  of the Reynolds 
s t resses  and a ra ther  carefu l scale equation
is being used (which is very  important in the separation problem).
Those results are  jus t  beginning to come in. But it doesn ’t have
anyth ing  to do with transonics and so there isn ’t the kind of corn-
munication that would put this meeting in touch with that work .
3 ADAMSON : I jus t  wanted to put my oar in again and say that I
LI thin k it ’s clear in the local interaction calculations , that this is
one place where analysis is a grea t  hel p to fu tu re  computat ional
wor k.
_ _ _ _ _  _ _
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PLATZER: One thing which I found ra ther  interest ing : As you
know, we did eliminate unsteady flow aspects f rom our conside r-
ations to the extent that they af fec t  flutte r , aerod ynamic stability,
etc.,  but there is definitely the aspect of the e f fec t  on pe r fo rmancer - turbomachine performance .  As you recall , in this room about
four months ago , we had an AGARD meeting on unstead y phenomena
in turbomachj nes where we tried to review the cur ren t  status of
this field. What was obvious in that meet ing  was that as far  as
transonic calculations methods are  concerned , in general , one
could say the discussion of t ransonic phenomena was rather limi-
ted. Now we have seen in Dr . Deiwer t ’s paper  very  nice shock
boundary laye r oscillations - oscillations induced by shock boun-
dary  layer- interact ions, and , of course , we are all familiar with
the aileron buzz and self-excited oscillations on space vehicles ,
etc., etc. Similar uns teady effec ts , it seems to me , oug ht to be
taken into account in turbomachines.  M y question is:  To what
extent are  oscillatory shock boundary  laye r interact ions going to
be worked on in the fu tu re , and what is the importance of these
unsteady effects in general  as far  as the transonic turboniachine
is concerned ? I’m wondering if I can get somebody to comment
on this or is it too late already to bring out unstead y effects ?
MELNIK : Of course , we have uns teady  effects  also in exte rnal
aerod ynamics and that ’s buffet ing on a i r c r a f t . It ’s clear it come s
from the separation bubble under  the shock in te ract ing  wi th a
small separation at the t ra i l ing-edge.  In a i r c r a f t  companies ,
that’s something to be avoided. There ’s really ve ry  little a t tempt
to t ry  to compute something on unstead y separated flow - instead
one avoids it. I think that ’s probabl y t rue in rotating machinery .
I don ’t think that computation is going to tell you very  much about
how to avoid it.
I
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REVIEW OF SESSION IV EXPERIMENT
A. J. Wennerstrom
Wrig ht Patterson Air Force Base
In the area of experimental methods , we basically touched on
about four different methods of measurement: the high response
p r e s s u r e  measurements, optical velocity measurements, and then
two unique areas , the density and temperature measurements
using fluorescence techniques , and finally the use of smoke studies
for  transonic flow visualization. I’d like to cove r some of the
highlights of these iii turn.
• In the area of high response pressure  measurements, these
have now been applied ove r the rotor giving us shock patterns and
approximate Mach number distributions in the ti p region of a ro-
tating high speed rotor. They ’ve been used successfully for  meas-
urin g blade surface  pressures  both on rotors and stators to get
- J the nonsteady flow effects , and they ’ve also given apparentl y relia-
ble results for instantaneous probe measurements, as exemplified
by some of the MIT experiments in the blowdown facility. A few
years  ago , the big problem with these t ransducers  was simply
survival .  Often you didn ’t have enough of them last ing long enoug h
to do anything useful .  Today, the t ransducers  themselves have
improved enoug h and installation techniques have improved suf-
ficiently that quite a var ie ty  of good measurements  seem to be
possible at a reasonable economic level.
There ’s obviously very heavy activity going on rig ht now in
the optical velocity measurement  area .  It ’s about the onl y exper -
imental t echnique to come along which is potentially capable of
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within a high speed rotating blade row , for examp le. Also, even
in a stationary situation where noninterference is im por tant (w h t d
is obviously vital in the t ransonic area) ,  the accuracy now appeai  s
-
- - to be on the order of one to two percent in many practical s i t u a t i ’  n~~.
- • 
This is probably bette r than most  anal ytical  methods that a rc  cu z  -
rently available in the p r e s e n ce  of s t r - :~~ shock waves  and v iscou~effects . This should be about the be s t  to - , l  ~‘o lng ,  to evaluate  c~ - r  -
tam things with respect  to 3-D viscous corripute r codes - the sh I
definition for one thing appears to be excellent.
Some of the problems related to seedi~ g, r e q u i r e d  where  the
turbulence levels are hig h and the h is togram s spreading ,  leads to
certain difficulties in identif ying jus t  what  the mean velocity is .
As the Mach numbers  go up, there are  cer ta in  limitations with
respect to testing time required in frequency response. W o r k  in
these areas seems to be moving along at a fa i r l y useful  rate.  Al-
so , we have the unique dual beam sys tem which Mr . Schodi corn -
mented on , which seems to be somewhat less sensi t ive  to seeding
problems , for  example , than the Dopp ler approach due to the high-
er signal s trength app lied , if I understood that correct l y.
Going to the fluorescence te chn ique , this certainly o f fe r s  an
interesting new method for getting d i rec t  density measurements .
The accuracy has already been somewhat proven to be 1- 5% now ,
with the potenti al for going to + 
~~~% which is in the same ball park
as the LDV systems , and in princi ple at least , it appears this
method can be used to dete rmine tempera ture  fields. This o f f e r s
an instantaneous picture somewhat analogous to an in t e r f erog ram
but certainly is a much more practical thing to achieve in a real
turbomachj ne.
Smoke studies have not generally been app lied to hig her Rey-
nolds numbers or high velocity flows. We saw today that you can
potentially see something useful under  t ransonic  conditions. This —
looks like a possibly usefu l extra  visualization technique to be con-
sidered in conjunction with other methods .
Some final points : It was commented upon that redundant  meas-
urements  or checks are  very  impor tan t . I couldn ’t agree with that
more strong ly. Murphy ’s law is s till very  frequently encountered
in experimental work. With the var ie ty  of methods available , I
think in most situations it is possible to create a redundant meas-
urement situation. I think it ’s important  not to overlook some of
the mo re fundamental flow experiments such as described by Rannie
and Thompson and Adamson. Some of these exotic new measurement- p
—
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techniques put us in a position to really learn more about what ’s
- going on inside a turbomachine than we eve r have before , but
- these very same methods used in conjunction with these more
basic models , may provide information which in some instances
- is more directly useful for cross checking some of the nurn~~rical
techniques.
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DISCUSSION
JAM ESON : I am not t ry ing  to be provocat ive - but why can ’t you
- - people make a decent test in a cascade ? Let me tell you what I
mean . You do all these fancy laser  velocity profiles , e tc . ,  but
when we had our cascade tested - it  had six blade s - not one of
them had the same force on it as any of the other five . It ’s sup-
posed to be periodic with the same force on every  blade. Well ,
it ’s not v e r y  encouraging for  a man like Dave Korn , t ry ing to de-
H si gn a blade by a really fancy piece of mathemat ics, if he can ’t
get  a reasonable test of it.
WENNERSTROM: The only comment I would make on that is that
some of our experimental methods are  more accura te  than the
envi ronmenta l  conditions present  in some of the test  facil i t ies in
which they ’re being used. Five to six blades , for  example , is
probabl y somewhat marg ina l  in many si tuat ions , to obtain per iodic
flow - j u s t  to pick one point. Manufac tu r ing  tolerances play a big
role in precisely the way you menttoned.  In o rde r  to have a hig h
confidence level in measurements, no matte r how good the ins t ru-
- - ment  is , these effects  are  v er y  impor tant  factors  which can ’t be
ove rlooked.
JAMESON : Well , of cou r se  - wh y don ’t you go in and fix these
th in gs?  You ’ve got the fancy  ins t rumenta t ion ;  let ’s have some
tests now - good ones.
KERREBROCK: There ’s a point  of phi losop h y he re , which is that
a cascade is , at best , an approximation to something that you ’re
















interested  in. Nobod y eve r built a compressor out of rec t i l inear
cascades , least of all with five blades. If you really want to have
a precise test of your calculations , then what you have to do , is
do an experiment on the real machine. That is , on the real geon~-
e t r y .  Now , as I think Mikolajczak has said ove r and over again ,
cascade experiments  don ’t represent  what happens in a blade row
in a real machine , unless some constraints which the machine u n -
poses on the cascade are adequately represented. The most im-
portant  one is the mass flow density variation to the cascade.
Periodici ty  is anothe r one.
JAMESON : I’d like to elaborate a bit fu r the r on what I had in
mind. It seems to me that we ’re t ry ing to develop, let ’s say,
theor ies  in numerical methods in which we ’d like to es tab l i sh
some confidence. But we can ’t get that unless we can have son e
coordinated tests in which the tests test  the same thing the calcu-
lations t r y  to do. So you can ’t reall y find out whether  a theory
for designing cascades is valid unless you test a cascade.  It ’s
true that when you want to built  a j e t  engine you have to test for
that one , too. But you do need some experiments  that are de-
signed to -i-iatch the conditions of the calculations as closely as
possible in order  to t ry  to establish some reasonable confidence
in the calculations. If we got that, then it gives us some base to
move on , to some more complicated type of calculat ion , may be.
ERDOS : I would jus t  like to offe r a simple minded proposal.  It
might be easie r to calculate the cascade of flat blades in a tunnel
- - than it is to make a rotating test .
WENNERSTROM: I think your encouragement  to those doing that
kind of work  is well founded. Actually, there probabl y has been
-: some more accurate work  done but which has not yet reached the
public domain. I think that it would be highl y advantageous if
some of that work could manage to reach the open l i t e rature  be-
fore too lorg.
OLIVER: i’m not an exper irnentalist , but it seems to me clearly
in the case where a cascade is involved in rotating stall , you have
a situation which is not periodic.  I don ’t think it ’s a matte r that
people don ’t run experiments  p roper l y or that blades aren ’t manu-
fac tu red  to the rig ht tolerances , althoug h that ’s relevant - but
-
- - , isn ’ t i t  possible that in fact in the r ich va r i e ty  of viscous interac-
tions , e t c . ,  that  genuine nonper iodic  phenomena occur in a real
cascade even if you machined it to the pe r fec t  tolerances , eve n
















JAMESON : I’m quite bothered. Dave Korn designed a cascade
blade but with very fancy mathematics. The tests that have been
• made so far haven ’t been v~ - r y  hel pfu l .  it ’s qu i te  possible that
there are  difficulties due to , let ’s sa y ,  separa t ion  of boundary
• layers and things that make the theory not that good. But the
tests we ’ve had so far tell us nothing at all. It ’s clear that we
didn ’t meet the minimum conditions for simulating what the cal-
culation was t ry ing to do. We really need a good coordinated
test that will t ry  to find out whe the r the theory  is a good theory
or not.
SHREEVE : I have to chip in , with so many  t h e o r e t i c i a n s  conirnen-
ting on the experimentalists ’ papers . I think the job of se t t ing  up
a controlled experiment of the type you ’re sugges t ing  is probabl y
as difficult  as solving the analytical problem . I th ink  tha t  set t i n g
up the experimental situation under control  is equall y d i f f i c u l t .
It might be expected to take as long.
JAMESON : I believe it is difficult  for one to do i t .  I don ’t t h i n k
it ’s easy, I think it ’s difficult. But we sho uld t r y  to coopera~t - on
these matters.  We shouldn ’t have two groups of peop le not t a lk ing
to each other.
MIKOLAJCZAK: This presents quite a tough problem because  the
particular design we ’re looking at requires  that we have son~e v er y
accurate measurements  on the blade sur face . Secondl y, it then
requires that we simulate Reynolds numbers  ve ry  accurately. But
this meant that we had to go to a very  long chord . This in tu rn  put
a strain on the size of the blowdown faci l i t y that we have. What  i t
meant is that we finally finished up with an aspect rat io of about
one and a half. At thts point , one has to ask - is this cascade go-
ing to give us a pC,~ ratio of 1 - which means there  is no conve r-
• gence from the end walls ? At that kind of aspect rat io that ’s vir-
tually impossible. So obviously the attemp t is to t r y  and s imula te
I ~ this kind of PC rati o in that kind of facility and eliminate the 3-Dx
effe cts that are not in the analysis .  This proves to be quite diffi-
cult. Added to which we had a very  highly loaded blade which
didn ’t make things any easier .  What it appears , is that we may
have a facility to do this job. What we may now see as a possible —
place is the old NASA-Langley tunnel which is operating very  ef-
fectively at DFVLR in Germany. That may be the place where  we
have to go for such a facility. That is the kind of state we are  in
in this country - that about the best cascade tunnel we have is at 
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- Prat t  and there ’s another one at Allison. That ’s the limit of the
- 
- available capability in this country. This is the reason why we
find it ra ther  difficult  at this poin t to model a design ve ry  sensi-
- 
j tive to any changes like the Korn airfoi l  is , rig ht now. We ’re
- trying. - -
PLATZER: I would like to summarize by making just two obse r -  
-
vations. I think it is safe to say that as far as transonic flow -
- problems in ti~rbomachines are concerned , that the future is -
-
- secure.  There are  plenty of problems for  the next twenty  y e a r s .
I I think that is a comforting observa t ion  in t imes of bud get cuts - -
job s ecu r i t y  is very important!  Secondl y, I don ’t mean it as a —
mere compliment when I say that this has been the most patient
- and cooperating audience I have eve r observed. I thank you all
out of my hear t  for the wonder fu l  cooperation you have given us
in sticking with us to the end , f rom eig ht o ’clock to s i x - t h i r t y .
-‘ I wish to th an k in pa r t i cu l a r  the speakers  for  their contr ibut ions, 
-




- ADAMSON : I add my thanks  also.
I
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It is quite apparent from the preceding papers  and discussions
that two major developments are greatly contributing to the advance-
ment of the state-of-the-art in transonic turbomachinery aerody-
namics, i.e.,
i) new computational capabilities and techniques
ii) new measuring probes and techniques , especially
non-intrusive optical techniques.
Both techniques are beginning to yield a wealth of information
which would have been considered quite unattainable only a short
decade ago. Indeed, the spectacular progress which was achieved
during this period in the physical unders tanding  and the theoret ical
F prediction of the two-dimensional transonic a ir foi l  charac te r i s t i c s
provides considerable hope for similar advances in the tran sonic
turbomachinery field.
Unfortunately, the flow through a multi-stage transonic turbo—
machine presents a much greate r challenge to its detailed unde r-
standing and prediction than the airfoil problem. The two-dimen-
sional modelling of the flow , either experimental  or theoret ical ,
is an approximation of onl y limited value , as is also t rue  for any
predictive method in which complex reflected shock wave geome -
tries cannot be considered. Thus , the resul ts  of cascade tests
have to be supplemented by the more difficult and expensive tests
of actual turbomachines. An accurate and efficient comoutation of :1
the three-dimensional flow field , however , is still in its in fancy .
Furthermore, it is now generally reco gnized (see. e . g .,  the re-
cen t Project SQUID and AGARD Meetings on Unsteady Flows in
Turbomachines) that the oscillatory flow character is t ics  will have {
to be accounted for if a true understanding and p redict ion of the
machine ’s performance under  various operating conditions is to be
achieved. This adds yet another dimension to an already ove rly 
•
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complex problem . Finally,  the well known complexities in t r o d u c e d
- by shock-boundary laye r interactions - especially in hi ghl y un stead y
- and three-dimensional flows - are  fur ther  comp licat ing a s p e c t s .
- One of the more important problems made apparent by these
papers and diesussions is the lack of sufficient base line data for
-: testing computing methods , or from anothe r viewpoint, a lack of
testing fa cilities - in which improvements suggested by numer i ca l
s tudies can be tested. It is very difficult  to g ive rational explana-
tions for lack of comparative agreement when for both the cornpu-
tation and the experiment, the test cases are at one and the sam e
- time extremely complex and yet different  kinds of approximat ion
- to an actual engine flow. More tes t  cases in which the anal ysis
- 
- 
and the expe riment are  desi gned to test  each othe r r a the r  than to
approximate actual engine conditions would appear to be of value.
Thus , the progress ive  reduction and eventual subs t i tu t ion  of the
present  largely empirical design elements by a rational prediction
method is certain to require  a sustained and systematic  e f fo r t  ove r
a broad spectrum of possible approaches for many more years .
Therefore , government and industr ia l  organizations concerned
with turbopropuls ion research will continue to be faced with agoni-
zing cos t /benef i t  considerations concerning the value and level of
sustained research versus the expense involved in ad hoc fixe s
H f rom case to case. This question of resource  allocation for long -
term research and its relevance in the face of ever more urgent
demands for the solution of nea r - t e rm problems is  a ve ry  cr i t ical
one indeed. It is hoped that the p ieceding  pages are not  only a
source of info rmation and inspirat ion for  active worke r s  in this
field but also serve  as a convincing demonstrat ion of the value of
• 
- 
sus tained research .
We are very pleased to be able to conclude these proceedings
-
- 
with remarks  by Professor Oswatits ch summar iz ing  his vast  ex-








SOME REMARKS ON PRESENT AND FU TURE RESEARCH TAS KS
- - 
IN FLUID MECHANICS
Professor  Dr. Klaus Oswatitsch
February 1976
There is a widespread tendency among managers responsible
- for  research  and development funding to differentiate between the
academic problems to which a student will generally be exposed
during his undergraduate and graduate studies and his postgraduate
training at academic institutions , and the complex flow phenomena
I 
which are typically encountered in various fields of engineering,
- rang ing f rom, say, aerospace and turbomachinery problems to
noise and pollution control . A sufficiently detailed , or , ideally,
- -
- a complete compute r solution of these flow problems usually is a
pr imary objective in modern engineering.
One is , therefore, dealing with the question of academic re-
search  and instruction, on the one hand , as opposed to industr ia l
— 
- research and development, on the othe r . In this connection , the
unfo r tunately false argument is often advanced by administrators
of government research and development agencies - with which I
has ten to disagree - that basic research belongs in universit ies
p and that applied resea rch and development belong in government
- 
and industrial research laboratories.
Such questions of research planning and organization assume
a great importance because of their close connection to public
H expenditures. Wrong concepts in research management ultimately - -
- - lead to ineffective use of public funds.
- - 
In the research intensive branches of the natural sciences, of




is a broad field of endeavo r lying between the object of universi ty
- 
- 
education and the scientific tools needed to solve the problems of
--  
- industrial development, which I would like to characterize as the
- 
- 
recognition, analysis , and mastery of fundam ental processes.
Examples of such fundamental processes in the area of fluid
mechanics are , e.g. , the following : flow about airfoil  leading-
edge s, bounda ry layer separation, shock wave formation and decay,
• shock wave-boundary laye r interaction s , shock detachment, sub -
sonic and supersonic stator-roto r interference, generalized
- • 
Prandtl-Meye r expansion, sonic leading edges , mul t i -phase flows ,
- - fluid dynamic stability, numerical  stability of computational meth-
ods , etc.
The solution of such problems is achieved in various ways , ex-
perimentally as well as theoretically, and in the latte r case , in
part  analytically and in par t  numerical ly. Seasoned experts , i. e . ,
senior universi ty faculty or research laboratory staff members,
are generally required to provide the necessary guidance if thesis
projects are to produce meaningful contribu tions and advances.
Therefore , it would be self-delusion to assume that substantial
progress  can be achieved by merely increasing the numbe r of M.S.
and Ph. D. theses without a corresponding increase in scientifi c
supporting staff.
The need to study the “fundamental processes ” often ar ises
only in connection with certain externally imposed require ments ,
such as the need to increase a i rplane flig ht speeds or engine power
outputs . Hence , it cannot be expected that the major i ty of these
fundamental processes will be full y mastered in the foreseeable
- - 
fu ture .  Howeve r , it is character is t ic  of these fundamental proces-
ses that they are encountered again and again in rathe r diverse
p rojects . The mastery of fundamental processes is thus an indis-
pensable requirement for a complete understandi ng and solution of
-ievelo pment problems. At the same tim e , considerab le saving s
in time , money and e f fo r t  will result on a specific p r o j e c t  f the
computation of certain local de tails can be omitted because these
are  known from previous studies with which the r e s e a rch  staff  is
fami liar.
In summary, it can therefore be said that a not ins igni f icant
part of the work of scientific staffs should be concentrated on the
solution and mastery  of these fundamental flow processes. How-
eve r , this work can form the subject of univers i ty education to onl y













a minimal degree since training at universit ies  can be devoted to
in-depth studies of individual subjects to a much lesser  degree
than was previously the case. Rather , univers i t ies  must  take
- 
into account the increasing growth and specialization of te chnical
- 
knowledge.
Efforts  to maste r as many  fundamental  flow proceses as pos-
sible will always be rewarding because the scientific tools of the
- , 
expert  are  thereby extended , Ij e cause the needed expenditures for
this work are quite small compared to typical development project
— costs, and , finally, because th is type of work  will not onl y benefit
a specifi c industrial developrnenL p ro jec t  whose for tunes or mis-
fortunes are difficult to anticipate, but  will pay welcome dividends
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